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PREPACE 
A number of technical developments have the potential for greatly improving the observational data base available to oceanographers studying the general circulation of the ocean. This potential improvement bears directly on the problems in oceanography that involve large scales and long time periods and that have a direct impact on society. societal issues involved include the growing concern about the role of the ocean in climate and climate change, the response of the ocean to increasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and the long-term behavior of radioactive wastes deposited in ~ne sea. The new technology holds much promise and is already available in principle, but questions have been raised as to w~9ther the new observational systems based on this technology can or will be used to address the many issues now facing oceanographers. 
The technical developments and recent advances in understanding of relevant ocean processes suggested to a number of interested scientists that a structured discussion of the problems of making global observa-tions of the ocean would be particularly timely. In response, the Ocean Climate Research Committee of the Board on OCean Science and policy of the National Research Council held a workshop on -Global Observations and Understanding of the General Circulation of the OCeans.- This report presents the proceedings of that workshop, which was held August 8 through 12., 1983, at the Woods Hole Study Center of the National Academy of Sciences, Woods lIole, Massachusetts. A Steering Committee was appointed to organize the workshop, and they identified several issues to address: (1) TO determine whether we do indeed have the ability to obtain ocean data on a global scale that could profoundly change our understanding of the circulation; (2) to identify the primary and secondary elements needed to conduct a World OCean Circulation Experiment (WOCE); (3) if the ability is achievable, to determine what the U.S. role in such an experiment should be; and (4) to outline the steps nllcessary to assure that an appropriate program is conducted. 
Pifty-eight individuals, representing physical, chemical, and biological oceanography, were invited to participate in the workshop (see Appendixes I and II). Before the workshop, sorne participants prepared papers on the general concepts of global observations. The compiled baekground papers were printed and bound prior to the workshop, where they served as a basis for discussion. The papers cover an 
ix 
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enormous range of issues, from specifics of particular instrument 
accuracies to semicomplete outlines of concepts of the entire World 
Ocean Circulation Experiment (see Appendix III). These papers 
represent personal views, and it was recognized that not all the 
recommendations and suggestions could be carried out. 
Three working groups were organized during the workshop to consider 
specific technical issues and present their findings at plenary 
meetings: 
• GROUP 1, "Water Masses and Their Exchange", William J. 
Jenkins and Joseph L. Reid, Co-Chairmen, Bert R.I. Bolin, Neil L. 
Brown, Kirk Bryan, Curtis A. Collins, James Crease, Robert Etkins, 
Manuel E. Fiadeiro, Joseph Pedlosky, peter B. Rhines, Claes G.H. Rooth, 
Jorge L. Sarmiento, John Steele, Henry Stommel, Bruce Warren, and Ray 
F. WeiSS. 
• GROUP 2, "Atmosphere-Ocean Exchange": Pearn P. NUler, and 
William George Large, Co-Chairmenl Joost A. Businger, Anthony Calio, 
D.E. Harrison, Robert H. Heinmiller, Jr., A.D. Kirwan, Ryuji Kimura, 
John Morrison, William C. Patzert, James F. Price, Roger Revelle, 
Robert H. Stewart, R.W. Stewart, and John Woods. 
• GROUP 3, ·Velocity Field": Harry L. Bryden and Walter H. 
Munk, CO-Chairmen: Robert E. cheney, Russ E. Davis, Michael Ghil, Dale 
E. Haidvogel, Michel Pierre Lefebvre, James R. Luyten, James G. Marsh, 
Paola M. Rizzoli, Allan R. Robinson, Robert C. Spindel, George Veronis, 
Douglas C. Webb, and Stan Wilson. 
Each working group prepared a report of its findings. 
In organizing the workshop, the Steering Committee clttempted to 
assure that a wide spectrum of views would be represented. The result 
was often heated and wide-ranging debate; nonetheless, by the end of 
the workshop, consensus did develop that a ~Jrld Ocean Circulation 
Experiment appears feasible, worthwhile, and timely. The workshop 
participants made no attempt to design such an experiment, but did 
agree that such a program should have the following overall goal: ~ 
understand the general circulation of the global ocean well enough to 
be able to predict ocean response and feedback to long-term changes in 
the atmosphere. 
Discussion of the overall goal, specific objectives, and 
recommendations for next steps in planning such an experiment are 
included in the text. 
Financial support for the workshop was provided by the National 
Science FOundation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Carl I" Wunsch, 
Steering Committee Chairman 
D. James Baker 
FranciS P. Bretherton 
Wallace Broecker 
James C. MCWilliams 
WOrth D. Nowlin, Jr. 
Ferris Webster 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Lack of adequate knowledge of the general circulation of the ocean is a fundamental obstacle to solving many important problems of climate, ocean chemistry, and biology. The ocean is a global turbulent fluid, with temporal and spatial variability on all scales. There is agree-ment that the observations necessary to define all the important time and space scales everywhere are lacking. The main difficulty is our present inability to observe the three-dimensional ~cean over the requisite long time scales. It is possible that recent technical developments could sIgnifi-cantly improve the observational base available to oceanographer.s studying the general ocean circulation. Some exist, or have be~n demonstrated; others show promise and might be developed in the next five years. Most of these developments are unlikely to be used in the field unless there is a broad base of strong support for them. Examples of such developments with at least a potential for generating useful observations on basin scales to near-global scales are as follows: 
• The SEASAT scatterometer. Realistic quantitative estimates of the wind stress and its spectrum are possible from measurements by such an instrument. The problem of directional ambiguity can be overcome with more recent designs. 
o The SEASAT altimeter. with the ability to measure absolute sea surface slopes within a few centimeters over spatial scales of 25 km to 10,000 km, the absolute topography and variability of the sea surface of the ocean could be determined globally for periods of days to years. 
o Long-range floats. Both neutrally buoyant sUbsurface floats and surface drifters can now be tracked over long distances. Ocean circulation could be determined at least on ocean basin scales, although the number of floats/drifters necessary remains to be clad-tied. 
o Surface measurements. In-situ measurements of surface air pressure and other quantities yielding air-sea fluxes can be made globally from surface drifting buoys. These could be deployed with spacing compatible with atmospheric synoptic scales to provide the surface boundary condition for the ocean. 
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2 
• Tracer measurements. Chemical techniques for tracer sampling from small water samples on a routine basis are available for steady and transient tra~ers, including nutrients, tritium, helium-3, and halocarbons (Freons). For the first time one could obtain from ships global baseline property distributions with mesoscale resolution along sections. 
• Acoustic tomography. >Existing technology and designs could provide large area integrals (means) of heat content, heat flux, and potential vorticity, as functions of depth over entire ocean basins (across hundreds or thousands of kilometers). 
• Eddy-resolving numerical models. These are increasingly realistic over domains approaching those of ooean basins. With anticipated developments in computer teohnology and numerioal methods, suoh models oould be adapted to operate with basin- or global-scale data sets in assimilation modes analogous to those used in 
meteorology--if the appropriate data existed. 
These de'/elopments have appeared at the same time that there is growing international interest in the role of the ooean in climate, and olimate changes. Thus, international climate researoh programs, specifically the World Climate program, could provide the framework for aotually carrying out observations of the global ocean. But the fundamental problem is not that of climate per se; it is the problem of determining and understanding the general circulation of the ocean, which must be known to understand the role of the ocean in climate. It is possible that the new developments could be used for observation of ocean circulation, for studies of climate and for other purposes. For these reasons, the Ocean Climate Research Committee of the Board on Ocean Science and Policy appointed a steering Committee to organize the workshop entitled "Global Observations and Understanding of the General Circulation of the Oceans." 
Fifty-eight individuals were invited to participate in the workshop representing physic •• l, chemical, and biological oceanography. The letter of invitation and the t/orkshop agenda are included in Appendix I, and the list of participants is given in Appendix II. Before the workshop, some participants pr~pared papers on the general concepts of global observations and experiments as well as OD the technical aspects of global observations. The compiled background papers were printed and bound prior to the workshop, where they served as a basis for discussion. Because of the importance of these papers to the deliberations, they are included in Appendix III. In organizing the workshop, the Steering Committee attempted to assure that a wide spectrum of views from the entire oceanographic community would be represented. The result was often heated debate on issues ranging from the concept of global oceanography to differences of opinion about the technical capabilities of particular observational methods. Nonetheless, by the end of the workshop, a consensus did develop that a WOrld Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCB) appeared feasible, worthwhile, and timely. The workshop participants made no attempt to design such an experiment, but did agree that such a program should have the following overall goal. To understand the general 
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circulation of the global ocean well enough to be able to predict ocean response and feedback to long-term changes in the atmosphere. Several other major conclusions were also generally agreed upon: that several of the available and developing technologies made such a goal realisticallY achievable for the first time and thus that the time is right for planning and executing such a global experiment; that the resources required would demand an unprecedented degree of consensus and cooperation in the world oceanographic community; that the immense effort required to mount such an experiment would be worthwhile/ and that such a program would likely require a decadal time scale, with a more intensive central field phase lasting perhaps 5 years beginning about 1990. 
To move beyond these generalizations the workshop participants recommended that plans for WOCE should proceed. They are hopeful that the workshop conclusion and support for a U.S. component of the WOCE will be endorsed by the oceanographic community and that the U.S. funding agencies will ask the National Research Council to appoint a committee for the World Ocean Circulation Experiment. The committee would provide regular guidance on planning for a U.S. WOCE component, work with appropriate panels of the Committee on Climatic Changes and the Ocean (ceCO) and the Joint Scientific Committee (JSC) in order to ensure adequate liaison with international planning for the WOCE, and advise the appropriate U.S. government agencies on the implementation of a U.S. WOCE component. 
These proceedings reflect views expressed by workshop participants, and the overall goal and specific objectives as stated in Chapter 2 represent a consensus reached by the participants. The suggested next steps in the development of a U.S. component of WOCE are outlined in Chapter 3. The reports of three working groups, which were organized during the workshop to consider specific technical issues, are included in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 
STATEMENT OF GOALS AND OJiJECTIVES 
The workshop participants agreed on this overall goal of the contribution to a World Ocean Circulation Experiment ~OCE): 
Overall Goal: To understand the general circulation of the global ocean well enough to be able to predict ocean response and feedback to long-term changes in the atmosphere. 
In order to meet that goal, a number of specific objectives were identified by the workshop. These specific objectives are as follows; 
1. To complete a basic description of the present physical state of the ocean. 
2. To improve the description of the atmospheric boundary 
conditions on the global ocean and to establish their uncertainties. 3. To describe the upper boundary layer of the ocean adequately for quantitative estimates of water mass transformation. 4. To determine the role of interbasin exchanges in the global ocean circulation. 
5. To determine the role of ocean heat transport and storage in the heat budget of the earth. 
6. To determine seasonal and interannual oceanic variability on a global scale and to estimate its consequences. 
The workshop participants recognized that the goal and objectives of the U.S. component of WOCE are broad. This is intentional. We may not fully attain all of the objectives. However. they constitute a focus and give direction to the program. 
In the overall goal is included the ability -to predict ocean response and feedback to long-term climate changes in the atmosphere-in order to have a criterion by which we can judge our progress toward this very difficult task of understanding the global ocean circulation. Through the comparison of global and regional data sets with the results of developing numerical and analytical predictive models. we will attempt to measure our progress. 
On the way to attaining the overall goal. a number of valuable intermediate objectiv9s would be achieved. Some of these are identified specifically. The first specific objectives (1 thtough 3) listed deal 
4 
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5 
with basic descriptions. These are followed by objectives concerning fundamental processes or phenomena to be understood for the 
construction or predictive models. 
OBJECTIVE 1: To complete a basic description of the present physical state of the ocean. 
The basic description of the present physical state of the ocean is meant to include first global distributions of density, passive tracers, and low-frequency horizontal velocity. This description is basic to understanding the circulation of the ocean as a single entity. It may also include estimates of potential vorticity, vertical velocity, and other derived quantities over subregions of the ocean. Program elements essential to this objective are as follows: 
• Long-term global observations of sea surface topography by satellites, supplemented by tide gauge measurements; 
• Completion of the global sampling of ocean tracers (now under way as the Transient Tracers in the Ocean program), 
• Global sampling of the temperature and salinity fields, 
• Global sampling of the ocean velocity field by Lagrangian Drifting Buoys, and 
• Global sampling of the surface forcing fields by a combination of satellite and surface measurements. 
It may be necessary to resurvey the global density field instead of simply filling in present data gaps and repeating density measurements in selected areas. Other requirements may include widely spaced direct measurements of low-frequency currents on a global basis and intensive direct current measurements in selected energetic regions. 
OBJECTIVE 2. TO improve the description of the atmospheric boundary conditions on the global ocean and to establish their uncertainties. 
The second specific objective complements the first objective by providing the boundary conditions needed for the application of models predicting atmospheric forcing effects on the ocean. Moreover, this information provides boundary conditions necessary for the use of observed oceanic distributions of tracers in describing the time-averaged ocean circulation as well as internal mixing. Specific requirements in support of the second objective include measurement of surface wind stress by scatterometer from spacecraft and other satellite measurements required for global surface heat flux. Global estimates, derived from satellite, surface drifter, and ship data, of radiation, latent heat, precipitation, and accurate sea surface temperature, will be essential to determining surface heat and water fluxes. Efforts are needed to learn how to make these 
measurements. Surface gas exchange rates and variability of sea ice cover are examples of other requirements. 
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OBJECTIVE 3. To descr ibe the upper boundary layer of the ocean adequately for quantitative estimates of water mass transformation. 
In order to make use of improved descriptions of atmospheric boundary conditions (objective 2), we need to understand the effects of such forcing on the surface boundary layer of the ocean (objective 3). Our description of the surface layer must take into account its variability, including the development of the mixed layer and seasonal thermocline. special attention 1s needed in areas where there is deep convection. 
OBJECTIVE 4. To determine the role of interbasin exchanges in the global ocean circulation. 
!n addition to atmospheric forcing, it is the interbasin exchanges that provide the connections between the various ocean basins, leading to a truly global ocean circulation. Monitoring of the transport and property fluxes will be needed through Drake passage, through the Strait of Gibraltar, and between Greenland and Scotland. Also needed is monitoring of the flow of deep water from the Antarctic and North Atlantic into the major basins, which occurs principally as intense, deep western boundary currents. Deep western boundary current measurements are probably the only effective means of determining the magnitude of deep water circulation. Finally, the monitoring of upper level western boundary currents is needed to constrain the upper water budgets in each basin for model calculations. Both deep and upper level boundary current monitoring is needed for direct heat transport estimates. 
OBJECTIVE 5. To determine the role of ocean hoat transport and storage in the heat budget of the earth. 
It is known now that the ocean heat transport across some latitudes is comparable to the heat transported by the atmosphere. However, with the exception of the zonal transport across 24°N in the Atlantic and a few other locations, we have only rough, and sometimes conflicting, indirect estimates of ocean heat flux. In order to understand the global heat balance, the heat transport and storage in the oceans must be known. Many of the specific requirements needed to determine these are needed also in the support of specifics (objectives 1 through 4). In addition, estimates of intermediate and deep water formation rates are required. The flux of liquid water across the sea surface and the oceanic transport of water are important to this goal. 
OBJECTIVE 6. To determine seasonal and interannual oceaniC variability on a global scale and to estimate its consequences. 
We know that there are strong seasonal cycles in the ocean, but we have not yet had the data base to examine their characteristics on a global basis. We also know that certain signals, such as the Southern Oscillation index (a measure of interbasin sea level pressure differ- I j 
/ 
7 
ence), are reflected in very large (at least basin-wide) variability of the oceans. However, we do not know the extent and magnitude of such variability, which is essential knowledge for determining the casual mechanisms. BxtenBive additional sampling probably will not be 
required to address objective 6, but much can be learned from the requirements for meeting the other objectives. Scale interactions are not stated as a specific objective, but can be addressed through the opportunity of WOCB. In particular, interactions between eddies and the mean flow, and interactions between western boundary currents and the interior flow of oceanic gyres are essential to the global problem. 
Further elaboration of the scientific needs behind the program objectives and of the specific requirements needed to approach them are given in the reports of the three workshop study groups, which are presented in Chapter 4. 
,--~- ,---- - - - .. - -. - -- ------"-
CHAPTER 3 
NEXT STEPS TOWARD A U.S. IiOCE 
The main purpose of the workshop was to examine the feasibility and desirability of designing and carrying out a global ocean ci.culation experiment. The participants agreed that the experiment appeared feasible, and the next necessary steps were considered. Here are outlined the next steps necessary for the development of a U.S. cOmPOnent of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment as identified by the workshop Steering Committee. 
1. Distribute workshop report and solicit comments. This report is being widely circulated within the U.S. scientific community to provide potentially interested participants in a global experiment with the background and conclusions of the workshop. It is to be stressed that this report is not a scientific plan. It consists of inputs to and ideas of workshop participants. Recipients are being asked to provide their thoughts on the questions addressed to workshop participants and to comment on the workshop results. The responses will be used as part of the planning process. 2. Form a U.S. IiOCB Committee. A U.S. WDCE COmmittee should be established within the National Research Council to provide oversight for further planning of a U.S. component of NOeS, to ensure adequate liaison with international planning for the WDCB, and to advise appropriate U.S. funding agencies on the implementation of the U.S. component of WDCB. 
3. Establish WDCB working groups. An International Steering Committee for WDCE has been established under the auspices of CCCO/JSC. That committee has established several working groups for the consideration of aspects critical to further IiOCB planning, with emphasis upon climatic goals. It is planned to establish U.S. working groups to similarly assist in the formulation of the U.S. contribution. It is suggested that the working groups focus on the following topics: 
i. Ocean surface layer and atmospheric exchanges ii. Ocean velocity 
iii. Global temperature and salinity distributions iv. Tracer distributions 
v. Oceanic heat flux 
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Interbasin exchanges 
Modeling and data synthesis 
Technology development 
The first four topics are being addressed also by working groups of the International Steering Committee for the WOCE. (Topic i is meant to include consideration of surface layer processes. Topic ii should include consideration of (1) mean velocities on large scales, (2) time-varying velocity on large to intermediate scales, (3) mesoscale statistics, and (4) scales that might be obtained from topographic measurements by satellites. Topic tv must include con~iderations of inter ior mixing.) 
Heat flux and interbasin exchange studies should be considered, and initial plans for such subprograms s:.lould be formulated. 4. Draft a summary scientific plan for U.S. WOCE. In parallel with international and U.S. working group activities, the U.S. WOCE Committee should begin preparation of a scientific plan for the U.S. component. Because of the many technical and scientific uncertainties bearing on program design, this plan must be preliminary in nature and will continue to evolve over a period of several years. The plan must also take into account any comments, criticisms, or suggestions ariSing from the workshop report. 
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CHAPTER 4 
REPORTS OF THE WORKING GROUPS 
INTRODUCTION 
The following three reports, written during the workshop, present the deliberations of the working groups in which the workShop participants considered the following questions: 
1. What would constitute an adequate understanding of the. general circulation of the ocean? 2. Can we make a major advance in our understanding of the ocean circulation with a global study in the next two decades? 3. What are the critical problems (primary and secondary) that must be solved in order to make this advance (consider your definition of global)? 
4. What are the specific physical processes that need to be studied in order to understand the critical problems? Can they be listed in priority order? 5. What data ought to be collected, and what is it realistic to expect in the future? What data fields are required for a proper description? What analysis field? What quantitative approaches need to be carried out to simulate various observational nets (e.g., particular float distribution, particular tracer measurements, various mix of satellite measurements)? 6. What specific model development is needed now, and what developments are to be expected in the future? Consider QGCMs, BGCMs, and data assimilation models. 7. What are the needs for measurement techniques? Do they now exist, or can they be developed in time? 8. What is the strategy for proceeding? FOrmulate an overall timetable. What studies must be simultaneous? What needs to be done now for planning? 
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GROUP 1; WA'l'ER MASSBS AND TllBIR EXCHANGB 
Members: William J. Jenkins, Co-Chairman 
Joseph L. Reid, Co-Chairman 
Bert Bolin, Neil L. Brown, Kirk Bryan, CUrtis A. Collins, James Crease, RObert Etkins, Manuel E. Fiadeiro, Joseph Pedlosky, Peter B. Rhines, claes G.H. ROath, Jorge L. Sarmiento, John Steele, Henry Stommel, Bruce Warren, and Ray F. Weiss. 
Motivation 
The ocean plays a crucial role in the long-term maintenance of global climate. In addition to transporting and storing heat, it exerts control over atmospheric concentrations of the climate modifier C02. The transport of C02 and other environmentally important substances to and from the deep ocean occurs on time scales ranging from years to millennia, that is, on time scales most relevant to mankind's interests. Further, the principal means whereby the surface ocean (and hence the atmosphere) communicates with the deep ocean is via the process of water mass conversion, that is, the thermodynamic modification of surface water properties and subsequent vertical motions. Inasmuch as water mass conversion or formation is subjsct to climatic forcing and its perturbations, there exists a feedback between climate and C02 transport. The sense of this feedback may well be positive; that is, the climatic effects resulting from an increase in atmospheric C02 concentrations may reduce the ocean's ability to remove the CO2• Clearly, then, it is important to understand the processes of water mass formation and motions from the viewpoint of understanding long-term global climate. The difficulty arioes in the fact that these processes are sporadic in time and heterogeneous in space. Few direct observations of water mass conversion actually exist, and its occurrence is usually inferred from observations made after the fact. The most powerful tool we have in this regard is the observation of tracers, and in particular transient tracers. 
Tracers have some very useful attributes. Dependent on boundary conditions, time history (if transient), and in-situ behavior (e.g., half-life), a tracer will integrate over space and time scales and provide a representative average of the net effects of a given process. certain tracers, because of their nonuniform boundary conditions, provide visibility to some important processes or features (e.g., tritium in the deep western boundary current in the North Atlantic). Finally, the broad variety of boundary conditions, characteristics, and time histories embodied in the tracers measurable today should provide a means of discerning between various process models that might otherwise be difficult to separate. This last feature is particularly important for model validation and parameterization. programs such as GEOSECS and TTO (Transient Tracers in the Ocean) have provided high-quality tracer data that have and will be used in models or ocean circulation and transport. 
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It should be noted, however, that the usefulness of a given tracer is directly dependent upon the extent to which its boundary conditions, time-testing, and in-situ behavior are known and understood. Conse-quently, an effective observational program may include some activities aimed more at understanding the nature of some of these tracers. TO some extent the behavioral characteristics of a tracer may be "backed-out" from observable distributions, but some boundary or process experiments may need to be done. Examples of such experiments include sediment trap and benthic chamber deployments. Consideration of the logistics of such experiments suggests that these experiments may best be pursued in parallel with woeE activities. A specific goal of woes is to characterize on space scales from basin to global the distribution and transport of heat, mass, and tracers. The ultimate product of this activity would be a successful model(s) of the ocean. A successful model not only should satis-factorily explain all observables, but also should have prognostic capacity: the degree of success in the latter is gauged by the magnitude of the perturbation in forcing that such a model can realistically accommodate. The strength of the model in this regard is directly related to the degree to which it is constrained and validated by observations. 
In practical terms, we should not only go about creating a globally 
"synoptic" data set that will serve as diagnostics for ocean transport models, but also investigate via well-thought-out process-oriented studies the parameterization of those models. A further approach would be to quantify temporal variations and their response to existing forcing changes. 
Specific Recommendations 
Tracers provide extremely useful information about oceanic transport processes on the climatically important time scales (years to centuries). They provide qualitative and quantitative integral constraints on the crucial questions of water mass creatio~, transport, and dissipation. The opportunities presented by the woes concept, namely, the close coupling of tracer measurements with an intense physical Observation program and satellite observation, should be exploited thoroughly. The working group urges the following: 
(a) that there be a carefully designed tracer and hydrographic measurement program that is an integral part of the WOCE program. The relationship between woes and the 'l"rO program should be carefully examined in this context, (b) that the scope of the WOCE program include not only large-scale quasisynoptic surveys, but also time series measurements in key places at the appropriate frequencies, and regionally intensive studies aimed at improving our knowledge of specific processes and boundary conditions (both chemical and physical), an example being high-latitude water mass formation regionsl 
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(c) that some attempt be made to coordinate the tracer and 
hydrographic measurr.ment program with such parallel activities as float 
and drifter release~ and current meter deployments; 
(d) that some consideration be given to better establishing the 
behavior (boundary conditions, time history, and in situ behavior) of 
some tracers that may be of use to the overall WOCE effort; 
(e) that some attempt be made to optiml.ze sampling strategies on 
the basis of existing models, and to foster model development on the 
basis of existing data; and 
(f) that a panel or working group be assembled immediately with 
the charge of following through on the above recommendations. 
Tools 
Tracers represent the primary tools for studying water mass 
formation, motion, and mixing, but clearly we need to start with a 
well-defined and carefully monitorea foundation of high-quality 
hydrographic measurements. Measurement of the field of mass should be 
a fundamental component of this program. 
The more useful tracers from the viewpoint of examining ocean 
transport processes are primarily those tracers that have no (or very 
weak) in-situ biological or chemical activity. These include the 
isotopes produced by bomb testing: tritium (3H)- (3He , 90Sr ); 
industrial byproducts: 85Kr~ halomethanes (Freons); and certain 
natural isotopes: 39Ar and ~28Ra. Other tracers of biogeochemical 
interest inclUde the nutrients (nitrate, phosphate, and silicate), 
oxygen, C02' and 14c • This lBtter group also provides semiquantitative 
constraints on transport and mixing and, where their source/sink terms 
can be determined with some precision, may prove valuable diagnostics 
of ocean models. Other tracers may eventually be added to this arsenal, 
depending on agreements in measurement techniques and our understanding 
of their behavior. 
First-order observations of tracer distributions and their evolution 
afforded by the GEOSECS and TTO programs provide important guidance and 
constraints in the formulation of models and theories of ocean trans-
port. Beyond this, the interrelationships among the tracers are useful 
and potentially definitive tests of these models. With this in mind, a 
well-planned regional study should not only emphasize those tracers 
with the most appropriate boundary conditions, but also include other 
tracers (at a more modest level) that provide ancillary or sometimes 
even redundant information. 
The tracers mentioned above can be divided into two groups on the 
basis of logistics: those tracers that require relatively small 
volumes «10 liters) and those that entail the acquisition of large 
(~50 liters) volumes of water. 
The former (small volume) group may be further divided into those 
tracers that are measurable on the ship (e.g., 02 nutrients, Freons, 
and C02) and those that are measured on shore (e.g., 3H and Jae). 
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The large-volume group includes 90sr , l4c *, 8SKr , 39Ar , and 228aa • Whereas it is tempting, and indeed more expedient, to focus on t~e small-volume tracer group, the information offered by even a coarse, relatIvely infrequent sampling of ti.e large-volume sample provides a powerful incentive ,0 support some measurement activity in this area. Finally, it ShOI.ld be recognized that although the techniques differ in practice, the combination of a tracer measurement program with limited float and drifter releases on current meter deployment may prove a useful approach in certain oceanic regions. For example, a detailed characterization of tracer distributions in a boundary current during a current meter re~ord may allow a direct estimate of fluxes. In addition, the use of relllOte se:tsing to obtain a large-scale average of the sea surface state during periods of water mass formation may complement tracer measurements in studying air-sea exchange on a regional basis. 
Areas of Interest 
The first goal of WOCE will be to obtain a global map of the state of the ocean at one time. The fact that such a picture cannot be truly synoptic is a concern, but a sensible sampling strategy extending over decadal time scales can fulfill this goal when coupled with the satellite data and some repeat observations. 
Clearly, the coverage of the ocean will not be uniform: certain areas of the ocean will require more intensive sampling (e.g., the Gulf Stream) and perhaps even repeated measurements to examine secular and seasonal trends. Although special thought should be given to ensuring that gaps in the existing data base be filled in, resampling areas that are already well characterized by modern hydrographic standards may be especially useful in assessing the representativeness of the WOCE surveys. 
Areas that will require this more intensive sampling include those places where transport is constrained either dynamically or topographi-cally to narrow flows. TheRe include boundary currents (e.g., the Gulf Stream a:td Ktlroshio}, majol: overflows (e.g., Denmark Straits and Strait of Gibraltar), 9nd channels (e.g., Drake Passage and Vema Channel). Regions where major water masses ar.e formed may be the sites of repeated sampling or process studies. These include thermocline outcrop regions (e.g., Northeast Atlantic), intermediate water mass "breeding grounds· (e.g., Labrador Sea and Southeast pacific), and the polar seas. Finally, l'pwelling regions (e.g., the circumpolar and equator ial 
regions) may need special attentior.. 
It is impossible within the scope of this document to fully formulate the sampling strategy. MOre work is clearly needed as planning progresses to develop a viable program. 
*It should be noted that with improvements in acceleration techniques, it may become possible to measure 14C on a small-volume sample with sufficient accuracies for ocean tracer purposes. 
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Experimental APproach 
There are four observational styles, each being not necessarily 
exclusive of the other, that will prove valuable to the WOCE program. The philosophy of large-scale surveying of tracer and hydrographic properties is the most important of the four. Time series sampling, however, may provide important correlative information on higher frequencies, and some process-oriented studies may give essential guidance in the interpretation of the ·synoptic· data. The relative mixture of these approaches needs to be carefully thought out, and should be considered an important component in planning. 
1. Large-scale quasisynoptic sampling. Measurement of the large-scale features of oceanic property distributions (both passive tracers and dynamically active properties) is the cornerstone of the WOCE concept. There is a need to fill in some ·data gaps,· aa well as to look for secular changes in the more conventional observables. temperatures, salinity, density, dissolved oxygen, and some nutrient salts. Further, the delineation of the distribution of more ·exotic· tracers, particularly transient (man-made) tracers with moderately well understood boundary conditions, will prove an important step forward in our knowledge. Such tracers will prove critical diagnostics of ocean models that attempt to describe water mass creation, transformation, aud transport. 
One component of such a program should include a TTO-style program of relatively coarse-grid sampling of both small-volume and large-volume tracers. This should be coordinated with a more detailed survey of hydrographic/nutrient distributions on a scale suitable for dynamical studies. This second program should include a subsampling of small-volume tracers to fill in the coarser grid tracer patterns. 2. Serial sampling. Observation of the variability and time evolution of certain properties will be important in two ways. First, it will aid in the interpretation of the not-perfectly-synoptic large-scale data set. Second, such variations are in part a result of temporal variations in climate forcing, and hence important observables in themselves. 
The existence of spatially homogeneous ·provinces· ira hydrographic and tracer distributions makes it possible to characterize regional trends and variations with a r ',atively modest monitoring effort. A carefully laid out sparse monitoring network would not only be scien-tifically effective, but would also be amenable to international c~llaborative effort. The frequency of sampling depends both on the region and the properties measured and on logistic constraints. One would picture a minimal sampling frequency of the order of one per year, and probably shorter in some places where seasonal effects neeu to be studied. 
A ·pre-WOCE phase· should include the start-up of such sampling programs as deemed appropriate, and they shOUld be continued through a 
·post-WOCE" phase. This may provide important constraints on the representativeness of the Hr.)CE data with only a modest expenditure of effort. 
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3. Regional (process-oriented) studies. Certain critical areas will require more highly resolved and intensive measurement programs. Some carefully designed experiments may do much to improve our knowledge of boundary conditions or in-situ behavior of some tracers. This may, in turn, make the large-scale distribution more useful. Care must be taken, however, to decide how much of this is appropriate within the woeE program, and how much is better pursued in parallel programs. 4. purposeful injections. The deliberate injection of significant quantities of environmentally safe substances into the ocean so as to observe their subsequent d~spersal on large space and time scales may be a powerful approach to studying ocean transport processes. A number of different substances may be introduced at a number of places and times, and the boundary conditions (i.e., behavior at the ocean surface or sides, etc.) may be used in varied ways to illuminate the different processes occurring. Clearly, substantial engineering and technical problems must be overcome, and the scientific design of the experiment (and the interpretation) must be careful, but there is promise in the technique. 
Modeling and Interpretation 
Theoretical and numerical model development is important within the framework of WOCE for two reasons. First, the existence of a 'working hypothesis" will pro~e valuable in formulating and optimizing a sampling strategy. Second, the task of managing and assimilating the data that will result from such a program may be aided by working models. Both e<'1y-resolving and non-eddy-resolving numerical models have shown progress in the past decade due to improvements in computing power and theory, and further improvements are expected. Development of primitive equation "thermodynamic· models that couple to atmospheric forcing in a realistic way is needed, and is under way in some groups. Regardless of the approaches used, such models need to be formulated in a way that makes '·.hem amenable to validation by actual observations. Theoretical models have been developed to describe the morphology of wind gyres and the injection of tracers into them from the atmo-sphere. The equivalent theoretical and numerical studies of the mid-depth and abyssal circulation are much more difficult. We are coming to an understanding of the circulation riding upon a known basic stratification (a lO-year problem in terms of response times), but the production of the basic stratification (a lOOO-year problem) is the challenge that parallels the observational parts of WOCE. Some rudimentary models exist, and some effort should be expended in exploring their utility in experime~t design and validation. Techniques of objective mapping and resultant error fields may be useful in that regard. Beyond this, work is already progressing within independent groups. The strategy for woeE might be to support and 
stimulate communications between the modeling groups and the investigators involved in the field work. 
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Summary 
Water mass conversion and motion is an important process in the ocean-atmosphere-climate system. The best tool for studying this process is the observation of transient and cteady-state tracer distribution. We recommend the planning of a large scale tracer and hydrographic sampling program coupled with some time series and process-oriented studies. 
GROUP 2: ATMOSPBERE-ocEAN EXCHANGE 
Members: pearn P. Niiler, Co-Chairman 
William George Large, Co-Chairman 
Joost A. Businger, Anthony Calio, D.E. Harrison, Robert H. Heinmiller, Jr., A.D. Kirwan, Ryuji KimUra, John Morrison, William C. Patzert, James F. Price, Roger Revelle. Robert H. Stewart, R.W. Stewart, and John Woods. 
Specific Goals 
1. TO improve the description of the atmospheric boundary conditions on the global ocean and to establish the uncertainties in each of them. 
2. TO obtain a global description of the upper boundary layer of the ocean (including the seasonal thermocline and focusing on areas of deep and intermediate convection) adequate for quantitative estimates of water mass transformation therein. 
Issues and Recommendations 
From the Background papers 
Most of the pertinent issues concerning atmosphere-ocean exchanges from a WOCE viewpoint are contained in the prepared background papers of Large, O'Brien, and Woods (see Appendix III). The most relevant points are listed below for reference, but the papers themselves should be consulted for details and context. 
• For global observations, satellites will be necessary but not sufficient, as surface observations are still required for some parameters (e.g., air temperature), for calibration data, and for continuous time series. 
• The SEASAT experience demonstrated the capability of a 
scatterometer to measure winds and that geographical averaging could substantially reduce the random error. The frequency-wave number spectrum of the surface wind stress is needed for a quantitative assessment. 
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• The direction ambiguity problem of SEASAT has been much reduced for future scatterometers, but there is sti!.'. the issue of whether it is wind speed or stress that is being measured. 
• All satellite measurements will require corroborating surface data in order to reach their potential accuracies and hence 
usefulness. It is essential that plans be made to perform the 
necessary exper.iments in a variety of climates. 
• If scatterometer measurements of wind stress and velocity prove good enough to be considered as a standard measurement, then scatterometers will provide an opportunity to learn how to estimate stress to WOCE requirements from other data (e.g., underwater acoustic noise, altimeter data. sea level pressure) as well as from indirect refined techniques such as atmospheric medel outputs and those using heavily filtered data. It would then be possible to continue stress measurements when there are no scatterometers, though only satellite cloud motion vectors in the tropics and a pressure network and analysis elsewhere provide directional information. Such a network would also affect our ability to extend stress estimates into the past. It is recommended that preliminary calculations be initiated using existing data and that plans be made to exploit the next scatterometers. 
• The uncertainty in global bulk aerodynamic estimates of the turbulent exchanges is now due more to bulk variable measurement errors (e.g., in wind, SST, and humidity), than to the transfer coefficients Co, Cs, and Ca' Tuning the magnitudes of these coefficients in order to compensate for systematic measurement errors is not a 
satisfactory procedure. 
• The net solar radiation (now obtainable from satellites) and the latent heat flux are the two most important components of the surface heat flux, but neither the longwave radiation nor the sensible heat flux can be neglected everywhere all the time. 
• Present methods of estimating globally the annual net surface heat flux have a very large uncertainty. Therefore new technology, refined and innovative techniques, and new ideas and data sources (atmospheric model output?) need to be explored. What will be the impact on WOCE of a great improvement? of little improvement? 
• Our second specific goal requires knowledge of the seasonal variation in the heat flux components, the solar heating profile, and precipitation. All of these influence the seasonal cycle of mixed layer depth, temperature, and salinity, and bence water mass 
conversion. This knowledge will also be needed to test coupled ocean-atmosphere models of the planetary climate system. 
• For WOCE, the ~JPper boundary layer i.9 an important buffer between the atmosphere and the deep oceanic circulation. The importance of, and techniques for estimating, the depth and extent of late winter convective overturning needs to be evaluated. 
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From the Discussions 
Issues raised and recommendations made by Group 2. These items for consideration are in addition to those in the backgroun1 papers and are not in order of priority. 
• Observational strategy. The design of the global observation network to provide "adequate" descriptions of the important ocean and atmospheric boundary layer parameters must be well-matched to the overall goals of WOCE. Thus, careful consideration of the spatial and temporal scales of the most important processes must be defined. Examples are the annual signals in mid- and high-latitudes, the role of storms in both hemispheric winters, and the lower-frequency (inter-annual) variability, not only in the tropical but also over the 
southern ocean. ~ur knowledge of the southern ocean is primitive in relation to that of the northern, but its description is crucial to several of the WOCE goals. 
Feasibility/error/design analyses are needed that reconsider the mix of satellite and in-gitu boundary layer observations needed to adequately define and calculate the heat t-'Jdget of the global oceans. Can we estimate heat budgets adequately? If not, which parameters are important and crucial: SST, wind speed, wind stress, total or boundary layer water vapor, short-wave radiation reaching the sea surface, etc.? Ships-of-opportunity car. provide "lines," drifting "flux" buoys can provide moving points, and so on. Serious uncertainty exists as to the accuracy of satellite products, such as SST, though they certainly have the most promise. The application of satellite data to the description of the marine boundary layers needs to be studied and limits, errors, and problems be established. The options open to woeE range from quantitative to qualitative descriptions and from global coverage to a focus on regional "adequately" sampled experiments. 
• Wind stress. The most important exchange is that of momentum (surface stress), and it does seem that it will be possible to make global observations using primarily a scatterometer, but supplemented by other satellite data (e.g., altimeter). A great deal could be done to improve and assess scatterometer stress accuracy, the most signifi-cant improvement being to relate backscatter directly to stress rather than to wind speed. However, before the required effort can be deter-mined and initiated, the accuracies needed for WOCE have to be 
specified. It is recommended that this be done soon. 
• Reat exchange. At present, global satellite measurements of the net solar heating are possible. There is an ongoing attempt to estimate the latent heat flux, which has had some encouraging success, but a serious evaluation of the method is needed. Development of satellite longwave radiation techniques is about to begin, but as yet there have been no attempts to estimate the sensible heat flux from satellites. 
The satellite components of woes need to be expanded from the altimeter and scatterometer to include the other satellite measurements required for global surface heat flux if these measures and surface circulation are to be given a high WOCE priority. Global satellite 
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radiation, latent heat, precipitation and SST estimates will be required for determining the surface heat and water fluxes. Efforts need to be initiated with the goal of learning how to make these measurements, and perhaps how to either infer or measure directly the total heat flux. 
Related to boundary layer conditions is the heat content of the upper oceans. OVer certain regions of the ocean and times of year, it can be monitored with ships-of-opportunity expendable bathy thermograph (XBT) programs and in a primitive manner with altimeter data. OVer certain large areas and certain seasons, its changes are closely related to the net surface heat flux. 
The accurate calculation or the solar heating profile in the ocean is required for estimation of water mass conversion below the mixed layer in the tropics. Sensitivity tests have shown that it is necessary to take account of the turbidity (i.e., phytoplankton concentration) of the upper ocean. This might be done globally by suitable processing of data from a satellite ocean color imager. A program o~ in-situ measure-ments will be needed for calibration. 
• LiqUid water flux. The net flux of liquid water at the surface acts as a salinity condition, and this is an important boundary con-dition for climatic water mass formation problems. The flux is deter-mined by precipitation, ice processes and evaporation and is poorly known at present. Neglecting ice processes, the major problem is the difficulty of obtaining quantitative precipitation information • precipitation is extremely intermittent in space and time and thus hard to sample. All means of improving preCipitation measurements should be considered, especially those using satellite radiometers, because they are showing some promise (SEASAT, Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR». 
• Trace gas exchange. A most important climate factor is the influence of anthropogenic production of CO2 and other trace gases in the atmosphere. There is evidence to suggest that the pC02 level in the oceanic mixed layer importantly affects atmospheric pC02 and other gases may behave similarly. Although not central to WOCE, its observational network should be equipped to make mixed layer pC02 measurements, and the possibility of improvIng our knowledge of gas 
exchange rates, and of utilizing a satellite ocean color instrument, should be examined. 
• Critical regionG. A close look needs to be taken to determine critical study areas where special efforts are needed to describe the surface forcing functions and boundary conditions. These include (1) regions where the boundary exchanges are particularly strong, such as the large evaporation from the Norwegian Sea, where sea surface tem-perature cannot be determined by conventional satellite means, (2) regions where few or no data are currently available for evaluating satellite products, such as the SOuth Pacific Ocean, and (3) regions 
where the depth of summer thermocline is much shallower than the depth of winter penetrative convection. 
• Ice coverage. It is recognized by this group that the effects of seasonal and interannual variability of sea ice coverage on the atmospheric boundary conditions on the global ocean need to be studied 
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(see paper by WOods in Appendix III). This is a very important component of the exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean, which is now being monitored routinely from satellites. It is necessary to determine whether these data are sufficient, and if not, what else is required. 
GROUP 3: VELOCITY FIELD 
Members: Harry L. Bryden, Co-Chairman 
walter H. Munk, Co-Chairman 
Robert E. Cheney, Russ E. Davis, Michael Ghil, Dale E. Haidvogel, Michel Pierre Lefebvre, James R. Luyten, James G. Marsh, paola M. Rizzoli, Allan R. Robinson, Robert C. Spindel, George Veronis, Douglas C. Webb, and Stan Wilson. 
This report is divided into two sections: the first deals with a distributed system contributing to a reference level velocity on a global scale; and the second, the monitoring of currents in selected critical regions. Both strategies contribute to the basic description of the physical state of the global ocean and constrain model predic-tions. It is our intention to list only those measurements that would be extremely useful but fall outside what we consider to be the scope of WOCE. 
Reference Level velocity 
We list what we consider the vital components of a velocity measuring program. The list begins with those of a truly global distribution and ends with those covering certain more restricted regions. 
1. Satellite altimetry yielding surface geostrophic currents. We expect some important improvements in our knowledge of the geoid prior to deployment. 
2. Surface drifters with daily satellite fixes to give total surface currents. Here there are problems of slippage from wind drag that need further study. 
3. Pop-up buoys with monthly (say) satellite fixes to provide integrated velocities at selected depth(s) down to 1 km. 4. Acoustic Doppler measurements from vessels to provide upper-ocean shear measurements; with precise navigation these 
measurements give absolute velocity profiles. 5. SOFAR floats with daily (say) acoustic fixes at selected depth(s) between 0.5 and 2.5 km. Moored autonomous receiver moorings at 1000-km intervals are required. 
6. TOmographic arrays to provide gyre-scale averages of velocity, vorticity, and temperature. Tvo such arrays are now envisioned. The averages are Eulerian (techniques 2 through 5 are Lagrangian). some combinations of (5) and (6) can provide variable array geometries. 
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7. Moored currE:nt meters at critical locations. These are particularly useful for deep currents. 
The systems listed here are ir. various stages of development. None are in a state of readiness; allot them have been tested (or partially tested) at sea. A most intense effort between now and 1989 is required. 
Critical Region Monitoring 
Monitoring the flow in critical regions can help to define not only the concentrated ocean currents but also the magnitude of the broad, sluggish return flows over large mid-ocean regions of the ocean. We have divided the critical regions into three categories: overflows, western boundary currents, and interbasin exchanges. In the category of. overflows, we include the Denmark Straits-Faroc-Scotland overflow of North Atlantic deep water from its formation region in the Norwegian Sea into the North Atlantic and the Mediter-ranean outflow through the Strait of Gibraltar into the subtropical North Atlantic. Monitoring these overflows should yield powerful constraints on the deep and intermediate level circulation in the North Atlantic. 
Western boundary currents, both Uppel' level and deep, should be monitored for five years during WOCE. we envision this as an inter-national effort. The upper level western boundary current transport and its temperature and salinity characteristics should be defined in each ocean basin: the Gulf Stream flow through Florida Straits, the Kuroshio flow through Tokhara Strait, the East Australian Current off Australia and New Zealand, the Brazil Current off Brazil or Argentina and the Somali Current off east Africa and Madagascar. These measure-ments will severely constrain the upper water ciKculation in each ocean basin for model calculations. In addition, we recommend that the large eastward Gulf Stream flow south of New England also be monitored as a further constraint on the North Atlantic circulation. Deep western boundary current measurements are probably the only effective means of determining the magnitude of the deep water circulations. It is 
espeoIally important that the North Atlantic deep water flow against the continental slope of eastern North America be measured. We also think that small critical regions might be found to measure the north-
ward flow of Antarctic bottom water in the South Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans. This combination of upper water and deep western boundary current measurements is also necessary for good estimates of neat and freshwater transports in each basin. Finally, for interbasin exchange, we identify the critical region as Drake Passage where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is moat 
severely constrained. A determinatio" of the transport through Drake Passage and its variability should provide strong constraints on the entire circumpolar circulation. We would also like to have defined a set of measurements to determine the cross-equatorial flow between the North and South pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans, but we are intimidated by the zonal scale of the equatorial zones and a fear that 
23 
the velocity correlation scale would be very short. we recommend, however, that some preliminary scale definition measurements be made in some equatorial ocean to determine if a measurement of the cross-equatorial flow is feasible. 
Figure 1 shows a map of the primary regions of critical flow monitoring. In each of these regions, we envision a five-year monitoring of the flow. Finally, we see many opportunities for making these measurements with cost-effective monitoring schemes that are currently being developed. 
Other Considerations 
These measurement techniques, which are central to WOCE, should be available by 1987 at the latest so that an internationally coordinated field experiment can take place beginning in 1989. We see these velocity measurements as an international program. There are two good reasons for this: first, it is too big a job to be undertaken by a single nation1 and second, it offers an excellent opportunity for collaboration between oceanographers around t~e world. 
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INl'RODUCTION 
A combined knowledge of the diatributions of the coacentrationll of the 
nutrient species Oz. NOl. PO~. too2 and II1kll11nity and of the distributions 
of the rstes of respiration (for soft tissue) and of dissolution (for ceC0a 
and opal) would provide very powerful constraint~ on the patterns _ rates 
of mixing in the sea. These constraints will be espec11111y important for 
those waters which will not receive substantial inputs of anthropogenic 
tracers over the next few decades. We already have excellent infonaaUon 
regarding the distribution of these nutrient properties in the sea. Given 
the geographic location, the depth, the potentill1 temperature and the 
sll1in1ty of a water sample the nutrient constituent concentrations could be 
interpolated from existing dsta sets with an accuracy about as good .. that 
obtained by routine nutrient measurement programs*. What 1s DOW aeeded 111 
a progr811 dedicated to .apping the respiration and dissolution funtions. 
The combination of flux measured using sediment traps and benthic cb8llbers 
offers a means to do this. 
NUTRIENl'-oRGANISH INl'ERACTIONS 
The diatributioaa of 02, NOl. PO", JXlO2. II1kll1inity and H~iO .. within 
the sea are determined by the interac tion between the lIOvelllPnt of wster 
through the sea and by the formation and destruction of the 110ft and hard 
tissues of organisllB. For 02, NOa and PO" the differences are entirely the 
result of the photosynthesis-respiration cycle. Soft tissues are created 
by plants in the surface water of the sea and consumed by mimll1s _ bac-
teria living at 1111 depths in the sea and on the sea floor. The photosyn-
thesis-respiration cycle leads to a ateady state depletion in NDa and PO .. 
*Exceptions would be high latitude ... rface waters and a few places in the 
deep aea. 
.. ", ... ,_., -.-r <. 
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in the sea's aurface waters n a corresponding enrichllent at depth. 02 is 
near aaturation in surface vaten ad is depleted in deep waten. The dh-
trlbution of ~Si04 ia related entirely to ita utilization ~ diato .. and 
radiolarians to fors their opaline teata coupled with inorganic di.aolution 
of these teats within the sea and on the sea floor.Host of the opal formed 
in aurface waters is returned to aolutlon in the deep vatera. The alkalin-
ity of seawater is altered in tvo ways, ~ the formation n dissolution of 
CaC03 and ~ the utilization and regeneration of RNOs as part of the photo-
ayntheais-respiration cycle. The Ecoz content of seawater 1s altered ~ 
the formation ard destruction of both CaC03 and 80ft tissue. It is also 
being gradually increased as anthropogenic CO2 invades the sea. These in-
terac tiona are su.arized in table 1. 
DERIVED PROPERTIES 
In order to understand how the distributions of these constituents of 
sea salt relate to the cycles of soft tis8ue, CeC03. n opal, it is DIces-
sery to CODvert the lleaBured concentrations to derived properties. 
1) The concentrations of tcoz and alkalinity wst be normalized to a 
conatant salinity (35.00% 0). This normalization is iaportant for these 
two properties because their concentration ranges in the sea are a.all co.-
rared to their llean valuell. Thus, .alinity differencell account for a 818-
nificant part of their variability in the sea. 
2) The contributioD of nitrate to alkalinity 1s removed as follows: 
where ALltN 18 the saUnity normalized alkaUnity. Tl" variations in thb 
nitrate-corrected n aalinity-normalized alkalinity a.e. ALltC) ahould 
then be entirely the reault of caCOS formation and dissolution. 
3) The contribution of caCOS fonation and dissolution 18 ra.,ved 
fra. the tC02 distribution as follows: 
rco~ - tco~ - (ALltC_ALltSTD) 
2 
, 
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Table 1. Property-or,ani.. interaction .umaary 
Soft tissue CaC03 Opal 
o.z Ye. 110 110 
V· N03 Yea Ro Ro 
Po. Yea Ro No 
tCo.z Yel Ye. 110 
Alk Yel· Yel 110 
"'SiO~ No 110 Yes 
*Vi. HN03 uptlke and releaae. 
Tlble 2. Derived property definitions. 
(ALKC - 2318) _ r.co~ + (ALKC- 2318) 
2 2 
AOU • PO~b' - ~~ 
- - AOU - EC02 -......-:.T" C) • AOU 02 OrB J .3 .. 
I 
1 
, I 
i 
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where ALKC is as d"H"ed libove, ALKSTD ia an arbitrarily chosen refer-
ence value (i.e - , 2318 pe1!kg) .-d tC02N is the salinity normalized tC02 
concentration . It .. st be kept in "dnd that tC02· includes the mthropo-
genic effects as veIl as th~ photosynthesis-respirstion ~ffects. 
4) 02 1& converted to AOU (apparent oxygen utilization) by s ll btroJCt-
ing the observed 02 concentration from the saturation value (st the poten-
tial tempersture of the water). This procedure . emoves the temperatu~e 
dependence of the 02 content acd focuses attention on the amount consumed 
during respiration . 
In this fermat ~e have indicators of photosynthesis-respiration (AOU) , 
of opal formation-clissolution (8.,5104) and of calcium carbonate formation-
dissolution (ALKC). 
The definition .. are summarized in table 2. Although the dhtributl ~ns 
• of N03, P04 and tC02 are all controlled by the photosynthesis-respira-
tion cycle, they are n,?t redundant to AOU or to one another. This lack of 
redundancy stema from the different surfac2 boundary conditions for the 
fou r properties. ADU is near zero everywhere at the sea surface. The 
concentrations of N03 .,.; P04 are near zero in all ol",n ocean surf.:e 
waters warmer than ~6"C (except along the equator of the Pacific Or.een 
where strong upwelling occurs). Both properties have Don-zero vlllues in 
aurface watera colder than l6"C. The diatribution of ni tr~:e in these 
vaters is shown in Figure 1. Indeed deep vaters colder than l6"C all show 
f i nite preformed ( i .e. initial) concent. ations of M03 and P04. These 
preformed values are obtained by .. ltiplying t.he .... an 02 utilization to P04 
.-d M03 generation ratios for .. rine organic residues by the observed ADU 
value and subtracting this quantity from the observed P0 4 and N03 values 
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(see table 2). The tC02* values are noo-zero throughout the aea. As 
.hown in Figure 2, surface waters wsrmer than 16°C .how a narrow range 
&C02* coacentration (standard deviation about 1.5%). 
As shown in Figure 3, the distributions of nitrate and ailicste in 
surface wsters are s11ll1lar (i.e., warm wsters are free of both while the 
r , cold Antsrctic surface waters are rich in both). It ahould be noted, how-
ever, that the high nitrste values extend to lower latitudes than do the 
high ailicate values. As we shall aee, the devistions from this base value 
for cold aurface waters are closely correlated with the N03 and PO,.coaceo-
tratioos. It .ust be emphasized thst this correlstion is Dot to be expect-
ed as CO2 can be transported through the stmosphere from one region of the 
ses surface to another while N03 and PO" cannot. Also, tC02* contsins a 
significant anthropogenic component while H03 and PO" do not. 
!!,lSTRlBUTION PATTERNS FOR AOU. U,.5iO". AND ALKALINITY 
Profiles of ADU, ALKC, and 84Si04 are ahown for five atstions 10 the 
ocean io Figures 4 through 8. Also abown io these f1~ .. res are the distri-
butions of preformed pbospbste, i.e. P04". with depth. The latter property 
allows deep watera of Antarctic (higb PO .. ") and of northern Atlantic (low 
PO,,") to be d1ltiogu1shed. Itaps ahowing the trends of ADU and 8,.510 .. at 4 
!til depth are abown 10 Figure 9. Sec tioos of ADU and 8 .. SiO.. are compared 10 
Figurea la, II, and 12. As sbown 11 tbat the msxi_ 8.,510" coneentrstioo 
1& found at greater depths tban the _l .. m ADU coacentration. Tbis dif-
ferenee BUst be related to ahallower mean depth for respiration than for 
opal dissolutioo. For, deep ocean sites this could be taken to indicate 
, 
that organic .atter reaiduea are largely eaten as tbey fall through the 
water colu.a while opal line testa largely fall to tbe botto. before 
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di .. olvtlll. On the ether hand, it uy reflac:t a large d1fferenr.~ 1n the 
ratio of aoft tlsaue rea1dge production to opal production between 8itea 
underlain by tt.e abya8al ocean and sites underlain by the ahllllow urgins 
of the ocean. 
The plot of ph05phate va. ADU in Figure 13 demonstrates how the dl£-
fcrence b:tueen the aurface vater pattern for these two properties can be 
uaed .. a vater ... s tracer. Shown in thb diagram are the _jor deep 
vater types in today'8 ocelm. As can be aeen for a given deep water type 
the points I1ne up along lines with a alope of approximately 175 to 1. 
This ratio 18 the a_ .. that obtained fro. cheaical variations along 180-
pycnals in the aea (both 1n the theruocline 8t4 deep aea). If indeed 
further atndies 8how that these ao-::alled Redfield ratioa are dm!lar froll 
area to area and depth to depth in the iea then they can be \iliad to yield 
preforaed PO" values for deep vaters. As can be 8een in Figure 13, all tbe 
deep vater typea l1e between the trends for those vaters thought by ocean-
ographers to be the two aajor deep water aource. (l.e. Weddell Sea bottom 
vator In the AIItaretic, Norwegian _ Labrmor Sea deep vaters in the 
northern Atlantic). If the altuatlon ls ao aiaple tben the relative con-
trlbutioDS of the two aouree. to any given deep vater CaD be rem from this 
diagr ... 
Aa auaeated above, the diatributiona of 1103, PO", and rC02C In the 
aea are highly correlated. Thia ls ahown in Figures 14 and 15. The 810pes 
of these trends are conaistent with the ao-called Redfield ratios derived 
froa analysea alolll 1aopycnal horlzons (aee Table 3 for auaaary). It 
abould II'! kept ln _nd that the £002*-PO .. relationshlp has been lnflu-
enced by the 1nv .. loll of anthropogenic 0020 The possible bpact of this 
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Table 3. Redfield ratio estimates based on the analysis of chemical 
gradients along isopycnal horizons in the sea (Broecker et al. 
in press) 
ATLANTIC (thermocline) 
INDIAN (thermocline) 
INDIAN (deep) 
PACIFIC (deep) 
P 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 4. Equilibrium anthropogenic CO2 
Ani 
PCOz 
10-' Ani 
Preanthropogenic 265* 
GEOSECS 1972-1973 328 
TTO Horth Atlantic 1981 340 
*Based on Bern ice core measurements • 
. 
N 
17.8 
14.5 
13.8 
14.5 
contents of 
Ani 
6PC02 
10-6 Ani 
o 
63 
7S 
130 
131 
125 
131 
177 
170 
164 
170 
surface vaters. 
Excess t~ 
.. m/kg 
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invasion is summarized in Table 4. Since the anthropogenic iapact on low 
PO~ waters will on the average have been larger than that on high PO~ 
vaters, the slope (t002*'P04) must at the time of the GEOSECS and TTO 
aurveys have been smaller than when the ocean was pristine (aee Pigure 16). 
Unfortunately we currently have no means to reliably separate the anthropo-
genic and natursl contributions to the ocean's t002 distribution. 
While the correlations between M03 and P04 and between t002* and P04 
are generally quite good they are not perfect. Waters Originating in the 
northern Atlantic have higher t002* and N03 values for any given P04 con-
tent than do those originating in the southern ocean. Both offsets likely 
owe their orIgIn to transport through the air from one region of the ocean 
to the other. This is easily understood for 002 vhich surely flovs from 
regions of the surfacE ocean with higher Pe02 values to regions With lov-
er Pe02 values. Por nitrogen this transport is vis N2 which is being 
converted to N03 by organisms living mainly in surface waters and produced 
from H03 by bacteria living in anaerobic sediments and in the anaerobic 
waters found in the thermoclines of the eastern Pacific and northwestern 
Indian Oceans. The imbalance In the net for these two processes (produc-
tion of M03 is likely greater than destruction in the Atlantic and destruc-
tion is likely higher than production in the Indian and Pacific Oceans) is 
likely countel:acted by a flov of H2 out of the Pacific and Indian Oceans 
through the atmosphere into the Atlantic. Because the PN2 differences in 
aurface vaters necesssry to aegotiste thl! required transport lie well With-
in the uncertainty of PHz measurements there is as yet no vay to direc.tly 
.asess rate .t which this process operates. 
In light of the extensive survey of the nutrient distributed with in 
the ocean as part of the GEOSECS program, the question arises as to what 
.are needs to be done. In ~ esti.ation, the most iaportant thing to be 
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done is to carry out programs aimed at detendning the rates of respira-
tion, of calcium carbonate dissolution, and of opal dissolution. However. 
before discussing this aspect of nutrient geochemistry let ~ complete the 
diBcussion of water column distribution studies by Baying what should be 
d one to tidy up our knowledge. 
As can be seen from the map of the GEOSECS atations (Figure 17) the 
greatest gaps in our coverage lie in the northeastern and southeastern 
Pacific Ocean. The TTO Program has improved the coverage in the north and 
equatorial Atlantic and a proposal is pend iog to carry out a similar de-
tailed survey in the south Atlantic. Thus, with the exceptions mentioned 
above, to the extent that the nutrient properties of the ocean are at 
steady state, the data from the TTO and GEOSECS Programs provide excellent 
global coverage. 
What should WOCE do? My suggestion is that WOCE on its e-s trseks 
designed to detendne the density sections emphasize securate 02 and ~SiO~ 
measurements. These properties show the highest sensitivity (i.e. signal 
to measurement error ratio). WOCE ahould also aupport the continuation of 
TTO expeditions, on which highly securate measurements of all six of the 
nutrient properties are made (i.e., 02. H~Si04. PO~, N03, t002 and ALK). 
One of the objectives of the TTO program is to obtain evidence whic h 
will allow the excess tC02 of anthropogenic origin to be detendned. To do 
this requires data of the highest possible prec.1s1on and secursey. If, as 
80me biologiats have suggested the life cycles in the Bea have been per-
turbed, then deviations from steady atate for 02. NO 3 and PO" aay idso be 
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found. If these are to be spotted, data of the highest possible accuracy 
and precision IlUst be achieved. As these studies will in all likelihood 
not be compatible with WOeE density section program they will have to be 
carried out on dedicated no type expeditions. 
RESPIRATION AND DISSOLUTION FUNCTIONS 
To date the distributions of nutrient constituents in th" ocean have 
been interpreted mainly in a qualitative menner. If these interpretations 
are to be quantified we Deed to learn far more than we now kDOW about the 
diatribution of the rates of respiratioD, CaC03 dissolution line' opal dis-
solution as s function of location in the water column and location on the 
ses floor. We have a few facts which allow some broad generalizations. 
1) The substances of interest are recycled in the sea many times. 
The ratio residence time irI the sea to ocean ventilation time is about 100 
for PO~, 10 or more for NOa, sbout 180 for IC02 and about 1000 for Ca. Be-
cause of this the distributions of these cODstituents do Dot depend nn 
their points of entry to or removal from the sea. Rather, it dependa en-
tirely on the interaction between the patterns of water movement and pat-
terns of prnduction and degradation of the biogenic components of interest. 
2) Over 99% of the urganic matter geperated in the ses 1s recycled. 
Over 95% of the opal generated in the sea is recycled. Over 95% of the 
eaC03 generated above areas of the sea floor lying beneath the lysocline is 
recycled. Because of this the rain rates of these substances as measured 
in sedllDent traps provides a measure of the combined rate at which they 
are destroyed in the water column and sediment beneath the trap. Por areas 
where the aea floor projects above the lysocline, the calcite accuaulation 
rate as measured by radiocarbon .:Iating of the sediments must be subtracted 
from the rain rate oeaaured in the traps. 
-----------.,------ -
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3) The opal content of .. rine sediments shows large variations. It 
is large under areas of upwelling aad quite low elsewhere (see Figure 18). 
This distribution almost certainly reflects inhomogeneities in the produc-
tion rate of opal vith geographic location. (i.e., production is high in 
areas of upwelling). Because the sea is everywhere strongly undersaturated 
vith respect to opal, vhere the the opal content of sediments is high the 
dissolution rate will also be high. Thus, from the distribution of opal 
contents in recent marine sediments we get a first order picture of the 
pattern of ~Si04 regeneration i.e., the msp in figure 18 can be taKen as 
a first order indication as to the pattern of a,.si04 input into the deep 
8ea. 
4) Fro .. radiocarbon dating of deep sea sediments collected above the 
lysocline ve get the idea that the rain rate of calcite must be reasonably 
uniform over the open ocean. The patterr of calcite content in open ocean 
sediments has to do mainly with the elevation of the sea floor with respect 
to the lysocline. Sediments veIl below the lysocline have lost virtually 
all their calcite to dissolution. Those from near the lysocline have lost 
part of their calcite to dissolution. Those from above the lysocline have 
lost only a little of their calcite to dissolution. Thus the sedlment-
vater interface cOllJlonent of caCOa dissolution is confined largely to the 
abyss& oce.... Row .. ch comes from dissolution in the water column (due 
perhaps to ingestion by organisms is not known). The map in figure 18 
.hows the boundary betveen C..cOa rich and caCo 3 poor sediments. From this 
.1Ip aad our knowledge of the rates of caCO 3 scculllUlation above the lyso-
cline a rough estimate of the input resulting from sea flour dissolution of 
..... ' 
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5) The COfisensus BllDng urine biologists is that the rate of aoft 
tiasue production il cODI1derably hilher iD are .. of upwellinr and in 
coastal environlllenta than iD the open oce_ Caee figure 19). If 80, there 
aust be a gradient in the respiration rate av~ from baaiD aarlinB. The 
Ihallow bottolD depths in these aress 1nsure that this extra reBpiration 
IlIill be confined to ahallow to intermediate depths (i.e., to the thermo-
cUne rather than the deep ua). To what extent re8piration along the ... r-
lins contributes to the 8trong 02 II1Di ... 8een iD the thermocliDe of the 
bssin iDterior has ,et to be deterllined. 
6) FrOID the exceBses iD ALRC ID4 ~5iO~ and the deficiencies in 02 
in deep waters we know that the!2!.!! 8IIOUntB of opal, CaC0l. and orlanic 
tissue (as lle88ured in mole8 of 5i, C, and Ca re8pectively) falling to the 
deep 8ea IIlIBt be a11111ar in ugnitude. The radioearbon bssed rate of deep 
8ea ventUation tells us that the ~ flux for each IIIJBt be about 0.4 
"les/m2 yr. These averages help us to put the fluxes messured at apecific 
places on the sea floor into COD text. 
Wbdle theBe leDeralizatioDs allow a qualitative picture of the rates 
of respiration, caCOa dissolution and opal dissolutton to be con8tructed 
they do Dot proVide the quantitative input functions needed if we are to 
• 
take advantage of the infonation carried by the water colulIII Dutrient dh-
tributiona. A prime objective of WOCE ahould therefore be to improve our 
knowledge of theBe input functionsl 
We have two relatively new tools which can be used to this end; the 
aedillent trap IIId the benthic flux ch8llber. WhUe both techniquea are 
still being imprOVed 8IICl verified, projecting to the 8tart of WOeE both 
ahould be ready for routine uae. 
,1 
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The sediment trap approach involves measuring the amount of CaC03. 
opal, .nd aoft tissue caught over a period of time (usually one yesr). The 
problems with the technique are tvo: 1) organic material ia eaten while in 
the trap .nd/or organisms invading the trap for food are killed and con-
tribute to the ('.atch. 2) horizontal currents lead to over or undertrapping. 
Efforts are in progress to ainlmize both of these difficulties. 
The benthic flux chamber is a helmet placed over the sed iment-wster 
interface for a fixed period of time (several days). Respiration lIIIl dis-
aolution on the interface and within the sediment beneath the helmet raise 
its N03. po ... tco2. 8.,5iO .. alkalinity and its lower 02 concentration. Ray 
Weiss at SIO has recently completed the construction and testing of such a 
device. It is now ready for use in the deep sea. Ken Smith has an 
operational aystem for Oz utilization measurements. 
All stated above. by subtracting the accumulation rate of the constitu-
ants of interest in aediments beneath a sediment trap from rain rates lI!as-
ured in the trap an esUmate can be made of the rate st which each consUt-
uent is being released to the water column beneath the trap. If in addl-
tion the flux from the bottoll is _asured using a benthic chamber. then an 
eaUmate can be .ade as to how .. ch of this input occurs at the sediment-
water interface and how much occurs in the water column itself. By deploy-
iog atrings of aedillent traps (about 1 per 800 meters) and a benthic ch~ 
ber at a series of stations along basin wide traverses we should be able to 
Ireatty increase our knowledge of the respiration and dissolution func-
tions. Tu lUke an order of .. nHude increase in our knowledge of these 
fWlCtions. IIbout 300 such staUons would have to be occupied (i.e •• - 300 
trap lIOoring deploywonts and 300 benthic chamber deployments _old have to 
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be made). Each lIDoring would have to remain in place for one year. If 
this work were done over a 10 year period, 30 separate mooring systems 
would be required. Three Weiss type benthic ch8lllber systems would be 
needed (about one deployment per month could be male with each system). 
Also several Ken Smith type systems would be needed for more detailed 
studies along the margins of the sea. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1) WOCE should sponsor a global flux program designed to produce 
distribution functions for the rate of respiration, CaC03 dissolu-
tion and opal dissolution. 
2) WOCE should encourage the funding of programs like TTO designed to 
carry out highly precise tcoz. alkalinity. 02. N03. PO~ and 
u..Sl0~ measurements with ocean wide coverage once each 15 years. 
3) WOCE should measure 02 and R.,siO~ on its routine e-s trlll!ks. 
4) These measurements cunnot be 1III!e with the needed accurlll!Y without 
the aid of a first rate group of analysts such as that created by 
Arnold Bainbridge and Bob Williams at Scripps. The existence of 
the existing group 1a currently threatened by funding problems and 
political problema. As WOCE will require such a group it should 
seek to preserve this existing group. 
These recoaaendations are sUlllll8rized in table 5. 
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DISTRIBUTION in SEA 
Status WOC! Density Speeial Comments 
See tiO"-'l Expeditions 
02 vell improve known yes yes a::curac.y 
. 
N03 ve11 no y". improve knovn aeeuraey 
P04 vell no yes improve 
• known aeeuraey 
IL,Si04 vell yes yes 
-known 
tC02 known no yes improve 
ac:curaey 
Alk known !'!~ yes improve 
accuracy 
pe02 known surfaee yes 
-
vater only 
*OZ require .... nt to eOIDbust sediment trap organies. 
REGENERATION FLUXES 
Status S.'<Iiment Trap & Othl!r 
Benthie Chamber 
poorly 
known yes* 
-
poorly yes sediment 
known accum.rate 
poorly yes sediment 
known ceum.rate 
poorly yes sediment 
known a:cum.rate 
poorly yes sooiment 
known a::cum. rate 
poorly yes sedimer . 
known &:cum.rate 
-
- -
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frOID sed iments 
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CLIMATE MODELS RELATED TO STREAM 3: OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
Kirk Bryan 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory/NOAA 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
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1. Introduction 
Models must be able to simulate climate variability on time scales from a 
few years duration to over a century to be suitable for the objectives of the 
World Climate Program Stream 3. Special models of the ocean and pack fce are 
also needed to process the large volumes of data received from new satellite 
observations and special surface platforms launched as part of WOCE. Several 
outstanding reviews have recently appeared. Models related to the COZ/climate 
question are treated in a U.S. National Academy Report (N.R.C.,1982). A 
recent workshop has made an excellent report on the present status ~f sea ice 
modelling (WCP 126,1982). Ocean models are discussed in N.R.C.(1980) and tn~ 
Tokyo Study Conference Report (World Climate Program,1982b). and some 
excellent recommendations are made for future development. Since the broader 
aspects of modelling related to the Stream 3 objective have been adequately 
covered in these reports. it seems unnecessary to repeat this material. It is 
perhaps more appropriate from the standpoint of the JSC/WGNE to go beyond 
these summaries and examine a few outstanding technical problems of the 
advanced climate models in more detail. Since various branches of climate 
modelling require scientists trained in different disciplines, information on 
numerical methods may not be widely shared. In particular, workers in ocean 
and pack ice modelling may not be aware of all the numerical methods explored 
by the much larger community of atmospheric modellers. The goal of this 
report to stimu1ate a greater cruss fertilization of ideas. 
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2. Atmospheric MOdels 
The most advanced atmospheric models available for Stream 3 are the 
atmospheric general circulation models which are not unlike the numerical fore-
casting models now being used at major forecasting centers. Thus, these models 
• are not really different from those to be used in Streams 1 and 2. The special 
problems unique to Stream 3 arise in connection with coupling these models to 
models of the ocean and cryosphere. 
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3. Ocean Models 
It has been recognized since the inception of the WCRP that models of the 
ocean are presently a weak link in understanding the entire climate system. 
Many of the field programs of the WCRP are designed to provide the global data 
• sets which will set the stage for a vast improvement of ocean models. 
Clearly the high priority that the Tokyo Report attaches to ocean models is 
well justified. 
To fix ideas, let us set down the governing equations of an ocean model. 
Let u represent the horizontal velocity, and V the horizontal gradient opera-
-
tor. The equations of motion with the Boussinesq assumption, and the continuity 
equation may be written: 
d L< + fie )< u. + Q p/fo :: F 
-dt: '" - ..... 
(1) 
~~ + Cli P - 0 (2) 
v·lA. + :It W -= D 
-
(3) 
Here f is the Coriolis parameter. pis the density and F represents an unspe-
cified closure approximation for smaller scale, unresolved motions. The 
"so-called" metric terms involving the relative angular velocity about the 
Earth's axis of rotation of the currents is included in atmo5pher~ models, 
but can safely be neglected in ocean models. 
The equation of state for sea water is • complicated expression involving 
temperature, pressure and salinity. 
r I 
f ! 
1. I 
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= (4) 
It is convenient to use potentlll temperature IS I predicted variable. rather 
thin temperature Itself to allow for the effects of compression. The predic-
tive equations for temperature 
d 
dt 
:. 
Ind silinity may be written, • 
( ~) (5) 
Here Q and () repre.ent the closure approximations representing the effects of 
mixing by unresohed motions. 
Time scales of ~he thermohaline circulation 
The· Earth's climate on the time scales of Stream 3 depends on the exchange 
of heat with the main thermocline of the ocean at all latitudes. Thus the 
processes which determine the steady state structure of the upper ocean must 
be taken into account. This is in contrast to ocean models used in connection 
with Stream 2 objectives which are only concerned with ocean heat content 
changes in the upper one to two hundred meters of the oceans, principally in 
the tropics. Models in which the density structure is specified! priori, such as 
quasi-geostrophic models, are useful for studying the response of the ocean to 
wind stress patterns, but are not easily adapted to the objectives of Stream 
3. We require models which predi d the thermo,cline structure and ocean 
heat balance. Equilibrium solutions from such models may then be perturbed by 
changing boundary conditions to study longer time scales of climate variability. 
The global data sets for geochemical tracers collected by the U.S. ~EOSECS 
program and cooperating expeditions provide a very valuable means of va1i-
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dating water mass formation in the models. 
Let us compare the problem of finding climatic equilibrium in ocean models 
with that of finding climatic equilibrium in atmospheric models. 
Stateeof-the-art atmospheric general circulation models resolve synoptic scale 
• • 
motions, and contain fairly detailed models of radiation and the hydrologic 
cycle. Such a model will reach climatic equilibrium in 6 to 12 months of 
integration with respect to time. The heat capacity of the atmosphere is less 
than 1/1000 that of the ocean, while the heating anomalies driving the two 
systems to equilibrium are essentially the same. Thus complete equilibration 
of the ocean, including the deep ocean, will require from 500 to 1000 years. 
Radioactive tracers pro. de independent confirmation of these time scales. 
Is it feasible for ocean models to be numerically integrated to equilibrium 
in a method directly anal090us to that used for atmospheric general cir-
culation models? To gauge the effort required to make a numerical integra-
tion over the equivalent of 500 to 1000 years we can examine the wave and 
. current velocities shown in Table 1. A dispersion diagram for the ocean from 
Hasselmann (1982) is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Type Atmosphere Ocean 
Gravity Wave 
External 300 200 
1 st Mode 100 3 
Currents 
Jets 150 1.5 
Interior 0.2 
Table 1: Velocities which may limit the time step of a numerical integration 
in an atmospheric or ocean model in units of m/s. 
Table I shows that there is no real difference between the equivalent 
depth of external ,modes in the atmosphere and the ocean. If external gravity 
waves are fully resolved the limitations on time step would be the same in 
both models. When the external mode is filtered out of the ocean model, the 
situation is somewhat better. The time step for ocean models can be 30 times 
longer than that of the a'mosphere, but even this advantage does not comp~n­
sate for the very great difference of 1000 in the natural time scales. How is 
this difficulty in ~arching ocean models to equilibrium to be overcome? One 
approach is to perform variability experiments using solutions which are not 
in climatic equilibrium with respect to the deep ocean. This is acceptable if 
, , 
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it can be demonstrated that the non-equilibrium "drift" is not large enough to 
affect the variability experiments. In general. this is difficult to do and 
may throw in doubt the whole credibility of the model eA~eriment. Clearly 
there is a very important technical problem to be overcome fo~ the Stream 3 
objectives. A great deal of model development remains to be done. Two 
approaches that have been proposed to make ocean models more efficient are 
outlined below. 
The World Ocean as a mosaic of highly filtered models 
Hasselmann (1982) has recently proposed a coupling of highly filtered 
models for different regions of the ocean. One sector would handle the slow 
physics of the ocean interior. Another sector would take care of the fast~r 
flows in western boundary currents. A special model is also needpd for the 
equatorial region. Figure 1 from Hasselmann's paper Shows that gravity waves 
and uxternal Ros.by waves tend to be in a range of frequencies and wave num-
bers outside of the region of climate interest. To eliminate these wa.es. all 
time dependence is filtered out of the external mode, and velocity in the 
internal mode is constrained to be geostrophic. Only ultra long, nondisper-
sive Rossby waves are possible in this system. The slow physics time step is 
limited only by the interior velocities of the order of 0.1 or 0.2 m/s. Thus 
the time step of the interior sector can be of the order of 1000 times longer 
than in most atmospheric models, enough to roughly compensate for the vast 
difference in natural time scales. 
The method has been partially tested (Maier-Reimer et al. 1982). Starting 
with the observed temperature and salinity structure as an initial condition, 
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an ocean model is success~ully integrated over a fifty year period with a 
horizontal resolution of SOxso of latitude and longitude and S layers in the 
vertical. There are some distortions in the model thermocline. but these seem 
to be associated with the first order finite differencing used rather than the 
essential concept of coupling different regions. 
Distorted phYSics approach 
, 
Another method has been used for studies of coupled ocean-atmosphere 
models (Bryan, Manabe, and Pacanowski. 1975; Bryan and Lewis, 1979). The 
basic model consists of the primitive equation, with external gravity waves 
filtered out, and external Rossby waves treated implicitly. Local time deriva-
tives of internal mode velocity components are multiplied by an arbitrary fac-
tor, a. If this factor is unity, then the full phsyics for the internal mode 
is retained. If this factor is made larger than one, the physics of the model 
is distorted to allow a much more rapid time-marching to equilibrium. Once 
equilibrium is obtained the parameter can be reset to unity for variability 
studies. 
To illustrate the effect on waves of this procedure, consider a linearized 
form of the model given by (1)-(5). For a horizontally uniform depth and 
stratification it is possible to express variables in a set of vertjcal modes 
(Moore and Philander, 1977), 
N 
1i ) P = L ( l/h ) to 9 -h) l~ (6) 
The governing equations for each mode reduce to a simple set of shallow water 
equations. 
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The undistorted case is equivalent to Q ·1. At midlatitudes there is a large 
gap between the frequency of internal gravity waves and the frequency of 
internal Rossby wives. Thus the betl effect cln be neglected in I dispersion 
relation for in.ernel inertial-gravity waves. From SrYln and lewis (1979) we 
have. 
and 
Rossby waves can be ~alculated using a quasi-geostrophic formula, 
:; 
(11) 
f3 is the gradient of f with respect to latitude. In Fig. 2 the effects of the 
distorted physics can be seen for both gravity and Rossby wives. Plots Ire 
made for ~n alpha factor of 20. Note that th~re is a shift toward lower 
frequency and in the case of Rossby waves towards lower horizontal wave numbers. 
The distorted physics approach works in the same manner for equatorially 
trapped modes, slowing down the Kelvin mode wave speed by a factor of 1/1 a )It.?. 
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If the free waves are slowed down by the distorted physics shown In Fig. 
2, the only limitation on the time step is due to advection by ocean currents. 
In most Clses, surface currents are much faster than deep currents. Bryan and 
Lewis (1979) show how the upper ocean and the lower ocean can be treated 
separately, and coupled t0gether. In effect, Bryan and Lewis (1979) Ichleve 
the same type of economy by separatln9 slow Ind fast physicS In the vertical, 
IS Maier-Reimer et al. (19B2) do by separating slow and fast physics in the 
horizontal plane. In a COZ/Climate study Bryan et al. (19B2) achie~e a speed 
up factor of 2S for the deep water relative to the surface water. "{his is 
very similar to the speed up factor achieved by Maier-Reimer et al. (19B2). 
It Is possible that still further economies can be achieved by combinin9 ele-
ments from both methods. 
Pack ice models 
The WHO/CAS meeting of experts on sea Ice (WCP-26,1982a) noted that 
existing data sets and ~ew data sets to be collected in the coming year could 
form the basic of substantial Improvement In ice models In the near future. A 
controversial aspect of pack Ice models Is the level of detail needed in the 
Ice dynamicS. Hibler (1979) has shown that synoptic scale wi~d events are 
coupled to the formation of open leads. This effect cln cause a substantial 
augmentation in the growth of Ice. On this basis It can be argued that a cli-
mate model which resolves Individual synoptic events In the atmosphere should 
Ilso Include the corresponding level of detail in a model of pack ice. This 
view Is certainly reasonable. if the main focus of an Investigation is climate 
variability In the polar regions. 
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Including ice dynamics poses special numericnl difficulties. Hibler 
(1979) gives the equation of motion for pac~ ice, 
+ ..... kf Xu. 
,. .... 
+ ,.,.. 9 V "t, (12) 
here m is the mass per unit area of the ice, Vh is the tilt of the ocean 
surface. and A and ware the stresses exerted by the atmosphere and ocean 
on the ice. ~ ij is the internal stress tensor of the ice, where 
c .. (i. .. p) I.J I..J j (13) 
The stress tensor is a complicated function of the strain rate, ~ij and the 
ice strength P, where P in turn depends on the ice thickness •. !libler's (1979) 
model allows for a small n>istance to deformation for diverging ice. and a 
large resistance for converging ice. The particular details of the stress 
tensor formulation need not concern us, only the fact that it is highly 
variable in space in time. In effect I realistic ice dynamics rheology 
implies something analogous to a viscosity which can range from nearly zero to 
very high values. Hibler (1979) employs an imp!lcit method for including the 
int~rnal ice stress, which avoids the necessity for taking short time steps in 
regions of high effective viscosity. On the other hand, the implicit 
equations are complex, and finding an efficient way to solve them on a modern 
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vector computer is not easy. Considerable attention should be devoted to 
finding improved methods for solving the numerical problems posed by the 
rheology of sea ice models. 
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4. Discussion 
The variability of atmuspheric climate models has been studied by numeri-
cally integrating the general circulation models to a steady state, and then 
perturbing the external boundary conditions. The time-depende~t response is 
then analyzed in detail. The same approach for ocean models must be modified 
because of the extren~ly 10n9, natural time scales involved, nearly three 
order of magnitude greater than those of the atmosphere. Alternative methods 
for achieving equilibrium solutions have been proposed by Hasselmann (19B2) 
and Bryan and Lewis (1979). Essentially these methods isolate the "fast" and 
·slow" physics of ocean circulation. In some cases the "fast" physics 15 
filtered out, or artificially slowed down. In other cases regions of "fast" 
physics such as western boundary currents are numerically integrated separa-
tely from interior regions of "slow· physics. During the iterative process 
the two regions are coupled asynoptically. In the same way the "fast physics· 
of the upper ocean may be separated from the ·slow physics· of the deep ocean. 
The result may delete or seriously distort natural time-dependent variability. 
This is not of any concern, however, since the main goal is to accelerate con-
vergence to a balanced equilibrium. Specific methods tested are only a small 
subset of the many possible approac~es which remain to be explored. 
I 
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World Climate Program, 1982b: Largeo$cale Oceanographic Experiments ~ the 
World Climate Research Programme, Report of the Tokyo Study Conference, 
Tokyo, 10~21 May, 1982. 
Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. Dispersion curves for I horizontally homogeneous oceln. Radius of 
deformation of the first baroclinlc mode Is50 km (from Hasselmann, 
1982 ). 
Fig. 2. Dispersion curves corresponding to (10) and (11), showing the stand-
arc! case (solid l1ne) Ind distol'ted phYSics corresponding to 0-20 
(dashed line). 
~. 
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A GENERI C HEAT FLUX EXPERIMENT 
From one v mtage point the ocean circulation may be thought of as 
simply the oceania way of satisfying the constraints imposed by sources 
and sinks of fresh water, heat and vorticity at the surface. Almost all 
the measurements that might be envisioned for WOCE will be useful for trans-
port estimates. The question is; how representative will transport estimates 
based on altimeter data and hydrographic data taken at single points in 
time be of the long term mean? 
The CAr.E experiment was originally thought of as a joint ocean-
atmosphere field experiment. The heat balance of an entire basin would be 
measured using several different approaches. Almost implicit in the original 
concept was the idea that atmospheric measurements would serve as a check 
on more uncertain oceanographic measurements. When the CAGE Feasibility 
Panel cast some doubt on this idea, CAGE was deemphasized as a stand alone 
experiment. 
The observational studies of Bryden and Hall (lqBO) ans Roemmich(19BI) 
suggest field measurements which could she some light on the time variability 
of the meridional overturning in the Atlantic. Their work also shows that 
a program monitoring the overturning would ef 1iectively monitor the heat 
circles. transport across latitude.· The geostrophic component of the overturning A 
could be measured by instruments at the eastern and western ends of a section, 
plus some measu~ements along the mid-Atlantic Ridge. Time-intensive 
measurements for a least One section s~ems like a rather obvious pilot 
experiment for WOCE. 
K. Bryan NAS/WOCE/B/83 
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Driftors iD tbe Stady of Oce.aic GaDor.1 CircalatioD 
A POlitioD Plp.r by R.E. D.vil 
1. hno " 
th •• DOte i. iateDdad to .a.marize lbe .Dtbor', p.r.pacti.. OD O.iDI 
CDrroat-foll )WiDI drifto.,. to do ac ribe bula leah feu Dr" of the ,.neral 
circolatioD. It •• predicated OD tbe beliefa (1) tbat ob.ervatioDI of denaity. 
chemi.al tracers, aDd •• a-lovol will Dot. by thomaelve., adeqoately defiDe the 
large scde flow fiOld, (2) that thil flow field will Dot be ad.qultely 
vredioted from models withoot direct ob.ervatioD, and (3) that direct oba.rva-
tion. ot lateral dispersive pro .... ea (.ddy sUrrinl) are reqllired. Thlls 
direct veloc.ity obonvationl a1'O needed and the qlle&tl\OIl cOlloid.red is which 
of lh.s. needs call b. .ct o.inl 10rCaee aad IlIblllrf.co corr.nt-following 
drifters. 
Compared to other direct current measurement tochniques, important advan-
tage. of drifters are: (1) they iDtrinsi •• lly inCOlrate velocity alld thus can 
b. efficiellt d •• criptou of lorlo-Ieale low-frequency currellta: (2) uey can 
be economical b.OMII.O deploymont il limpl.r than I.ttilll d •• p oc.all moorinls. 
recovery is not reqoine!, and lifetilll .. can be 10Di: (3) driftors provide 
relatively direct moalure of lateral dilper.iv. tranlport pro~.lse •• Potential 
diudvlDtalO' are: (1) drifters are Dot perfect elln'ellt followersl (2) furth.r 
technical developaent AI required to achieve the potelltial of low COlt: (3) 
becau •• drifter aamplin. arrays .aDnot be pre.cribed ~ priori and are d.pen-
dent on the flow beill, .... or.d. careful analYlii of the data ia required. 
1· .Y.u..I 21 prjt't.,. 
ID ord.r to di.CD •• tb~ 'echuieal adv.Rt •••• aDd lUoitation. ~f Gurrent-
{ollowinl drifter •• it ia u-portant t~ oMtline the two principal waya drifter 
~I'·· .. " f 
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There are DOt ialeri.a aDd L.,r.a,i.a •• 10city field. bot rather pleBdo-
Euleri.n aad ploado-La,raa,i.a .,thod. of ... plia, v.locity which prodoce 
ob •• rvation. of volocity .loal differ.nt •• t patha. For th. porpo.e of 
•••• oria. the lag,.-ae.l. 10a,-C18 •••• r ••••• locity fi.ld which w. call the 
,.a.r.l circul.tioa, a l.r,. aQabar of •• 10city ob •• rvatioa. withia • partieo-
lar r •• ion. .ad 'paDDia. ooa.id.rabll tu. ••• ra r'qaired to fOEa aD accor.te 
'p •• e-t18e .v.r •••• To do thi. oae coold •• well ' .. ple for lonl t18.. ae 
.Iveral loe.tionl or alon, c.oy p •• ado-La,ranli.n trackl. Tho reqoir •• eata On 
any lO.h .... plin •• tra telY are thu the observation. be ",pnulltati... ill the 
,"n.' that their .vlr.,o i. tho Ip.ce-ti.e avora,e de.irod •• nd that the co., 
of obt.inini eooo.h ... pl •• to .pproaia.te thia .vera.e DOt be prohibitive. 
All obl,rv.tiolll aro lobject to aoae orror .nd tho. are DOt Itrietly 
repro.oot.tive: .r.waeat •• re pre.eatod below to the poiot that drifter •• par-
ticul.rly .obl .. r!.c. drifter ••• re subject to rol.tively am.ll bi.. error •• 
IDu; Euleriln ."0' c.n b. deterained from drifter. if eDouih ob.erv.tiool are 
t.keo to filter out aeophy.ic.l variability. The ... plini requiremeDtl depeao 
00 the ••• 1.. of the •• ao field. the eddy v.riability •• nd the precilion 
.Ooiht. Bec .... e v.ri.bility io the o.lan i •• enerally llr ••• th.o tho ••• n. 
the .o.t .trio.ent ... plin. rlqoira.eat il th.t for •••• nriDI the .ea. rather 
than the propertie. of tha variability •• och aa Reyoold •• tro •• e. or di.per-
li.oo. 
In add'tioD to the .p.c.-t18. ave •• ,e flow. a .ati.factory piccore of tho 
leooral circol.tioa inclnde. a delcriptioa of addy tr.o.port proc ••• e •• Eddy 
fluz ••• deteraioed from .v~r •••• of floctuatioll prodoct •• i. ODe de.criptioa. 
A •• eoad i. obt.ined froa t~o .tatilti •• of di.per.inl .atorial particle •• IDe 
lattar i •• ore u.aful ba.aoaa it c.a bl ~e~d to dedoce the flax of IDJ p ••• ive 
quaatity. whara~a the flD' of oa. quaatity do •• parait detaraiaation of tho 
flD& of .nother. Ua.'ul property traa'port d.,criptioaa. .och a. oa.- aad 
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two-particle l.ter.l diffRliviti ••• ca. be ac •• ",.tal, d.t.~ia.d fra. drift.ra 
evea tIIOIiP tile, do DOt uacUy follow w.tn' paroell. 
10 Brrol" 
S.rf ••• drift.r. ooabia •• IRrf ••• bao, •• t floa, witb • dr.. prod.ci •• 
• 1 ... at a.t •••• r.l1' at • d.ptb of 1 ••• tb.a 200.. fbi. p.~it ••• ay tr •• k-
ia, ••• from tb. ARGOS .,tollit. _,.,... B.t tbe .urf •• e buoy i. .cted IIpOU 
by wi.d. aurf •• e ourre.,a. ,.d rectified lurC •• o w.vo .atioa •• 11 oC wbich .ct 
to produce alipp.,e. Wiud aet il re.lo •• bly w.ll IDderltood. bll' the errora 
i.lroduced by way. .otio. .ctial ia oo ••• rt witb c .. rr •• , .b •• r be,weea the 
I .. d.ce au:! tile dro,Re lev.l .re diffieRA t to d'U~iae Ibort of eat.uiv. 
field t.ati... 1. cODveatio.ll d •• i,.1 it i. bard to ,lIar.ut •• th.t iDlt •• -
t •• OOIiI errOr' will be l.aa th •• 5 c.I •• c. fbe .~ror-produ.i.. for.iai fIDc-
tioua (wiud. current Ib •• r, .nd w.vel) .re DOt trRAy r.ndOR .0 bi •• errOra of 
1 to 3 ee/.ee eliit be I.peeted. Aa.umi.1 the.e forei.1 fIDctioD' baYe tiee 
.c.les of • f.w d.y •• alipp •• e .rror. 1 •• d to error I of .inlle p.rticle dif-
6 2 -1 h.ivih .. ot the oreler 10 ... ec -- all~.tanti.l, but .n order of uluitRd. 
Or .ore 1 ••• th.n oblerved. Sin •• tho fore ill, fRUctions .re cohere~t .~s-
ti.lly. G ... ller error of two-part •• le diff.aivit'.a il .apected. SUpp ••• 
er .. oU .re inatlniUeant .u deU~iniD. Ellle.ri.u .ddy ltatiatica. 
Suballrf •• e driftera ar. DOt subj.ct to any 'i,niiie.nt iu.tr .... lIt.l 
errors. aut b ........ lIoh drift.r •• aillt.io ,D •••• nti.l1y gouat'nt depth .nd 
do DOt follow .... tic,l fll1id .otion. tbey ... pi. An .. • ••• Dti.lly E .. leri •• 
•• DDer with .... p •• t to •• rtie.l .otion wbil. be in, effectivaly porf •• t fol-
Ivwers of horizontal .otian. 
Witb .... p •• t to ob •• rvilll L •• r.n,ian ••• 1' •••••• ucb •• buriaontal parti-
cl. diap.r.ion. aDD.t •• t deptb baoya ar. u-p.rf •• t. 1\ •• pario •• diffll.iYity 
••• oci.t.d .itb •• rtioal •• t.", .. tion on an, p.r~i.ul.r .e.l. i. approai •• 'ely 
• ~ "'11' h 
-" f i wb.",. < > ia a •• v."'.... v •• t ••• rtio.l ...... 0 hor lent.1 & 
1 
1-
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•• loci'y OD that leal., ~ il tk ••• rtical di.pla •••• at. aDd TL i. tb. La,r,a-
,ia. i.'.,ral tia •• eal. of ~ri&oetal •• 10eity ooapeD.e'a of lbat •• al •• Tb • 
••• oci.,.d co.'rib.tioa to tb. borilODtal difta.i.ity •• <ltIZ)TL• '0 tb., 
r.lativ. .rror, ar ... all a. the ., •• ra of d •• pl ...... t ov.r •• rtical ••• le. 
'bile pr.oi, ••• tiaat •• ar. diffieelt, tb. dil, •••• ily .rror a •• oo'ated .itb 
• very ... 11 fraotioa of tb. total lateral difla.iviey. Ia .0.' r.,io •• , 
••• o- •• ale .ariability baa aD .... Ir •• t.r •• p •• ' ratio. 10 ,aat ap.rio.e 
dilporeioD ••••• d b7 ••• o-•• ale •• rtieal •• loeity i •• ot .i,Difie.at e.c.pt iD 
r.aiODS of .trODa carr.a,s .ber. dla.ity •• rl.cel are .troDlly tilted ,Dd eddy 
oDerlY l.r,e. Tbe ac., .eri~DI probl .. app.aro to be tbat .parioa. iaterall 
w.ve dilpe~.ioD, .itb ita abort .0bor~D.. l.a,tb. aay ••• k leDaiDe two-
p.rti.lo dilperlioD for ... 11 .eper.tioD •• 
De ••• I. iDtercal •• ve volocity i. diver,.a, iD the boriloDt.l pl.oo ••• ve 
aotio. proda ••• bill error. iD •• tia.tiD, tbe .paco-tiae aver'lo .elocity from 
drifter •. Tbo .ver'le booy velocity will DOt .,ual ebe Sol.rilD .p.ce-tia. 
Iver.,e if •• ve 80tioD c ••••• drifter. to .pead Dor. ti •• iD ODe pb •• o of tbe 
•• ve th.D in IDocber. Neitbar .ill tb. flo.t follow the true La,r.Dli.D ••• n 
velocity beelale it do •• DOt r.apo.d to that p.rt of Stokes Drift .sloeiat.d 
witb vertie.l 80tio.. If I drifter •• re pllcad It joat the rilbt depth in • 
• i.lle interael •• VI acde be.ial ~ .table prop.,atioD dir.ctioa. v.locity 
.. plAtud. 10 .. I.ac. vartioll .elle 100 •• a.d dAlp1a.e •• ot .. plitad. 5 •• the 
larl •• t error .oold b. of ebe order 2 ..JII.. SiD •• i.uma! .IV. a.eray iI 
1"lr.ally i.otropic IDd diatribatad oyer .evaral .Irtical .adea. ODe •• plctl 
bil. IrrOU to be ".aifieIDUy h .. lbaD 1 ..J a ••• 
ADy barl&Datll1y di.ar,IDt flow Ola Ola •• a bil. bat.aaD dzifta", .aloci-
tia. sDd lba BalarilD 'ploa-tiaa ••• ",a.e flow. To the •• t.e, t •• t ,ua.i-
•• oatrophy p.r¢.iDa aDd thl bariaoetal •• 10eity filld It 0.111' 1.rUlr tbeD 
tbl iDt.rDil ••••• 1011a •• aoDdivlrll.t, 100a1 ooeOlacratioD of drifte,. • 
. ,
~~-mi;,tI''-M-Et!.J.~>;i}ili';&~i.K>~'.it.v~44'''j; C id±'ift'.?:i~~tlU~":~~.li6I*h;{f'rtit?$NliB"t'··"'njf'h*i*,%j(~& ~~::::A~'l:l.U-={"''''''''~IM-''~·'''",''''.''~':''''''.''''''''""''''''~~ ,","-,,, .. ,,'. -, H, - •• ~ •• 
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.honld DOt be "Inilieant. Fraakly. I .n.pect th.t th ••• ay b. the .o.t t.por-
tant '''plin, probl .. aDd that wbaa drift.r _ap.ria.nt. di.cl~ ••• ajor conv'r-
,.ncOi. they wUI be "uplda.d" by IbeoQ'. 
Sp,?ry. While d~ift.r. are .nbject to .rror •• the ~l, aiaaifieant .rror 
ia tho .0Dt.xt of low-freqDOacy eirenl.tion .tRdi •• ~pp.a~. to bo • bi •• of 
the ••• a v.locity of .nrf.ce drilt.r., thi •• ay b. of the ord.r a f.. ../ •••• 
Beforo • .i,nific.at .tady caa b. ba •• d on .arlato. drifter.. it .1 ne ••••• Q' 
to reduce th ••• bia •• rror •• to qDOntif, th •• , .ad to in. are th., will be 
•• int.inod by incro •• ia, droa.e lif.t ..... 
!. SMPl illa 
In the previoul "otion • Ba.ber of bial errors wore ea.-ined. A 1.011 
obvioul bi.. error of drifter ob.erv.tion. eoae. !~oa the iaterdep.ndence of 
the ,"plin, array on botla doplo)'llont loeano., • .,d the velocity field H .. lf. 
For ex.mpl.. the .verl,e velo.ity obt.ined from baoy. found louth of their 
doployment loc.tion will be biloed to.lrd .outbward flow .inee the likolihood 
of !indina buoy. there i. le ••• nod in period. of nortbward flow. Tho .i,rltioD 
of drift.r. pllced into. field with •• ro Enloriln .ela vllocity but vI .. i.ble 
eddy diffnl,vity i. Inotbe .. eaample of thil kind of .amplina bil •• 
In tbe conteat of .'Ppinl •• voidiQI thi. type of bil' ~oquir.. tb.t 
drifter d.n.ity be .nfficiently nniform that tbe nuaber of booy. in I reaioD 
i. DOt d.pendent on tbe flow. Strictly. it iI Dec .... Q' that the den.ity 
(avlra,ed oV'r all period. from wbicb ob.ervltion. are tlken) be unifora over 
• ra,ion muoh llr,er tb.u tb. di.tance • drifter tr.vol. in tbe into, .. ll tiae 
leal. TL• n.!.a do •• not ." • .,'lire .... iv. d.ul tanlO ... dlploya.aU, b .. ' •• 181 
tbat drifte .... nlt b. deplOYld It .any .it •• before bia. il .1iaiaat.d. 
ne q .... tion of how "D¥ drifter. OVI" bow .. ay y •• rl ar. ...q .. ired to 
d.lcrib. tb. Ilnlral cire\llaUon in I .... ion dlpead. "" the pfruition Ind Ip.·· 
tial rllolDUon r.q\lind and on the .. ,nURd. of .ddy ",ri.bility. Eddy 
, 
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onaray •• iA.lo particle di.p.r.ioA ••• d .taila .. qgad.ati. qga.titi •• ~r ... 01.-
tively oa.y to o.ttaat~ 08.0 the a •• o.iat.d •••• is taow.. A •• wai.. 'ppro:i-
.'toly .oraal distributioD' of eddy .elocity .. d particle di.pl.ee.e~t. lame-
tbi., like 20 i.depoDde.t ... ple. provide pre.ilioD. of 30.. P.~t'.le-p.il 
di.pe •• ion •• y .. equi .. e .o.e ... pl ••• i.ee pair •• pa.atio •• ay .ot be .oraally 
di.t.i~utod. Mo •• velocity e.ttaat •• a .. o .ubjec· tG a ... pliDI error of tb. 
ordn flU E II N-1/2 •• b .... II i. the .U.dard devi.tio. of eddy velo.; ty .. d N D D 
i. tb~ eff •• tivo nnabar of ... ple •• Si.ee p ••• i.io ••• uch le •• tb •• 
" .. 
.re 
1011. rally .equired ..... pl •• i:" .ruter tha" 20 .. Ul be required. 
The effective ... ber of .... pl •• depend. o. tho 1."&tb of tbe tim~ ."riea 
ob.enatio" a"d the iDte,r.l ttao le.le TL• P .. ic. (1983) fillda TL to be 
alii .. 8 clay. at .id-depth ove .. a .o ... id~rable .. a .. ,o of eddy ollorlill. lti.hard-
Ion (1983) filld •• val .... e •• 10 da~. for .urfaee cur ••• ta. Thu. 6 buoy-yr..ra 
of daU providO' .pprolli ... tely 100 obaenltioDS a .. d an DDcertaiDly flf of 
Extr.me valu •• of II .re.S ea/,.c for lurf.c. curro.ts i. the Gulf Stream u 
ano l em/ •• c for aid-depth •• id-oeea. re.io ••• Th. an.ortai.ty a •• oeiated witb 
th ... valuol buoy-y •••• of data provide. cr.dible e.t"'t~. of ••• n 
veloe:; ty in the reap.eUve re,io.,. 
lAO .umber of buoy-ye.r. required to d •• cribe the •• noral eircul_tion of 
• dep •• d, o. the .pati.l .... olutio ... lqDi •• d. Thi •• like eddy •••• ,y • 
ia hi3hly depe.de.t CD po.itio. within • ba.i •• A r.aolutio. of 1000 Sa .i.ht 
.lIft ice ia .id-oc ... whAl. 100 b WII •• edod i •• tr-IIAi boundary curents. To 
.ap •• i.,le le.el of thl North Pacific .ith 500 ka .... olutio. aOme 
200 .. tiaau •• ThD. 1200 buoy.-y •• r. wODld bo ••• d.d to aghievi 0.111 preci-
.. 
lifet"" of s 
ye.r •• A .taila •• 10bal •• , .oald ... qDire a. effort six t ..... , 1,.,8. 
1IIIul~. Th. ac.' .t.i •••• t ... plin. problem " pCII.( •• ppi •• _0.1.11 
. velecity • Thh ".qDir •• relatl.lly aailora di.t.ibDtion of a.e~'5' buoy de.-
• Uy i •• pace OVII' the .. a,i08 to b ••• ppod •• d a la.-,' •• b.r of obeen.tio ... 
1 
1 
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SamethiAi ou the ord.r 1000 drifter. wi~ lifetu..a of 5 y.ar. woald provide a 
alefal Il~bal .ap of .'IA v.locity at cae 1,..1. 
Even in mod.rat. qaantiti •• , the oo.t of fi.ldin, a conveAtioAll 
lae.lliCe-track.d .arCI •• driftlr ••• lldl '5;000. oA.-third for the .'tillit. 
eo.t throuih the aae of rel.lroh v •••• l. of opportunity. Pr.aeAt tran .. itt.",. 
are caplbl. of providinl .oro politionin, I •• aracy ••••• dina ~It needed in 
lar,e-•• ale circalation .tndi.s. Efforta ar. underway at NCAR. Goddard Space 
Flilbt Cente",. and perhlpi el'lwh,re, to develop II ••• Ipable but .uch 10 •• 
• ~peu.ive tr.n •• itt.r.. Und.r NASA apenaorlhip, Iffort. ar. underway to 
develop 1e •• co.tly buoys. with ad'qaato .urYivlbility. If th'" devolop.ont. 
are luee ••• ful. it .. y be po.lible to reduce .Oltl by factor, of two to OVIU 
five. 
Sub.urt'aee SOFAR-tncked £loau .ilht be prodaced in la""o n_bo,.. for 
'10.000 each and have poteutial liiotUiel of 5 to 10 year •• A .ajor COlt of 
u.ina tbe •• flo.to ., ~e .aiueenanco of a li.tenina atation network for 
trackinil three Itatioul, .aeh oOltiu, n.arly '50,000 per ye.r to .aintain, 
aro required withi~ .ometbiui like .000 t. of I.ch driftlr. Tbi. .ak.. SOFAk 
flolt. .o.t cOlt-efflctive when uled in .patially douae array.. Technical 
develop.outs .re anderway at WHOI to r.duee trackinl CO~tl throa.h latellite 
roley of data and aae of ddfUUI H.uniul .taUolu. At UIII '" .. invI""o" 
SOFAK Cloat which li.t.u. to .oor.d lDund lource, il UDder dlvolop.eut. lbi • 
• ay lilnificantly rlUuce both .. uufacturiu, a .. d d.ployalnt OOlt •• inco 10.-
f"'lqDeucy .ound 10GrCI. arl la"l. IDd cOltly in ca.pariaon to reclivlr.. Al.o 
under IIlvllop.lnt al'l dl'Uten wbich repeUUvely "pop-up" to ~I .udac. for 
.atlll'te looation aad thin ratnrn to depth fo", onrrant-follo.iull thi. 
'. ~"\{f&~"'}.<i~:.\<l;';!z~~;<if~~~~~~~*tjj;ti~,*·g~&iiiWW'i.H~~,~~;v""""-"""';':';"L6-"-')",;;."-".",-,,,'-_., c.>-., __ ~_~~,,,,~. __ , ___ ~_,.," ... 
, 
, 
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preclude. ob.erv.tion of hi,h freqnency phl.Gaen. bnt eliain.'ea tAl need to 
•• intaiD co.tly •• oa.tic tr.ckin, .rray •• 
§'"aty. Pre.oDt .aDaf.ctariDa and trackiD, espeDa.a caale tAe co.t of 
fi.ldini • drifter to raDle from '5000 to '20,000 per year, dlpeDdini on baoy 
typ., do •• ity of ... plin, arr.y, .Dd the a •• fal life achievld. Developa •• tl 
DAderw.y promi •• to r.dace thi. co.t by fl.tor. of .orO thl. two bat 1e •• thlD 
ten. 
!. Summary ~ Su.".tiOI1I 
Me,o-A£!l! V.ri.bility 
From the le.lr.! cirgnl.tioD perspective, .e.o-.c.l. v.riability i. 
iaportant tAroBIA it effect OIl lar,or scalo •• In additio" to .... d.rat.Ddin. the 
oper.tive •• cb.ni .... qu.ntitativ. de'cription& of the prOc.a.e •• nd ratea of 
oce.n diaper.ion .re n •• d.d, if only to •• ke poI.ibl •• n.ly.il of property 
diltribntion' .t deptb. 
Drifter •• re w.ll .nited to de.criptioD of l.ter.l diaper.ion. fir.t 
order d •• criptionl bave been obtained iD lome pl ••••• and .ddition.l pro, .... 
Ir. underw.y. The qaality of ob.orvltioa i. adequate bat the nuablr .ad .eo-
Ir.pbi •• l cover. Ie .Ult be dr ... tic.lly incroa.ed. The liaitltioD to thil il 
Icono.ic .nd lar.ely ••• ociatod with the .ab.t.ntill cost of .Iint.inin. 
trackinl networks. 
Improvements to trackina ranie, incra •• ed .t.tion lonsevity, o.t. .ol.y, 
UI. of driftiDi li.teaina It.ticns. and development of "inverl." SOFAk flo.tl 
'11 have the pot.ntial of r.dDcinl tb. co.t of .nblurf.c. drifter .ap"ri •• at •• 
Statl.rly. COlt r.duction of trlckin, trID •• ittero •• y .ake f ••• ible rola-
liv.ly inospen.iv •• bort-Aived .arfl.o drift.r. IniClbl. for ... ion.l .tDdil'. 
A.id. froa dl.oription. of oo •• n pro ••••••• nd di.par.ion ••• '0-1 •• 10 .nd 
relion.l driftor ItDd'e. .r. providin, ob •• tv.tionl of the I.nlr.l circula-
tion. In the fnturl it •• iapertlnt that Idv.ntl,' b. tlkln of thia by .st.nd-
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plin. of tbo ,.ne~al siroalacioa. 
S,rf.ce CirculatioD 
Compared witb deeper aotiOD. n.a~ aariace stroalatlOD i. elolely liated 
to wind foreia •• inclDGe. an iaportant a.eoltropbic cDaponent. and i, labject 
to larie aaO va~iabl. vortical ab.ar. 
utility in tbe qaalitative d'lcription of re,ional circDlation pattern,. in 
quantifying eddy variability. Ind docuaantin, intar,nnDa! cban,ea of tbe ,en-
eral circulation. By collectin& ob.orvationa froa driftar, ,et for e'lonti'lly 
relionll ,tudi.l. &ieAard,on baa d.~ived a al.fR! ptctar. of Nortb Atlantic 
larCace circulation. 
Witb an inere.led inter.st in ibort-taEa el"at. variability. wbicA in 
tAo oceaa il prelnaably aOlt evident in .ear larface flow, drifterl will be 
v.ry ... eful in dea.ribbl tho tUactura of iaUr.uDal oban,a. Wban ,lobal 
wiad ob •• rvationa become available lucb Itadie. will be aore inter'ltiai and 
profitable. Prel.nt larface drifter errora probably do DOt prejudice sucb 'ta-
di •• , tAe priaary tecb.ical proble. i, COlt la it .Cfects .chievable oblerva-
tioD don.ity. Bot if &be data iroa lucb stadia. are to be .. afal in eventDally 
dltermininl tAO .pace-tu.o .veraa' flow, a.caracy aUlt te 'ilnificantly 
iaproved. 
S,b,urf,ce Circulatiop 
lbe del.ription of loblnrface leneral circal.tion Ivailable from direct 
ob.etv'tion '1 liaited priaariAy baaause float and aoorin, obaervatioa. aro 
a.penlival lablarf ••• drift.rl bay. bial arrorl vaaely ... llar tban typical 
Datermination wf tba .e.t fiowl and diffaa.v. tr •• 'port .. aponlible for 
tbe obaarvad diatribution of ooa.nic propartiaa ia • oantr.l obJactive of 
ooaaBO,r.pby. !aport •• t at.p. bay •• lr .... haln aad. ..i., float& .ad aore 
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will follow. The pace h hr,01y H.ll ted II)' coat ud loahU" diffi" .. 1ty. 
Th ... oHorta to rod .. ". tla. ""erhead for ICOUltic tractiD, aad to develop pop-
up drifterl will. if lace,,"!ul. hlva po.itive "Plct. They .~It be ... "" ••• flll 
before I leriolll effort cia •• do to detazaia. dir.",ly the flow at &Oaa refer-
aace level over li,aificant re,ioal. 
For the ti.e beia,. priaary effort Ihould be placed in "olt-radu.ia, 
development aad oxploitatioa of l.o~lticllly trlctad floatl in lo"ali.ed Itu-
aiel. 
Sitellit. Alti.etry 
The effectivenoll of any fDtDr. Iitollito aAtiaotor eapori.eat could be 
li,Difi •• atly .nIllDeed by Approprilte drifter obl.rvalloal. Tho ,1tiaater il 
unlbl. to d.t .... ia •• ola ,ooltro~hic cllrrents bocln •• tla. ,.oid il .. perfectly 
knOWII. While the .eoid conld bo d.d~.ed from loaa teEm dir.ct curreat and dea-
aity observatioas. lilaifieaatly fewer observltioal would be r.quired to ialer 
it from i~~t.AtaDeOUI altimeter, current anG deD.ily •••• ure.eat.. The .&m-
pI illa aoise to be fil tend out would be only that aridal fgom the differeat 
Ipatial averlsini of the eompoaeut 'YI'o.s. aot the eat ire oddy vlriabil.ty II 
whe ... eaa. are detea-iaed. 
Wonld Iltimeter cilibratioa beat be doae IIliDi drolued IRrfa •• drifterl 
or a cOllbinatioa of anblRdlce drifters lad hydrolraphh anrv.y.? This 
reqUire. campariloD of • poteatillly la~ •• aumber of lurlac. driftor ob.erva-
tioas with liaaifi.lat bia. error to •• uch .. aller probable n8llber of "lIul-
tiaeOUI denlily lurveYI aad lublurfl". drifter Obl.rvltionl. The coacl .. lio .. 
hia,.1 criticilly oa the bill .rror. of larla •• drifterl aad , •••• are aot 
wall .aoulh knowa. Accordia,ly. a hiah priority .a.t be liv.n to redactioa of 
IlIrflce driftar bil' .rrOrl aad d~c .... atatioa of a.carlcia.. .., altl •• tar 
caperimoat plan Ihould Iddr ••• the atility lad .athodoloay of nain, direct 
currellt obl.rvltioal to improve the Illiaetarl d.acriptioa of .eaa aarfleo 
looltrophie flow. 
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1. Introduction 
The following is a brief .ummary of the current state of global 
ocean modeling, an a.sessment of the progress to be expe.ted in the 
remainder of the decade, and a discussion of the role(s) which .uch 
models may play in future global-scale observational experiments (e.g., 
WOCE). Realizing that we are only now at this Workshop beginning to 
explore the feasibility and to define the likely objectives of WOCE, we 
have attempted neither an elaborate nor a definitive statement. Rather, 
we have sought to introduce what we feel at this point to be the impor-
tant concepts and modeling issues as related to a world ocean circula-
tion experiment in the late 19805. This' do~ument is intended to serve, 
10 part, as a focus for further dis:ussion at the Workshop. 
The questions we seek to introduce and to address below are the fol-
lowing: First, what i. the present status of basin- and globsl-scale 
oceanic general circulation models, and what can be expe:ted in the 
immediate future (5-10 years)? Second, what is our present level of 
understanding of important oceanic processes, and how might this under-
standing (or lack of it) influence our WOCE-related model ing? Th ird, 
what positive interaction may be anticipated between existing and pro-
jected models and the WOCE observational program? 
In limiting our.elves to an oceanic, global-scale perspective, ve 
have neee •• arily overlooked a vide variety of models and modeling acti-
vitie. which viii be u-portant to future large-aeale geeanolraphic 
meaaurement and interpretation. For example, r~gional modele .. y be 
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u.ed to examine ocean re.pon.e and dynamic. in phYlic.lly .nd/or geogra-
phic.tly unique region. (equ.tori.l, .outhern oce.n. mid-oce.n). 
Procea.-oriented atudies viii likevile be needed to refine our under-
at.nding of import.nt oce.nic procellel •• nd their repre.ent.tion and 
p.rameterization vithin large-ac.le oc •• n modell. Lalt. interactive 
.tmosphere/oce.n modell (both coupled lener.l circul.tion .adell, and 
structurally simpler idealizations) viii be particularly useful in 
studies of vater mass formation .nd .ttend.nt a/s properties. 
2. Present and projected statuI of Ilobal models 
At present, two rather different modeling Itrategies are in rou-
tine us. for application to ba.in- .nd global-acale ocean circulation 
problems. Although both are capable of including such physical/ 
computstional elements al bottom topography, vind Corcing .nd compli-
cated basin geometry, they nonetheless yield quite distinct pictures of 
the global circulation. 
The first are high-horizontal-resolution (eddy-resolving) models of 
the mean and melolcale componenta of the wind-driven ocean circulation 
within a lingle oce.n b •• in. Typically quasi-g~ostrophic (QG), and 
having limited vertic.l relolution (in gener.l -3 levels, .lthough a 
few higher vertic.l relolution limulation. have been done). these models 
have been inltru.ental in exploring the origin .nd properties of the 
•• aoac.le eddy field. and the role of eddy-related fluxe. of .a.entum 
and vorticity in deterainina the atructure of the in.tantan.oua .nd 
ti.e ...... n eircu18tion. lIo.vevar, thaae eddy-ra.olvinl lenaral circula-
tion aodala (ECCHa) l.ck the act iva thermodyn.mic proceaae ••• aoci.ted 
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with water .... formation and .eridional circulation. 
The aecond cia •• of global ocean models luppre •• ea eddy dynami~s 
through the uae of low horizontal resolution, but ir.cludea thenDodynami~ 
effect. anJ related procea.ea (e.g., deep convection). Generally based 
on the primitive equations (PE), these oceanic general cir:ulation 
models (OGCMs) are physically ~nd numerically more complicated than the 
quasi-geostrophic eddy-resolving models, and require heightened vertical 
resolution (5-15 levels being typical). However, with a coarser hori-
zontal grid, the models may be extended to cover the world ocean. These 
coarse-resolution OGCMs have been applied to .tudies of thermo~line for-
mation and maintenance, chemical tracer modeling, and ocean/atmosphere 
coupling on decadal and climate time scales. 
In the future, we believe that the primary advance in global-scale 
ocean circulation modeling will be associated with the constru:tion and 
utilization of models which incorporate both active eddy and thermo-
dynamic processes, and thereby simultaneously include the wind-, eddy-, 
and thermally-driven components of the ocean circulation. Of particular 
interest will be the richnees of behavior that arises in these new 
models, and the extent to which the re.ulting simulated flow may be 
understood by appeal to earlier EGCH and OGCH results. (I.e:, are the 
eddy-induced and thermally-forced circulations additive in any simple 
lense?) 
Secondary improvlllDenu in modeling technique can also be e ... isioned 
durina the next half decade. Efficient new numerical method. (multi-
arid, nelted-Irid, ca.poaite .. Ih) are nov available which viII offer 
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lubstantial improvesent in efficiency, particularly for .adell within 
complicated geometries. Improved representationa of, and parameteri-
zations for, processes luch al deep convection, lubgrid-Icale effects, 
and air/sea coupling would alao be desirable. Finally, alternate physi-
cal models {e.g., balanced models> viii be aVlilable, and may in lome 
circu~stan~es be advantageous. 
The successful development, implementation and application of an 
eddy-resolving, thermodynamicslly ac~ive global ocean circulation model 
over the next 5-10 years depends priluuily on three factors: the avail-
ability of 8 sufficient computational relource, the adequacy of manpower 
levels {both support and scientific>, and continued improvement in our 
understanding and parameterization of certain critical ocean ~~oceS6e9. 
The last of these is discussed in the next section. 
With respect to the new modeling being discussed here, the presently 
available human and computational reaources are inadequate. Although 
the precise level of manpower necessary for the deaign and application 
of these models to WOCE-related problems is difficult to quantify, it 
certainly exceeds the presently available levels. In addition, of the 
factors noted above, the identification and training of new ocean 
modelers and dynamici8ts i. potent ia lly the most lerious concern, and 
may more than any other factor dictate the rate of progress in these new 
mod e ling areas. 
Estimates of the required CPU relour'.e can more ealily be made. The 
table on the following paSe co.pares the operational par ... terl and 
computational COlt of teveral current/projected _odele. Although not 
J , 
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Domain ax/At Integration Requi red CPU lIodel (I". ) (km/hr ) Levels time (yrl (hr. on CRAYI) 
QC EGCH North At tant ic 28/4 J 10 5.5 
QC EGCH box 20/2 8 10 10.5 (J600 x 2800) 
PE ECC!! bOl. 20/0.33 J 10 96 (4000 " 4000) 
PI! OGC!! world 100/2 5 100 5001 
PI': I!GCH box 
(4000 " 4000) 
28/0.5 10 100 0(2000) 
PI! I!CC!! North Atlantic 28/0.5 10 100 0(4000) 
PI! EGCH world 28/0.5 10 100 0(20000 ) 
Source.: (I) Run-times for Holland model. on NCAR CRAY-I system. 
(2) Ocean Hodels for Climate Research: A Workshop (1980), 
National Academy Pre ••. 
Co_nt. 
Layered IIlOde 1 ; 
no active 
thermodynamics 
No eddy 
dynamics 
Storage become B 
a potent isl 
problem here 
'This fiRure can be substantially reduced (factor of two or 80) by the use of appropriate 
accelevation techniques to achieve steady-state. 
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apecifical1y quantified in thi. table, availability of f •• t-accea. 
aemory may allo place a lignificant conltraint on the fel.ibility of 
u.ing theae global-Iclle modela. 
The figures quoted in the table are, of courae, approximate. Note 
also that anticipated increases in comp~ter .peed (perhaps by a factor 
of 5 for a class 7 machine) will reduce the number of CPU hours neces-
sary for these sorts of model studies. Future enhancement of computer 
facilities and staff devoted to ocean circulation modeling is projected 
at several institutions [e.g., at NCAR, GFDL. NORDA and GLAS; see also 
An Assessment of Computational Resources Required for Ocean Circulation 
Hodelling (1982), National Academy Press); if realized, these new 
resources should allow initial progress on these new model classes. 
Improved numerical methods may also yield a substantial savings. None-
theless, the required resource is large. Whereas an eddy-resolving PE 
simulation of an individual ocean basin should be feasible within the 
1980s, an eddy-resolving world ocean calculation will not be possible 
(even if it were scientifically justifiable). 
3. A survey of processes 
Our .bility to model the ocean circulation in a useful way is inti-
mately connected with our understanding of operative oceanic processes, 
and our aucce .. in including theae processes within global ocean 
aod.ll. A. a .trawman, for subsequent discuI.ion and debate, we propose 
the follovina dia,ram. It atte.pts to li.t oceanic proc ••••• poten-
tial1y !aport.nc to the ,lobal ocean circulation, and to indicate which 
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Lea.er Ignorance Proceaa/Effect 
Greacer llnorance 
eddy dynamics 
equatorial dynamics 
atmospheric fluxes 
of momentum, heat; 
ocean-atmoaphere 
feedbacks 
topography 
Lagrangian tracers 
ice dynamics 
convection/water 
m88S format ion 
surface/bottom bound-
ary layer dynamics 
aubgrid-scale 
effects 
only studied extensively in 
QG model; what happens in PE 
!GeM? 
what is best boun~.ry value 
problem for OGCM? 
can be studied; but has 
received insufficient 
utention 
potentially important for 
interaetlon between WOCE and 
ocean cir:ulation models 
important for WOC!? 
present popular parame-
terization is intuitively 
crude, but seems to work in 
a qualitative sense. Is it 
ok? 
Is their precise form 
iQPortant if we have 
resolved eddy processes 
I 
! 
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are better underatood obaervationally/theoretically. NO claim i. made 
a. to which procea'le. are .ost "i.portant ," although thi •• ight 
rflpresent a u.eful question for diaputation at the Work.hop. (N.B.: 
The list i. n.ith.r fully compl.te nor unpr.judic.d.) 
All th.se proce •••• des.rv. further .tudy. Several are, however, of 
particular significance to large-scale .adeling, and may varrant special 
attention. In this category, ve would include eddy dynamics, ocean-
ar- ,phere feedbacks, topographic effects, and Lagrangian tracer 
modeling. In addition, we note the important need for further examina-
tion of alternate vertical representations, and the appropriate 
inclusion of isopycnal and diapycnal processes. 
4. What can models do for WOCE (and vice versa) 
The potential for interaction between the WOCE observational pro-
gram and the types of models discussed above is substantial. For 
example: 
(a) Experimental deaign. 8asin- and global-scale general circula-
tion models represent a unique means to examine potential observational 
strategies and data inversion teChnique., and to aelect the most appro-
priate approach •• given program objectives, and organizational and 
financial con.erainto. Hodel. have been uaed in this vay for advance 
planning in programs luch a. POLYMODE and PGGE. Experu..ntal design 
.tudie. r.lated to drifter./floae., tomography, alei..try, and 
.atellite-derived vindl ar. already underway at a nuaber of inltitutions 
(e.g., Rizzoli (HIT), Ri.er (D of W), Marlhall (Oxford), and othera). 
,. 
'. 
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(b) Forcina functions. Apart from purely diagnostic .adel. (not 
discus.ed here), an ocean circulation .odel takes the for. of an 
initial/boundary value problem for the current and denaity fielda. In 
particular •• uch a global .adel ia driven from above by exchanges of 
momentum and heat with the atmosphere, or by exchange of "sl/momentum/ 
heat across open boundaries (if a single ocean baain i. bHing consi-
dered). Of these forcing functions, several are available from existing 
and projected instrument systems: 
Forcing Function 
surface winds 
SST 
height field/pressure 
open boundaries 
density 
currents 
Syatem 
.c'atterometer. drifters 
satellite. drifters 
altimeter. buoy. 
XBT, eTD, tomography 
current meters, floats and drifters 
At present, we do not know with any certainty the amount of data which 
will be required for the.e models (i.e., what .pace/time .ampling will 
be neceslary). Of course. this will ultimately depend on overall 
program objectives. However. model simulations will be essential to 
deduce the implications of various alternative sampling schemes. 
(c) Data for validation. It ie of courae understood that our 
models are approx~ate in .any raepact.. It i. important tharefore to 
lequire daea .ae •• uitabl. for mod.l cemparieon and validation. As 
oft.n a. not, euch compari.on. ehow where the model ... y be weak and in 
11S 
need of improvement; however, chil i. a. ~ortant a ~e.ult, though 
hardly as •• tilfying, al good agreement between data and .odel. For 
validltion purpooes, we luggelt the following a. being particularly use-
ful: .ap. of the ".ean" circulation (particularly the deep, potentially 
eddy-related, flow): global "Pi of eddy Itatiltica (eddy kinetic 
energy, heat content, height field); .aps of thermocline variability; 
and maps of the distribution of various Llgrangian tracers. The latter, 
in fact, may offer the most sensitive index of the general circulation, 
and may be much harder to model correctly than other quantities such as 
eddy ICE. 
(d) Assimilation. Models .ay provide an important framework for 
examining the composite data set arising from a global-scale obser-
vational experiment. Recent studies with ooeanic as well 8S atmospheric 
circulation models have indicated the feasibility and advantage of pro-
ducing optimal combinations of observed and simulated fields using 
appropriate assimilation techniques. Such a model/data composite, if 
successful, aerve. essentially to extend the data (i.e., "fill in the 
gaps"), thereby allowing a .ore direct and detailed statistical and 
dynamical interpretation of the data. Given the likely irregular and/or 
sparse nature of data • .-pling within any feasible global observational 
experiment, however, the a •• imilation problem for the large-Icale ocean 
circulation vill be a difficult one. Nonetheleas, aucce •• in this area 
ia likely crucial to the .ucceea of WOCE. 
-------_._-.,-; ~J.~~~~,~~~~~(.1~_i.;,~~~4i":'<hi.§,wbi@Y#W€'Mii,:,s%cfrit¥&'i;,~~~~:i~~l:.;~~~.l£~~:.;;;,;E,,~,"'u',,"c~'e4~;..::;.·i'"_}~"'.·. .' 
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l'IIYSlWo OCIWIJGRUBIC OR IIM!LOR!IIIII& 
ftBt A 10ILD OCUlI «::IIIIaILAftOR BII'BIWIBIfI' 
By Robert BeiJlnlller 
With contributions and advice fran: 
Ed Brainard - !H)J1lCX) Jim BannCXI - SiWican AI Bradley - iB)I Jim KttlillilllllS - NCAR Neil Brown - NeIS Peter Niiler - Scri~ Bob Chase - WHOI 
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This is a time of great feIllleilt in ocean engineering and instrunentatiCXI 
develq:ment. Physical oceanogrilPtY has always been highly depencia'1t upon, and 
limited by, the state of the technology. bre are several reasons for this. First 
is the lack of mooey in the academic sector for engineering develq:ment. second is 
the lack of good franeworlcs for such developnent. Third, the oc:eenographic 
instrunent market is usually too IIIIall to justify private CXIIIIIercial investment 1n 
new instrumentatiCXI. 
'lbere are now, bawever. in process a II\IIt)er of developnent efforts, bclth 1n the 
academic labs and in the CXIIIIIercial sector, which hold the pranise of a new 
generatiCXI of pbysical oceanogrilPlic instr\llleJlts by the late 1980 IS. 
This paper assumes a flllllliarity with the 9'!Mral run of oceanographic instruments 
anilINe today, mast of which have been in use for same years. In a few cues, I 
will c1escribe possible or planned imprcw8ll!l'lts to existing systeaa. Rather than 
giving detailed specific:aticns, I will ccIII:entrate CXI describing in • geNlral way 
tohat is already uniler dlwelCl(iiEilt, and what is additiclI'IIllly possible within the 
state of the technology shcW.d the scientific CltIIIIUIity expte8!S a..ea. Lastly, 
this paper does not deal with r&DOte sensing fran satellites. or with tracers, which 
are both COYered by otber authors. 
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'DIe MIleS :lJldicated in parentheses are points of CICIltact, ana do not necessarily include everyone asaocuteCI with a pert1QJ].u develq:ment.al effort. 
SeI1eral general thrllSts wID becuPe apparent fran a reading of this docImlent. 'DIey include: 
- Teleoetry of data via satellites 
- -8IIarter -, more flexible, instruIDents 
- Less reliance an ships and at-sea persannel 
- Expendable instrlllellts and syst811S 
- Mare fully integrated data syst811S 
It should be noted that this ClIlIIIilation is not exhaustive. I bllve no doubt that new instrl.l1lent syst811S are under develC1pDent: at ac:adallic insti tutions and in the OCIIIIErcial sector that are not mentianeCI here. I'!Y goal. is to give an iCiea of the general thrust of CJCeiIIIOg1'aphic systen Oi!velq:mellt and an outline of what is possible, given sufficient iJlptus fran a potential. user CCIIIIIlnity lind, of course, funds. 
tNaMl;IA11 lA11Gi&l SISlau 
Various lagrangian instrlllll!nt ~'Staas bIIve been in use for lI\III\y years, and are useful and procilctive parts of the PlYSical oceanographic instrl.lllentetion repertoire. A new generation of lagrangian instrl.lllentetion is under deIIeloprent. 
stFAR Floats CD. Wetlb, T. baby, A. Bradley) 
DAR floats are a lIIIIture t.edIIology, in use for 8CIIIIe years for large scale mappin9 experments. 'DIey have a useful rllllge of up to perhaps 2500 Ian. ana a lifetime of years, and in many cases collect ana tel_ter environnental data IIUCb as I:.eqIeratures lIS well .. -reporting- their position. It sbauld be paeaf.ble to add other env.t.rcnental ..nacre if _irea. 
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b chief limitatiOllS on the use of lU'AR floats have been the need to be within 
aClDUStic range of the network of sbore-based Navy listening statians. and associated 
potential qleraticnal problEIIIS Ik-:;,ing to do with access to the statims and 
priority. 'l'tIese oonsideratims my be largely eliminllt:ed by the use of AUtonanous 
Listening Statims !ALS), and soan by the RH.AJS syst8ll. described below. 
b ALS is a subsurface mooring which re.:Jeives and records D'AR float siC)l1!lls. and 
which is recovered for processing of the data and det:ellllination of the float paths. 
'lbus, the data are not available Qlring the course of the experiment, u. they are 
when shore-tlasea statims are used. With the advent of telanetry fran subsurface 
moorings, this limitation could be l'auaved. 
mAYS (R. Qw;e) 
'lbe RELA!S (Real Time Link and kquisition Yare Bystan) drifting buoy ayst811 is 
under deYelopnent at Wll)I. b systan will collect and tranam1t, initially via 
Argos, its own position, IIII!IISUrelllel'\tS fran sensors on an 1100 meter cable, 
envir\ll'lllental data fran drifting DAR floats, and the time of arrival information 
on the OOFAR float signals. 'l1le enIllrance of the syst811 is expected to be three 
years. With a usable SOFAR float range of 2500 Ian., an array of mAYS buoys should 
make possible basin scale exper:iments without: rf!9i1rd to the locations of sbore-based 
listening stations. 
'l1le deYelc:opeut includes the design of an :1nt:ecJrat:ed central data logger/processor, 
which will interface on the one hand with the Argos telanetry systan and on the 
other hand with the subsurface cable. 'l1le cable will carry a auite of adlkesMb1e 
sensors, and II W1iiibII data protucol will be used thrcughout. CUrrently planned (81"..et.ers incl.ude currents, talp!rature, pressure, eng:1reedng (81"_ters, and the 
acouBtic signals. 
It is eapected tbat lUitable sensors will Wi +Ie available in the nut ~fIW years to 
enable the addition of cxnix:tivity. In addition, it IIhould be pcuible,. if 
desired, to d atIMepteric sensors, IIUCh as hllDidity, al:Dtceplteric preuure, air 
talp!rature, and winds. 
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Global Circ:ulatim Drifter !D. webb and R. Davis) 
'lhe Glcbal Circ:ulation Drifter. or GCD, is presently ID:1er deYelop1ll!l1t.. 'lhe concept 
is a neutrally buoyant device able repeatedly to II8QeIIIi to the surface, report 
lQIition and envirOllllelltal infomation via _tellite, and drcenCi again to 
equilibrilllll depth. 
'DUs instl1lDellt will allow exploration of very large spatial scales and long time 
scales and is expected to CCIIIPlement oonvent1anal. tec:hniques such as moored current 
meters and acoustic floats, which provide excellent time series data, but limited 
spatial and temporal gayerage. Potential CXJ\Ierage 1s global. 
Initial target performance specifications include: 
1) 10 years life, 40 ascent.Idescent cycles 
2) Operation to 2000 dB. 
3) byancy energy provided by c::hemical generation of gas (i.e., Ilea water and 
metal hydride) 
4) QI board microprocessor able to record and manip.llate envirOllllelltal 
d:iservations 
5) Air deployment paasible 
6) Operation via AlGI> _tellite systan 
7) Ccmnercial price target $6lt each, quantities of 50 
'DIe major inackquacy of the technique is the infrequency of the position reporting 
Iile to the limited II1IIiIer of ucentldescents. A position every three months for ten 
years is an initial perfOllllllnCe target. QI the other band, the GCD may provide a 
very lllleful first insight into the movement of large and ranote water M'seS. 
rwas (a:nR apelled bIlc:kWarde) 18 moving rapidly to the operational pbue with a 
QIlf StrMD experu.nt in the fall of 1983 • 
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1!Ie 1W'CE buoys are aoall, inexpensive packages which are ballasted for operation at 
a given depth. 'l'be price for the first batch will be of the order of .2500 each, 
tlut aboIIld cane dawn with larger orders. While drifting they periodically record 
the t1me of arrival of signals frCIII moored sound sources, alalg with envircnaent:al 
infor:maticn, such as tEqlerature and pressure. Design lifetime is cne year. At a 
preset time, the 1W'CE package surfaces and is located by Argos, telaoetering the 
aCCllllUlated data. 'ftIus, the ceJIiIlete telenetered data is a record of the path of 
the float since launch with the envirOllllelltal parameters alalg that path. 
A limitation of IW'CS is the fact that data is available only at the end of the 
lifetime of the instnJDent. It seems clear that the 1W'CE and GCD tec:hnology should 
be CCIItlined. 'DUs would CCIItIine the ccntinuous path infor:mation of RAFal with the 
multiple reporting capability of the GCD. 
Flux Drifter tw. Large and J. MdlillillDS) 
'l'be Flux buoy is under deYelq:ment within the IJIIFTmS develqment program. rus is 
to ~ an integrated free drifting buoy system with telemetry of llllllerous air-sea 
interacticns parameters. 1!Ie buoy system will be modular. Present plans are to 
measure air terq;lerature, wind stress, wind direction, humidity, solar radiation, and 
a water tauperature profile. Wind stress may be measured by recording sdJient 
acoustic noise. Precipitaticn may also be nonitored by this means. A doppler Qlrrent profiler may also be carried. 
It should be noted that the lagrlUlgian behavior of the Flux buoy will be secondary 
to other consideratims, such as providing a suitAble platfoIIII for the air-sea 
interacticn sensors. 
1AlIII COst Drifter (J. Dahlen) 
1!Ie 1AlIII COst Drifter, or Ul), is to be lUI inexpensive, siqlle, yet 8C(lhisticated 
lagrangilUl drifter for the meuuraoent of transports in the upper 100 to 200 meters, 
IIIIIall enough for cne perllCll deployment frCIII a Bhip-oi-qplrtunity or aircraft. 'ftIis 
deYelqment is also taking place within the DRIF'l'mIS fr<IIII!Work. 1!Ie design 
F , , 
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Piiloaophy is to procU:e the beIIt: caUbrated lagrlll91an drifter pcu1ble, with a well~Uled transfe~ func:tiCil fran water behavior to Iluoy behavior. BlPJasis is on c:alibration and understanding of the Iluoy behavior, as opposed to attaapl:.ing to attain the last: few percent of true lagrangian behavior. 
'1'0 this end, additiCllal parfl\leters will ~y be lJalted to .. surfaee talprature, but no IIeII60r wW be IIdaed that ellll'Cani" the lagrangian behavior or calibratiCil. SiIIIllarly, the buoy hull will be kept as law in the water as pcasible to minimize wind effects. By specifying that data ana loc:atiCil tranaaission may take place at randan intervals as infrequent as, 1lIIY CIICIe per week, it l:eccIIw!s possible to use an utraoely law profile antenna sy&tllll, with the expectatiCil that it will be lIIIash meat of the time. 
Fewer CIXISl.lqItion may be kept law by trllllBllittirlg <I\1y at t.iJIIes when a aatellite is in a position to receive the signals. b design is aiming at a aeveral year lifetime. 
'DIe CIDSt of the LCD, as well IS other lagrangian tuoya, will be r~ substantially by the use of a new, lawer oost satellite transponder, which will have location accuracy which is not as Mgb as the present units, albeit adequate for general circ:ulatian st"di". 'DIe coat per buoy of the LCD may be as low IS $2,000, making possible lll.E'9U acale deplCJ;tllll!l\t6. 
Wave ZcIle Drifter CR. Davia) 
'DIe Wave Zone Drifter ia IIIIed for lagrangian studies in the very near SIlrface regime. It uses a abaUaw (CI\e or two meters) drogue which is IIIIPPOrted by, but dpmoti'ed fran, a Bet of aurface floats. 'DIe pr~ ve~s1C1l uses a Mgb frequency radio locating system, ana bas been II8I!d in ClOII8tal areas, tlut the drifter CIDUlCi be fitted with an Atgoe trlllaitter ana UIIed in open ocean areas. 
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Bii'Ui!ltMBlC :WDUUWX BisiZS 
Wark is unCIerway in a IIIIIItIer of places tcIIfards a new generati(ll of em sy&tallS, 
characterized by -smarter- electrCllics, internal recording, integrated checkout and 
data systallS, and integrated water 8SIq)ling. SUch systallS will have acc:uracies and 
sensor resolutiCIIS awroaching existing CJ1)' s. 'DIey wm, bawever. be cheaper to 
purchase and cheaper to operate. LoIter operating costs will result fran integrated 
data systems which will require fewer trained per8Cllnel at sea and ashore. 
'DIe internal recording will malee it possible to operate frCIII shipe without a 
ccnclIcI:ing wire winch, thus facilitating ship-of-cpportunity cruises and the use of 
nCII"'OCeIIlIographic vessels. 
'1bese instruuent pacltages wm have a data port en the side, through which data will 
be CIownloacled, diagnostics rWl, new 8SIq)ling parlllleters or measurement scheme loaded 
if desired, and the batteries cbarged. 'DIe shi~rd stJRlC)rt IDIit would be a 
pre-progr8ll1lEd desktop CIJIplter which would have capability for pre-processing and 
display of data. 
A closely related deYelq:liii!>'1t is that of a fast, free-fall profiling vehicle. 'DIis 
vehicle, which is unCIer active develcpnent, would carry a package such as a em to a 
prec1etemdned depth. returning to the surface il.t high speed (up to 15 knots). 
During the upward phase of the profile, the vehicle would locate the ship 
aClOllStically and ~ in- (II an acoustic source trailed oyer the side, landing in a 
pickup device, such as a net. when reac:hing the surface. 'DIus, the winch is 
dispensed with altogether. All that is needed is sane lightweight handling gear 
that 1lIIY very well be portable. 'DIe vehicle would also include integrated water 
a.pling devices. 
lIhile the costs of a em plus profiling vehicle might be more than the cost of a 
CCIIVentianal em today, if a profile to 5000 meters can be carried out in an hour or 
less, the extra cost of the equip!ll!Jlt can be recOlYered in saved shiptime in (lie 
cruise at current daily llhip costs. 
" ,
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em systEIIIS like those descrilled above are well within the state of the art 
tecmologically. Moreover, all the elements described above are anJer develcpnent. 
SCIIIe eiId1 tiCllal efforts will be needed for true system intE!9l'atiOl'l. 
lIQUID 1&_1 SiSlsS 
Conventional moored sensors (It. Olue) 
~re are fw truly new IOOOred sensors under developoent. 'DIe JJ\t)rovements will be in the moored platfoDIIS (with an eventual impact on the sensor configuratians). 
Except in the IIlDElt extrEJDe regimes, suoceasful mooring deployments of 18 lIOItIIs are 
now reuonably routine. 'DIe battery lifetime of aooustic anchor releases se&iIS to 
be the limiting factor in IOOOring duratiCII for now. Many moorings could probably 
survive much langer than they are left out for, but recovery is dictated by the need 
for the data and the battery life of the release. BoweIIer. lllicroprocessor 
technology plus telEJDetry has the potential to make great chances in the WIly we use 
these moorings. 
Telemetry fran subsurface moorings is difficult because of the mechanical 
vulnerability of the link to the surface, and because of the possibility of the 
surface link introcllcing noise .into the mooring line and moored sensors, thus 
negatir\9 the reASCII'I for using subsurface IDOOrings in the first place. However, 
experience with sensor cables in programs like mAYS (above) as well as the 
possibility of ~. tranauitting buoys (J. Dahlen) could result in a rApeNlity 
for telemetry fran subsurface moorings. 
Telemetry even fran surface moorings has not been much p.lrsued because of the 
unreliability and cost of CDnIllcting JIIOOring wires up to the surface float. ~, 
IIIDdem cable technology or aCXIIIStic links hold the prClllise of sol v1ng this problem. 
'ftIia in tum may lead to the develcpnent of new sensor packages witbaut reoording 
c:apability. lIore !!Iodn] ar. end designed for use ClII such moorings. 
QIe can thus envi810n a IIDOr1ng system with a lifetime of two years or more, and 
telemetry of all data. A significant portion of the cost of a mooring goes .into 
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reclOlleIY: the acoustic or other anchor release, often sane form of beclcup reclOllery.: 
bUoyancy, and reclOlleI}' shiptime. If we CtIISider eliminating t:bese CD8ts. we may be 
aRltceehing the oonoept of the expendable mooring. 'l!Ie sensors an BUCh a mooring 
would be cheaper, since they would not hllve to record, and any data pre-prooessing 
would take place in a central processor. We lII.ISt, of course, add on the cost of the 
telemetry and central logger. 9lt with shiptime and personnel ocsts clild:ling faster 
than electronics oests, the expendable mooring may be eoananically viable now or 
seen. 
To this IIRISt be added the intangible benefits of telaoetry: no need to depend Oil 
reclOlleIY for data retuml and the ability to 0CJTI)1ne high frequency and low 
frequency experiments. 
'l!Ie expenQable mooring ocrJCEpl: shculd be clceely eumined. QII! would hllve to 
estimate the costs of dlangeoyer and startup, of course. 'ftIere is a large stock of 
conventional instr1.1!lellts presently in existence. It is unlikely that these could be 
converted in a cost effective way. 
Moored profiling devices 
Profiling CUrrent Meter (C. Eriksen and J. Dahlen) - 'l!Ie Profiling CUrrent Meter 
(l'QI) has now moved to an operational Plese. 'DIe POI operates for up to a year, 
cycling between the top of the mooring (which may be within, say, 20 DEters of the 
EIIlrfaoe) and up to 250 meters depth. 
'1tIe l'OI measures currents with a set of electrallagnetic sensors, and carries a C'lD. 
Positicn.tng the mooring 80 that the top canes out at a precJeteDl1ined (very shallow) 
depth QUI be diffiQllt. ('J!Ie develepoe.1t of a -line trimDer- for later adjustment 
of the IIIOring line is feasible, but hils not been funded.) 
Pqup <A. Bradley and W. ScDIiu) - 'l!Ie Pqup profiler is in the final atages of 
developnent. and hils pi" d at-eea operational teste. '!he popJp is a bottcllHDDunt:ed 
irIstallatian that cardes up to SO expenQable asnisters. 'DIe asniBtere are released 
at timed intervals and dse talards the surface, tlDitting aocustic siC)Mls. 'l!Ie 
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bottall installation includes an array of hydrophones which track the canister to the 
surface (and for a time CIl the surface). thus procilcing and recording a ~ete 
three d:lmensional path, and therefore a current profile. 
It is probllbly feasible to add more canister psllets to the basic installatiCll. thus 
increasing the SIIII1pling lifetime of the system. 1!le overall lifetime may be 
primarily limited by the life of the acoustic release systEIII. 
Acoustic Tanography (C. wunsch. w. Mur\k, and R. Spindel) 
ocean Itcoustic Tanogr~ is a technique for measuring the field of sound sleed 
fluctuations within a voll.1De of ocean. In regiClllS of tight 'l'-S relaticns, or ~re 
the disturbances are associated mostly With vertical displacements of the 
iSOF.{c:nals. the sounCi-speed perturbation field may be nvq:pd into density 
perturbaticns. 'l\1e tec:bnique was demonstrated in a 300 km by 300 km experiment in 
19111. CaJprison of the results with em surveys indieated reasonable agreanent:. 
Further ~aP1ic experiments are now in the planning stages. 
A tanographic array consists of several moorings, carrying aCXJUStic sources and/or 
receivers. ('l'be 1981 experiment operated at 224 Hz.) bre are a IKIIiler of 
geograpucal paths between the various pairs of sources and receivers. For each of 
these geograpucal paths, several aCXJUStic paths will exist, each representing a 
different ooverage of the "vertical slicew alCllg the geographical path, and each 
having a di.fferent time of arrival at the receiver for a given source pulse. 
bse separate arrivals (up to a Ciozen or so in the 1981 experiment) can be resolved 
in tlle receiver record, and the arrival times for the whole array inverted to 
ptoeu:e the 8OIlIlO-speeO perturbation field. 
'DIe acouatic pulses can be repeated several times a day, producing a .-r-synuptic 
wsnapabot W of a large vol.- of 0CIeIIJI. 'DIe horizontal and vertical GlMlrage and 
resolution of the tecIN.que is affected by the water IIIIIS8 properties, overall 
spatial scales. and arrql!lllellt and r\IId)er of sources and receivers. 'DIe ailiiition 
of reciprocal acoustic 8ignalling between pairs of moorings can ada more infomation 
to an uper:illlent. 
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aullllLlM'.B lW lB'" is 
XErl' (Sippi can Ocean SystallS) 
IqIravements to the existing XB'l' system include the availebi.lity of digital 
recording systallS fran Sf!U'eral lIIIIIIufact:w:ers. 'DIe recorders provide a machine 
readable recora of each trace. with higher resoJ.uticn as well as a more ccnvenient 
fOIlllilt than the paper charts. '!!Ie machine readable foanat facilitates both Clata 
processing and possible telBDetry of XBT Clata. 
XCP ('1'. Banfora, Sippican. IUICI Borizcn Matine) 
An expenClable probe for measuring current profiles is available. It uses an 
electranagnetic probe to sense the ClCiiipiJents of current relative to the gearagnetic 
vector. To avoia the effects of the Bhip's IIIIlgnetic fiela, the probe is wirea to a free floating buoy asSElltlly and the Clata telemeterea by rf to the ship. 'lbus. this 
technique can be useCI in an ~ versilX'l. for use fran aircraft. 
xcm (Sippican) 
An xcm is unCIer developnent and shoula be available by late 1984. Depth capability 
will be up to 2000 meters. Design goal is 0.05 ppt in salWty. 
IIIIPBCIUD S181&6 
A II1IIiIer of systallS are in use for making measurements fran shi}tloara, such as 
I.I1deraway continuous theP!llOR01.1nograPls. am the Pegasus. White Borse, am 11M' (eJ.ec::tramgnetic) profilers. In aCldiiticn, many of the other instNDent systallS 
dlacl:il:leCI above nereeserily involve ship:,oara equipJJent. as part of the cwerall eyat... Generally, these c::uupcowlellt:s can be maCIe. like the in situ CJCl4lClllellts, 
-lIIIIIrter- ana more fluible thraugh the use of microprocessors or IlicrC!Q!'llP1t.ers. 
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A new technique under dWelopnent (T. Sanford) imrolves motional eleetraoagnetic 
measucaDel'ltS fran towed seMOrs. Burface elect:ranagnetic measurements can be 
0CIIbinec1 with surface current measurements (fran corre.laticn sonar, GPS, or UlU\N C) 
to yield the vertically averaged or barotr~ic flow. nus technique migtlt be used 
fran research vessels or fran sbipe=of-opportunity. 
Telanetry fran shi~o:d may also becDIDe in sane cases, a desirabte feature. either 
for full data reporting or for quality cantrol within a large scale JII!,Ilti-ship 
cpratim. Similarly, it may be desirable to integrate a mmtler of ship:Joiilrd 
seMOrs and processors, such as navigatim, sbip;,ome enviLOiiliEiiatal sensors, and in 
situ data. 
For both telaoetry and data integratim. it is desirable to adopt sbi(ixlard data 
systBllS protocols. such as the SAIL (Serial ASCII Instrllllmtatim Loop) protocol. 
"".D"I! 
ibe reader will have noted that many, if not all, of the instrllllent systans 
described above spec:ifiy sane form of telaoetry, usually through satellites. as II 
integral part of their ~ratim. 'l!Iere are several rea&clnS for this trend. 
In a field where many experiments or abservational. series can run several years. and 
in which in situ instrlllBltS encounter many enviIameutal. bllzards, it is becaning 
less and less acceptable that instrtments need to be (ilyBically retrieved to recover 
the data. 'DIe drastic 1qn'ovement in mooring recovery rates in the early 1970's 
resulted in a drastic increase in the length of experiments. 'BIus, although 
ultimately the SCientist got IIIOre data back, he had to wait longer andlcnger to see 
it, and the price paid for a mooring failure was higher. 
'DIe increase in the price of sbiptime ana the associated technical personnel. ccsts 
has also cawseCI many investigators to cansider the p:l8Bibllity of d!signing systans 
which are not intended to be retrieved. thus requiring tel_try. 
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LastlY., the advent of large scale coordinated prograns involving IIIII'I.Y ships, 
institutions, and countries bas suggested a need in BaDe cases for telEmetry for 
coordiMtion, planning and data quality centrol. 
satellite telenetry and position location is now relatively routine, whether fran 
moored stations. drifting buoys, or ships. SystBIIS are available off-th&-shelf 
OCUIiIe[cially. 'DIe limitations fall into two categories: lIIOIley and available 
telanetry channels. Money limitations. are, of course. always with us. 
rus is not the place for a detailed discussion of the available telenetry channels 
or the future needs. I would note, bowever. that a s:lllille adding up of proposed 
telEmetry activities in the latter half of the decade suggestS that there will not 
be sufficient channel capacity to aCuMiMi'&ite the needs of the COIIIIllIity. based on 
what is presently available and plenned. (Indeed. by 1990 we could have less 
capacity available to us than we have now, due to satellite failures.) On the one 
hand is a possible shortfall in the overall capacity, on the other are limitations 
or constraints in the individual channels. 
'DIere is awroximately an eight year lead time in planning and deploying a 
satellite. 'Dlus, planning should be underway now for the systems for the early 
1990's. rus is taking place. BoweI1er. in the centext of progrllllS such as wtXE. 
it ax:pears that the camwnity's needs could easilY outrun the plans. Lack of 
dedicated channels could force us to mcwe to ocmnercial systBIIS, which involves 
another set of engineerin9 end funding problBIIS. 
In the context of wtXE. an early estimate should be made of the range of oyerall 
telaoetry rates which might be desirable. fran the -absolutely necessary- to the 
"be-moe-if-. I realize that this is difficult while the scientific progrllll itself 
is still fluid. However. the effort should go ahead as soon as feasible. rus will 
necn.-rily involve estimating other needs outside 1iOCE for a first order 
determination of whether the capacity wW be there. 
ij 
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'!'be trend towards expendability will greatly decrease the i!IIIOunt of Bhip time 
necessary for BCIIle types of cperatiCIIS. (Or, of course, given an fixed amount of 
shiptime, greatly increase the i!IIIOUI'lt of data that can be taken.) '!'be cost of 
~es must be balanced against the redlced ship time, recllced personnel costs, 
reduced data reduction coats, or sane CCl\i)ination of these factors. 
'!be increased availability of wsmarterw instrl.lllellt systems will redlce the I1IIItJer of 
highly trained persmnel at sea, and make Bhip-of-qp:lrtunity operations easier. 
'!bis means reiluced costs for existing oceanographic data-oollecting cperatiMS, and 
increased opportuniti.es for operatiCIIS in countries with less money and fewer 
trained technical persamel. 
-Quarter" pac:kages may alISO make possible more flexible sampling rates. 'DIe 
sanpling rate might be adjusted autanatically to take into account features or 
events in the data being collected. In situ processing can reduce the amount of 
data storage or telemetry and reduce processing costs ashore. In general, many 
things that have formally been done in harci<lare can now be done more flexibly and 
JOOre cheaply in software. 
Telemetry can change oceanographic data-oollecting in two ways. First, the 
scientist is no longer dependent upon the recovery of the instruments to get his 
data. Gear might be left at sea until it fails, with the data set being accumulated 
continuously. seocndly, the data storage capabilities of existing instrtlllellts are 
the limiting factor in deployment QlI:atiCIIS. In I1IIIItY cases, the sampling rates of 
the instrlJ'lellts are set for the lowest rate to get the desired auration. If data is being telemeterea, the rates may be set at the maximIIn that the sensor response will justify and the telemetry channel allow. 'DIus, higher frequency experiIlents can 
"pi9!ll/""bac:k W en lower frequency experiments. 
Integrated data systEIIIS will reWce the need for trained, specialized persmnel for 
both cperatiCIIS and 1IIIIintenana!. '!his, in turn will allow the use of such systans 
by emaller groups and SCientists who do not have a sufficient pool of such persannel 
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to tap. Many instr\lllellt systems will be sent back to the factory for routine 
maintenance between cruises. 1laYin9 fWlctiCl'lS .in software that are pt"esently in 
watare will make checkout and IIlIlinteMnce easier and quicker. 
Plans are underway for :increased capability for air deployment for lagrangian 
systems. In sane cues, aircraft may be IIIOre cost effective than ships. 'DUs may 
be particularly true .in sane oceanic regiCl'lS. 
In large scale integrated progrEIIIS, particularly wbere telanetry is used for date 
reporting or quality oontrol, date networks and handling systems may need to be 
:implemented. Such systems. based on ezisting network ani! CCIIpIter tecmology could 
involve data transmissiCl'l, pre-processing, preliminary analysis, .inOexing, ani! 
archiving. 
'!'here is at present no major thrust to develop instrlllEr\tS to make totally new kinds 
of measurements. Rather, the treild is to exploit new foms of technology and new 
ideas to make the traditional measurements IIIOre cheaply. more quickly, and IIIOre 
reliably. 'l'his will make it possible for oceanograp,ers with less resources .in 
money, specialized ships. and trained per8Cl'lnel to participate .in oi:lser'latianal 
progrEIIIS. In adaitiCl'l, trends toward aircraft and sh.I.p-of-qp:Irtmlity operations 
may also make sane types of work .in sane regia'lS IIIOre cost: effectivto. 
Many of these Qevelq:ueits are taking place already .in various academic institutia'lS 
and in the ........... cial sector. To be available routinely for MlCE operatia'lS, 
however, IIIIII1Y of the instNllBDt systems will need to be available CXIIIIII!rcially, .in 
quantity, well-docllDenl:ed, well""IIIIPrted, and at a reasonable price. 
'l!Iere is a IIlUCh greater awareness now than .in the put of the need to IIIO\Ie 
instrlJlll!nts fran the ac:ailelnic Qevelop ... ut sector to the ........... cial ~on 
sector. 'DUs will be crucial if 1iDC£ !-cia large quantities of • given ayatBli. 
IIDSt of the instrlllll!llts dellcril:led above will be available cmmercially. Large 
systems such as IIIDOrings are an ezceptiCl'l (althollgh, even here, it is possible to 
., 
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get scientific moorings set ",.....,.c1al.ly). It: will always be desirable for a scienti8t to have cansiderlble CClIItrol mer his OlIn cbiervlltimal progr_. 'DIere wUl be a need for operational persamel, both uhcre ana lit Bell, working directly for the interested scientist. lIOweYer, in many areas it lIIIkes sense for the prcduct1C11 of instr1.lDellts, ana perhaps salle functiCIIS such lIS routine lllllintenance. to be in the ccmnercial sector. 
Salle inpIt and participatiCII by I«XE scientists may be needed for sane of the developnents described above to bear fruit. SystE!lll integration will be necessanr before sane instrlJllent systE!lllS are truly operatienal. SpecificatiCIIS can and should be influenced by the needs of the eventual user carmun1ty. Developuent schedules might be influencea to JIIeet the time ccnstrllints of 1iOCE. sane operatianal needs (specialized software, saDpling rlltes, etc.) may not be met unless the qineers involved receive inpIt fran users, 'ltIis inpIt I!I1CI participatim may, in sane cases, include the procuring of funds for the actual work. 
'DIe scientific plans for MX:E should be framed in terms of what is possible and under developnent, not alene in terms of what we can do today ana have been doing. Once II program is laid out, a subgtcup of I«XE should list the resultant needs in instrumentation systE!lllS and data systE!lllS, identify areas where user input is needed, and ouUine II formal frllDl!Work for participatiCII and inpIt. 
Other early initiatives might include, as ouUined above, an imestigaticn of the possible needs for telemetry and data handling. 
I«XE may be of sufficienUy large scale to have the -clout- (with both funding agencies and the ccmnerc:ial sector; to influence the future of oceanographic: 1nstNDel'ltlltiCII developnent. 
-'-
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The processes of air-sea transfer that are relevant to the general 
circulation of the oceans arE sufficiently w211 understood. There is a 
circulation driven by the surface wind stress and a thermohaline circu-
lation governed by the surface heat and mass (salt budget) fluxes. The 
difficult problem then, is to observe these processes on general circu-
lation scales (GCS), that is globally on a monthly or seasonal time' 
scale with a resolution of some hundreds of kilometers. Stress is 
usually referred to a level in the atmosphere and on GCS, the assumption 
that it is entirely transmitted through the surface wave field to the 
upper ocean is likely valid. A complication may arise in high winds if 
there is significant evaporation of spray in the atmosphere because a 
parameterization of the latent heat flux from the ocean only accounts 
for mass lost through evaporation at the ocean surface. 
The possibility of satellite observations makes it tempting to 
reduce direct surface observation~ to those things satellites cannot 
measure, but for two considerations. First, higher quality surface 
measurements will result in better satellite retrieval algorithms. 
Second, satellites can have their launch postponed and once in orbit 
there are failures (SEASAT, GOES-West). Therefore, a program of global 
surface observations) of which stress is the most important, is needed 
to complement the satellites. A successful program may be able to rely 
on present techniques in Borne areas, but will need to advance the state 
of the art in others. This will be a large and difficult undertaking 
and care is needed to make the most effective use of the available 
resources, both financial and human. Can it be done? 
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2. SURFACE WIND STRESS 
The present state of knowledge of the surface wind stress or momen-
tum flux, notwithstanding satellite remote sensing, can be briefly sum-
marized as follows: 
a) It could be measured using the dissipation technique, almost 
routinely from ships or large buoys on the deep sea with about 20% 
uncertainty hourly. Over GCS the uncertainty would be less, but 
still more than 10%, because of the assumptions made and constants 
used. 
b) Over GCS, bulk aerodynamic estimates can be as good as 15% provided 
that the neutral 10 meter drag coefficient is known to within 10%, 
by formulating it to lie within the solid lines of Figure lA, and 
it is corrected for height and stability, and the mean wind speed 
is as accurate as possible, =3%. In Figure lA, vertical bars span 
the range of observed hourly values, and much of this scatter 
appears to be associated with non-equilibrium wind-wave condi-
tions. However, this is a short time and small space scale pheno-
menon, which is mostly accounted for by using a formulation based 
on averages of drag coefficients measured over a large range of 
conditions. Despite the averaging, there remains a 10% error due 
to errors in the data on which any such formulati.l)n is bssed. 
c) It seems possible that wind stress or speed could be estimated f~om 
the ambient oceanic acoustic noise at frequencies sbove about 5 
kHz, 8S measured remotely by a hydrophone at a depth between 100 
and thousands of meters [1). 
, . 
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d) GCS time averages of the bulk vector wind stresses from ocean 
weather station (OWS) three hourly observations have compared 
favorably with refined techniques employing heavily averaged data. 
Monthly vector averaged winds and an empirically determined trans-
formation that attempts to preserve the climatological means and 
variances, and that is valid throughout the westerlies, produced 
monthly stress components whose rms differences ranged from 0.13 
dPa at OWS 'M' to 0.22 dPa at OWS 'D', eastwards, and from 0.07 dPa 
at OWS 'E' to 0.20 dPa at OWS 'p', northwards [2J (1 decipascal = 1 
dyne/cm 2,. The monthly mean bulk stress vector calculated using 
the vector averaged wind and its variance agrees 90% of the time to 
within IS' in dire.:tion and ±0.5 dPa [3J. By considering the skew-
ness, four-monthly averaged stress estimates agree to within 0.25 
dPa 95% of the time. An extension to larger areas by estimating 
the variance from data in the U. S. Navy Climatic Atlas and the 
mean wind from monthly averaged surface pressure maps is in pro-
gress, as is an attempt to relate the large scale stress field to 
variations in Sverdrup transport and sea level [3J. 
e) The uncertainty in aircraft measurements 18 at least as large as in 
good bulk estimates, over large scales, and is too large for 
scatterometer calibrations [4J. 
f) Wind speed measurements from moored buoys have improve,; since JASIN 
and may be approaching the desired ±3% accuracy [5J. 
Given the above, some comments relevant to a global observational 
program are warranted. It is unlikely that the small gain in accuracy 
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Fig. 1. NeutA'al, 10 meter, bulk 
transfer coefficients 
(xl000) for momentum, 
Cn, for sensible heat, Sa stable and unstable, and for 
latent heat~. The 'best' GCS 
formulations as functions of the 
10 meter Wind speed, ought to fall 
somewhere between the solid lines. 
WIND DIRECTION 
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Fig. 2. Wind speed an~ direction from F.S. Meteor during JASIN, 
19711; First., a.9 reported to WHO from a cup anemometer at 
22 met<;,'s height. ·the vertical arrows show the speed re-
duction 1 .. movin;; down to 10 meters. Second, as measured 
by propeller anemometers with better exposures, shifted to 
10 meters (5). 
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of dissipation measurements over bulk estimates would be worth the extra 
effort required. Instead dissipation measurements should be used to 
empirically calibrate other techniques (ambient noise, scatterometer) 
directly in terms of stress (rather than wind speed), and as a periodic 
spot check of the observed stress. Even a large concerted effort is 
unlikely to improve knowledge of the drag coefficient significantly. A 
more fruitful pursuit would be to improve the wind speed measurements. 
Figure 2 shows two days of wind measurements from F.S. Meteor during 
JASIN, 1978. The accuracy of the hourly averages from propeller anemo-
meters are probably within the desired ±3% [5). It is evident that the 
standard WHO winds are as much as 2 to 3 mls or 30% low whenever the 
wind blows from starboard, and these reports from a research ship are 
likely better than most. An effort should be marle, at least with some 
shipSt to correct or reject, wind speeds according to the relative wind 
direction. The calibration and exposure of anemometels on these ships 
could also be improved in many cases. An effort is underway to model 
the flow around navy and possibly research ships, and to determine wind 
speed corrections [6). 
Figure 3 illustrates that a ship based observational program is 
well suited over much of the northern oceans [7). Elsewhere there are 
few shiro and strategically placed moored wind and pressure records 
and drifting buoy observations seem to be needed. FGGE demonstrated 
that a one year record of sea level pressure, SLP, and sea temperature 
is possible from a drifter, but considerable effort is required before 
accurate wind stresses are feasible. An ambient noise estimation of the 
." 
stress magnitude is presently being pursued (8) and should be 
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Fig. 3. Di str ibution of edited FNOC ship repcrts for first part of November 1979 (7). 
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commercially available within five years. Can adequate wind directions 
be derived from SLP maps drawn from buoy and island pressures? If so, 
the difficult problem of measuring direction with vanes or from the 
directional noise spectrum, both requiring expensive (in telms of cost 
and/or power) compasses, is less urgent. 
Present efforts are striving to bring the C03t of a FGGE type drif-
ter down to around $2500. <s then conceiv,ble that the approximate 
200 drifters required to produce accurate SLP analyses (FGGE specifica-
tions), could be maintained in the southern ocean westerlies. TOGA will 
likely provide some of the South Pacific fleet and several good island 
sites could be utilized. In order to learn how to calculate GCS wind 
stress from these pressure data, good surface wind records and perhaps 
satellite winds are needed. Should this calibration procedure yield 
results of sufficient accuracy (the data to do some preliminary analyses 
exits), then the regularly sampled and naturally filtered product would 
be a natural complement to the satellite winds. Pressure data have the 
added attractions that a lot of processing techniques and expertise 
already exist and they are of great meteorological interest. Given the 
low cost of these drifters, it is conceivable that such a program could 
be implemented in all ship sparse regions, or even globally with few 
thousand drifters plus ship reports. It could be of great benefit to a 
much more costly satellite program, which will have its own processing 
and calibration problems. 
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3. THERMOHALINE PROCESSES 
The balance between the turbulent heat fluxes (latent and sensible) 
and the radiative heat fluxes (longwave and shortwave) at IlWS 'BRAVO' 
(56°N, 50 0 W) is shown in Figure 4, along with the total monthly heat 
flux and its anomaly (9). The dominant termo change from season to 
season and year to year with even the sensible heat the largest some 
winters. The balarce also varies greatly with geographical location 
(10). The latent and shortwave heat fluxes are usually the largest 
terms (in winter at 40 0 N the longwave flux is of comparable magnitude), 
but they are of opposite sign and hence the other terms can contribute 
significantly to variability in the total surface flux. Even within the 
GATE Blc scale, one-half of the 60W/m2 ship to ship variability in net 
solar flux, as calculated f~om radiative transfer models, was due to 
long wave variations (11). Therefore, all terms need to be considered 
in a global observational program. In addition, the salinity budget 
needs precipitation measurements. These requirements are much more 
severe than thos~ for stress, and it is doubtful if they can be met, 
globally, without an extensive satellite program. 
At present we know the following: 
a} All the fluxes, includbg precipitation, can be measured directly 
from ships, but only with con~iderable care. 
b} The bulk transfer coefficient for sensible heat, Figure IB, is dif-
ferent in unstable and stable conditions and the uncertainty in the 
former is only about 10% at low wind speeds. There is greater 
uncertainty at higher winds and in stable conditions. 
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The bulk transfer coefficient for latent heat is only known to 
within 15% at speeds below about 15 mIs, Figure lC. There have not 
been any measurements at higher speeds, but a similarity theory 
extrapolation (yielding a CD I/2 scaling) is probably within 25% 
over the wind speeds of m~8t flux. If evaporation of spray becomes 
significant, this CE will not account for this mass flux. 
Shortwave radiation estimates based on geostationary satellite 
images are probably as good or better than those from ships or 
buoys [12]. The coverage is from 50'N to 50'S and will soon be 
over all longitudes. 
Budyko's shortwave parameterization scheme seriously underestimates 
a model based on OWS 'PAPA' (4S'N, 14S'W) data both at PAPA and 
BRAVO [9]. A comparison with other schemes, and an extension to 
other areas 1S underway. 
There are many parameterizations for the longwave radiation, but 
each is probably only valid in specific areas or seasons [13]. 
Attempts are being made to estimate sea surface temp~rature [14], 
total heat flux [15], cloudiness (FIRE program), and latent heat 
flux [16] from satellite data over the ocean. In each case an 
evaluation of the success is hampered by the lack of quality 
surface observations. 
Many of the points raised concerning wind stress observations apply 
to the heat fluxes too, but some additional cormnents seem appropriate. 
Again, a great deal is to be gained from improving ship measurements. 
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To illust~ate by extreme example, Figure S displays a large bias (>IOC) 
in intake sea temperature (measured far inside a ship) versus occasional 
bucket temperatures. However, with the two data sets it is possible to 
construct a continuous sea temperature time series, with much better 
accuracy than the intake temperature and much better coverage than the 
buck~t. A larger scale comparison of intake and BT sea surface tempera-
ture [17] shows a 0.4°C bias. ~ethods of improving air temperature and 
humidity, at least from some ships, should be investigated. 
The observational burden would be greatly eased if monthly (or 
longer) averages of sea temperature, air temperature and humidity could 
be used in bulk calculations of GCS turbulent heat fluxes. Again, such 
refined techniques have been compared to averages of the three hourly 
fluxes available from the ocean weather ships. Using monthly averages, 
also of wind speed, the relative error is about 10% in both the latent 
and sensible heat fluxes [18]. Using monthly averages and the vector 
average wind, with an empirical wind speed dependent transformation (as 
in Section 2), the errors in the Climatological means are only 3.SW/m2 
in sensible and 17.7W/m2 in latent. However, there are large ranges in 
the rms differences in both the sensible (from 2W/m2 at OWS 'p' to 
8W/m2 at OWS '0') and latent (from 7 w/m2 at OWS 'p' to 32 W/m2 at OWS 
'N') heat fluxes [2]. Geographical areas where such techniques could be 
applied need to be determined. 
In areas with few ships, drifting buoys are capable of giving sea 
surface temperature (±.OSOC) and perhaps salinity and air temperature 
(-±.2°C) in the near future, but reliable humidity measurements (±3% 
relative) are contingent upon the success of current developments of 
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new sensing techniques (19). Once accurate CGS observations of bulk 
parameters become feasible, there will be something to be gained by more 
firmly establishing CE at high wind speeds and CH in stable 
stratification. 
Precipitation is an important but neglected process. Satellite 
estimates inferred from cloud top temperatures are too indirect to be 
without ground truth and rainfall frequency based on total liquid water 
content will likely be more valuable. Precipitation produces most of 
the oceanic ambient noise above about 50 kHz and rates may be 
quantitatively derivable using a passive hydrophone (20). 
Even with the inhomogeneous upper ocean of the JASIN experiment 
changes in the oceanic heat content over a 100 km x 150 km area surveyed 
over seven day periods, balanced the surface heat flux (50 W/m2) to 
within about the 10 W/m2 of horizontally advected heat (21). An advec-
tion of 20-30% of the local change in heat storage has also been obser-
ved near OWS PAPA (SO"N, l4S"W) during summer, MILE (22) and fall STREK 
(23). It may, therefore, be possible to infer the surface heat flux 
ove~ certain large ocean areas from the change in heat content with 
perhaps a correction for vertical advection derived from temperature 
profiles (MILE) or the curl of the wind stress. Without the dense 
sampling of JASIN, or an essentially Ekman vertical velocity, or the 
validity of the MILE assumptions (that the mixed layer isotherms are 
material surfaces), large errors could result. The surfp~~ h~at flux 
also needs to be a large portion of the heat content changes, unlike 
STREX where it was only about 10%. Nevertheless, the possibility of 
adapting such an inferred technique to at least limited areas and 
• 
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perhaps seasons should be explored, because it would seem to be a means 
of estimating the surface heat flux without recourse to satellite data 
and it is well suited to drifting buoys. 
4. A SUMMARY OF SALIENT POINTS 
a) The coverage provided by presently reported ship meteorological 
observations must be weighed against the desire for more accurate 
shi~ measurements. 
b) Refined techniques that reduce the observational requirements need 
to be developed, tested and applied wherever and whenever possible. 
c) Drifting buoys are required for remote ocean regions and SLP, Ts 
and heat content measurements are well in hand. ~eliable wind 
stress and quantitative precipitation derived from ambient acoustic 
noise would be a major advance. 
d) Most of the global shortwave radiation can be estimated from GOES 
imagery and the possibility of a longwave algorithm is being 
explored. Image processing 1S expensive and must be minimized. 
Satellite cloud climatologies may soon be available to aid the 
radiation observations. 
e) Surface observations are required to complement satellites, and a 
program could be designed to withstand losing satellite winds for a 
period of time; however, satellite components of the surface heat 
and mass flux observations are essential. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ability to tag large regions of the ocean (i.e. -1022 cm3 ) with 
artificial tracers lies well within our grasp. A few tons of inert 
halogenated compounds can be diffused through permeable tubing into a 
target initial water parcel in a few weeks. The dispersal of the tracer 
could be monitored using shipboard or possibly even ~!i1!!. electron 
capture gas chrow'tography. The lower limit of detectability is of order 
3 X 106 molecules. e.g. 3 X 10~ molecules/cm3 in 100 ml of water. 
Such tracer experiments could be performed to study large scale 
current systems, basin wide eddy diffusion along fsopycnal surfaces, and, 
most important, cross-Isopycnal mean motions and diffusion inaccessible by 
other means. 
This document presents a brief history of the purposeful tracer idea, 
the present state of development, plans for the next few years and a 
sketch of some example experiments of a type that would enhance the WOCE 
program. 
HISTORY 
Under the sponsorship of the DOE-C02 program in 1978-79 W. Broecker 
and J. Shepherd undertook a study of the feasibility of purposeful trac-
ers. They concluded that experiments could be done USing 3He as the trac-
er, since 10 moles of 3He could be tracked over a large region of the 
ocean. The reaction of a wide ranr2 of physical oceanographers and marine 
isotope chemists was solicited. The consensus of the community was favor-
able but three problems emerged: 
1) those studying the distribution of 311e from mantle outgaSSing and 
from the in situ decay of tritium objected to the superposition of 
yet another type of 3 He; 
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2) Some of the physical oceanographers feared that the injection 
would be rapidly broken into a maze of wisps and would thereby defy 
mappi ng; 
3) a number of people felt that it was imprudent to perform a large 
scale experiment right away and suggested that the next logical step 
was to extend T. Ewart's several day thermocline dye patch studies to 
Otle month. Fluoroscene dye would be mapped by the free vehiclC1 SPURV 
as was done in Ewart's earlier experiments. 
These suggestions were taken seriously. lHe was abandoned in favor 
of methane-Zl or some perfluorocarbon. A decision was made to propose one 
or more one month ~e experiments. A theoretical panel was established to 
ponder the patchiness problem and to consider candidate localities for the 
first experiments. This group met at Lake Wilderness, Washington in Sep-
tember 1980, and-again in Cambridge, England in November 1981. These dfs-
cussions led many of the fnterested parties to the conclusion that the one 
month dye experfments would likely be too short in duration to allow the 
fmportant questions concerning one to 10 year injections to be answered. 
As SPURV lacked the range to map a big enough patch to allow useful 
extrapolation to the scale of the larger experiments it was decfded that 
the one month and several year experiments should be developed separately. 
Where possibilities for sharing facilities and making joint injections ex-
isted the two groups would work together. However, the proposals would be 
separate and the fate of one would not hinge on the fate of the other. 
Broecker and Shepherd made one basfc change in the strategy for the 
long term tracer experfments as a result of a rather strong suspicion by 
the theoreticians that once the tracer patch had spread to the 30 to 300 
.-
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km size it would be torn asunder by mesoscale eddy activity and remain 
long after as a series of wisps in tracer free water. It was decided to 
hold off any search until several years after the injection. ~ this time 
scale the wisps might coalesce sufficiently that val id mapping could be 
done. This original search would be carried out on ships of opportunity. 
Only when the location and patchiness of the tracer had been assessed 
would a dedicated mapping program be launched. Of course. the problem of 
wispiness could be ameliorated by a sampling system or l!!.1ll!!. analyser 
that could be towed through the ocean at a controlled depth. 
The problem of choice of a tracer remained. Methane-21 would have to 
be measured mass spectrometrically. The feasibility of doing this meas-
urement at sea was not known. As larger quantities would be needed than 
for 3He it was not clear whether an injector like Ewart's could be used. 
Furthermore. we now know that methane-21 would be oxidized too rapidly in 
the sea to be used as a tracer (H. Craig, Fall 1982 AGU meeting). 
The elimination of heavy methane as a tracer left perflourocarbons as 
the remaining viable choice. Discussions with J. Lovelock. A. Watson. and 
M. Whitfield in England convinced Broecker and J. Lupton that halogenated 
compounds detected by electron capture were the answer. It was also 
decided to follow the suggestion of P. Liss that we try to diffuse the 
tracer into the sea through permeable tubing rather than via the more 
cumbersome method used for Rhodamine dye. As the E;,glish group was also 
keen to do ocean experiments the American group decided work cooperatively 
with them on tracer technology. 
~ .. ' ,,, .. - -, -
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PRESENT STATE OF OEVELOPMENT 
Sulfur hexaflouride has been chosen as a tracer for the first 
experiments. Chromatographs are being set up and ca librated at the· Ma dne 
Biological Associates' Laboratory in England and at Lamont to measure low 
levels of SF6 in sea water. Watson is planning to measure the backgroud 
concentration in deep water samples this summer while the Lamont group is 
planning to test the ability to perfuse SFG through various types of 
tubing at pressures encountered in the ocean. Lupton at U.C.S.B. is 
studying the merits of tracer experiments in ocean basins and looking at 
the engineering aspects of seagoing injection and sampling systems. 
The English group, under Lovelock, is continuing to evaluate other 
tracers. In principle there is a whole suite of halogenated sulfur 
compounds and halocarbons that could be used. Of particular interest are 
nonvolatile comp~unds which will not be lost to the atmosphere from 
surface waters, yet which are biochemically inert in seawater. Several 
volatile and nonvolatile tracers could be available within a few years. 
Other projects which must be undertaken are studies of long term 
stability in seawater, development of efficient stripping methods for very 
low level samples, and development of sampling systems which are able to 
integrate over tens of kilometers to ameliorate the wispiness problem 
mentioned in the previous section. 
NOCE should encourage these developmental projects and the 
preliminary mesoscale experiments planned for the near future. 
PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENT 
Advance toward large scale ocean experiments must be made in stages. 
One project under consideration would be focused on a 100 Km scale 
, 
, 
i, 
, 
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experiment to be done in 1985-86, probably in conjunction with a Gulf 
Stream warm core ring study. The experiment will involve injection of a 
tracer within a few meters of a target isopycnal surface at a depth of a 
few hundred meters, followed by surveillance of the dispersion and mean 
vertical motion of the tracer for several weeks. Such an experiment will 
have many of the features of the lerge scale experiments sketched below. 
Injection, sampling and analysis systems will be tested under realistic 
conditions, but in compressed temporal and spatial scales. 
During 1986-87 the engineering for a large scale injection could be 
completed so that by the time WOCE commences, the necessary technology for 
large scale tracer experiments could be ready. 
OCEAN CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 
Halogenated compounds and the electron capture detector enable 
studies of ocean cij'culation and mixing processes with length scales of 
order 1,000 to 10,000 KID and time scales of order 10 years. Water samples 
with concentrations of just 106 molecules/cm3 can probably be analyzed 
with 95% confidence levels of t5% every two or three minutes with a single 
~~ or shipboard gas chromatograph. Thus 1028 molecules (a few tons) 
could be accurately mapped after dispersal over an ocean volume of 1022 
cm3 (e.g. 3,000 KID X 3,000 KID X 1,000 m). The number of ocean circulation 
experiments possible with such capability Is virtually unlimited. 
For example, the western boundary undercurrent in the North Atlantic 
could be tagged in the north temperate lone. Mapping the tracer 
distribution over the succeeding 10 year~ would yield measures of the 
morphology of the undercurrent, the current speeds, the cross-fsopycnal 
mixing in the vicinity of the current, and horizontal mixing both near and 
. --_ .. __ .... __ ._-------_._-
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away from the current. Although inadvertent transient tracers such as the 
freons may yield similar information to some extent, a purposeful tracer 
has the great advantage that its initial distribution will be accurately 
known. Furthermore the initial conditions may be chosen so that informa-
tion from the purposeful tracer compliments information from the in-
advertent tracers. Such a study would be fundamental to understanding the 
deep ocean circulation. 
Another fundamental study could be carried out in a more quiet 
eastern basin. Tracer could be injected within tIO meters of a target 
isopycnal surface at approximately 3000 meters depth. Assume an initial 
disc of tracer with a radius of 100 Km and a thickness of 20 m. Assume an 
horizontal eddy diffusivity of 107 cm 2/s, a vertical eddy diffusivity of 1 
cmf/s, and a mean vertical velocity of 4 m/year. After 10 years in such 
an admittedly oversimplified system, the distribution will have grown to a 
characteristic radius of order 1000 Km and a thickness of order 500 m. 
The,40 meter ascent of the centroid of the distribution might be measur-
able if care is used. Such an experiment would answer the long standing 
question of whether there is Significant upwelling in the deep ocea.n 
interior and the related question of how large the cross-isopycnal mixing 
is in the interior. 
As a final example, consider a study of cross-isopycnal mixing in the 
main thermocline of the North Atlantic. The early purposeful tracer 
meetings concluded that such an experiment was the most desirable first 
large scale experiment. The ~oal would be not only to measure the effec-
tive cross-isopycnal diffusion coefficient but also to distinguish mixing 
processes occurring where the isopycnal surfaces outcrop in the mixed 
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layer from processes occurring at depth. To this end both a volatile and 
a nonvolatile tracer would be injected in a layer a few meters thick 
centered about a chosen isopycnal surface at appoximately 500 meters depth 
in the Sargasso Sea. Volatile tracer which mixes along isopycnal surfaces 
up to the mixed layer at high latitudes will be lost to the atmosphere 
with a time constant of about one month. Nonvolatile tracer will not be 
so lost and may resubmerge at its leisure on different isopycnal surfaces, 
the potential density of its associated water having been modified by mix-
ing, heating. and salinization in the mixed layer. Processes at depth, on 
the other hand. will affect the tracers as though they were indistinguish-
able. Thus the relative role of the outcrop regions in cross-isopycnal 
mixing of thermocline waters can be assessed. Of course, general hori-
zontal mixing, and cross-isopycnal mean motion and mixing. in the thermo-
cline region can also be studied in this experiment just as for the deep 
basin experiment sketched above. 
The three experiments sketched here give just a taste of the possi-
bilities offered by the use of halogenated compounds as purposeful 
tracers. Such experiments will prove an essential ingredient in future 
studies of the world ocean circulation. WOCE should support the effort 
for trace~ development during the next few years in whatever way 
possible. WOCE should give serious consideration to including purposeful 
tracer experiments in its own program and should be prepared to help 
experiments launched outside the direct auspices of the program. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
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A CONCEPT OF WOCE 
James C. McWilliams 
August 8, 1983 
This essay is appro~imately the text of a talk given during the opening session of a WOCE workshop held at Woods Hole on the 
.bove date; it was one among four such talks presenting concepts of what a WOCE might be. It presents some personal opinions about relative priorities among POSsible techniques of observation and about dynamical concepts for the general circulation. I am not attempting to be comprehensive, neither on these particular topics nor on all aspects of a WOCE, since that is somehow to be the responsibility of the workshop as a whole. My deflnition of the General Circulation is the distribution of and physiCS governing currents and related water properties on the horizontal and time scales within the following range: 
MESOSCALE ~ (L, T) ~ (GL08AL, 5- OR 10-YEAR MEAN). 
In my opinion any finer restriction of the range of scales wo~,ld be physlcallyartificlal and would lead to substantially less understandable results. 
Some observing techniques can span this full range of scales; satellite systems are particularly suited to this. inevitably, most in situ systems can only look at portions of this range. Obviously, a WOCE should place more emphasis on those which can see a greater portion. Also, however, there will be important, locally concentrated measurements at "pulse points" of the General Circulation---boundary currents, water property transformation zones, etc. In general, I believe a WOCE should i ncl~,de a compl i cated mi x of measurements, and its desi gn wi 11 be correspondingly complicated. 
2. THE CENTRAL ELEMENTS OF WOCE AND THEIR RELATIVE PRIORITIES 
My primary premise in considering the design of a WOCE is that fundamentally it should focus on circulation (i.e., velOCity), on a variety of scales, and velocity measurements are generally a better basis for inferring other quantities of dynamical interest than are other observables, although the strength of this advantage obviously varies with the quantity and scale of intere.t. A secondary premise is that a WOCE can be done, which would be an enormous advance on our I(nowledge of the a.neral Circulation, making use of both instruments tilnd numeric .. .l models Which ~ither now exist 01" tilre under development with a r ••• on.ble expectation of fruition within a few years. The real challenge, in my opinion, is not to determine the f.asibility of a useful WOCE, but rather to select .mong the possibilities and find the time, .nergy, people, and money to apply th.m. A list of the central elements of a WOCE is presented in Table I, ordered in three priority cla.ses. Any such list is obviously prem.ture .nd overly Simplistic at the present 
". 
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preliminary stage of planning for a WOCE, but it should be at le~st provocative, if not instructive, to describe the rationale behind this particular list. 
Table 1 
CENTRAL ELEMENTS OF WOCE 
Physical quantity Princip~l measurement technique(s) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
,. 
!: 
~ 
~ 
... 
s~trface geopotential 
wind. forcing 
mid-depth velocity 
altimetry + tide gauges 
scatterometry; sea level 
pressure + meteorological 
model 
deep drifters 
------------------------------------------------------------------surface layer thermodyn~mics and 
circul~tion: 
*b~toy~ncy forcing 
*he~t content 
*surface velocity 
*mi>.ing penetration depth 
w~ter-mass volumes and 
geography (iae., Ilmean 'l 
l~pse rate, dynamic height, 
chemic~l tracers; potential 
vorticity) 
satellites (at least for short-
wave radiation); ships; surface 
drifters; meteorological model 
surface drifters; X~Ts; [tomo-
graphy'?] 
surface drifters; acoustic logs 
ships; dhfters 
shipboard hydrography and water 
sampling 
-----------------------------------------------------------------variability of dynamic 
height, tracers, and 
interior heat content 
long-p~th velocity ~nd 
area-averaged relative 
vorticity 
shipboard surveys; tomography; 
purposeful tracer releases 
tomography with reciprocal 
shooting; deep drifters (heavily averaged) 
+ a variety of more local measurements (as required) 
The first priority class comprises my concept of a minimal WOCE. Without all of these elements, I would be reluctant to defend the experiment a. encompa.sing a sufficient portion of the presently unknown a.pects of the General Circulation to be worth the bother of a WOCE. Of course, any of these elements would be valuable fOr a variety of oceanographic purposes, but le.s so than a WOCE. Altimetry and scatterometry have the right sampling characteri.tics to span the full range of General Circulation scales, as defined above. The wind forcing might also be obtained 
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by a complementary technique, a network of sea-level pressure 
measclrements which would be converted to .. ind forcing by a 
suitable meteorological model. Mid-depth velocity li.e., below 
the thermocline) is the best complement to surface geopotential 
for a full-depth determination of the velocity field (see 
Sections 3 and 4), and deep drifters are the most likely 
techniqcle for sampling at least approaching the desired range of 
scales. 
The second priority class includes buoyancy forcing. It is 
often considered secondary in magnitude to wind forcing in 
driving the General Circulation, althoclgh this is certainly not 
true by the measure of potential energy in the oceans even if it 
is by kinetic energy. Buoyancy forcing is also more difficult to 
deal with than wind forcing---practically, because available 
techniqcles are not likely to be as relatively accuroate for the 
net forcing, and conceptually, because its "transmissivity" to the 
General Circulation below the sClrface boundary layer is much more 
subtle than for momentum. For this latter reason, WOCE should 
address the sClrface layer as a whole rather than simply the 
surface buoyancy flu>.es. The global water masses have 
historically been the most useful indicator of the largest scales 
of the General Circulation, and any significant gaps in the 
historical collection shoclld be filled in WOCE. These quantities 
provlde the environment for the circulation; tracer distribcltions 
provide contraints upon possible circulation patterns (we are not 
yet very good at spelling out these constraints, partly because 
sources, sinks, and boundary conditions for tracers are not very 
well Imown); mean dynami c heights shore up the al ti metri c 
measurements where they are least accurate lat zero frequency, 
where the geOid must be subtracted); and large-scale potential 
vortiCity is closely related to usehll dynamical concepts for the 
large-scale circulation (Section 5). 
Variability in the water masses has been assigned to the 
third priority class for two reasons: it is very labor intensive 
to approach the desired sampling rate (although tomography can in 
prinCiple do much better at this than shipboard measclrements), 
and dynamic height is relatively inefficient, compared tQ the 
combination of surface geopotential and mid-depth velocity, in 
determining circcIlation (see Sections 3 and 4 below), except in 
regi ons where the verti cal litructclre of currents is parti cuI arl y 
complicated. Obviously an important practical distinction for 
WOCE---which I won't attempt nere---is the scale boundarv between 
more useful "mean" water properties and less useful and more 
diffiCult to measure "variability". An interesting possibility in 
this latter category, which might not be subject to the two 
di sadvantages stated above, is one or many pLlrposefLl1 tracer reI eases. 
The path-averaged velocity measurements which might be achieved 
with reciprocal shooting tomography might yield the largest 
horizontal scale components of the deep eirculation more 
accurately than averages of deep drifter trajectories, and a 
connected circuit of them might yield the area-averaged relative 
vortiCity within the circuit. One can state several reservations 
about this informat1on---we have a. yet no eMperience 
interpreting sueh information; it is uncertain how much of the 
energy of the deep circulation is on very long horizontal scales; 
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it is unclear how usefully dynamical conc.pts of thw large-seal. can be r.lat.d to r,lative vorticity, which is tne usually neglected component of the large-scal.pot.ntial vorticity (see Section 5)1 and it is unclear how fine _ horizontal resolution (i •••• smallest path length) is feasible. However, if .atisfactory answers to these present uncertainties can be found, this technique may be a very valuable one for WOCE. The final entry in Table 1, more local measur.ments, is important for WOCE, because ~ertain features of the General Circulation are quite localized. but this will not be addressed further in this tall,. 
Finally, I would remark that the priority elesses in Table 1 are not intended a. sequential limits to the physical quantities and measurement techniques to be included in a WOCE. I believe all of these quantities and teehniques should be included. The priority classes rather are intended to indicate the relative amoLlnts of effort that might go into the varioLls alternatives. 
3. THE RELATIVE VALUE OF VELOCITY AND GEOPOTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS IN DETERMINING THE CIRCULATION 
Part of the riltionale for the ranl'ing in Table 1 is the relative value of velocity and geopotential measurements in making estimates of the circulation. We can rely on the geostrophic relationship, 
~. ~, " 'i. cjJ 
which allows us to consider their information content as equivalent in the absence of measurement Dr sampling errors. However, in the 
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presence of these practical deficiencies, the fact that, by 
eeo~trophy, the two fields must have different wavenumber spectra 
implies that eeopotential measurements are relatively 
inefficient, compared to velocity measurements, in estimating 
velOCity. 
The differences in spectra are illustrated in Fie. 1, which 
is a statistical model fit to the observations in the PDLVMDDE 
Local DynamiCS E>:periment (LDE). Its empirical accuracy is least 
at the largest and smallest wavenu'mbers, where the spectrum shape 
has been chosen with theoretical prejudice, and ereatest at 
intermediate wavenumbers. No wavenumber spectrum for the General 
Circulation is well known, of course, but this one from the LDE 
is among the best presently available. 
A demonstration of the relative efficiency of the two types 
of measurements is the following. Con~ider a one-dimensional 
array of N data points, Ko, uniformly distributed over an 
interval of length L. At each of these points, either 
geopotential or velocity measurements are available. In either 
case we make optimal linear estimates of the velocity at any 
point, '" within the interval with the formulae 
~ t~"\ • ~ .. ",,, (",,,\ +< ..... '1">( <'+<.1.,'\ .c,...,\.,,,\' .; to,. • .. 
~( ... '\ .. 'S:t,. <."'(. ... , ,,( .. t\") (<."l--"'\'Ik','\">·'f' "~, 
where the ang1 e bracl(ets denote ensenble mean covari ances. The 
expected errors in such estimates are, respectively, 
<'('11 -t:,)~ • "£ ... \<."l .... ' +~'\"> (<.. +t..;,'\ +(.:~">y' < .. t.r.~"'1..,( ... '\"> 
." -, ( <N-~)'" ") • ~.:"<. ... ( ... , ... ("'··I'>«,,~~''''(~l"'l''>''') <. "I "'iwt--.,\,,>. 
The required covariances are evaluated from 
<.. (",\~,:\),,> ... C. C--.-\,\ t \ ~ t.~ ~",~"1 
<. ,,( ... ,\ f,{,,),,) ... C' (w.-\ ') 
<. "(,..'1,,(,,' ") ". C .. ( .. -\') t \ "" t.'" ~ .... "J, 
where CCr) is the Bessel transform of the LDE geopotential 
spectrum (Fig.l), 
... 
and E is the relative error variance in a point measurement, 
modeled as white noise. For SimpliCity the same value for C'is 
taken for each of the types of measurements. A summary measure of 
the estimation error is defined by 
~ ~,,"'') 1< ...... ")' S~ ~ <. t .. -~ \~'> / -< " .. ,,> , 
and this quantity is plotted in Fig. 2. The result is the 
antiCipated one that, for a given N, errors from velOCity 
measurements are smaller than those from gecpotential 
measurements. 
This result i. reasonably robust in spectrum shape (except 
for very red shapes), the relative error level, and the interval 
;. 
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length. If the rel~tive errors are sufficiently larger for the veloclty measurements, of cour .. e, their competitive advantage can be reversed, although this is unlikely to be true in practice. If 
Fig. 2 
&lternatively we were to define the desi r ed estimand as only the very large scale component of the veloci ty, then a competitive ~dvantage would be given to geopotential measurements, opposing the tendency demonstrated above, since intermediate and small scale components of the spe c trum in effect become errors in the estimation and the magn itude of this is larger for velocity than for geopotential. 
In general, however, I believe the competitive adv&ntage for WOCE will be found to most often lie with ve locity measur.ments in estimating the circulation. and th i s is one of the r.asons for 
.. 1 vi ng dynami c hei ght and t.mperatur '* t omography m.asurements (both of which are closely related to geopotential) lower priority than mid-depth velocity measurement .. in Table 1.. The same criticism, of course, can be applied to altimetric measure-ment~ of the surface geopotential, e xcept that there is no 
~~~ 
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serious alternative for obtaininQ surface geostrophic velocity at 
the desired samplinQ rates. 
4. VERTICAL SAMPLING ISSUES 
Another reason for the previous assignment of priorities is 
due to the distribution of currents in the vertical. Consider a 
truncated modal representation for geostrophic velocity of the form 
!III. 1(~." .. t:'· L,,, .. Y ... h.,'t"\+ ... l~' ... ~~(~ .. "\t". 
where the f"(z,1 are the .familiar modes from linear theory. the Vn 
are the modal amplitude&, and '.Y is the residual associated with 
truncation after M modes. We model ty as uncorrelated with any of 
the modal amplitudes and with itself eKcept at zero lag. It has 
been shown, from long time series from moored current meters in 
several locations, that this representation is often en efficient 
one even with M • 2. Two examples of this are shown 1n Table 2; 
note that the depth-evereged relative error variances are qUite 
small. The two sites have quite different model statistics---the 
LDE has about three times the ampH tude of MODE and its degree of 
cross-modal coupling is significantly less---a.sociated with 
their different mean circulation environments (the LDE is within 
the Gulf Stream ReCirculation Zone, while MODE has much weaker 
mean currents). The modes themselves vary slightly between the 
two locations, due to differences in the mean lapse rate, but 
this variation is secondary. 
Teble 2 
MODAL STATISTICS (M = 2) 
Quantity MODE LDE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
< 'i .. 'i. ... '> 
~c. ... " .... "1 
('e ~ <'i"''',> ~ _ .l... '" _ 
t - .0,","+ • OS'f ~ < .. ~!') . 
------~---------------------------------------------------------
With these modal statistics one can examine several aspects 
of different sampling schemes in the vertical. A very simple 
que.tion is the degree of correlation between currents at 
different depths. With the modal repre.entation, we write 
<:'!.('i.'\·'J.,C",,\') ... L: <'L . y_,> ~ .... (",)~ ... I.,) t \ .. r.".~ ...... 1. 
"'-.- "" ...... , 
and evaluate it for three l~velsg at the surface, in the 
thermocline. and at mid-dept!ls. The results are shown in Teble 3. 
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Table 3 
CROSS-LEVEL VELOCITY CORRELATIONS 
"ODE LOE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
IZ cOm 
-700 
-2500 
o 
1.00 
.94 
.23 
-700 
1.00 
.33 
-2500 o -700 
1.00 
.40 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
They demonstrate the general result that surface and thermocline 
geostrophic currents are highly correlated, hence nearly 
redundant measurements, while deeper currents are only weal·:ly 
correlated with the shallower ones, hence a nearly independent 
measurement. 
Another question one can pose is this: suppose one has 
measurements of v(:=O) and Vz---the first baroclinic modal 
amplitude---how well can one estimate v(z)? This questl0n is an 
idealization of the possible combination of altimetric measure-
ments of the surface flow with either dynamic height or 
tomographic temperature measurements of the baroclinic flow, 
disregarding here the inefficiency of converting geopotential to 
velocity information (Section 3). It also can be answered in the 
conte>:t of optimal linear estimation .theory usint;l the preceding 
modal representation and Table 2 statistics. The results are 
shown in Table 4. Errors in estimatint;l v(z) in and above the 
thermocline are satisfactorily small, w~ereas they are quite 
large below the thermocline. This and the preceding calculation 
clearly indicate the importance of a set of deep velocity 
measurements. 
Table 4 
v (z) ESTIMATION ERRORS FROM v «I) and V", 
... -----------------------~-------------~-----------------------------
__ :_:_~_:__ ~_~~~~~~~~~~{~~~lt")·'> 
-700 
-2500 
"ODE 
.10 
.53 
LOE 
.13 
.46 
It is unclear how t;lenerally an M - 2 expansion is an 
efficient representation of the Seneral Circulation, and 
t;leot;lraphical exploration of this i •• ue would be very useful for 
the design of WDCE. It .eems likely that this repre.entation will 
be less succes.ful for circulation on the largest .cale. than it 
ha. been shown to be for the point variability sampled by one-to-
several-year moorings, although we cannot discount the 
possibility that .ome other low-order modal representation, 
perhaps with different mode •• might be comparably effiCient. 
In any event, if, a. also .eems likely, the largest .cales of 
circulation are more .urface intensified than the mesoscale and 
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intermediate scale currents which dominate the MODE and LDE 
statistics, then the necessity for deep velocity measurements will 
be even greater for adequate estimates of deep circulation. 
Thus the arguments of both the preceding and present 
Sections tend to lower the priority accorded to the baroclinic 
geopotential in the context of altimetry and deep velocity. Some 
of the counter-arguments are listed in Section 2. 
5. LARGE-SCALE DYNAMICS 
At the risk of both oversimplification and as yet far too 
little empirical ju.!stification, I propose that the point dynamics 
of the large-scale, low-frequency (i.e., beyond mesoscale) 
General Circulation are, to a substantial degree, the advective-
diffusive dynamiCS of stretching vorticity. 
Potential vorticity can be split into three components for 
small Rossby nClmber: 
q = P + 5 + R, 
where F' represents the combined effects of CorioliS frequency 
varlatlons and topography, 5 the vertical stretching of flUId 
columns, and R the relative vortiCity. The first two of these are 
often e:·:pressed as flh, where f is the Coriolis freqclency and h 
is the thickness of a fluid layer bounded by surfaces of constant 
potential density or the ocean bottom. In this notation the mean 
potential vortiCity equation is 
~ ( P + 5 ) '" -!. i;"s;" + wind forcing 
buoyancy forcing 
relative vorticity 
sClb-mesoscale effects 
••• 
Here the overbar denotes large-scale, the first term on the right 
is associated with mesoscale motions, and the list refers to 
other processes generally of lesser magnitude. This equation 
e>:presses what I mean by the dynamiCS of stretching vortiCity. It 
is much more likely to be valid as a pOint balance, which is the 
form in which it is written, than in a large area or volume 
integral, where the "lesser" terms will rise in relative 
importance. 
The accompanying heat equation is 
T ': ;; ~ • -1· ;;"F + ... 
"",. ...-
(advection) (diffusion) 
This balance has been demonstrated at the LDE site in the Gulf 
stream Recl rClllaU on Zone. where both the mesoscale eddi es and 
large-scale circulation are strong, and may carry-over tQ other, 
weal(er regions. The inferred vertical velocity is plotted in 
Fig. 3. An indication of the dominance of stretching vorticity 
dynamics is the relative smallness of the Subtropical Gyre Ekman 
pumping (w.) at the upper surface. Estimates of the strength of 
1 
., 
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mesoscale diffusion at several locations are shown in Fig. 4. 
It clearly has significant geographical variation, and in some 
lu~@tions is quite large. There appears to be a monotonic increase 
with mesoscale eddy energy, although there is no reason to 
believe that the straight-line fit ha. general validity. 
10 e ZO 15 :so ~ 
W[IO"cm.e , 
Fig. 3. Several inferential estimates of mean vertical 
veloclty at the LDE site (McWilliams, 1983). 
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Several st'~di es helVe recent! y focused upon the large-scal e dlstribution of f/h. A particular interest in these studies has been the possibility of spatially extensive, homogeneous regions where· this quantity has little variation. For several years now, eddy-resolving numerical-model solutions have exhibited homogeneous regions when the interior, sub-mesoscale diffusivities are sufficiently small. An illustration of flh in the North Atlantic is shown in Fig. 5. In a thin layer in the upper thermocline, there is a region which might be homogeneous; 
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
- .. Fig. 5. P + S values along 65 and 50 W. Longitude (solid and open circleii, respectively) for three layers bounded by different r. surfaces (McDowell, Keffer, and Rhines, 1983). ·The line in each panel indicates the contribution from f variations alone. 
- -Fig. 6. P + S + R profiles from a numerical model solution (Holland, personal communication). 
certainly any systemmatic variations are weaker than the contribution from f alone. There is substantial scatter aboc.t a 
'. 
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possible uniform value which, if not either measurement noise or compensated by local relative vorticity, would suggest that the large-scale f/h is not exactly uniform(n. b •• in a truly homogeneous region both the mesoscale and the large-scale q are uniform). In any event, the possibly homogeneous region ends at the outer boundary of the Gulf Stream Recirculation Zone. An e>:ample of is profiles from a two-gyre, numerical model solution is shown in Fig. 6 (in most locations one can neglect the difference between q and f/h). In this ca.e there are e>:tensive homogeneous regions, extending through the Gulf-Stream and its Recirculation Zones. This solution appears to be much more homogeneous than the North At! anti c. However, the North PacH i c appears to be much more homogeneous than the North Atlantic (Keffer and Rhines, personal communication) and may therefore be better matched by this model solution. 
I certainly hope that a WOCE will yield good empirical descriptions of the elements of stretching vorticity dynamics and the dIstribution of potential vorticity on the larger sc"les of the General Circulation, so that theoretical ideas on these topics can be better assessed. 
6. DISCLAIMERS 
There ar@ many aspects of a WOCE which I h"ve not talked about and are fully important as those I h"ve---the reasons for wanting to do a WQCE, special regions, numerical modeling, tracer and water mass transformation dynamics, human and institution"l arrangements needed for accomplishing a WQCE---and this neglect i 5 on I y f or I ac k of time. 
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Ocean Acoustic Tomography -- Basin Scale Applications 
walter Hunk and Carl Wunsch 
1. Introduction 
Ocean acou.tic tomography i. an experimental technique icr Obeer-
Ying the oce.n by pa •• irig known acou.tical .ignal. through the ocean and 
inverting the received eignals tor the oceanic state along the acoustic 
paths. Since it was first proposed (Hunk and Wunsch. 1978). an intensive 
effort has ensued to demonstrate and understand its capabilities (e.g •• 
Spiesberger ~~ •• 1980; Spindel and Spiesberger. 1981). 
The fullest demonstration of the practical capabilities of a tomo-
graphic system was provided by a field test in late 1981 and described 
in preliminary form by fhe Ocean Tomography Group. 1982. and in more 
detail by Cornuelle. 19B3. Cornuelle and Wunsch. 19B3. Spiesberger ~ ~., 
19B3. Here a 300 km x 300 km square was mapped acoustically using 4 
sources and 5 receivers. Figures 1-3 show three "snapshots" of the 
ocean (from Cornuelle. 1983); the point we wish to emphasize is that 
these maps were made purely acoustically - the only non-acoustic information 
being a single, average,hydrographic station. 
This demonstration showed the ability of tomography to map the 
mesoscale. In contemplating the qeneral ocean circulation, the most 
appealing property of tomography is not our ability to make a mesoscale 
map -- rather it is the natural integrating behavior of the system. To 
zero order, the travel time of an acoustic pulse across an ocean basin 
is a measure of the integrated heat content of the ocean. The difference 
in travel time for a pulse to go from A to B and that from B to A is at 
zero order a measure of the average horizontal velocity in the vertical 
~ 
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Figs. 1-3. Sound speed in ocean at 700m. depth made from purely acoustic observations with instrumentation around the periphery. Sound speed is highly correlated with temperature. (From Cornuelle,1983). Such maps were constructed at 3 day intervals but only three are shown here. Other depths are also mappable. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Gulf stream position from IR and other conventional 
data (dots). with position inferred from tomographic transmission across it 
(lines). From Spiesberger, et a1 198). 
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plane of 1.-8. (One w.y tr.vel time tolllOCJr.phy -- "temperature tomography· 
is what was demonstr.ted in 1981, reciproc.l tr.vel time tomography -
v.locity tomography -- i. b.ing demon.tr.ted thi •• _. 1983 •• t •••• ) 
Killik IIIId ,WWlloh. 1912., b oonda.zoed the £.IIpl.l.o.tiOfti of tho. 
ideo .t 11_ lenl'th. incluting l1li eZ'Z'OZO IlftIlyeb of the .y.t_ if OM 
••• a the intagrated h •• t contant IIIId oc.anic vorticity. I!Jxc.&'pt:. from 
MW 1982a are enclosed as an Appendix. The conclusion was that in principle 
very precise determination of oceanic heat content. velocity, vorticity 
and upwelling could be made. 
(Figure 4, taken from Spiesberger ~~ •• 1983 shows one way travel 
times measurecl across the Gulf Stream perhaps one of the I'i'Ost difficult 
such places to make the acoustics work. The very large changes in acoustic 
travel time are a reflection of meanders of the Gu+f Stream thus changing 
the relative amounts of warm Sargasso Sea water and .cold slope water along 
the acoustic path. Details of. the meander process are containecl in the 
details of the changes in arrival time -- but the zero order ·climatological" 
effect is apparent even to the eye.) 
2. What Should We do with Tomography? 
We know of no other practical approach to obtaining large spatial 
averages of the ocean that would not require inordinate amounts of hardware 
at sea. Another tomographic virtue is that the growth in number of paths 
goes nearly quadr.tic.lly with the number of instruments in the water --
r.ther than the line.r information growth characteristic of point measure-
menta (Longuet-Higg!ns. 1983 has .nalyzed the information content of N 
source/receiver pairs). 
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Tomography is All example of an observational syst.em, nOlI under 
developaent., potentially capable of making crucial obeervatioBIII for 
lIOCZ and ita climat.e objectiv... The i .. 118 for WOCB planning b whether 
the prolllbe of ,the tae!ulolOfi 18 eo gnat. .. to WArrAllt. an accelaratad 
to do so, or whether it. is such a speculative technique that. it. should 
remain only as an expertlll8nt.al component. of WOCE. 
Those of us int.imately involved wit.h acoUst.ic tomoqraphy have 
cert.&in prejudices. Based upon our experience t.o date, both with field 
dat.a, and wit.'I theory, we see no b .. ~rters to making the method a potent. 
component. of WOCE by the end of the decade. Indeed the t.echnology used 
in the 1981 experilll8nt -- that. for temperature tomography -- is essent.ially 
off-the-shelf hardware. Velocit.y tomography is somewhat. more difficult. --
it requires a better clock; we believe that. this t.echnology will also be 
fully demonstrat.ed within 2 or 3 years. By t.he beginning of the int.ensive 
field ph~se of WOCE (circa 1989) the fol1011ing should have happened 
(under present. planning). 
1) Demonst.ration of reciprocal tomography over 300 kill (1983) and over 
order 2000 kill (1986). 
2) Demonst.rat.ion of t.emperature t.omcgraphy over 300 and :J.DOO kill (1981, 
1983, 1986). 
3) Silllulation (Rizzoli) of basin Bcale Jlleasurement.s of both t.ypes of 
t.OIII09raphy in an EIGCM. 
,~ 
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4) Complete understanding of mid-ocean accuracies and precisions of 
the measurement. 
5) An abUi ty to conatruct and deploy c:ompuati vely lIIOIlut ilUlllben of 
. MFif'~ 
IIIOOrings in Clc:ean basins (about 15/bUi~ capable of generating strong 
integra' constraints on the circulation and its fluctuations. 
6) Data relay by satellite to remove the necessity of (a) mooring recovery 
for data recovery, (b) "blind" waiting to know if instruments are 
operating. 
7) Development (principally by the U. S. Navy) of techniques adequate 
for tomography from moving ships (relying heavily upon the very high 
navigation accuracies to be made available from the GPS). 
If we can in fact do these things. then as outlined by Hunk and 
Wunsch, 1982a, the combination of altimetry, scatterometry, tomography 
and models should vastly increase knowledge of what the ocean is doing. 
The crucial elements as seen br us are the following: 
The forthCOming demonstrations must be clear and convincing. the ability 
to communicate via satellite is essential, commercial manufacture of 
instruments for both types of tomography must begi~ very soon. These 
things can all be done -- 1989 is probably the earliest one could hope 
to deploy significant numbers of tomographic moorings. It seems worth 
a good effort • 
• 
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Fig. 5. Conceivable scope of a 15 mooring North Atlantic gyre scale measuring array. Only a few of the 105 total paths are drawn. Along each, one would measure the integrated heat content and velocity as a function of depth. as well as circulation around each closed set of paths. 
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APPENDIX 
(From Munk and Wunsch,1982a) 
'.1. r".,, __ 
An analysis of the erronln a temperature lII.eaIW'ellleJIt illiairl~ leraightfOrward and iI given in appendix A. The conclusion is lhat changa by 10-' K (I mK) in the average along a 21100 Ian path could be detected. At 2Il00 Ian diltanca, we expect to be able toraolve a minimum of 15 ray paths, corresponding to a vertical resolution of 100111 at the bale of the mixed layer (Munk &: Wunseh Ig8Z/1) and 1000111. in the abyual ocean. 
Thus we.can ~ap the mean heat content in the box u a function of depth and time. Because of the large dimensiOns of the boll, the • noise' associated with melOlCale eddies Is greatly subdued. Upper and lower bounds to the heat content can be computed with the extremal methods of invenion described by Wunsch &: Minster (198a). These procedures provide a stable estimate of the bounds, given the veclor ormeasurement error. 
u. Crmmtr 
Our goal is 10 measure travel time to one part in 10', corresponding 10 measuring currents 
to 10'" the speed of sound, or 1.llmms-'. Standard current meten have precisions of 1 ems-'. However, the principal asset is not the precUion but the large.scale spatial integration, and this lead, us to the next topic. 
cU. I'orlidly 
Perhaps the most challenging application of the velocity measurement is 10 determine large. 
seale vorticity. This was suggested by Rossby (1975) but 10 our knowledge has never been done. By measuring the • sing·around' travel times along the periphery of the proposed array, clockwise 
and anticlockwise, and forming the dilrerence, one gets a direct measure of the Iotal vorlicity 
within the array. This can be done for each of the four Interior triangles (three of which are independent) to obtain scme information about vorticity gradients. One elegant feature is that 
the need for precise time·keeping is dispensed with in a sing.around geometry (appendix C). Because tomography has the ability 10 resolve the ocean in the verlical, the verlical stucture 
of the mean vorticity can be combined with the vertical structure of the density field to yield potential vorticity as a function of depth. This type of information may provide ·very powerful 
constraints on analytical and numerical investigations of oceanic circulation. For reasons already 
stated in § 3.4, most modern theory is in terms ofvorticity u the independent variable. 
How accurately can we meuure vorlicity? Consider anL "L square. From Stokes theorem the 
circulation 4l.v equals L", where, is the mean vorlicity in the square, and v is the mean velocity 
around the periphery. Thus' = eviL. But viC - 1&4/4 whereS4 is now the dilf'erence in anti· 
clockwise minus clockwise sing.around time. We have given a somewhat optimistic argument that 64111 can be measured to a precision of 10'" independent of L (sec appendix A). This corresponds 
10 a vorticity ,~(2CIL) (1itJ14) _ (1.2" 10-') 10'" _ 1" 10-',-' _ 1 "10-11/ 
for L = 2600km and/- Wsin (latitude) .. 10"'s-'. The required mooring position.keeping Is 10"'L = 2.6m, andOtJ = 1.7 ms. 
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What is the expeeted signal? in a Sverdrup balance 
p/lllA - curb, 
. where pis denaity, A is layer depth, /1- dfldJ (r ia northward) and 1'is the wind .tress. Set 
p - Ii."" C - V'''', /1-1/,_. Let, vazy from -1', in the tradea to +'. in the _terUea over 
• diatance l.. The reaultinJ I)'re vorticity it 
C. - V¥ - "'w -1IIf_"wpL''''- 10-11.-1 - 10...., 
for 11- IOOOIun deaipdq the diltance Ifom the eutern bolllldary, L _ .'OOkm, " _ a kill, 
'1111110 - IOOOkm, "0 - ldyncm-l (IO-11Nem-ll), and 1- 1~.-'. Thia it ten timea our 
precision atimate. 
The mean vorticity in a meaoscale eddy might be C. - IO-!t. and 10 be enormous compared 
with the gyre vorticity 10....,. However, withLo - lOOkmandLo _ 2500km, theeddyintegr&ted 
vorticity r.:C. might be about the aame as the gyre Z:C" and we can expeet a significant liuctu-
ation in the measured circulation as meaoscaie eddies enter and exit the array area. 
For an array consisting of /I peripheral transclucen, Longuet-Higgins (l98a) has shown that 
.. (n -1)/lx 2 is the number of paths between inatrument pain, n(II-1) (11_ 2)/1 x 2x 3 is the 
number of triangles, and (/I - I) (II - 2) /1 x 2 is the number ofindependent triangles. Fora square 
array(6gure 2) there aresix travel paths (and thus twelve independent reciprocaltransmissions)and 
four triangles, but only three of the triangular sing-around! are independent (since <I, ... +<1'14' 
- <I .... , - <I .... +<1 .... ). For a p;ntagonal array we get six independent mealures of vorticity, 
enough to determine the coefficients in a power-seria expansion (with subscripts designating 
differentiation) 
10 one might consider a vorticity balance 
(o.+v·V-AV·" = curlT, 
with the terms on the left-hand side acoustically measured, except for the diffusivity A. 
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U. Upunllu., 
The ability to measure velocities and densities over moderatMized regions of the cenlral ocean permits a connection to be made to ordinary vorticity dynamics and leads to an ability to infer 
vertical velocities. The condition ofnon-divergence ,;ates that 
11&,+9,+"'. _ o. 
Conservation of density requires thai 
lip. +'P. + UlP. - o. 
Thus with an array like B or figure 3 we can estimate UI or Ulr In practice one would IOlve for both UI and UI. by inverting the two equatiOIll limultaneoUl\y. We estimate that UI as amaII as 10-lcml-' (,".1 md-') would be measurable, a value representative of open _ upweUi1lg. The density conservation equation can be written 
- UI - u(P./ pJ + .(P,I P.) - - ItA. - .A., 
where"- and A, are the slopes ofisopycnal surfaces (in the notation ofStommel & Schott 1971). Combining this with the linear quasi-geostrophic momentum balance equalions leads to the beta-spiral equation 
1Iil .. +.(A.-pzlf). - o. 
All Ihese lenns can be measured, al least in principle, and so the beta spiral provides a set of 
consistency relations that are useful in the inversions. 
u. Fu'IMr_Io~ 
As the Global Positioning System (ops) (see Kiepczynslti 1978) becomes operational, the possibility for doing acoustic tomography from ships is opened up. The liPS level of accuracy in 
navigation (ea. I m horizontally) would remove the lhip position error from the measurement, provided that towed sensors (perhaps arrays) can be navigated relative to the ship with high 
accuracy. One could envisage ship-te-ship tomography (figure Gil) or a mixed ship-to-mooring tomography (figure 56). permitting rapid mapping of large ocean areas. This would eliminate 
clock and power problems, but with the present arrangement a high'processing gain is achieved by 
many repetitions of the coded sequence in a single transmission; travel-time precision and path 
stability is attained by averaging many such transmissions. There is a question of bow all this can be done in a moving geometry. 
ApPENDIX A. PRECISION AND RESOLUTION AT ICEOAIC£TRE ACOUSTIC RANIIES 
The measurement error ofarrival time for a resolved ray path is (SI N)-l 41, where Sand N denote signal and noise power, and 41 is essentially the reciprocal of the radiated bandwidth. Write 41 c Qj-', where Q is the conventional' Q' for a resonant source, and f is the centre frequency. For a 300km transmission experiment in the fall of 1982 we have Q s ",j~ 400Hz, hence 41 c 0.01 s, and SIN c 20dB, thus giving a measurement error of 1 ms, and a fractional 
error of 6)( 10-'. Can this precision be retained at megametre ranges? 
We wish to minimize (SIN)-ld. The signal intensity S is attenuated by CldB/km, with 
CI =: 10-'(f/Hz)11! CIIJ' below a few hundred hertz. This can be written SIS. - e-1R, with P - y\I&(ln 10). At high frequency S-l is larger, and at low frequency 41 is larger (assuming 
constant Q). A minimum in S-td corresponds to a maximum in 
S41-8 =:pexp{ -n("'oRln 10)P}, 
which yields an optimum frequencyfo •• a (IO/CloRln 10)1 - 208 Hut R - IOOOkm. Note that 
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TABLE AI. Acoumc TRANIJIIIIJON AT Z~4 Hz ovn I Mm 
(I) _1 ... 1 189 dB/ph an .... y ... _ al the same totaJ level would yield. directivity 
"" ... WdB (I) "",eric:allpftadln, -120 dB cylindrical IJIII'IdIncbeyond 10 kin Ii- -IOOdB; our elF' icuc:e 
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..... 31 Ha bandwidtht 
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t Bandwidth ........ between lines (0) and (8). 
PR = I for/ - 1. ... so thatthe absorption is always by e-J at the optimum frequeney. Cylindrical 
spreading would reduce Ihe intensity according to S "" R-', and so Ihe dependence of S-tA on 
range (bul always at optimum frequency) is 
S-tA "" R'!;A "" RtRt. 
ThejrlJl:/iQlI41 error in travel time is independent of range. (AU this is specific to a chemic:a1 absorp-
tion III "" p.) We have ignored the frequency dependence of the noise N(j); at a Cew hundred 
hertz this is dominated by ship noise. 
The conclusion is that the fractional travel time error (which is inlensitive to range) is roughly 
6)( 10 .... Table AI summarizes the expected performance. The table is based on conservative 
estimates. The precision can be further improved by using sources of greater power and ahorter 
digit length, and the range extended from I to 3 Mm. For comparison, the fractional change in 
soundspeed is 3" 10"'/mK (for temperature tomography), and 7" 10"'/(cm S-I) (for velocity 
tomography). 
Additional errors are introduced by timekeeping and mooring position keeping. Referring 
now to the experimental setup described by the Ocean Tomography Group (Igla), clock error 
can be kept to 1 ms by use of a rubidium oscillator, and mooring motion can be monitored to 
I metre (corresponding again to I ms) by interrogating bottom transponders. These are accept-
able errors. 
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A WOCE Density Program 
W. D. Nowlin. Jr. and Joseph L. Reid 
1. Introduction 
The focus of this discussion is on the relationship between the ~orld 0cean 
Circulation Experiment (WOCE) and measurements of the ocean's density field and 
its variations. The questions addressed here include: ~/hat is the present 
status of relative dynamics f'jelds for the world ocean; What can a density 
program contribute to a WOCE; Can WOCE measurements aid in interpretations of 
the density field; and What are reasonable elements of a WOCE density program? 
The purpose here is not to provide answers to these questions, but rather 
to identify some problems involved with plannir:g a density program for the 
study of the world ocean circulation and thereby to provide a framework for 
further study which may yield more definitive solutions to such problems 
2. The global mean ocean circulation 
Our current picture of the mean global ocean circulation is almost exclusively 
derived from historical hydrography (here meaning serial measurements of temperature. 
salinity and pressure at ocean stations sufficient to determine the density field 
for geostrophic flow estimations) and chemical measurements (ranging from dissolved 
oxygen to radionuclides). 
Many specifics of the general ocean circulation are still not yet well described. 
much less understood. For example, until the past few years the Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current was thought of as a broad. sluggish eastward drift around Antarctica. ~/e 
have now learned that the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. the major zonal current 
system in terms of transport. is really comprised of several narrow current cores 
with much attendant mesoscale, energetic behavior. This knowledge was gained by 
nE!W field observations -- of the density and property fields. as well as the 
I;elocity fieldS. As another example, it appears that we know so little abl)ut zonal 
circulations at subsurface depths -- we have only the vaguest qualitative picture --
that even the best analysts or modelers might be led astray by the present data 
bank of principally zonal sections. Some yet unanswered questions about the North 
Atlantic are: Does the Gulf Stream (or North Atlantic Current) really extend east 
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at depths down to 3000 m? And does the Gulf Stream 
recircul."~ion begin in the eastern half of the Atlantic? How far east? And what 
is the real circulation that accounts for the pattern of the r.1editerranean salt 
tongue? (Even a few meridional section~ placed properly might do much to resolve 
these issues.) 
Moreover. our picture of the general circulation, even in well sampled regions. 
may not be exactly accurate since knowledge of the density field provides us only 
with flow at one level relative to another. 
If we can measure the slope of the sea surface. or of any other pressure surface. 
with respect to a level surface. we can calculate the geostroph1c current that would 
balance this slope, or horizontal pressure gradient. But we are not yet able to locate 
a level surface in the ocean. 
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We can calculate. using the hydrostatic equation, the slope of an isobar 
with respect to another isobar, and then use this slope to calculate the geo-
strophic current at one of the isobars with respect to the other. But this is 
relative, not absolute, geostrophic speed. 
If we assume that the flow in the deep ocean is very weak, i.e., much less than 
at the sea surface, then the flow at the sea surface calculated relative to some 
very deep isobar may not be far wrong, and we can learn something about the general 
circulation of the upper waters. 
This has been the general practice among oceanographers and is sometimes called 
the dynamic method. Following it we have learned something about upper circulation 
and '~ertica1 shear (relative dynamics), though our results cannot be as exact as 
we would like. 
We have known for a long time that there are deep currents in the ocean. That 
means that a deep isoba, does not coincide with a level surface, but slopes. The 
surface slopes we have calculated will be incorrect by the magnitude of the slope. 
and the surface speeds will be too strong or too weak by the magnitude of the 
deep flow along our reference isobar. Likewise, the reverse is true; that is, 
if we take as known by other measurements the slope of the surface isobar. then 
the slope of deep isobars will be in error by the error of the surface slope 
measurement. 
When representing the surface or intennediate flow fields, we commonly resort 
to dynamics maps relative to some deep reference level. In fact this is the only 
means available at present for describing the flow at one level relative to another 
in conSidering large areas. This leveling of the sea surface or some intermediate 
depth isobar with respect to a deep reference cannot be extended to the global 
ocean for several reasons. Bathymetric features -- the mid-ocean ridge system and 
con! l..'·aints such as Drake Passage -- separate the basins of the world ocean at 
intelmediate depths. The mediterranean seas, such as the Arctic, are separated 
from the world ocean by rather shallow sills. Also, the s~a surface area over 
continental shelves is large, but cannot be leveled accurately relative to deep 
reference surfaces. 
3. Relative dynamiCS fields for the world ocean 
Lisitzin's (1965) map of the height of the sea surface with respect to the 
4000-decibar (db) surface (Fig. 1), which lies at depths near 3B50 m, is a familiar 
type of relative dynamics display. Though the detail is not as good as later 
versions, it illustrates the range of values quite well. The highest values are 
near the tropic circles, within the great anticyclonic gyres, and the lowest values 
that we can relate to the others are found on the southern side of the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current. The greatest range is about 270 cm, from the 400-cm height just south of Japan to the 130-cm value within the Weddell Sea. However, the 400-cm 
contour is inside a ridge and should not be included, so instead we have a global 
range of 380 - 130 = 250 cm. (Note that the North Pacific values are higher than 
those in the North Atlantic by about a meter on this map. This may be a 1 itt1e 
too high, but not much.) 
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The greatest slopes occur across the WEstern boundary currents -- the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio -- and are about 100 cm in 100 km, or 10- 5 • However, the greatest increments from a high to a low are across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current -- about 150 cm in 2000 km, or 10- 6 in slope. 
A later version for the Pacific is given as Fig. 2 (Reid and Arthur, 1975). Here the sea surface is referred to only 1000 decibars, which allows --:ore detail, but does not give the full range. We see a range of 188 cm from 220 cm south of Japan to 32 cm in the Antarctic -- a little less than the 200 cm ranQe relative to 4000 decibars. This means, of course, that the range of relative slopes below 1000 decibars 'ls much smaller, and much greater accuracy in measurement is required to describe the geostrophic shear in these deeper waters. 
The newer data, integrated from 4000 decibars, show the range to be 268 cm --from 378 off Japan to 110 in the Ross Sea. However, there is a ridge rising above 4000 decibars in between, which makes the real range uncertain. North of the ridge the range from 15°5, 170°£ (360 cm) to 62°5, l70 0 vi (163 cm) is only 197 cm. 
Fig. 3 shows the sea surface relative to 2000 decibars for the Atlantic (Reid et al., 1977). The slope is roughly the same as for the Pacific, with a range-crr-about 170 cm from the high near Cape Hatteras to the low in the Weddell Sea. This is a little less than the slope of the sea surface relative to 1000 db in the Pacific, which was 188 cm. 
Referred to 4000 decibars there is a range of about 200 cm in the Atlantic, compared to 273 in the Pacific. Most of the difference is between the northern highs: the Pacific high is 88 cm higher than the Atlantic high, but the low is only 16 cm higher. 
Fig. 4 gives Wyrtki's (1971) map of the sea surface relative to 3000 decibars, showing many analogous features. 
The difference in dynamic heights between the Atlantic and Pacific has been di scussed by Rei d (1961). Between 25°N and 25°S the sea surface in the Pacific stands 25-50 cm higher than does the Atlantic relative to 1000 db. The Atlantic waters are Simply much denser than the Pacific because the salt content is greater. 
The difference in height between the two oceans can be compared by geodetic leveling across the Isthmus of Panama .. These maps show that there is a slope upward to the west along the equator in the Atlantic and Pacific (though not in the Indian Ocean), so we are comparing a relative low in the Pacific to a relative hiqh in the Atlantic. Leveling with theodolites across the Isthmus finds the Pacific about 23 cm higher. Oceanic leveling by using the 2000 decibar surface as a reference gives about 16 cm. (~le note there are seasonal and other variations that our oceanic data bank cannot yet take into account.) The agreeMent, though encouraging, should not be taken as evidence that oceanic leveling around the world, based on deep isobaric surfaces, is that good. 
One reason for doubt is that the oceans are separated by ridges as well as continents. Not only does the mid-ocean ridge system separate the major basins, but the Bering Strait (at about 60-m depth) and the Greenland-Scotland Ridge (at about 800-m depth) make leveling into the Arctic Mediterranean very dubious. 
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Fig . 2. The geopotential anomaly at the sea-surface relative 
to the 1000-decibar surface. in dynamic meters 
(l0 m2/sec 2 or 10 J/kg) . In the shaded areas the 
ocean depth is less than 1000 m. (Reid and Arthur. 
1975) . 
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Fig. 3 . The geopotential anomaly at the sea surface with respect to 
2000 db in dynamic meters (10 J kg- I ) . (Re i d, Nowlin and 
Patzert, 1977, f igure 8) . 
188 
Fig . 4. After Wyrt ki (1971) . 
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Constrictions between the major basins, such as Drake Passage, may also invalidate any oceanic leveling referred to deep isobars. 
We conjecture that the flow from the Bering Sea into the Arctic Ocean through the Bering Strait is a consequence of the higher sea level in the Pacific than the Atlantic, but we have not a valid measure of the height of the Arctic Ocean. A measuring system that allow~estimation of the elevation of the Arctic and Norwegian-Greenland Sea with the world ocean would be very valuable. It would have to extend to at least 700 N. 
While most of the great ocean is open at 2000-db depth, it is plain from Fig. 5 (Reid, 1981), which shows the slope of the 2000-db surface with respect to the 3500-db surface, that one of these surfaces certainly slopes. While the ranges in each ocean north of 40°5 are small, perhaps 5 cm, there is still an ocean-to-ocean difference of about 5 cm in the north. South of 40 0 5 the effect of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, shows a difference 'of about 35 cm between 40 0 5 and 60 0 5. 
From Fig. 6 (Reid and Arthur, 1975) we see that in the far south Pacific there is still a range of about 10 cm in 1000 km at 3000 decibars relative to 4000 decibars. This figure also emphasizes that oceanic leveling referred to a deep isobar is limited to reference depths of less than 4000 m. 
There are also problems when attempting to carry oceanic leveling into shallO~1 water. For example, measurements of currents and of sea level at tide gauges suggest there are slopes of 10 to 20 cm over the last 50 km near the shore in the northeast Pacific, i.e., slopes of 10-6 • Using these techniques we are unable to incorporate flow representations for shallow regions into global pictures relative to deep reference levels. 
There are many regions in the world ocean in which the density field is not well sampled, even for the construction of major circulation features. The workers who prepared the relative dynamics maps shown previously have of course faced that problem and have come up with their interpretations. A different scientist dealin9 with the same materials might have produced an alternative interpretation. This is not to say that the overall field of relative dynamics would necessarily change, but the details would likely be different. And, some of these details are very important features. 
East-west sections were made in the South Atlantic aboard the METEOR and a'!ain during the IGY. However, the zonal flows in the eastern South Atlantic have never been mapped in detail. Wlist (1935), Defant (194la, 1941b), Kirwan (1963). Reid (1981) and Fu (1981) each have worked through the data and have. with their various methods. tried to understand the flow. However. with the materials available. no one has been able to achieve satisfactory results. Fu (1981) applied inverse methods to these east-west sections. but perhaps because of the orientation of the lines. he discussed only the meridional flow of Wust's (1935) Antarctic Intermediate Water and Horth Atlantic Deep Water across the lines. and did not deal with the zonal flow patterns of these waters. or with any waters below the North Atlantic Deep Water. As his transport streamlines (Fig. 7) indicate. the constraints of the 8°-latitude spacinp of the lines precluded a satisfactory treament of flow parallel to those sections. The same limitations have plagued previous investigators and are equally bothersome on the map (Fig. 5) ofsteric height at 2000 relativ':! to 2500 db prepared by Reid (1981 
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Fig . 6. The geopotential anomaly at the 3000-decibar surface 
relative to the 4000-decibar surface. in dynamic 
meters (10 m2 /sec 2 or 10 J/kg) . In the shaded areas the ocean depth is less than 4000 m. (Reid and Arthur, 1975). 
Fig. 7. 
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Reid's map may be compared with Fu's (1981) which shows transport streamlines for the Upper North Atlantic Deep Water, at depths from 2000 to 2250 m, close to the 2000-db surface. Each shows a westward flow between 8°S and 16°5, an eastward flow between 16°5 and 24°5 and a westward flow between 2~·oS and 32°5. Reid's map added other data of high quality that were at hand, but there were so few that the meridional gradients were not resolved. The IGY lines, spaced at aO-latitude intervals, show alternating extrema in the streamfunction, as do the other HETEO~ lines. They are thus classical examples of an aliased data set, inadequate for a unique interpretation of the circulation, as the figures make clear. This is but one of many possible examples of regions in which the existent density data are inadequate to resolve the general circulation features. 
Our bank of deep density data has been accumulated throughout this century, though admitteuly much more rapidly during the past 30 years. This leads to t~/O problems when we attempt to combine these data. First, the data are of varying quality. But with effort, a careful analyst may be able to cull out the measure-ments having quality below what he considers adequate for the task at hand. (It should be noted that this may involve more subjective skill than objective technique.) Second, the ocean density field varies in time. Many workers have identified the effects of different short and mesoscale phenomena on density observations. 
Except for restricted (limited) regions which have been extensively sampled we have little or no hydrographic information on seasonal or on year-to-year variability. It was not until 1981 that an attempt was made to resample basin-scale sections and thus estimate long-period, large scale variability in density and property distributions. Roemmich and Wunsch (1982 and submitted to Science) reported significant differences between the temperature, salinity and densi~' distributions on zonal transects near 36° and 24°N across the North Atlantic occupied in 1957 and 1981. Swift (submitted) reports' a substantial shift in the deep water temperature-salinity relation north of Soot: in the Atlantic, with the water colder by about O.lSoC and less s~line by about 0.02. Variability on such large time and space scales raises doubts regarding the validity of combining separated data sets widely separated in time when representin9 basin scale density distributions. Horeover, as pointed out by Stommel and Schott (1977), long-period, large-scale variability in the density fields leads to unstable results when the beta-spiral (or inverse) method is applied in an attempt to estimate absolute flow fields. 
4. What can a density program do for WOCE? 
First, our knowledge of the general global circulation is derived principally from historical density data; thus, that information must be used as the basis of WOCE phnning. To the extent that this data base, and thereby our concept of general circulation features, can be improved, the basis for such planning should be improved. 
Second, use of the historical density field is the only way to relate to the interior ocean the improved pictures of mean surface circulation and forcing which are Imticipated. Let us assume that WOCE could yield error-free information regardin£, the !;urface el evation, surface winds, sea-ai r transfers, and the understanding necessary to translate these data correctly into global fields of surface currents (or variability thereof). Even so, in general we would require knowledge of the density fields to extrapolate our know1edge of surface circulation to the ocean interior, whether this be done by numerical model or by application of the dynamic 
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method under the assumption of quasi-geostrophic flow. 
Third, rapid, repeated density sampling could provide details in limited regions of special interest during the Experiment. Some such regions could be identified now; others will likely be identified on the basis of the new satellite measurements. 
Fourth, repeated long density sections could provide estimates of longer period (seasonal or interannual) variability of selected large scale features. Such information would help put the WOCE fields in historical perspective. 
Fifth, we may be able to design experiments to measure the absolute flow regime, using a combination of density, current meters and indirect current measuring devices, which would allow us to compare these measured surface currents with those estimated from satellite-dervied measures. 
5. How could WOCE aid our interpretation of the density field? 
There are regions of the ocean in which the deep flows are quite large. Referenci ng i soba ri c slopes tc deep i soba rs in such regi ons VIi 11 1 ead to 1 arge errors in the upper flow patterns -- in some cases reversals in the sense of flow. 
One area where the deep flow results in larger sea surface slopes than obtained by relative dynamics is Drake Passage. During 1975 and 1979 absolute flow estimates were made using a combination of direct current measurements and density sections on four occasions (Nowlin et a1., 1977; I~hitworth et a1., 1982). The across-passage height differences adjusted to direct measur~ments resulted in an average surface height difference of 14 cm greater than that calculated from the slope of the sea surface relative to 3000 db. 
Other regions of strong deep flows are those with deep western boundary currents. We have vari ous examples of di rect measu rements of speed though we don't know just how wide the deep flows are. Nevertheless, we can estimate the slope. 
Arnold Gordon (1975) has measured the velocity of SlOO-m depth at 56°5, 170 0 E, just south of New Zealand, where the abyssal antarctic water is turning north~lard into the Pacific. The speed of 26 cm/sec, if it extended over a width of 100 km, would correspond to a change in height of 31 cm. And, in the Atlantic, on the north side of the plateau extending eastward from South America at about 50 0 S, Reid's meaSUl'ement of 16 em/sec at 4933 m would give an increment of 23 cm over 100 km distance. 
If we had enough data of this sort, averaged over a long enough time period, we might be able to calculate more realistic slopes and get better estimates of speed and transport. And, if we had such data to allow us to integrate these slopes into the higher latitudes where a given speed is associated with a steeper slope, we might expect to pick up at least a hn.lf meter more than we see in the relative maps. 
If, on th~ other hand, the slope of the sea surface with respect to a level surface could be obtained in some other way, we might learn a great deal more about ocean circulation. By combining such data with the density field, we could calculate the slopes of the deep isobars, and learn more, in particular, about the abyssal circulation. 
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However, the degree of accuracy in the surface elevation measurements that is required to deal with the deeper flow may not be achieved in many areas. Referring to the map of steric height 3000/4000 db for the Pacific (Fig. 6) we see a range of about one centimeter in the north. At 2000/3000 db, the total range in the north (not shown) is only about 2.5 cm. In the North Atlantic and North Pacific the 2000/3500 db range is about 5 cm. While the actual ranges may differ, these maps represent the baroclinic signal. Inputs of actu~l gradients measured by other means (satellite altimetry, current measurements, or any other) must be equivalent in accuracy to substantially less than one cm if the deeper fields in such areas are to be considered. 
Besides aiding in our interpretation of relative dynarr:ics, WOCE might provide support and motivation for the systematic improvement of our bank of data on the large scale distributions of density and chemical parameters. Although the need for such wo,k seems clear, the interest by the community in improving global density fields does not seem to have been high in the last decade. 
6. A Density Program for WOCE 
a. Improving the global density field. It seems possible that by making hydrographic and chemical measurements at a judiciously selected set of ocean stations during the next 5 or so years we could significantly improve our concept of the general circulation (and distriblJtion of properties). Such sampling may alter substantiallY many of our general concepts, as well as refine our pictures and add new detai 1. This improved picture should be used as the basis for further detailed planning of a global ocean- circulation experiment. 
Even with this effort during the pre-WOCE period it is unlikely that all of the major gaps in modern global hydrography and chemical measurements could be filled. Thus, this part of the density program should continue through the experiment period. 
Additional stations must inclUde vertical sampling from the surface to near the bottom, of T, S (with modern salinometer), oxygen and nutrients at least. Sampling for other variables (TTO-type measurements) should be included as appropriate and where feasible, considering time constraints. Bottle data should be taken at intervals generally not to exceed 250 mbutadequate to define the major features in water-mass and denSity structure. 
Depending 011 their interests, different investigators will use different approaches in recommending where additional sampling by modern stations should be undertaken. The regions shown in Fig. 8 were selected by Arnold Mantyla (personal communication) as those most deficient in good quantity, full water column data, including complete nutrient measurements. 
Joseph Reid and Worth Nowlin have suggested that many of the data sparce regions could most effectively be filled by sampling along a series of long lines. The sections that are suggested (Fig. 9) are more numerous in the Southern than in the Northern Hemisphere as there are fewer data there. Those we have drawn·are meridional or nearly so. This is not because we believe such orientation is everywhere better. 
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The orientation of new sections should be determined principally by what we conjecture, or wish to learn about the flow field: they should be normal to the flow; near the continental boundaries sections should be normal to the isobaths; in the interior they should be nearly meridional, to handle the zonal part of the major gyres; and the deepest flow must be studied through sections oriented across the channels. No single section is :ikely to meet all these needs. 
We believe the greatest limitation is in our information about the circulation of the major mid-ocean gyres, whose zonal components are not well represented by the present data bank. Recommended are those sections that we believe will give the most useful improvement on our concepts of the general circulation, and this, in turn, will help in planning other work. 
We believe that in most cases horizontal spacing of stations should be at one degree of latitude, except in regions known to heve narrow but significant north-south density gradients in which supplemental casts should be made. Many of these sections connect continental boundaries. Others could be extended in order to allow estimation, by the inverse method, of absolute flow fields and transport through these sections. 
b. Repeated long sections. Although the recent emphaSis in physical oceanography has been on oceanic variability, we have no data, except for that examined by Roemmich and Wunsch (1982) in the new zonal sections across the South Atlantic, with which to compare large-scale hydrography made at different times. In fact, no post-IGY trans-Atlantic sections were made prior to 1981. Only a single zonal section has been made across the North Pacific (Kenyon, 1983), and there are only two (the SCORPIO sections) across the South Pacific. There are no meridional seCtions in the North Atlantic east of 50 o W, and there are none at all in the South Atlantic, although sections are planned along the Greenwich Meridian and 45°W during 1983 and 1984. No trans-Pacific meridional sections seem to exist at present, though some are planned and partial sections do exist. For all of the sections made in the past as well as those presently planned, there are basic questions regarding their representativeness of the season in which they are made or as interannual means. 
During WOCE, an attempt should be made to sample some trans-oceanic sections repeatedly so as to obtain preliminary estimates of seasonality and interannual variability of the large-scale density fields. 
To obtain measures of such variability it might be sufficient to establish a series of deep ocean stations at which reguiar hydrographic stations are repeated over long periods of time. The regularly-sampled series of Panulirus stations off Bermuda is an example that such time series can be used to obtain estimates of seasonal and longer period varaiability (Schroeder and Stommel, 1969). 
c. Rapid, repeated density surveys. If we wish to determine the time-dependent flow within the ocean using currents estimated from satellite-derived measures, we need time-dependent information regarding the internal flow field. Of course, ol1e can imagine that in some regions for limited durations the internal flow field might be measured directly. And it is possible that a measure of the variability of the internal density field may be estimated directly by remote devices, such as inverted echo sounders, or acoustic tomography. Nevertheless, considering the number of dynamically active regions which one would like to explore in the oceans, the protracted duration of a truly global ocean circulation expet'iment and the need for density fiel when attempting numerical assimilations of data into models, it seems that WOCE shoul~ include the capability of making rapid and repeated denSity measurements in selected regions. The principal time-dependent role of density measurements during WOCE may 
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be local investigations of regions which (from other measurements) show significant differences from what we see in our (imperfect) pictures of general flow. 
These measurements need not be carried out with CTD systems. That would increase the costs, limit the number of ships and organizations able to contdbute and provide data which is oversampled in the vertical relative to the need. Needed for repeated realizations of the density field are quality measurements at equivalent hydrocast spacing in the vertical. 
Technological developments which should be encouraged are (1) those which would allow more rapid sampling of density than is now possible and (2) those which would allow sampling from vessels with minimal capability and by personnel having only modest training. It must be kept in mind, however, that such developments will be steps backward unless they produce T, S and density measures which are of quality equal to modern hydrographic stations. 
At present we have few vessels with the capability to handle reliablY top-to-bottom CTO casts in all ocean depths. We have even fewer technical groups with the expertise to collect a complete suite of modern oceanographic station data (CTD profiles with rosette water samples for salinity, oxygen, nutrients, etc.). Our present level of capability, or more, will be needed to fill gaps in the global coverage by complete oceanographic stations. Only by increasing the number of vessels and groups capable of quality density work will it be possible also to undertake Y'epeated sampling for time changes. It seems impractical to equip many vessels and train groups to make complete modern stations, if it is feasible to develop technology to carry out rapid hydrography with minimal requirements. 
The "smart CTD" proposed for development by a team from Neil Brown Instrument Systems, WHOI and mT is an internally-recording CTD, which is to be reprogrammable for various sampling schemes and to have good precision, data retrieval via connectors to a small laboratory computer and externally rechargable batteries. It is meant to be replaced, in the event of problems, rather than repaired at sea. Conceptually such a system provides the capability of measuring density from most vessels having the equipment to lower and retrieve the package -- and with only minimal technical expertise. A parallel development by this group aims toward a free-fall vehicle in which the smart CTD could be deployed. Designs call for an instrument which could make a round trip to 5000 m in one-half hour, which could collect small water samples for standardization and which could home on the surface vessel, Such develop-ments could drastically reduce the time required for repeated trans-ocean sections as well as for regional density surveys and should be encouraged. However, their use would of course be l~mited to situations in which chemical measurements were not desired. 
d. Sub-experiments to measure absolute flow. As part of WOCE, we may wish to select a region or section in which the absolute flow field is estimated, by a combination of direct and indirect techniques, perhaps using density and current measurements as was done for the Drake Passage (Hhitworth, submitted to J.P.O.). This would allow a comparison with surface currents estimated from remote (satellite) measurements. 
The region selected should be one in which the variation of surface to deep dynamic topography has a large, long-term spatial gradient and in which significant variations are expected over mesoscale time and space scales. A location fitting these criteria is a section extending from within a southern hemisphere subtropical 
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gyre southward across the Circumpolar Current. As we have seen the large-scale variation of sea surface topography would be great, and the region is known to be rich in mesoscale features. 
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Introduction 
Since the days of early man, we have been awed by the influence of 
the wind on the ocean. Man has fought the wind over the sea; Man has been frightened and killed by the wind on the sea; Man has been fascinated by the 
effect of the wind on the sea. 
When the sea is flat and calm, it is a beautiful sight; when the sea is foaming and boiling, it frightens the observer. 
The wind on the sea effects every facet of the ocean's motion and, in particular, the wind and its oceanic consequences effects every activity 
of man related to the sea. The wind creates waves on the sea; the wind drives the ocean currents; the wind creates cold upwelled waters; the 
wind produces downward cascading bottom water; the wind mixes the heat of 
the sun from the surface layers to deeper regions; the wind move~ icebergs 
to their demise in warmer water. 
The wind is not responsibile for all ocean movement. The sun pumps 
more energy into tropical regions than high-latitude areas. This excess heat creates circulation patterns which redistributes the heat poleward. However, it is highly possible that this is accomplished by altering the 
atmospheric wind patterns and, thereby letting the wind create the ocean 
circulation that is required to redistribute the excess tropical heat (O'Brien, J. J., A. J. Busalacchi and J. Kindle, 1980: Ocean Models of 
El Nino, Chapter 7 in Resource Management and Environmental Uncertainty, 
ed. M. H. Glantz, (liiley & Sons, Inc.) pp. 159-212.) 
Man has always tried to measure the wind over the sea in order to 
anticipate its effect on oceanic activities. We rely on measurements from 
continental and island stations as well as ship board measurements. All 
of us planning to go to sea inquire rOlltinely of the wind and wave forecast. 
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We weigh the advice of the weather forecast and our desire to leave thE! 
shore. When at sea, we remain aware of the sky and the sea in order to 
have an early warning of changing weath!!r. 
In sailing days, a good captain could read the sea and the sky and 
forecast the shift in the currents and the waves due to the wind. In 
tropical seas, he would forecast the presence of a hurricane hundreds of 
miles away by the strength and direction of the swell. Most wind measure-
ments recorded in our data files are Beaufort wind estimates; these are 
given in Appendix A. 
Han has never been capable of mesuring the wind over an entire ocean 
on a regular basis. The number of ships at sea, islands and shore based 
stations have always been inadequate for the task. The meteorologists fore-
cast the winds on the sea but these are not accurate due to poor starting 
data over the oceans for their models. 
It appears technically feasible to be able to measure surface winds 
from a satellite. In the summer of 1978, NASA launched Seasat with several 
experimental instruments. Almost 100 days later after 1,502 orbits Seasat 
died. One of the instruments on board was a scatterometer. This radar 
instrument is capable of deducing estimates of the wind speed and direction 
in a ocean patch about 50 kilometers on a side. We are not quite sure how 
the instrument works. It sends a radar beam to the ocean and measures the 
amount of back-scattered radar energy. It is supposed to be measuring the 
amount of waves in the ocean patch. Capillary waves are the very small 
5-10 cm waves which ride on the back of the bigger waves. The premise is 
that the intensity, strength and quantity of these little waves are 
related to the wind speed at the same place and time. Some of the data 
from Seasat has been carefully examined by oceanographers and meteorologists 
and there is cautious agreement that the scatterometer is capable of 
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measuring wind speed in many weather situations to within 2 meters per 
second (plus or minus 5 miles per hour). The wind scatterometer is also 
capable of measuring wind direction except it almost always has a 180 0 bias; i.e., it can't tell North from South or East from West. Most meteorologists 
can remove this bias from the data by looking at a standard satellite view 
of the earth and noting the position of the storm centers;we need a few 
measurements of direction to unravel the rest. 
The workshop organizers asked for comments on some specific questions. 
Specific questions: 
1) With the technologies already demonstrated (Seasat), what is the demonstrated accuracy and p:"ecision of vector stress and can you estimate the accuracy of computation and put it into some context. 
The Seas at program demonstrated (Brown, 1982; Jones, et a1. 1982) 
that accuracies of ±2 ms-1 or 10% in wind speed and ±20 degrees in 
wind direction were achievable. A discussion of the Seasat wind para-
meterization algorithm can be found in Wentz (1978), Jones, et a1 (1978) 
and Schroeder et a1 (1982). 
The NROSS scatterometer will have similar accuracies for wind speed 
and direction. Since it is very difficult to measure wind stress at sea, it is not planned to interpret the backscatter as wind stress even though 
this is highly desirable. Several viewgraphs (Appendix B) show the 
proposed coverage and performance specifications. 
Since wind stress is at least a quadratic function of wind speed, 
then a 10 percent error in wind speed will mean a 20 percent error or 
greater in wind stress. If there are no systematic bias in the measure-
ments, we estimate that a monthly average one degree x one degree square 
would have at least 16 measurements which would reduce the error to 5 
percent. 
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It is the opinion of the S3 committee that this global coverage will 
produce wind stress fields of an extremely useful nature for ocean circu-
lation studies. 
2) For r~alistic designs of future scatterometers what are the answers t}) the same questions? What sort of time/space coveraga could one realistically expect? 
NROSS is a single pol ar orbiting satellite. It, therefore, has a 
very poor sampling program in time and space. How bad we do not know! 
This is because we do not know the frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the 
surface wind stress field. A series of pictures in Appendix G shows the 
typical coverage for selected time periods. 
3) What is your judgment as to what will actually be flown and when it might be flown? Assuming that such observations are found critical to WOGE are there specific steps required either to obtain upgrades necessary for scientific use, or to help fly such missions? 
We expect NROSS to be launched in November 1988. No money is being 
allocated by JPL to learn how to build a good or better model function. 
It is not clear what steps the WOGE community should take to assist. 
In the author's opinion, the NROSS scatterometer will be more than 
adequate for WOGE but not for other physical oceanographic experiments. 
4) What do you see as the critical issues (e.g., Does work need to be done on understanding appropriate algorithms, or are there trade-off questions about space/time coverage, • . • • etc.). 
The critical issue is "does a scatterometer measure wind or wind 
stress?" No resources are allocated to answer this issue. We believe 
that the direction ambiguity problem which plagued Seas at has been 
solved; i.e., unambiguous wind vectors can be estimated for wind speeds 
greater than 4 meters and less than 30 m/sec. At very high wind speeds, 
there is no reason to expect the scatterometer to work at all for many 
reasons. 
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5) Any comments you might want to make about how such observations fit into the concept of a world circulation experiment. 
If we can convince NASA to fly the S3 scatterometer and provide 
resourres to analyze the data into gridded weather maps, we will make a 
giant leap forward in estimating the main forcing function for the ocean 
general circulation.Considerable discussions of all the issues is contained 
in the S3 report which is available. 
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APPENDIX A 
Beaufort 
Seaman's Scale description 
of wind 
o Calm 
1 
2 
3' 
4 
5 
Light air 
Light 
breeze 
Gentle 
breeze 
l10derate 
breeze 
Fresh 
breeze 
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BEAUFORT WIND SCALES AND SEA DESCRIPTIONS 
Wind 
velocity 
knots 
Estimating wind velocities 
on sea 
Less than Calm; sea like a mir.'or. 1 knot 
International 
scale sea 
description 
and wave 
heights 
Calm glassy 
1 to 3 Light air; ripples-no foam crests 0 knots 
4 to 6 Light breeze; small wavelets, Rippled knots crests have glassy appearance and 0 to 1 foot do not break 
7 to 10 Gentle breeze; large wavelets, smooth knots crests begin to break. Scattered 1 to 2 feet whitecaps. 
11 to 16 Moderate breeze; small waves knots becoming longer, Frequent 
whitecaps. 
S1 ight 
2 to 4 feet 
17 to 21 Fresh breeze; moderate waves Moderate knots taking a more pronQunced long 4 to' 8 feet fonn; mainly wh'itecaps, some spray. 
6 Strong 22 to 27 Strong breeze; large waves begin Rough 
7 
8 
breeze knots 
High wind 28 to 33 (Moder<"te 
ga 1<:: 
to form extensive whitecaps every- 8 to i3 feet where, SOlne spray. 
Moderate gale; sea heaps up and white foam from breaking waves begins to be blown in streaks along the direction of the wind. 
34 to 40 Fresh gale; moderately high waves very rJugh 
Inter-
national 
code for 
state of 
sea 
o 
1 
2 ' 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Gale (Fresh 
gale) of greater length; edges of crests 13 to 20 feet break into spindrift. The foam is 
9 Strong 
gale 
b i own in well-marked streaks along the dire~tion of the wind. 
41 to 47 Strong gale; high waves, dense knots streaks of foam along the direc-tion of the wind. Spray may affect visibility. Sea begins to roll. 
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APPENDIX A 
Beaufort 
Scale 
10 
11 
12 
Seaman's 
descri pt i 011 
of wind 
Whole 
gale 
Storm 
Hurricane 
Wind 
velocity 
knots 
48 to 55 
knots 
56 to 63 
64 and above 
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Estimating wind velocities 
on sea 
Whole gale; very high waves. Th& surface of the sea takes on a white appearance. The roll'ing of sea becomes heavy and shocklike. Visibil ity affected. 
Storm; exceptionally high 
waves. Small and medium-
sized ships are lost to view long periods. 
Hurricane; the a-ir is filled with foam and spray. Sea 
completely white with driv-ing spray; visibility very seriously affected. 
International 
scale sea 
description 
and wave 
heights 
High 
20 to 30 feet 
Very high 
30 to 45 feet 
Phenomenal 
over 45 feet 
Inter-
national 
code for 
state of 
sea 
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APPENDIX B 
NROSS seA TTEROMETER S3/NAVY MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
S3/NAVY SYSTEM DESIGN COMMENTS 
• WIND SPEED ACCURACY FOR 3';;U";; 30 Mis , U IS NEUTRAL GREATER OF t2 Mis OR t 10% STABILITY WIND SYSTEM CAPABI~ITY TO 100 Mis AT 19.5 M 
• WIND DIRECTION ACCURACY FOR 3,U';;;30 Mis, PERMISSABLE 9O"k OF ALL VECTOR ANGULAR RANGE SOLUTIONS CONSIST OF BETWEEN 2-AMBIGUITY 1 OR 2 AMBIGUITIES, SOLUTIONS IS 
-1800 APART 1500 TO 2100 
ONE OF THESE AMBUIGUITIES IS WITHIN t200 OF 
THE TRUE DIRECTION 
-
. 
• LOCATION ACCURACY EARTH-GRIDDED 
J 
t 50 KM ABSOLUTE . 
t 10 KM RELATIVE 
'" .... 
.... 
APPENDI X B 
~ NROSS seA TTEROMETER S3/NAVY MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
S3/NAVY SYSTEM DESIGN COMMENTS 
• SPATIAL RESOWTION 3"'U~6 M/s 100 KM 50 KM RESOLUTION WILL BE U>6 M/S 50 KM PROVIDED FOR U;;'3 Mis [NAVY: U;;.3 M/s 25 KMI [25 KM WIND CELL CAN BE 
CONSTRUCTED TO MEET 
II NAVY REQUIREMENT) 
• COVERAGE COVERAGE FROM 65ON-65OS 90% OF ALL OCEANS 90% OF POI NTS AT WILL BE OBSERVED 
EQUATOR AND· 350 N EVERY 2 DAYS 
OBSERVED EVERY 2 DAYS 
• RAIN FLAG °0 CELLS IN WHICH SSM/I DATA, WHERE LIQUID ATMOSPHERIC WATER IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE EXPECTED TO DEGRADE USED TO DETERMINE WIND ACCURACY BEYOND LIQUID WATER CONTENT SPECS MUST BE FLAGGED IN °0 CELL. 
WHEN WATER CONTENT 
EXCEEDS A THRESHOLD 
(TBD), DATA WILL BE 
FLAGGED 
N 
...-
... 
APPENDI X B 
~ NROSS seA TTEROMETER S3/NAVY MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
S3/NAVY SYSTEM DESIGN COMMENTS I 
II 
, 
• MISSION DURATION 18 MONTHS 18 MONTHS I [NAVY: 36 MONTHS) 
• DATA PROCESSING ALL OCEAN DATA MULTIPLE LEVELS AND DELIVERY PROCESSED IN 2-3 WEEKS OF PROCESSED . 
DATA WILL BE RAW DATA ARCHIVED ARCHIVED 
SYSTEM IN PLACE 
BEFORE LAUNCH 
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1. Background 
I will discuss these questions mostly from the perspective of a 
meteorologist, but I will try to interpret matters for their oceanographic 
context. We must first recognize what at first glance appears to be a 
major difference. This is that for meteorologists, the primary purpose 
of a large-scale analysis is to form the initial data for a numerical 
forecast. The usefulness of a long sequence of such analyses in describing 
the climatology or general circulation of the atmosphere is secondary. 
This is because for the atmosphere, the amount of data is sufficient that 
direct recourse to the data is generally sufficient for these last purposes. 
The title of this workshop, on the other hand, appears to place first 
priority on the climatological and general circulation aspects of oceanic 
analyses. This is understandable, for obvious reasons. But I think that 
even the contemplated new oceanic observing systems will be an incomplete 
data base by themselves to anSwer the complicated questions contained in 
the phrase "general circulation of the oceans". Prediction models will 
be needed to interpret ane.:' extend the usefulness of the datan 
For some perspective on this I recently tried to estimate the amount 
of data that meteorologists have. I came up with the crude estimate that 
for every meaningful degree of freedom in a state-of-the-art atmospheric 
prediction model, we get between 50 and 100 observations every 4 days on 
the average. The largeness of this number suggests to me that it will not 
be matched by any p~oposed oceanographic systems. I therefore think 
that prediction models will become every bit as important for describing 
the circulation of the oceans as .hey are in the atmosphere for making 
weather forecasts. 
Let me begin with a simple ordering of analysis schemes, based on 
the way they approach different types of data. 
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Isolated 
Analpe data only when and where it is observed. 
II. Geographical blending ~ith persistence (or climatology) 
In regions of no data, supplement I. with an earlier analysis. 
(Examples: Fuglister Atlas, Mode-I, current NOAA and DOD analyses 
of sea surface temperature.) 
III. Geographical blending with forecast. 
In regions of no data supplement I. with a forecast from the previous 
analysis. 
(Examples: Older analysis systems at NMC and other centers, previous 
to USe of optimum interpolation techniques.) 
IV. Complete blending everywhere of data with forecasts from previous 
analyses. 
Must know statistical error properties of different kinds of data and 
of the forecast--the error covariances of the forecast fields and of 
the observations. 
Options for the forecast error covariances: 
A. Fixed by a gross ensemble mean. (ECMWF) 
B. Fix the structure but vary the amplitude (variances) from place 
to place (NMC) according to the data density in the preceding 
analysis. 
C. Predict the forecast error covariance using the model equations. 
(The Kalman filter approach). 
Heteorological centers are making tentati'Te steps towards seeing 
whether it makes sense to leave system IV.B and explore the expensive 
(but dangerous) promises of the Kalman approach. I believe it will be a 
long time however, before we are able to do this reliably. The basic 
techniques have been recently outlined for oceanographers by Michael Ghil 
225 
and his coworkers (Ghil. at al •• 1982). so I will concentrate instead on 
the more elementary methods in group IV. 
2. Optimum Interpolation 
This technique. originally introduced to meteorology by A. Eliassen 
and L. Gandin, is based on a linear correction to the forecast state. 
Let A. Fand P denote the analyzed, forecast, and data values. Let 
subscript k denote an analysis variable and its location. and let 
subscript p (or q) denote an observation variable and its location. The 
correction method is 
A~ = Fit + (1) 
The analysis weights 0( are of course important, Let lower case letters 
denote the errors: 
F- F/t.u) J: D- D/aw) ) 
F(tuv):- ()(IMv). (2) 
Equation (1) then becomes 
(3) 
-One llUch that the expected value of , denoted 
by 
na:,,:sks that "\1> be 
~. , be a minimum. The usual least-squares procedure gives the desired 
formula: 
(4) 
To calculate the weights. we must therefore know the observational 
error covariances , the forecast error 
-and the mixed error covariances {Ii. It" 
It is customary in meteorological practice 
The most inaccessible of these 
-is the mixed cQvariance. .{: d • 
to ignore these. although not always with justification. It is a 
good assumption when the observations are radiosondes. but it is less 
good when the observations are from remote sensors (e.g. satellite 
.--.-------I 
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temperatures), since these tend to have errors that are correlated with 
properti~s of the atmosphere. I believe this will be a delicate matter 
in the proposed oceanographic remote measurements. 
Meteorologists by now have some experience with the forecast er.ror 
covariance produced by their forecast models, at least in regions of good 
data. The practice is to collect a seasonal sample of the differences F, -D~ , for 12-hour forecasts. One can then write 
(~~ D~ )(~-~) = (f~- 't J(i-oj.)~ ~ t dj1 (5 ) 
For radiosondes, one can assume that is zero except when q and p 
refer to the same radiosonde ascent. Under these ideal conditions, 
can be estimated by examining the behavIor of (5) as points q and p 
approach zero horizontal separation. l 
If we neglect the mixed error covariance, the analysis equations (1) 
and (3) can be written as 065 
~>~ -'P f M,.;I .fk +f ) (5) 
by substitution of (4) for the weights 
.,.( It t (M is the matrix 
. ) 
-1Results typically show (in middle latitudes) that +" (r is reasonably 
isotropic with res~t to horizontal coordinates, when 
refer to the sarne type of variable. The error covariances are also more-
or-less geostrophic in nature. Ghil and co-authors, however, have shown 
from the Kalman filter approach that a noticeable non-isotI'opy c"m exist 
in regions where the data density changes markedly (Ghil, et al., 1981). 
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The important role of the first-guess error covariance matrix is 
that it exerts a powerful filtering role in the analysis equation (6) 
(Phillips, 1982). Suppose that we are able to define a set of complete 
orthogonal eigenvectors ~"'" that can represent all variables on the 
analysis grid. Any particular realization of forecast errors can then be 
expressed as a sum of these eigenvectors: 
N 
f~ - Z~ ti 
... 
(7 ) 
(This sum need not include all eigenvectors, if we wish.) The forecast 
error covariance matrix can then formally be expressed as 
rI " +~ ff $ ~ ef .... , ~ .{.{ <f.-It (8 ) 
If we now substitute this "xpression into (6), we get, symbolically, 
This shows that the change from the forecast field to the analyzed field 
is a linear function of the eigenvectors 4:... "- that we allowed to be 
included in the Sum (7). The eigenvectors will differ between themselves 
in respect to their three-dimensional spatial scale. (7) therefore allows 
us to select the wavelengths we wish to include in the analysis. This 
property of an interpolation matrix was appreciated even in the early 
days of the MODE-I experiment. 
An even more interesting aspect of this comes to light, however, if we 
are able to organize the eigenvectors on a dynamical basis. Suppose, for 
example, that part of the set if. consists of mass and current 
fields that represent gravity waves, while the remaining represent essentially 
Rossby "aves. If we only allowed the Rossby eigenvectors into the formal 
structure of the covariance matrix, we are assured that the resulting 
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changes to the forecast field caused by our analysis method will 
automatically possess the quasi-geostrophic and quasi-nondivergent 
properties of the Rossby eigenfunctions. The algebra associated with 
this will be more complicated in the oceans, since the eigenfunctions 
will not have the property of the atmospheric system--that they can be 
translated in longitude. The ability to guide the analysis scheme in 
this dynamically meaningfully way must surely be exploited, however. 
These filtering attributes of the forecast error covariance of ,course 
have a reverse side: careless specification of ~~ f{ may produce 
systematic bias in the final product. 
3. Initialization 
Oceanic analysis systems and forecast models with any pretext of 
being "global" must treat the equatorial regions. They must also treat 
different types of geostrophic motion--both the medium scale eddies in 
which the variability of the Coriolis parameter is a first-order effect, 
and the basin-scale motions in which the beta effect enters at zero order. 
This seems to require that the primitiv~ equations must form the basis of 
any serious oceanic data assimilation forecast model. Purely geostrophic 
flow is however not an adequate initial state for a forecast model of 
this type, even if the bulk of the motions in the ocean are geostrophic. 
Use of the initialization method developed by Baer and by Hachenhauer 
(see references in the review article by Daley, 1981) will be advisable 
for the ocean model just as it is for atmospheric data assimilation 
models. According to the rationale developed by Baer, one first considers 
the equations of motion written in terms of the solutions of the linearized 
forecast model equations. These can be dividied into the "fast" gravity modes, 
l 
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with amplitudes denoted by F, and the slow Rossby modes, whose amplitudes 
we denote by S. The basic observation (by Machenhauer) is that the 
observed atmospheric field, although containing non-zero projections onto 
the linear fast modes, evidently is such that these fast mode components 
do not have a time scale as fast as their frequencies would suggest. 
Instead they change with time at the same slow rate as the Rossby mode 
components. They must therefore be "forced", so to speak, by the non-linear 
interactions of the Rossby modes. 
If the equations of motion are written in modal form, the equation 
for a particular fast mode amplitude, F, would be 
-, w F + 
F 
0' . NL (5 F) 1= J (10) 
The operator cP~ is a projection of the non-linear tendencies NL onto this 
fast mode eigenfunction. The leading approximations in the Baer t~eory are 
F (I') 
(11) 
and 
F(r/= 
(12) 
This concept is proving extremely useful in current meteorological 
practice, because it extends to global scales the earlier ideas of 
initialization based on the quasi-geostrophic model of extratropical 
latitudes. c. Leith (1980) has provided a useful picturization of this 
process in his "slow-manifold" diagram (Fig. 1). 
Application to the ocean will of course be greatly complicated by 
the effect of bathymetry and continental boundaries on the normal modes 
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F 
Fig. 1 -
A 
/ 
/ 
, 
, 
The slow manifold diagram of Leith. From an analysed field 
at point A containing only slow modes 5, the normal mode 
initialization procedure of Baer derives the fast modes F to 
arrive at the initialized state I on the manifold. The model 
forecast will then remain on the slow manifold. 
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of the linear equations. The convenient semi-fiction for the atmosphere 
that the linear eigenfunctions can be translated in longitude will be 
unacceptable, and the eigenvectot's will be more complicated. Another 
difference may occur with respect to the surface friction layer. In the 
atmosphere we seem to get by reasonably well by ignoring friction in the 
equations that define the eigenvectors. I'm not so sure that this will 
be satisfactory for the ocean, where the upper Ekman layer is a vital 
link in the means by which large-scale ocean motions are driven. 
4. Relative Usefulness of Current and Mass Measurements 
I would like to close with a simpler example of the principles of 
large-scale geostrophic analysis, one that might be useful in considering 
t.1e relative emphasis to be placed on current measurements and on 
measurements of surface height or density. To put it in its most simple 
context~ let us imagine that we have measurements of horizontal current, n:T , and measurements cf free '.:jUrEace height t .t) for a barotropic oCt:an 
containing quasi-geostrophic eddies. Which observing system is giving us 
the Most information1 The variational analysis technique developed by Sasaki (1958) can be used to answer this. 
...J 
Let (IT 
" 
and ..l 
<> 
be the observed field at one instant. We denote 
the desired analyzed fields by ~ and.4l, without the subscripts. We 
wish to fit the data in an effective way by minimizing the area integral 
~ and #.1... are positive weights, to be chosen most effectively. Sasaki 
suggested using the geostrophic relation as a constraint for this 
variational problem. 
(14) 
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If this is introduced into (13), and we ask that '- be such that (13) is a 
minimum uith respect to any other field ~ the variational calculus then 
yields the following differential equation for this optimum solution' 
'I. ~ 1. \l~ -.M/i .t 
.f-' -k 
It is reasonable to assume that the true fields are related 
geostrophically, as well. Equation (15) then applies equally well to the 
error fields 
(16) 
Informative solutions are obtained readily by inserting a trigonometric 
.::. ~ 
plan form for the variables, say, exp i ( X • lit ). The solution for the 
analysis error (l:JL for this single realization and single wave number 
then has the symbolic form 
(17) 
We square this expression, take its horizontal average, and also take its 
average value over an ensemble of many realizations.. If all observations 
have uncorrelated errors, the choices for the weights ~ and A.Q"..£ 
that minimize can then be determined. They are 
• ) (18 ) 
Hhen these values are ~~s(~rted, the final result for this wave length can 
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Clearly, accurate height measurements are most useful for large horizontal 
wave lengths t whei.-eas accurate current measurements are most useful at 
short wave lengths. 
Some aumerical values may be of interest. The following list gives 
hypothetical current measu~pment errors that, at 40 degrees latitude, 
will contribute as much to analysis accuracy as height measurements that 
have an error of 1 em. 
L (= ~ I )I. I 
10 (km) 
so 
100 
1000 
< ~,I)l /) 
'/2. 
> 
87 (em/sec) 
17 
8.7 
0.87 
Current measurements with an rms vector errar less than the indicated 
amount are more valuable than measurements of the free surface height 
with an error of 1 em. 
Similar analyses are of course possible for comparing measurements 
of vertical current shear with density measurements. An important facet, 
however, in this simple approach is to be careful of the actual observational 
error structure if the errors are correlated in space (Phillips, 1981). 
This will be especially necessary for ["emote systems, Nhose errors tend 
to have the structure of the fields thenselves, instead of being random in.tr ..... e' .. t./ ..,.q/ ~C. 
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TRACERS rum MODELIt;G 
by J.L. Sarmiento 
1. Introduction 
The last decade has seen a burgeoning of tracer modeling 
efforts and of the data available for model valiaation. I shall 
atte:npt to identify pattern" .Jithin these developr.'ents that glve 
indications of important directions that will be taken in the 
next decade. This will lead to reco~~endations of activities 
that could be undertaken within the context of a Horld OCean 
Circulation Experiment (I~OCE) to further the important goals of 
improving our uncierstanding of oceanic general circulation as 
well as biogeocnemical cycling within the oceans. 
Tracer models can be classified as diagnostic or predictive. 
I would include in the diagnostic category any ~dels that 
attempt to infer from data something about spreading or exchange 
rates, or biological and/or chemical processes. A simple box 
model whicl1 conserves tracer and has no dynainic constraints would 
be classlfied as diagnostic, as would far more complex models 
which do include sO.ne form of dyna.nic constraints. Predictive 
tracer ,nodels can focus on using tracers to study physical 
processes or to study cllemical ana biological processes. 
The following section discusses the use of both diagnostic 
and predictive tracer models to study physical processes. The 
section after that discusses ,;>rogres3 and future directions in 
the study of bioveocl1emical cycling. This is an area where 
important progress is being made at the present time, and one in 
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which a properly conceived WOCE could make a substantial 
contribution without going outside its central goals. A third 
section discusses tracers and future plans of tracer measurement 
efforts sucn as the Transient Tracers in the Oceans ProJect 
(TTO). A final section su.nmarizes recor:l.llendations. 
2. Tracer 110deling and Ocean Circulation 
Tracer data have contributed to our understanuing of ocean 
circulation pri~arily through a broad range of diagnostic 
techniques. Most of what we know today about the major features 
and time scales of oceanic general circulation derives from 
descriptive studies and geostrophic ana box model calculations 
based on olleaSUrei:lents of tracers such as salt, t21nperature, 
oxygen, and carbon-14. 
The major advances that have taken place in diagnostic 
techniques over the past few years are due to three things: 
(1) A great i~provement in the quality and quantity of data 
available for such studies. Neilsure.nent techniques have i~proved 
greatly. A number of relatively new tracers have become 
accessible, pal:tly throllgn the iir.provemenl: in measurement 
techniques I and partly throug~1 tile introduction of ne\, tl:acel:s 
into natul:e by bomo tests and industl:ial releases. The spatlal 
and tempol:al I:esolution of high quality measul:ements has also 
impl:oved greatly due to pl:ograr.1S like GEOS~CS and TTO. 
(2) The developr.1ent of new dynamic apPl:oximations, such as 
the Beta-spil:al (Sto~l1el and Schott, 1977), that no longer have 
the refel:ence level problem of the geostrophic method. 
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(3) The introduction of techniques for solving 
underdetermined systems of equations (WUnsch, 1978). Such 
syste~s usually arise when one attempts to limit the assumptions 
being made in using data to infer spreading and exchange. 
. Much of the development of ·new inversion techniques has 
focussed on calculating the transport of properties across coast 
to coast sections (the techniqlJes are, of course, not limited to 
such applications). One can use the transport rates thus 
obtained to estimate water mass conversion rates bebveen 
sections, but these types of calculations are less revealing 
about local flow and mixing fields. 
In order to obtain the local flOl, fields one needs to have 
some idea of the local tracer distribution. One ~lay to use such 
data is in conJunction with local solutions to the equations of 
motion, such as the Beta-spiral. These solutions can be applied 
throughout the domain of interest. This requires a data set 
detailed enough to be ahle to calculate local derivatives of the 
tracer fi elds • albers et al. (1982) have used the Beta-spiral 
technique to estimate the North Atlantic circulation with the 
Levitus G2DL data set. There is no reason, in princivle, why [;lore 
complex dynamics cannot be used in such calculations. Indeed, 
Appendix 1 describes a technique we have been thinking about at 
Princeton that USes only tracer conservation equations to obtain 
a solution for the flow and mixing fields and tilUS avoids making 
any assumptions about the. dynamics at all. 
The further develo/?nent of inversion techniques will almost 
certainly continue; particularly if tneinsatiable appetite of 
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such techniques for high quality data is fed by WOCE and other 
related studies. There are a number of important points that 
should be considered in deciding what types of data will be most 
useful: 
(1) The inversions whicll make use of local solutions to the 
equations require a knowledge' of the local structure of the 
tracer field. The zonal ana meridional sections planned by I-iOCE 
will not necessarily give this information. A carefully thought 
out series of combined mapping and modeling exercises should make 
it possiole to be fairly specific about the measurement 
resolution resuired in different regions of the ocean. 
(2) Tracer fields vary on short time scales (order < 1 year) 
due to eddies, seasonal fluctuations, and other srr~ller scale 
processes. They vary on climatic time scales due to variations in 
the forcing conditions at the surface of the ocean. A single 
realization of a tracer field gives little idea of time 
variability, but can still be used in inverse calculations in a 
variety of wayt;. One is by ignoring long time scale changes and 
by objectively smoothing the short ter.n variability. The 
techniques for doing this exist and can be further developed. It 
should be possible to use the NODe data set to get some further 
idea of the variability (e.g., Dantzler, 197"). I believe, 
however, that a few carefully chosen mani taring stations si10Llla 
be initiatea (ar continued) for. measuring directly the rohorter as 
\~ell as the .longer time scale variabili ty over a period of many 
years. 
(3) A list of tracers that could conceivably ~. measured as 
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part of a WOCE progrw~ is discussed below. The discussion in 
that section and in Appendix 1 supports my vielq that we should 
seek to obtain measurements of as many tracers as possible amongst 
those that can be. shown to have orthogonal distributions in the 
oceans and a large enough signal to noise ratio. Each additional 
such tracer places strong constraints on inverse calculations. It 
is worth noting that the transient tl:acers are difficult to work 
with in inverse calculations. One reqllires repeated measurements 
to be able to estimate ~ C/ ~ t. 
Theotner way in Which tracer data have been used in 
improving out knowledge of ocean circulation is as a means for 
validating predictive circulation models. The types of models 
that have been developed for predictive· studies and probable 
directions for future develop:nents are discussed in the technical 
paper .byHaidvogel and Holland. Tracer studies that have been 
done.range from abyssal circulation models using the Stemmel 
"tour-de-force" apflroach, to more recent studies using primitive 
equation non-ed6.y resolving models and quasi-geostrophic, 
non-thermohaline, eddy"'resolving models. The likely direction 
for future development of predictive mouels is eddy-resolving 
models with thermohaline forcing. 
Tracers are proving of great importance in these studies as 
measures of the dispersion effected· by eddies, of vertical 
penetration fro,Tl the surface, and of long time scale horizontal 
spreading. Tracers help to identify what types of approxim!'ltions 
make sense in such models as well as challenging the modelers by 
raising questions about nevlly ooserved features. 
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One of the most difficult problems that needs to be further 
overcome in using tracers for predic.tive modeling studies is an 
'improvement'of our understanding of their boundary conditions. 
satel.li te observations will help greatly wi th tem;;>erature. 
Evaporation-precipitation remains a problem. Broecker speaks to 
the issue of determining boundary conditions for the biologically 
utilized substances in his technical report (see also below) • 
Various efforts have been or are being undertaken by geochemists 
to determine appropriate boundary conditions for gases such as 
oxygen and carnon dioxide and for some of th,e anthropogenic, 
tracers. The major contributions that WOCE can make to improving 
our knowledge of boundary conditions is with satellite 
obserllations of temperature, and possibly moisture content; and, 
if possible, 'by carrying out some of Broecker's suggestions for 
sediment trap mooring and benthic chamber studies of nutrient 
cycli,ng. 
3. Tracer Nodeling and Biogeoche.nical Cycling 
Until recently, models of the biologically utilized tracers 
have been constrained, largely through ignorance, to rather 
simple assumptions about the nature o~ biological and chemical 
processes. Thus, typically, we have assumed that respiration o'nd 
or chemical reactions are ei the.r constant 1;1 th depth or d,':creas,e 
exponentially. The last fe\·/ years have seen an explosion of 
knowleoge in this field due prLnarily to water column sediment 
trap research and studies of the flux of materials out of tile 
sediments. iliSin qUj3.!i ty observations such as I:hoseof GEOSr;CS 
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and TTO are also playing an important role. I believe that we 
are on the threshold of being able to develop realistic models of 
biological and chemical cycling based on a real understanding of 
the mechanisms and ti.ne scales involved. 
Such an achievement would be of great Value both because of 
the great neee we have for under.standing biologiczl and chemical 
processes ~er se, and because it would make possible a more 
unambiguous utilization of tracers like the nutrients for' 
circulation studies. 
One of the i,nportant areas of concern in the prediction of 
future climate is the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 
The level of atmospheric carbon dioxiCie. as well as the oceanic 
oxygen content are strongly driven by the cycling of nutrients 
within the ocean. The prediction of future carbon dioxide levels 
in the atmosphere win ultimately require a detailed 
understanding of how nutrients are recycled within the ocean. 
\VOCE Can make an important contribution to this effort by 
complementing the TTO program in providing detailed measure.nents 
of water column proper.ties, as discussed in the next section. 
4. Data 
Table 1 summarizes i':Jportant tracers that are being measured 
on a fairly routine basis as part of the TTO Prosram. The 
conservative tracers are unaffected by biological and chemical 
processes. The starred tracers need large watf'r volumes (-3lJiJ 
liters) to be measured. The half-lives of radioisotopes are 
given in ?arentheses. I will. briefly discuss only tracers that 
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are less likely to be familiar to non-geochemists. 
Radium-228 and radium-226 come from sediments and, to a 
limited extent, from rivers. Radium-226 is being measured 
primarily because it is needed for the radi~~228 measurement. 
The data available to date shows that the signal to noise ratio 
of radium-226 is not great enough to justify a major measurement 
effort. Radium-226 originates in shelf and deep ocean sediments 
and, because of its short half-life, has grf!at potential as a 
tracer of thermocline ventilation and deep ocean mixing and 
transport processes. Its input is orthogonal to that of 
temperature, salinity, and the transient tracers, all of which 
originate at the surface. Its half-life is long enough that it 
may be involved in a significant ~ount of biological cycling. 
This, and the fact that we do not know its source function vary 
well, complicates its use as a tracer. 
Argon-39 is produced by cosmic radiation in the atmosphere. 
In this respect, it is simUar to natural carbon-14. Its 
half-life makes it of very great interest, but J:leasurements are 
extra~ely difficult to obtain, requiring of the order of l0~O 
liters of water and counting times of the order of 1 montn. 
Krypton-as is cOl1sideredto be somewhat sirdlar to the freons in that it is anthropogenic (it is produced by nuclear reactors) 
and has been increasing exponentially wi th time. It also requires 
large volumes of water to measure. 
cesium-137 was produced by bomb tests and has a similar time 
history as tri tium. Cesiu:n-.137 is also nol.' being released by 
nucJ.ear reprocessing plants, primarily at hindscale in the United 
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Kingdom. This has proauced a northward moving plume which hugs 
the European coast and is now penetrating into the region north 
of Iceland. 
Worldwide measurements of all these tracers except Argon-39, 
Krypton-8S, and freons, were obtained primarily along nor to-south 
sections by the GEOSECS program during the 1970' s. The TTO 
Program is now repea ting the measurements, partly to study the 
evolution of the antnropogenic tracers through time, and partly 
to provide the third (zonal) dimension that was only marginally 
covered by GEOSECSo Figure 1 snows the locations of stations 
where measurements of the TTO tracers have been obtained during 
the past 3 years. Figure 2 gives locations of stations planned 
for the South Atlantic during 1984-1986. The plans of TTO beyond 
the South Atlantic study are not- settled as yet. It now appears 
that the French will be running a TTO style program in the Indian Ocean for 3 months a year during 1984-1986. The logical next 
area for TTO to continue its work would thus be the Pacific 
Ocean. 
What tracers shOUld be measured as part of a ~OCE Program? 
The following are important considerations: 
(1) IVhich tracers provide UsefUl aadi tiona 1 information 
rela ti ve to the others? I shall speak to thi s below. 
(2) What measurement resolution is desired, and to what 
extent is this resolution alreaay being provided by TTO? I 
believe that tois mattershoulci be addressed by a 
modeling/mapping group that shOUld be set up for this pur.pose. 
(3) Ease of measurement. Argon-3~ is impractical for a viOCI:: 
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type program, and all the tracers requiring large water volumes 
are difficult. It will proDably be necessary for the TTO Progr~n 
to continue to have major responsibility for these measurements, 
though a close coordination of efforts in the Pacific would 
probably result in considerable savings. 
The primary cd teria for deciding which tracers provide 
additional information relative to others is orthogonality of 
distribution and, for non-staDle and/or non-conservative tracers, 
whether or not they either provide a ti;ne-clock or information 
about chemical and/or biological processes that is important to 
have. Appendix 1 discusses one way of using tracers that 
illustrates how one can use a variety of tracers to constrain 
what the mixing and flow fields have to be. The rigorous way to 
estimate the degree of orthogonality is to calculate the Jacobian 
of one tracer with respect to another. We plan on calculating 
this along with error estimates using the TTO data set in the 
North Atlantic. One can gain an initial iffipression of the 
orthogonality by discussing source functions and studjing 
property-property plots. I Ili11 discuss each of the tracers in 
Table lin turn. 
The boundary condi tions for temperature and salinity are 
well· known. Property-property plots of these tracers in tne 
GEOSECS Atlases show that, within error, te.nperature and salinity 
are easily able tose.;>arate water sa;nples taken in the upper 
ocean. Even in the deep ocean, the measurement precision is 
great enough to separate most water samples. These are the only 
two stable conservative tracers (ignoring geothermal heating, 
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which may be quite significant in the sluggish deep Pacific) . 
Phosphate and nitrate are linearly correlated with each 
other, though their distributions are quite different from that of 
tempera ture. and salinity. Their surface boundary condi tions are 
determined by biological uptake,- which is relatively independent 
of te.nperature and salinity. Their distributions are nearly 
identical because the biol09lcal processes of fixation (at the 
surface) and reseiration (important in the interior) act on both 
of them in the same way; the Redfield ratio of nitrate to 
phosphate in organisms is nearly constant everywhere. However, 
if one looks at the distribution of these two tracers in more 
detail, one finds many regions where there is an important signal 
in one tracer relative to the other. Nitrate is involved in an 
additional set of reactions, nitrification-denitrification, which 
does not affect phos2hate. 
,Phosphate and nitrate thus. can yield infonr.ation about 
respiration rates (3J ) and denitrification rates (J:I) in the 
interior (see Table 1). If we are able to estimate J;! or Jz by 
techniques sucn as sediment traps, these two tracers will give us 
a measure of time. These tracers can also be used as 
conservative tracers by eliminating J, by using the apparent 
oxygen utilization rate (Saturation oXYgen level calculated from 
the potential te .•• ;eerature minus the observed oxygen). Oxygen is 
also involved in res~iration and is utilizea by organisms in a 
relatively constant proportion to pl10sphate and nitrate. One can 
use the oxygen correction to calculate the nutrient content the 
water hac; when it left the surface. These values for preformed 
248 
nitrate and phosphate will not be correlated with temperature or 
salinity> though they will be correlated with each other to the 
extent that their Redfield ratio is everywhere constant, and none 
of the nitrate reactions are occuring. 
Alkalinity and total carbon can be used in combination with 
the nutrients to obtain J~ , the dissolution of calcium carbonate 
in the water col~~n. Total carbon and alkalinity provide 
information whicil is independent of salinity. f1owever,the 
measure:nents are difficult to make and have low precision so that 
they are not particularly useful as conservative tracers in the 
same form as prefor,ned phosphate or nitrate. 
Silica provides information on J 7' the dissolution of 
silica in the water column. There is no tracer that can be used 
in combination with silica to give a conservative tracer. 
Unless we can get an independent estimate of the J's, none 
of the foregoing tracers will give us a direct measure of time 
history. That is the role of the naturally occuring radioisotopes 
and the anthropogenic tracers. The most valuable of the naturally 
occuring radioisotopes is carbon-14. Measurement precision of 
radiocarbon is ec..uivalent to a time resolution of 20 to 30 years. 
This is too long to be of much use in the upper ocean where, in 
any case, the contamination by bomb-produced radiocaroon is very 
great. Radium-228 has a measurement precision equivalent to a 
tione resolution of approxima.tely 6 months. It has great 
potential, but is not yet proven. Its complicated source function 
and possible involvement in biological cycling may make its use 
difficult. 
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The anth~opogenic tracers provide extremely important 
resolution of a few years for exchange between tile surface and 
interior waters. The different time histories of inputs of 
tracers like the freons (exponentially increasing) and tri tium (a 
pulse) make these tracers useful in combination with each other. 
The tri tium/neIium-3 pair is unique in providing a dati"ng 
technique precise to about 1 month. The interpretation of this 
date is a;nbiguous in the presence of diffusion, particularly \~here 
tne parent has not yet aChieved a steady distribution. 
5. SUlr .. nary of Reco.ronendations 
I have three maJor recom;nenaations: 
(1) A motleling/data ma.?k'ing group should be set up to 
consider in detail tile measurement resolution that would best 
serve the needs of the diClgnostic ana predictive tracer modelers. 
. (2) All the tracers shown in Table 1 would contribute to the 
I goals of a wocr: program. There needs to be a close coordination 
of the TTO Program with WOCE in order to optimize resources and 
obtain the measure~ent resolution recommended by the modeling/data 
mapping group. 
• (3) The probl€!lTI of determining surface ocean boundary 
conditions is as important for nutrient and other tracer balances, 
as it is for heat and water balances. There are important 
contributions that Can be macie in this area by satellit€! 
observations of physical (e.g., wind speed, whicn affects gas 
exchange) and biological (e.g., color, which rr~y be r.alatable to 
productivity) surface ocean properties. The use of satellite data 
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will require an improvement of our understanding of the 
fundamental relationships between the measured properties and the 
processes we wish to quantify. This is an area which needs to be 
looked at more carefully, probably by a series of process oriented 
studies. 
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Table 1 
Chemical Tracers of Ocean Circulation 
Conservative 
Temperature 
Salt 
Non-Conservative Source/Sink 
Oxygen (O.rIf>O~l'Jl (respiration) 
Phosphate Jl 
Nitrate (t<O .. /f'O'I)Jl + J2 (denitri-
fication) Silicate J3 (Si02 dissolu-
tion) Total Carbon ('}>O~hJl + J4 (CaC03 
dissolution) Alkalini ty 
* Radium-228 (tl/2 = 6 yrs) 
* Argon-39 (tl/2 = 270 yrs) 
<C-l'i/po~) • 
* Carbon-14 (tl/2 = 5730 yrs),Jl + J4 
(~~/S;ll,j • Radium-226 (tl/2 = 1600 yrs) A J3 (?) 
Tritiuln/Helium-3 (tl/2 = lU4 yrs) 
* Carbon-14 
* C,asium-137 (tl/2 = 3G yrs) 
* Krypton-as (tl/2 = 11 yrs) 
Halocarbons (+r.=.o",sj 
Total Carbon 
Bombs 
(C-lLJ /PO")' 
Bombs +"Jl + J4 
Bombs and nuclear fuel reprocessing 
Nuclear reactors 
Industrx 
lC-I~ IPO.)· 
Industry +AJl + J4 
* Require large volume sampling (approximatelj 300 liters). 
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Appendix 1 
Calculation of Velocity and Hixing Coefficients 
through Simultaneous Use of Tracers 
M. Kawase (Princeton University) 
Below I describe a methoa for calculating the veloci ty and 
mixing coefficients in the ocean by simultaneously using several 
tracers. The technique bears similarities to that developed by 
Rooth and Ostlund (1972). The essence of the method lies in using 
, some of the steady state tracer fields as spatial coordinates,and 
in transformin., other tr.acer fields to this set of coordinates, 
thus eliminating the advection terms in the tracer conservation 
equations. The equations are. derived in geodesic coordinates, 
though there is no reason why they could not also be der.ived in 
o..wl. Ost\"",.cl density coordinates (e.g., Rooth ~Fine:.., 1980). 
Assume we have three conse.rvative, steady state tracers 01, F, 
y, which are independent of each other (in the sense that their 
Jacobian does not vanish) in a certain region of the ocean. 
Assume, also, that we have non-conservative steady state tracers 
C" (I. , C, •• , Nlth decay terms ::1" 1z D J r ,.' Tne equations of 
tracer conservation are 
- - (4< V .. .L) l.. 0) \. 0( Y (;1) u..Q .( V" + ~'J ~a 
- - -~:V ~ - PH (I< Vtf f) + L (Df f) (:» - al .c 
- - - ~ (l)l:. ~) ii.V tr = v~ (I(" Vff 11'") + (J) 
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-
"--vel.. + J,- == 
We can transform the spatial coordinates (x, y, z) to (.,(1 ..... ), 
since }(o(,p.oI)/HIT'''1J-.0~·ing tois to equations(4,i:;;} ........... and 
subtracting fro;n them ~S~. (1) ... '(~ • (2) + ~t~ -l.r) 
gives 
7: .:: 
.. 
Thus, if we have b/o tracers whose decay ter:ns are known (for 
exa:nple, radioactivaly decaying), ~ie can in principle calculate. 
local K and D. This in turn enables us to calculate the velocity 
components and J 's which are not kno,m. Even if we do not know 
. 
completely any of the J terms, we can obtain some infor,;tation 
about K and D if. we can place bounds on the J terms. 
It is possible to include time-dependent (transient) tracers 
in (-' .. S, provided that we know the local tendency of the tracer. 
It sir:tply gives an additional term )qJHontne LHS of equation 
5. Use of time dependent tracers for the coordinate tracers is 
not recommended since this reyuires the. calculation of tracer 
tentlencies at fixed (0(", 'r) points (which will be moving in 
real space). 
In order for this metIloa to be succesful, \,e must have at 
least three inqependent tracers (or t\~o if toe ·problem· is salven 
on iso(,ycmil surfaces). :-loreover ,since we make use of tIle' second 
(5) 
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deri vati ves of one tracer field with respect to another, the 
. tracer fields should be reasonablY s~ooth. 
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Cheinb::al Tracer Measurem'ents ,-
R. F. Weiss 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
University of California, San Diego 
La Jolla, California 92093 
Despite the best of inl::entions, the inclusion of a use.ful 
range of geochemical tracer studies in a World Ocean Circulation 
Experiment can be a massive logistic undertaking. To decide which 
'f 
tracers should best be included in such an experiment, one must 
balance potential scientific usefulness against a number of prac-
tical considerations. Does the tracer vary independently from 
other measured tracers, and does it vary on a spatial or temporal 
scale which is useful for the region of the ocean being studied? 
Are the complications associated with defining the source function 
or evaluating in ~ chemical or biological interactions tract-
able? What amount of water is required for an analysis, and is 
there a need for special samplers or sampling procedures? Can the 
measurements be made at sea, and if so, what is the number of 
analysts and the amount of laboratory space required? what is the 
dynamic range of the tracer -- that is, what is the range of 
expected variation divided by the measurement precision? How 
rapidly can the measurements be made, and at what cost, consider-
ing present limitations in equipment and trained personnel? For 
tracers which are not at steady state, how frequently should meas-
urements be repeated? 
The.se problems are familiar to geochemists who have been 
engaged in large scale global tracer studies. Even with the 
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largest vessels in the academic fleet, logistic considerations 
have forced severe limitations in the number of tracers studied 
and in the density with which these could be sampled. Thus, while 
there is broad support for closer integration of this work with 
physical oceanographic studies, I do not believe there is a con-
sensus regarding the best way to carry this out. Characteristics 
of some of the more useful tracer measurements are listed below, 
f.ollowed by some recommendations for their integration into WOCE. 
Salinity, Oxygen and Nutrients 
These chemical measurements have become a routine part of 
large-scale circulation studies, and their. incorporation into WOCE 
need not be defended here. However, with the possible exception 
of salinity, their accurate measurement cannot be taken for 
granted. Routine oxygen measurements are still carried out by 
manual colorimetric titration with visual endpoint detection, and 
the accuracy and precision of the results is dependent on the 
skill and judgement of the operator. There Is room for signifi-
cant improvement here, such as by automation of the titration with 
colorimetric endpoint detection. There is also a potential for 
improvements in oxygen sampling techniques to reduce the possibil-
ity of atmospheric contamination. While nitrate, phosphate. and 
silicate are now generally measured by automat.ed colorimetry 
(Autoanalyzer), the results are still dependent on factors which 
are difficult to control adequately, such as temperature and 
reagent quality. The reliability of these measurements could be 
improved .significantly by use of improved automatic colorimetry 
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equipment in which these variables are more closely controlled, or 
perhaps by use "of recently d~veloped techniques in automated pre-' 
cision ion chromatography; 
Radiocarbon .arul .t.b.§. Carbonate system 
Much'of what geochemists ha.ve learned about large-scale ocean 
circulation has come from the study of radiocarbon (l4C) distribu-
tions. In the deep basins at low and mid latitudes t4C distribu-
tions are dominated by the decay (mean life 8200 y) of cosmic 
ray-prodUced radiocarbon, and in shallow and high latitude waters 
l4c distt-ibutions are dominated by the injection of radiocarbon 
produced by atmospheriC testing of thermonuclear weapons. Surface 
wate"r rad"iocar"bon eqUilibrates with the atmosphere on a time scale 
of 5-10 yea.rs' 
The interpretation of measured ratios of radiocarbon to 
stable carbon (14C/12C) is complicated by the fact that the con-
centrations of both forms of carbon are affected by lliological 
'" 
degradation of particulate and dissolved organiC mat.ter, and by 
dissolution of calcium carbonate tests in the water column and at 
the sediment water interface, Thus, in addition to measuring the , 
dissolved 14C/12C ratio, it is necessary to characterize the dis-
solved inorganic carbonate. system (total inorganic carbon, car-
bonate alkalinity, PC02) and the oxygen and nutrient systems to 
interpret the data correctly These additional measurements add 
significantly to the logistic requj.rements of studying radiocarbon 
distributions. 
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At present, the most accurate 14c/12c ratio measurements are 
made by shorebased gas counting techniques. The relative preci-
sion of these measurements is about 0.5%, or about 1/60th of the 
range found in the oceans. However, each measurement requires the 
collection and shipboard extraction of about 200 liters of water. 
This requires additional ship time for special casts with large 
volume samplers, as well as 2 or 3 technicians and space to carry 
out the shipboard extractions and carbonate system measurements. 
This situation may be greatly improved by recent technologi-
cal developments. Measurements of 14c/12c ratios by accelerator 
techniques which require only 50 ml of seawater are now approach-
ing the precision of gas counting techniques. Also, very accurate 
.shorebased measurements of total inorganic carbon and carbonate 
alkalinity on stored I liter seawater samples are now possible. 
However, these new measurements are still extremely tedious, 
costly, and time-consuming, and a major new development effort or 
expansion in scale is needed to make them suitable ror large-scale 
oceanographic use. 
Tritium £nd Helium Isotopes 
Tritium (3H) is a nearly ideal transient oceanographic 
tracerl it is a radioactive constituent (mean life 18 y) of the 
water molecule and it is almost totally man~made. As with 
radiocarbon, its principal source is the. atmospheric testing of 
nuclear weapons. However, because of rapid tropospheric removal, 
its oceanic source function is more strongly dependent on lati-
tude ,with higher inputs at high latitudes and in the northern 
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hemisphere. Surface water tritium concentrations do not equili-brate with the atmosphere, but rather are controlled by vapor 
exchange and rainout deposition rates. The spatial and temporal distributions of the source function are moderately well known. 
with conventional shorebased counting and electrolytic 
enrichment techniques, tritium can be measured with a relative precision of about 1% and a detection limit of about 0.03 Tritium Units (TU), where 1 TU is defined as a tritium/hydrogen ratio of 1 
x 10-18 • High latitude northern hemisphere surface waters have a tritium concentration of about 5 TU. Recent development3 in tri-
tium measurement techniques, based on the shorebased mass spec-
trometric measurement of the growth of the daughter product 
helium-3 (3He ) in stored samples, have significantly lowered the detection limit of tritium, and concentrations as low as 0.001 TU 
may now be measurable. The sensitivity is dependent on the volume 
of the sample and the length of storage, as well as on the degree 
of contamination. Both the mass spectrometric and the low level 
counting techniques can generally be carried out on less than one liter of water. 
Despite these obvious advantages, it is important to recog-
nize that there are only a few laboratories in the world that are 
capable of carrying out a large scale program of accurate measure-
ments. To undertake a higher density oceanic tritium measurement program than has already been incorporated into programs such as TTO will require a major commitment to expand our present measure-
ment capabilities. 
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Measurement of oceanic distributions of 3He , the stable and inert daughter of tritium, extends the utility of tritium measure-
ments via the tritium - helium-3 dating concept to the study of 
transport and mixing processes with shorter timescales. The pro-duction of radiogenic 3He in tritium-bearing waters must be 
evaluated against background 3He concentrations resulting from 
atmospheric solubility equilibrium at the sea surface. Enrichment in the 3He/4 He ratio thus provides a useful diagnostic of excees 3He • Helium isotope measurements can be carried out with the same 
shorebased equipment as the mass spectrometric tritium measurement technique. 
In the deep ocean, helium isotope measurements provide a dif-ferent and unique type of tracer information. Hydrothermal fluids 
associated with volcanism and seafloor spreading inject large quantities of primordial 3He into the deep sea. This process is 
unique in that it provides a stable and conservative tracer which is injected at locations which tend to be at mid-depth. For exam-ple, 3He/4 He ratios about 50% in excess of atmospheric equilibrium have been found over the East Pacific Rise at a depth of about 2.5 km, and a plume of excess helium has been traced to the west for 
several thousand kilometers. The present deep-sea helium isotope 
measurements are sparse, and many areas of the ocean remain unex-plored. 
Halocarbons 
The potential value of dissolved atmospheric CCl 3F (F-II) and CCl2F2 (F-12) as conservative time-dependent tracers of ocean 
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circulation and mixing has been recognized for some years. These 
compounds are extremely stable in natural ~aters, they hav~ no 
natural sources, and their histories of release to the atmosphere 
are fairly well known. Because of their importance in stratos-
pheric chlorine chemistry and in the modulation of the ozone 
layer, the global atmospheric distributions of these gases are 
closely monitored. Unlike the transient increases in tritium and 
radiocarbon which are used as tracers on a similar decadal time 
scale, the atmospheric distributions of F-ll and F-12 are not 
strongly dependent on latitude, and their surface water concentra-
tions can be expected to come into solubility equilibrium with the 
atmosphere on a time scale of about a month. The presence of 
separate halocarbons with different rates of incr0ase in the atmo-
sphere provides additional constraints on time-dependent models of 
subsurface circulation and mixing. 
There have been major improvements in oceanic halocarbon sam-
pling and measurement techniques in recent years. Measurements 
are made aboard ship on samples of about 30 ml using electron cap-
ture gas chromatography, which provides a detection limit on the 
order of 1 part in 1015 • The precision of the seawater measure-
ments is about 1%, and the present detection limit compared to 
polar surface water values is about 1/400 for F-ll and about 1/200 
for F-12. With present technology, two shipboard analysts can 
measure F-ll and F-12 in about 40 sample per day (a density which 
approaches that of routine hydrographic sampling), and the prelim-
inary data are available shortly after leaving a station. The 
major source of contamination in low level F-ll and F-12 
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measurements now appears to be in the Niskin sampling bottles. These effects can be reduced by using larger bottles with more favorable surface-to-volume ratios (at least 10 liters are pre-ferred), or better still, by undertaking to construct noncontam-inating bottles for routine hydrographic use. It should be 
emphasized that such halocarbon measurements are still in the development stages, but that with sufficient effort they could be incorporated into WOCE as routine measurementc. 
The remarkable sensitivity of shipboard electron capture 
chromatography for the measurement of halocarbons has also raised 
the possibility that such compounds intentionally injected into 
the water column could be used as purposeful tracers of ocean cir-
culation and mixing. With present techniques, 50 kg of halocarbon dispersed in 500 km 3 of seawater could be measured with a preCi-
sion of 1%. 
Argon-li snQ Krypton-~ 
These two radioactive noble gases deserve special mention for 
their potential value as chemically inert ocean tracers. Argon-39 (39Ar ) is a "non-transient" atmospheric constituent produced by 
cosmic ray bombardment of 40Ar • Like other inert gases, its con-
centration equilibrates with the atmosphere on a time scale of 
about I month. It decays with a mean lifetime of 388 y, which is ideally suited for the study of thermocline penetration and deep 
ocean circulation and mixing. Unfortunately, the measurement of 
oceanic 39Ar distributions with present technology is exceedingly difficult. Seawater samples of about 2000 liters are required for 
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each analysis, and special counters are required which now exist 
only in Bern, Switzerland. The maximum turnover rate is about 4 
samples per counter per year, and the precision is about S% of the 
modern 39Ar /40 Ar ratio. 
There is the potential that the sample requirements could be 
reduced to a few liters using laser spectroscopy, but this would 
require a major development program, both in purification tech-
niques fo= the separation of 39Ar from the large background of 
40 Ar , and in the laser counting techniques themselves. The time 
scale for such improvements, even with adequate funding and per-
sonnel, may be several years. 
Krypton-8S (8SKr ) is a transient tracer with a mean life of 
IS years which is released to the atmosphere as a product of 
nuclear fission. Concentrations in the northern hemisphere are 
about IS% higher than in the southern hemisphere, and its atmos-
pheric history has been monitored reasonably well since the 
1960's. Surface water concentrations equilibrate with the atmv-
sphere on a time scale of about 1 month. Present measurement 
techniques are substantially less tedious and time-consuming than 
for 39Ar , but 250 to 500 liters of water are still required for 
each measurement. It appears that the low atmospheric krypton 
background will make the use of laser spectroscopy for 8S Kr meas-
urements considerably more straightforward than for 39Ar • with 
this technique, the sample requir.ements could be reduced to about 
1 liter of seawater. 
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~ommendations 
1. The incorporation of a useful range of geochemical 
tracers into a workable field program is inconsistent with the 
water sampling and 'sample density requirements of most physical 
oceanographic studies. WOCE should encourage a merger with 
current large-scale geochemical tracer studies such as TTO. To 
avoid duplication of effort, this might be done with a simultane-
ous 2-ship operation in which one ship would be used for physical 
oceanographic observations and small-volume high density geochemi-
cal measurements, and the second ship would keep pace with large 
volume but lower density specialized geochemical sampling. 
2. WOCE should support the development and implementation of 
new analytical techniques which promise either to reduce logistic 
constraints on the density of geochemical observations or to improve the quality of the measurements. 
3. Even for the most routine hydrographic and chemical meas-
urements, it is essential that a highly qualified pool of techni-
cal support personnel and sampling and analytical facilities be 
established and maintained. This shOUld include the upgrading of 
outmoded techniques for routine measurements and the improvement 
of data reduction and handling procedures. In the past, there has been frequent but unproductive discussion of establishing such a 
national capability. WOCE shOUld provide the necessary incentive. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) is concerned 
with the collection of a data set that will serve to test and 
stimulate the development of coupled ocean-atmosphere models 
designed to predict climate 
and longer (WCRP Stream 3). 
principal objectives: 
1. Global circul?tion 
change on the time scale of decades 
The WOCE data s~t will have two 
2. Water mass conversion. 
This paper has b~e:l written to open discussion on two questions 
that have ariser. in preliminary consideration of the 5 pec i f i-
cation for WOCE. They are: 
1. What aspects of the seasonal cycle in the ocean should 
be included in the WOCE da~a set ? 
2. What large-scale signatures of water mass canverSlon 
should be >ncluded in the WOCE data set ? 
It is convenient to combine the background materlal needed to 
discuss these two questions in a single paper because water mass 
conve=sicn occurs principally in the boundary layer, where the 
seasonal cycle is the controlling factor. However, in considar-
ing the first question we shall also touch on aspects of seasonal 
variation related to the first objective of WOCE, circulation. 
And in considering the second question it is appropriate to 
include diabatic processes that effect water mass conversion 
below the boundary layer, since a knowledge of their regional 
variation may be essential for predicting how scalars are dis-
tribut~d around the World Ocean, and conversely for determin>ng 
the mean circulation from observed distr ibutior.s of scalars. 
Seasonal and i~lterannual variation 
It is worth definjng the expression "seasonal variation". 
It i5 no~mally taken to include the annual cycle and such of its 
harmonics as are needed ~o describe the ~ sea$onal cycle. The 
concept of a mean cycle ~,.,ses difficul ties. I t can be de fined 
experimentally in the context vi a data set that samples the 
broad band of variability >n the ocean. T'le phase is related to 
the astronomical cycle of insolation.. It: i3 convenlent to dis-
cuss theories of the ocean boundary layer in terms of a hypo-
thetical "mean" seasonal cycle, the inter-annual deviatlons from 
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it, and secular trends 1n the parameters defining the "mean ll 
cycle. Such treatment can be rationalized by appealing to th., 
~otions of ensemble statistics and ergodicity. There are dangers 
in adopting such ideas to study the climate system with its broad 
spectral band of variability. Furthermore, there are reasons for 
believing that there can be no such thing as a regular seasonal 
cycle in the oCean. According to that conclusion, inter-annual 
variability in the boundary layer is not arl unfortunate "climate 
noise", but an inevitable and essential feature of the seasonal 
cycle with important implications for water mass formatlon. In 
this paper, seasonal variation will be taken to include both the 
mean seasonal cycle and interannual variation produced by the 
same physical processes. 
Water mass conversion 
Water mass converSlon aLso needs careful definition. 
Strictly speaking the temperature, salinIty or individual con-
centrations of dissolved chemicals can only be changed by dia-
batic processes, including: 
1. absorptlon or emission of radiation 
2. molecular diffusion and conduc~lon 
3. chemical reactions (e. g. 1n tne carbon c:-cle) 
4. b101og1cal processes (e.g. oxygen, nutrients). 
In practice, we do not deal directly with these diabatic proces-
ses I but with larger scale processes that are not themselves 
diabatic, but which ·::ontro1 those that are: 
1. Extinction coefficient 
(related to b:ological product1vity) 
2. Three-dimensional tu.cbulent: mixing 
(related to the various energy sources) 
3. Mean change of chemical concentrations in large boxes 
(related to the dlstributlon of turbulence) 
4. Primary productivity 
(depending on (1), (2) & (3)). 
The rate of water mass conversion is parameterized in terms of 
large-scale variables by means of models of the v~~ious processes inv~lved. For WOCE we must focus on those larger variables and 
encourage the development of models linking them to the diabatic 
processes. Despite considerable progress in recent years, few of 
the theories of water mass conversion rest securely on experi-
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mental evidence that can be applied with confidence at all depths 
and in all regions. 
Regional variation 
The aim of WOCE is to provide a global perspective in stud-
ies of ocean circulation and water mass conversion. However, the 
design of the experiment must take account of the large regional 
variations, between the hemispheres and ocean basins, and with 
depth. On the other hand it is important to min~mize subd~vision 
of the Norld Ocean. In discussing seasonal variation and water 
mass conversion it is sufficient to divide the ocean in the 
following ways: 
Hemis JJheres 
Oceans 
Layers 
Northern and Southern 
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Mediterranean, 
Arctic, Antarctic 
the seasonal boundary layer 
the cold wat"r sphere 
the extra-tropical warm water sphere 
the tropical warm water sphere 
the benthic boundary layer 
the continental shelf 
Not all of these sub-divisions will be discussed expl~citly in 
this paper, but the need to cover them will have to be borne in 
mind in the design of WOCE. The allocation of priorlty to each 
region will reflect its intrinsic importance to the WCRP ob-jectives (warm- versus cold-water sphere: seasonal- versus benth-
ic boundary layer: continental shelf versus open ocean), the 
broader oceanographic aims of WOCE (meridional overturning Versus 
wind-driven Circulation; upper- versus deep-ocean water mass 
conversion), our present state of ignorance (southern versus 
northern hemisphere; Pacific versus Atlantic), and logistic 
contraints. It is also important to take note of the WCRP ocean-
ographic strategy, in which activities in streams one and two are 
automatically assimilated into stream three. Thus th~ collectlon 
of a global description of the seasonal variation of surface 
temperature! sea ice, etc (Stream one) and the tropical ocean 
activities of the TOGA project (Stream two) do not need discuss-
ion in this paper beyond noting that they are being planned by 
other gr.oups within the WCRP. 
I: 
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2. BACKGROUND 
In this section we briefly survey contemporary ideas and observ-
ations concerning seasonal variation and water mass conversion, 
concentrating on general processes rather than regional charac-
teristics. 
Surface fluxes 
The astronomical cycle of daily solar heating is the most 
important single factor determining the seasonal thermohaline 
cycle in the ocean. But the annual variation of the weather is 
also important. Clouds modulate solar heating; wind modulates 
surface cooling, evaporation, mixed layer turbulenc·e and Ekman 
transport; precipitation offsets wat:er loss by evaporation; air 
temperature and humidi ty affec t longwave =adiation, conduc tion 
and evaporation. They all exhibit seasonal variation that influ-
ences the seasonal cycle of mixed layer depth, temperature and 
salinity (fig.l). 
Our knowledge of the seasonal variation of surface fluxes 
comes largely from the analysis of merchant ship meteorological 
observations (summarized by Budyko 1956; Bunker 1976; Hastenrath 
& Lamb 1977-79). The uncertainty in these estimates (prob~ly 
30-50 W/m2 ) is an important source of error in diagnostic studies 
of water mass formation. It lim"its attempts to test models of 
the mean global circulations of heat and water (e.g. mean surface 
energy flux for the North Atlantic is ca. 50 W/m'), and the 
thermal response of the cllmate system to Co. pollution (for 
Wllich the predicted secular change of energy flux is ca. 1· W/m2 
per decade). Although the seasonal variation per se is not the 
main concern of WOCE, it is important to remember th~t substit-
ution of the annual mean surface fluxes in models gives the wrong 
mean sea surface temperature and meridional circulation (Bryan 
1982); just as neglecting the diurnal cycle of solar heating 
gives significant error in simulation of the seasonal cycle of 
surface temperature. 
The seasonal cycle of wind stress is of central importance 
in the tropics, where the Ekman transport is large. Analysis of 
ship observations (O'Brien et al 1982) r.eveals the inter-annual 
.•... _._. __ .. -
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variation. The TOGA group is concerned with seasonal variation 
of surface fluxes in the tropics. 
The seasonal boundary layer 
The seasonal boundary layer is defined as the layer in which 
diabatic processes related to local surface fluxes control chang-
as in temperature, salinity and chemical constituents of seawater 
occur sometime during the year. The depth of the seasonal bound-
ary layer is determined by the annual maximum depths of the 
following seasonally-varying phenomena: 
DeEth Phenomena Comment 
S solar heating threshold value 10 MJ/m3 y 
D buoyant convection density gradient unstable 
H Turbulent buoyancy flux density gradient stable 
The limit is determined by convection at high latitudes, by solar 
heating at low latitudes, and by turbulent mixing along the 
equator (fig. 2). The depth of the mixed layer can be defined by 
the values of D and H at night, when they coincide. The seasonal 
boundary layer thus includes the annual cycle of heat and water 
storage resulting from fluxes through the surface. The diurnal 
and seasonal undulations of S, D &. H leave the lower levels of 
the boundary layer (the seasonal thermos tad and seasonal thermo-
cline) free from surface-induced diabatic processes for much of 
the year. In regions of Ekman suction or where D increases 
downstream, the permanent thermocline water intrudes into the 
lower levelS of the seasonal boundary layer each year, an.d is 
subsequently entrained into the mixed layer during the winter 
cooling season. The seasonal cycles of depth limits of processes 
in the boundary layer are shown schematically in fig.' 3. 
.t., . 
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Seasonal variations in heat and water content 
Gill & Niiler (1973) have presented theoretical arguments 
showing that, averaged over a large area (say 10 Mm'), the annual 
cycles of heat and water content of the extra-tropical (latitude 
higher than 15·) ocean are dominated by the fluxes through the 
surface. The currents (geostrophic and Ekman) are not fast 
enough to contribute significantly on such large scales. The 
rather large uncertainties in surface fluxes calculated from 
merchant ship observations make it impossible to test that con-
clusion. However, a number of attompts have been made to estimate 
the climatologically important advective contribution as a resid-
ual (e.g. Stommel 1980). The WCRP Cage group (1982) assessed the 
feasihility of measuring the net annual surface heat flux to ± 10 
W!m' over the North Atlantic ocean. Their proposals included two 
ingr.edients relevant to WOCE: 
(1) direct measurement of the horizontal heat flux in. the 
ocean by hydrographic coast-coast sections a la Bryden 
& Hall (1980), 
(Z) measurement of the change of heat content of the North 
Atlantic Over the five year period of the Cage project 
by means of a ship-of-opportunity XBT programme. 
Bretherton, McPhaden & Kraus (1983) believe that the 
mean change in heat content can be measured in this. way 
to :I: 300 MJ!m'y, despite the large annual cycle and 
mesoscale noise. 
The JSC & CCCO have decided that these aspects 'of the Cage 
project should be incorporated into the WOCE. 
Uncertainty in the distributions of preCipitation and evap-
oration over the ocean makes it difficult to calculate the annual 
variation of water content. However, the seasonal varia.tion of 
salinity profile, which reflects changes due to the net surface 
water flux, advection and mixing, can be used as an indicator. 
Fig.4- shows the variation of upper ocean water content along a 
2.5 Mm batfish section between the Azores and Greenland, which is 
in remarkably good agreement with atlas data (Woods & Bauer 
1983). 
---_._-----
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The steric chan"e in" sea level that accompanies the seasonal 
change in heat and water content of the upper ocean amounts to 
al:>out 10 cm in middle latitudes, and can approach 50 cm in the 
tropics, where Ekman convergence dominates surface fluxes. The 
Japanese time series of hydrographic sections along 137·E provide 
a unique insight into the contributions of the seasonal (mean & 
interannual) varial:>ility of heat and water content to changes in 
sea level (Masuzara & Nagasaka 1983). 
Seasonal variation in the mixed layer 
Mixed layer depth 
The classic description of the seasonal cycle of extra-
tropical mixed layer depth is given by Tully & Giovando (1963), 
who analysed data collected at OWS "P". They introduced the idea 
of a potential layer depth H to take account of short term fluct-
uations (weather, diurnal). The seasonal variation of H repres-
ents the lower envelope of H', the instantaneous mixed layer 
depth. The seasonal cycle of the variance of (H-H') has a maxi-
mum in spring. we shall discuss its impact on water mass form-
ation later. Meanwhile we concentrate on the seasonal variation 
of potential layer depth H. 
Kraus & Turner (1967) showed that the astronomical cycle of 
solar heating is the major factor controlling the variation of H 
during spring, summer and autumn (fig.S). Woods & Barkmann 
(1983) investigated the smaller contributions of the seasonal 
variation of weather The winter variation of mixed 
layer depth depends on t.he penetration of density stratification 
established by advection as well as local heat storage, so the 
classic one-dimensional model (driven only by local surface 
fluxes) cannot be used to predict D the annual maximum depth of 
the mixed layer. The following argument suggests that there 
cannot be a regular seasonal cycle of mixed layer depth (i. e . 
constant D), even with a regular seasonal cycle of weather. A 
regular seasonal cycle would have to balance three budgets: heat, 
-
water and buoyancy. Surface fluxes of heat and water are no t 
correlated; the seawater advected seasonally into the boundary 
"i' 
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layer has a T-S relation that depends on that found belo~ the boundary layer (e.g. central water) and thermoclinicity/baroclin-1city in the seasonal thermos tad (see below). The buoyancy constraint on mixed layer deepening hinders a solution for 0 that automatically closes the heat or water budgets in a single year. The winter depth (0). and the heat and water budgets of the seasonal boundary layer must exhibit inter-annual variability. (For further discussion see Woods 1983b.) 
The measurement of 0 presents problems. It is not of ten that a research vessel happens to be at sea at the end of winter making a time series of precision CTO stations from which that with the greatest mixed layer depth can be unambiguously identi-fied. Notable examples include the winter expeditions to the Mediterranean Sea (Medoc group 1970) and the Labrador sea (Lazier 1973) • Killworth (1983) has commented on the probability of encountering one of the "chimneys" where bottom water is formed. The criterion for determining mixed layer depth in such studies is that the profile should exhibit an adiabatic lapse rate to the accuracy of the instrument. Very few examples exist. 
The more popular alternative is to examine profiles collect-ed around the end of the cooling season for an elbow separating the well-mixed (past tense) upper layer from the thermocline below. Even if the station was occupied some days or even weeks after the moment of deepest mixing (i.e. when H=O). the elbow marking the bottom of the seasonal thermostad remains recogniz-able (fi~.6). Reid (1982) has advocated the use of the elbow in the oxygen profile in the same way (fig. 7) . 
In preparing atlases of cl imatological me an mixed 1 ayer depth (e.g. Bathen 1972; Robinson et al 1979; Levitus 1982) the usual cr~terion has been that H is the depth at which 'the temper-ature or density deviates from the surface value by some pre-scribed amount. Errors arise in estimating 0 by that method when a near surface thermocline formed in early spring calm sunny weather exceeds the prescribed temperature difference. Maps of 0 published by different authors show qui te 1 arge di ff erences (fig.'S). 
h. .. 
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A different approach has been. introduced by Woods (1983b). 
D is identified with the haloclinicity elbow in a hydrographic 
section, rather than with the te~perature/density/oxygen elbow in 
a single profile (fig. ~). The method works best with sections 
made in summer, which greatly increases the scope for systematic 
surveying. It depends on the fact that the seasonal change in 
density is due more to change of temperature than of salinity. 
Naturally, correction must be made for advection in strong cur-
rents, but that source of error is also present in the analysis 
of single profiles. 
Mixed layer temperature 
The seasonal variation of mixed layer temperature provides 
the principal ocean variation in the boundary conditions of 
atmospheric climate models. It is therefore the main oceanograph-
ic target of WCRP Stream one rasearch. Plans are being made for 
monitoring the mixed layer temeprature globally. The existing 
data base is sufficiently rich in most the Northern Hemisphere to 
pe:'mit quite detailed descriptions of the regional variation of 
the mean seasonal cycle, and to make a start on describing inter-
-annual variations. The former are available in standard atlases (e.g. Robinson et al 1979; Merle 1978). EOF analyses of the 
inter-annual anomalies have been published by Barnett & Davis (1975), Weare (1977) and Navato et al (1981). Rodewald (1983) 
has drawn attention to the changes in annual mean temperature 
observed at the OWS (fig.T0 ). Decadal variation of global mean 
mixed layer temeprature over the period 1861-1980 have been 
published by Folland & Kates (1983), who draw attention to the 
maximum at the end of the 1960s. 
The Kraus-Turner model was designed to predict the seasonal 
cycle of mixed layer temperature from surface energy fluxes. The 
technique has been widley used in climatological studies of 
air-sea interaction (reviewed by Woods 1983a,b). Thompson (1976) 
showed that the inability of such models to predict winter m~xed 
layer depth doe not have too serious an effect on the prediction 
of the annual cycle of mixed layer temperature. Kraus & Turner (1967) used the astronomical cycle of solar heating to force the 
m"del; Gill & Turner (1976) used OWS data; Weods & Barkmann( 1983) 
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used Bunker's monthly mean climatological data (fig.:!. ). The 
deviations from observed mixed layer temperature are roughly what 
one would expect, given the uncertainty in the surface fluxes and 
neglect of advection (3/ 4 km.K/y at OWS "C"), and the net water 
flux (± 1 m). The seasonal cycle of temperature near the equator 
presents special problems that are being studied by TOGA. 
Attempts to model inter-~nnual variations have been based on 
(1) slow relaxation to fast random forcing by the weather (Frankignoul & Hasselmann 1977), (2) forcieg by equatorial waves (Hughes 1980), and (3) secula'r changes in surface IR due to Co. 
pollution (Bretherton 1982). 
Mixed layer salinity 
The seasonal variation of salinity is poorly documented. It 
is less easy to measure accurately than temperature and care has 
to be taken in selecting reliable data from the archives. Taylor 
& Stephens (1980) have analysed the mean seasonal cycle' and 
... "/ inter-annual variabilitv at nine North Atlantic OWS (fiq.11). It is 
measured regularly along the Japanese section at l37°E, and a few 
other standard sections (see Tokyo 1981 conference report, WCP 
NO. Seasonal variation of salinity is included in the Merle (1978) and Levi tus (1982) atlases, but the annual mean only is 
included in those of Robinson et al (1976, 1979). It is surpris-
ing that, despite the widespread use of recording thermo-salino-
graphs on research ships, no attempt has been made to investigate 
the seasonal variability of salinity, as has been done so effect-
ively with temperature. Of course, the dominant astronomic al 
forcing which gives such a simple relationship between u'pper 
ocean heat content and mixed layer temperature (see fig. 12 , from 
Gill & Turner 1976), does not apply for salinity. The forcing ,~s 
by precipitation and evaporation, plus run-off and sea ice freez-
ing/mel ting in coastal and polar SE'as respectively, with signif-
icant modification by thermo-haline intrusions in the the .ason-
al thermocline at fronts. The equivalent water-content: mixed-
-layer-salinity curve will be more complicated, but worth explor-
ing as a preliminary to designing a campaign for global monitor-
~ng of mixed layer salinity for the WCRP (as proposed recently by 
Bretherton. ) 
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Modelling salinity changes in the boundary layer has tended 
to pe ri2~eW"ted to the fringes of the World Ocean: to regions 
wherl'! there is sea ice and run-off, on the continental shelves 
arid near estuaries, in peripheral basins (Arctic, Mediterranean & 
Red seas) and along the equator. However, the need to couple the 
global circulations of water in the ocean and atmosphere for WCRP 
stream three climate prediction brings open ocean salinity chan-
ges to centre stage. Levitus (1982) has drawn attention to the 
importance of salinity in determining the depth of winter Con-
vection. An accurate knowledge of inter-annual and decadal 
variation in the salinity source term for water mass formation is 
a central problem for WOCE. 
Sea ice 
The variation of sea ice is one of the greatest seasonal 
signals in the ocean climate system. The peak-peak variation of 
ice area is ca. 15 Mm' in the Antarctic (fig. 13 ). It has been 
mapped by satellite microwave radiometer for over a dec ade, 
allowing statistical analysis of inter-annual anomalies. Lemke 
(1982) has shown that they exhibit characteristics of a system 
that decays slowly after creation by random forc ing (by the 
weather); the decay time of anomalies (a few months) is much 
shorter than the age of the oldest sea ice (several years). Thus 
the representation of sea ice in atmospheric climate prediction 
models is best handled by observed initial conditions, the anom-
alies in which decay to the mean cycle at the rate determined 
from multi-year observations. The effect of sea ice on air sea 
interaction comprises reductions in evaporation (by an amount 
that depends on the fractional coverage of leads and polyriias) 
and in conduction through the ice (depending on its thickness, 
approaching zero as the ice reaches terminal thickness of two to 
three metres), and a sharp rise in albedo (when the ice is cover-
ed by snow). The presence of sea ice dramatically effects the 
winter climate of adjacent continents by hindering the formation 
of maritime air masses; it also fosters teleconnexions. Correl-
ation between ice cover and variables associated with the global 
circulation of the atmosphere have been reviewed by Goody (1980). 
For these reasons, the m~nitoring of sea ice is one of the themes 
to be undertaken within WCRP Stream One, and may not need major 
investment by WOCE. 
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Models of sea ice (e.g. Hible, 1983) describe its seasonal 
growth and decay, and the changes of salinity in the mixed layer 
below it. The principal experimental focii are the complex 
proC9sses occuring at the marginal zone (the MIZEX programme in 
the Arctic) and on the interpretation of microwave images of sea 
ice (microwave emissiVity is changed by the freezing-melting 
cycle of multi-year ice). A possible sea ice project in the Ant-
arctic is being discussed by WMO. 
The seasonal variation of sea ice plays a significant role 
in the general circulation of the ocean. The boundary layer 
under the ice is controlled convectively by the salt and heat 
released at the freezing under surface, and by melt water run-off 
from the upper surface. The convective-advectiv~ balance in the 
boundary layer produces a halocline in the enclosed Arctic Ocean, 
which has not yet been modelled accurately by water mass models 
of the World Ocean (e.g. Bryan & Lewis 1979). High salinity is 
important for creation of dense water that ventilates the lower 
levels of the cold wate~ sphere. In the Arctic it is supplied by 
inflow from the exceptionally salty North Atlantic: in the Ant-
arctic it comes from the much higher rate of ice formation per-
mitted by Ekman ventilation of ice away from the cont~nent (Gill 
1973). The association with bottom water formation with sea ice 
is consistent with evidence that the cold water sphere began to 
form before the polar glaci.ers achieved significant volume. 
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The seasonal thermos tad 
The vernal ascent of the mixed layer from its annual maximum 
depth D to the summer minimum occurs rapidly leaving a layer of 
weakly stratified water, the seasonal thermos tad (fig.5). Deep 
convection during winter creates the thermostad; a combination of 
processes are responsible for its restratification dur ing the 
rest of the year. First is the creation of a fossil thermocline 
during the ascent of the mixed layer in April and May; second 
comes solar heating below the mixed layer; third is geostrophic 
advection; and fourth is thermohaline instrusion. The relative 
importance of the four contributions in different regions can 'be 
assessed by inspecting climatological atlases in the 1 igh t 0 f 
one-dimensional models of the seasonal variation in the mixed 
layer. The advective contribution is known from the annual 
imbalance in surface fluxes. Being baroclinic it can also intro-
duce an unstal:>le salinity gradient which yields a buoyancy flux 
at the base of the mixed layer during the cooling season; a form 
of thermo-haline preconditioning of the thermos tad for deep 
convection in winter (Killworth 1983; Woods 1983b). The depth of 
the seasonal thermos tad is one of the key factors in calculating 
the annual rate of water mass conversion in the boundary layer. 
The subtle way in which it is rest,;'at1.fieQ during the year determ-
ines that de?th. Our knowledge of it is at present inadequate. 
We shall have to get to grips with it in WOCE. 
---',-
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Water mass conversion 
The parameterization problem 
AS stated in the introduction, we are not concerned with the truly diabatic processes that occur at molecular scale, but with the microscale fluid motions that accelerate them, and hopefully with the mesoscale motions that in turn control the mean rates of water mass conversion effected by those microscale motions. The width of the spectrum from the Rossby radius (order 10 km) which might be resolved in observations (e.g. acoustical tomographic monitoring) and in water mass models of the World Ocean, to the molecular dissipation scale (order 1 mm) is dauntingly broad (seven decades) so it is not surprising that parameterization schemes designp.u to bridge the gap are still primitive. Only a few oceanographers are involved in searching for ways across the spec'cral knowledge-desert of the mesoscale and microscale. Instruments have been made that can measure microstructure down to the molecular dissipation limit, and others that can survey 
.lesoscale finestructure, but experimental design is beset by problems of inadequate sampling that provide a lively subject for dispute in ocean turbulence circles. 
There is no question of including such difficul t obs e r v-ations of micro- .. finesffucture in the World Ocean Circulation Experiment. What is 
that can be measured 
needed is a set of large-scale parameters 
world wide during WOCE, and wh '.ch will afterwards permit estimates of the regional variation of the rates of water mass conversio~. The identification of such parameters implies that "c~a:.~graphers are confident they know how to parameterize the [Jr JCI';::;sses in that seven decade spectral terra incognita. Despite notable advances during th? past two decades, nobody in the business would make such a claim. It is more honest to admit that even the most confidently advocated ideas remain tentative, and that the best that can be offerred is a statement of contemporary ideas, with a suggestion that the word "parameters" be dropped in favour of the softer expression IIslgnatures li of water mass conversion. 
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Water mass conversion in the seasonal boundary layer 
For many purposes it is appropriate to treat all processes 
occuring below the boundary layer as adiabatic. Water mass 
conversion then occurs exclusively in the boundary 1 ayer. 
Attention focusses on the diabatic (or surrogate diabatic) pro-
cesses in the boundary layer: 
1. solar heating 
2. buoyant convection 
3. turbulent diffusion 
and on the rate of subduction of seawater from the boundary layer 
into the quasi-adiabatic interior of the ocean. The properties 
of the subducted seawater are those of the mixed layer at the end 
of the cooling season "hen its depth is greatest that year. The 
volume of water subducted each year depends on three properties 
that exhibit impo~tant regional variation: 
1. the horizontal circulation in the boundary layer 
2. the annual maximum depth of convection 
3. the annual vertical displacement by Ekman pumping 
A detailed understanding of the seasonal variation in the bound-
ary layer is a pre-requisite for estimating the properties and 
mass of water subducted at each region each year. The earlier 
conclusion that inter-annual variability is an intrinsic charact-
eristic of the boundary layer depth and heat/water content, 
suggests that we should expect inter-annual variability in water 
mass formation beyond that att"ributable to inter-annual variation 
in surface fluxes: 
Brief remarks on these processes and properties follow. For 
a more detailed review of the literature the reader ·is referred 
to the chapter on "The upper ocean and air/sea interaction in 
global climate" in Houghton (1983). 
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Solar heating 
Solar heating is the most important diabatic process in the 
climatology of the Wor!d Ocean. It is not sutficient to know the 
energy flux at the surface: the vertical distribudon of solar 
heating inside the ocean must also be known because it affects 
the depth of the mixed layer and heats water below D in the 
t.ropics. The first systematic investigation .of the climatology 
of the vertical distribution of solar heating has recently been 
completed by Woods, Barkmann ~ Horch (1983). They have compared 
parameterizations of the verti~al profile with observations, and 
studied the sensitivity of the profile to cloud cover and sea-
water turbidity. They conclude that significant heating occu5s 
below the mixed layer in the tropics, the rate being more sensit-
ive to plankton concentration than cloud cover (fig. 2. ). This 
heat escapes to the atmosphere by upwelling into the tropical 
mixed layer or by advection to higher latitudes where the mixed 
layer gets deeper in winter. 
The requirement is to measure the global distribution of 
solar heating to an accuracy commensurate with the change of net 
surface IR flux due to doubled Co., which Ramanathan (1981) gives 
as 100 MJ/m'y. It is now possible to monitor the surface flux of 
solar energy to about 500 MJ/m'y by satellite (Gautier 1982; 
Rashke 1983). It is also possible to ,measure seawater turbidity 
from satellite to within about one Jerlov water type, giving an 
uncertainty of :t 100 MJ/m' y below the tropical mixed layer. 
Where the 'solar heating profile is known accurately it is pos-
sible to estimate the advective heating of the extra-tropical 
seasonal thermos tad from bathythermograph data. 
The appropriate "signature" is ocean colour index (HJ!Sjerslev 
1980) measured globally by satellite ocean colour scanner. 
-----
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Bu.oyant c.onvecti.on 
The characteristic .of bu.oyant c.onvecti.on is th.orough mixing 
.of scalar an.omalies, giving a negligible vertical concentration 
gradient in the 'eamiliar "mixed layer". Calculation of the depth 
t.o which conva,;ti.on penetrates in the ocean at any instant requ-
ires a kn.owledge .of the surface bu.oyancy flux and the vertical 
density pr.ofile, and an assumption about the fraction of potent-
ial energy being released that is used in turbulent entrainment 
.of the underlying pycn.ocline. Opini.on is divided about the last 
p.oint; s.ome auth.ors (e.g. Killw.orth 1980) suggest it decreases 
with depth of c.onvecti.on and may be negligible when deep in 
winter. If s.o the c.onvection depth can then be calculated s.olely 
by adjustment. S.olar heating during the day greatly reduces the 
depth .of convecti.on and the convective s.ource .of turbulent kin-
etic energy in the mixed layer (W.oods 1980); neglect .of this 
diurnal effect leads to error in calculations of the seasonal 
variati.on of mixed layer depth and temperature. 
Turbulent diffusion 
The sharp decrease in depth of the convection layer during 
the m.orning (due t.o s.olar heating, see. above) leaves a weakly 
stratified diurnal therm.ostad (fig.3). There turbulence gener-
ated by the wind stress and (inertial & ge.ostr.ophic) current 
shear diffuses scalars dC"~~l: .. dient and changing their concen-
trati.on C according t.o the curvature C = dz{KdzC). The vertical 
distribution .of K can be cal<ulated from a .one dimensional model 
based on parameterization established experimentally in lab.or-
at.ory experiments (Mellor & Yamada 1982). The surface wind 
stress and bu.oyancy flux must be kn.own. 
N.ormally it is not necessary to simUlate the diurnal vari-
ati.on. It is sufficient t.o follow the seas.onal change. In which 
case c.onvection will h.om.ogenize the diurnal therm.ostad during the 
foll.owing night, and the task of the model is to calculate the 
maximum depth .of the mixed layer each day. The m.ost imp.ortant 
excepti.on is the equat.orial undercurrent, where strong turbulence 
persists day and night belOW the c.onvecti.on layer, giving a 
climat.ologically significant vertical heat flux (fig./4). 
-----~--
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water mass subduction 
We distinguish between two kinds of subduction: horizontal 
and vertical. 
The critical factor in the former is a negative downstream 
gradient of D (the annual maximum depth of the mixed layer), so 
that water mixed to great depth by convection one location flews .geo-
strophically under the boundary layer downstream during the follcwirg 
winters. The extreme example of that process is the formation of 
bottom water at chimneys of convection extending to the ocean 
floor over a small area (order 100 km across). But it is import-
ant more generally in the formation of deep water. The signature 
is Q.VD<O. 
Vertical subduction is driven by Ekman pumping in the class-
ic manner envisaged by Iselin (1939). Stommel (1979) has des-
cribed the process in the presence of a seasonally varying mixed 
layer depth, showing that (as with horizontal SUbduction) it is 
the winter properties of the mixed layer that are carried down. 
The seasonal variation of the mixed layer depth (H) and the 
annual range of vertcial displacement by Ekman pumping must be 
known. In WO<.;,; the latter might. be determined by global , .. onitor .. 
ing of wind stress by satellite scatterometer. 
Seasonal variation of seawater properties below the boundary 
layer 
Wtist (1935) pondered the possibility of encountering in the 
deep ocean a banded structure in seawater properties recording 
their seasonal variation in the mixed layer from which they 
travelled down, as though along a continuous inclined conveyor 
belt. We now know that the process of water mass formation -the 
addition of new water from the boundary onto the conveyor belt (which we now tend to associate with an isopycnic surface) is 
quantized annually by the seasonal variation of mixed layer 
depth. Nevertheless it is worth examining the downstream vari-
ation of scalar properties on upper ocean isopycnals in order to 
learn about the sequence of winter events in which seawater that 
acquired its properties by diapycnic processes in the boundary 
layer bec:am3 subducted into the qu;;.si-adiabatic interior. For a 
recent example for Jenkins (1982). 
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Water mass conversion below the boundary layer 
Until quite recently the ocean was believed to be continu-
ously turbulent at all depths with the intensity, and therefore 
the eddy diffUSl.vity modulated according to the Ricnardson num-
ber. But flow visuall.zation studies in the 19bOs establl.shed 
tnat celow the ml.xed layer, the flow is predominantly (95%) 
laminar. Turbulence was observed to occur in the seasonal tnerm 
oCline as short-lived isolated events resulting from Shear in-
stabili ty in l.nternal waves. 'l'hat dl.scovery led to the present 
paraaigm in which tne natural state ot the flow is laminar at all 
depths below the mixed layer. Molecular diffusion occurs univ-
ersally ana is enhanced locally by rare, transie.nt mtcroscale 
events, the accumulated effect of which is nevertheless greater 
than that of the universal molecular diffusion. 
It is these events therefore that are held to be responsible 
for water mass conversion below the boundary layer. They are 
weak and, as we noted above, for many purposes it is not inap-
propriate to ignore them entirely and to assume that the proces-
ses in the inter ior of the ocean are adiabatic. Nevertheless, 
diagnostic studies of observed distributions of tracers leads to 
the concll.!sion that there is diffusion in the deep ocean at a 
rate faster than molecular. 
Because mixing by quasi-geostrophic eddies rapidly disperses 
scalars along isopyc:nic surfaces it· is only necessary to discuss 
the mixing of scalars by these microscale events in the cros s 
isopycnic direction. If the mixing is parameterized by a 
Boussinesq eddy diffusivity, then we distinguish between' an 
isopycnic diffusivity, whos~ value depends on the kinetic energy 
of mesoscale eddies, and a diapycnic diffusivi ty, wllos e val ue 
depends on the net effect of intermittent microscale events. 
Here we shall concentrate on just two types of microscale event: 
billow turbulence, and double diffusive convection. The effects 
of cabbeling and of intrusi,n from the benthic boundary layer 
will not be discussed. 
I 
I 
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Billow turbulence 
The first process involves the mechanical overturning of isopycnals by billows resulting from internal wave induced shear instability. The mechanism was discovered in the seasonal therm-ocline (Woods 1968) and it is believed to occur at all depths. The loss of energy from the billow turbulence as it does work against the Archimedes force is well understood from laboratory experiments, but translation of that into a widely valid para-meterization for d;'apycnic eddy diffusivity requires a statistic-. al theory for the frequency of occurrence and size of the billows in terms of their energy source, the internal waves. satisfactory theory has been developed (Munk 1981). 
So far no 
The problem arises from uncertainty concerning the physical processes involv-ed in cascading energy across the spectral gap between the short-est wave (order 10 metres) and the largest billow (order 10 cm). The evidence .from the seasonal thermocline is that density fine structure plays a role. Some of the fine structure is produced by internal wave strain, but some is produced by meso'scale turb-ulence and thermohaline intrusions that are not controlled by internal waves. So it looks as if a completely closed theory, based solely on internal waves, may be physically unrealistic. But it is not clear how relevant the evidence of the seasonal thermocline is to the deeper layers of the ocean. Attempts to resolve that question by examining microstructure profiles have proved inconclusive. Meanwhile, the working hypothesis of billow turbulence theoreticians is that for most of the World Ocean, however complex the physical processes at the spectral gap,~ey can be parameterized 
the Brunt-V,Hsala frequency. 
to SUfficient accuracy in terms of 
Garrett (1983) has reviewed ·the results of recent work carried out in that spirit. 
Microstructure measurements in the main thermocline have been interpreted in terms of billow turbulence, but there is disagreement about the statistical interpretation of the d at a, which depend on rather small samples of a highly intermittent process. Further experiments are needed before such data can provide the evidence needed to test parameterlzations based on speculative theories. There is a reasonable chance that the situation will become clearer during the five years before WOC!. Meanwhile, planning should proceed 0>1 the b as is th a t N will provide a sufficient signature of water mass conversion due to hil1nw fonrhI11,:a",..g 
I 
----
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Double diffusive convection 
The predominance of laminar flow in the ocean provides the 
opportunity for differences in molecular diffusivities for heat 
and salt to provoke convection in midwater, when one constituent 
is statically unstable. Extensive laboratory studies (reviewed 
by Turner 1973, 1981) have provided the framework for interpret-
ing steplike structures in CTD profiles in terms of double dif-
fusive convection. Recent work by Schmitt (1981) has established 
the fact that the process procedes at a rate governed by the 
density ratio (R = c{Tz/BSz )' and acts to adjust the T-S 
to a universal form with R approximately 2. It is as 
profile 
though 
double diffusive convection "diffuses" R, removing any anomalies 
that might have originated during water mass fomat1on (fier.15). This one 
dimensional theory works well in the central water. Clearly the 
relevant signature for WOCE is the density ratio R. 
Double diffusive convection plays :in additional role at 
strongly thermoclinic fronts, such as the North Atlantic pol ar 
front. At sites along the front where mesoscale frontogenesis or 
curvature isopycnically creates a small fold in the otherwise. 
doubly stable water, the conditions for double diffusive instab-
ility are met, and the fold is rapidly extended by the lateral 
pressure gradient created following releasq of the latent potent-
ial energy of the new unstable sal1n1ty gradient (fig. 16) . Such cross-
front intrusions have been identified in many surveys of meso-
scale finestructure. Parameterization in terms of frontal baro-
clinicity (for the initial fold) and thermoclinicity (for the 
subsequent intrusion) can be expected shortly. The process is a 
form of sloping convection, which draws mainly on the thermo-
clinic available potential energy at the front. Cons ider a t ion 
should be given to measuring the thermoclinicity and.baroclinic-
ity at major fronts as part of the WOCE. 
. /, 
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Seasonal variation in sirculation 
The survey by Gill & Niiler (1973) provides a starting point 
for discussion of the seasonal cycle in dynamical variables, and 
rather than attempt to summarize the conclusions of that paper I 
have included the authors' abstract as appendix 1 below. They 
were concerned with the largest scales of variability (S·xS·) at 
latitudes higher than 15' and away from boundaries. 
Attention is drawn to their discussion of seasonal variation 
of sea level. They note the relatively la~ge inverse barometer 
effect (a few centimetres) at high latitude: the small barotropic 
response (a few millimetres) to seasonal changes in wind stress: 
and steric changes (a few centimetres) due to seasonal change in 
heat content due to (a) net surface fluxes, (b) Ekman fluxes in 
the mixed layer, and (c) vertical displacement of the ocean 
thermocline by seasonal variation of Ekman pumping. The Sa tidal 
component (a few millimetres) is discussed by Cartw right (this 
vo1um~, chapter ). 
Gill & Niiler (1973) raise the question of advective con-
tribution to the extra-tropical seasonal variations of heat and 
water content, which is negligible according to their dynamical 
analysis, but assumed to close the significant gaps in the surf-
ace annual energy and water budgets. They rejected Bathen's (1971) interpretation of the seasonal cycle heat content in terms 
of advection and (horizontal) eddy diffusion. They note the 
importance of Ekman advection in the seasonal variation of heat 
content at low latitudes. Bryan (1982) has shown that seasonal 
variation of Ekman transport can produce the inter-hemispheric 
exchange deduced by Oort & Vonder Haar (1976) as a residual in 
their analysis of atmospheric heat storage and transport and 
oceanic storage. The TOGA group (1983) ~ummarize the important 
seasonal variations occuring in the tropical ocean, where the 
large Ekman transport and fast baroclinic waves influence heat 
content as much as surface fluxes in many regions, and where 
inter-annual variation often exceeds the mean seasonal range. 
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Although the wind-driven gyres are not expected to exhibit 
significant seasonal variation, there have been reports of seas-
onal modulation of mesoscale variability. The NEADS group (1981) 
have produced evidence of seasonal variation in fluctuations with 
periods of a few weeks. Baroclinic planetary waves with annual 
period are believed to radiate across the Pacific from seasonal-
upwelling regime along the West coast of America (Mysak 1983). 
Inter-annual modulation of the upwell~"g by waves propagating 
along the coasts from the equator may find a response in these 
open ocean Rossby waves. Seasonal variation in the Florida 
current (Niiler & Richardson 1973: Schott 1983) is characterized 
by inter-annual variation larger than the mean cycle. 
3. THE WORLD OCEAN CIRCULATION EXPERIMENT 
In this section we identify WOCE requirements for measure-
ments of the seasonal cycle and water mass conversion, note the 
exi,tence of other projects that may supply the required data, 
and propose actions to collect the rest, either within WOCE or as 
subsidiary projects. 
WOCE requirements 
water mass conversion (wmc) is one of ~he central themes of 
WOCE. It is believed that 
powerful to permit adequate 
after computers become sufficiently 
resolution of topography and meso-
scale variability in the ocean the key problem facing ocean 
climate modellers will be parameterization of processes that 
effect water mass conversion. The only reason that wmc is not 
given top billing now is that it is more urgent to r~duce errors 
in the dynamics due to inadequate resolution that tend to mask 
those due to inadequate parameterization of wmc. But the situat-
ion is likely to change soon: at least before delivery of the 
WOCE data set. 
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The first decision to be made is whether it would be suffic-
ient for WOCE to concentrate exclusively on the seasonal bound-
ary layer, where water masses are formed, or whether it is also 
necessary to include in the WOCE data set some indicators of the 
regional variability of processes that change water mass charact-
eristics below the boundary layer. The argument f.or concentrat-
ing on the boundary layer is that water mass formation represents 
a more urgent problem of direct relevance to surface fluxes, to 
the coupling between ocean and atmosphere, and to the WCRP. To 
take a specific example, the calculation of oceanic scavenging of 
Co, pollution and the thermal response of the ocean to the CO, 
left i~ the atmosphere depend on accurate calculation of the rate 
of subduction of seawater from the boundary into the quasi-adia-
batic interior of the ocean below. It is unlikely that neglect 
of diapycnic mixing below the boundary layer will seriously alter 
model predictions of climate change due to CO. pollution if they 
deal accurately with water mass formatiuon in the boundary layer 
of the upper ocean. 
The case for including signatures of deep w .. ter mass con-
version rests more on the other objective of WOCE, namely the 
general circulation. There are two aspects. The first concerns 
the diagnostic modelling of ocean circulation from distributions 
of scalars measured during \'IOCE (and, where appropriate, during 
earlier expeditions). There is eVidence from diagnostic studies (McDougall 1983) that diapynic mixing has to be taken into account. 
Uncertainty in its nature and magnitude as functions Ot region 
may lead to error in the diagnosed circulati~n. An independent 
measurement of the diapycn~c processes might help to constrain 
the model and yield a more precise estimate of the circulation 
- provided it is accurate. 
The second case comes from the more general aims of \'IOCE, 
namely to provide a data set that will stimulate the development 
of and test general circulation models of the World Ocean. The 
equations of such models include terms to represent the net 
effects of diapycnic mixing events. There have been problems in 
.... ------~---
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the past because of contamination by the diapycnic component of 
the intense lateral mixing due to quasi-geostrophic (andadi a-
batic /isopycnic) eddies. However, it is now known how to avoid 
that error by using isopycnic coordinates (Bleck & Boudra 1982) 
or by rotation of the isobaric coordinates (Redi 1982). Having 
overcome that problem, the qUElstion facing modellers is how to "\ 
parameterize diapycnic mixing in terms of variables resolved in 
the model, and how to ensure that they vary realistically with 
depth and region. Field data are needed to help solve that 
question: they need to have the global coverage that is the 
hallmark of WOCE. But is it necessary to collect them during 
WOCE ? It is unlikely that any measurements we can contemplate 
making on a global scale will be precise enough to permit discus-
sion of large-scale temporal variability below the boundary 
layer, so there is no case for simultaneity. The best argument 
for collecting such data during WOCE, rather than as a part of a 
sep~rate programme, is the logistic one: research ships may not 
be going again to such out-of-the-way places for a long time. 
The argument against collecting data relevant to deep wmc during 
WOCE is that it may compete unacceptably with other WOCE object-
ives. In view of the present state of uncertainty about methods 
of parameterizing diabatic mixing events and the controversy over 
measurement techniques, the best -policy for WOCE is to incorpor-
ate measurments related to wmc below the boundary 1 ayer on a 
non-interference basis, in the hope that the:, might yield a 
valuable bonus afterwards. 
That relaxed approach is not recommended· for water mass 
conversion in the seasonal boundary layer. Accuraee parameter-
ization of the processes involved are vital to the success of 
WOCE as a component of the WCRP and, more generally, for model-
ling the World Ocean water masses. Simultaneity is crucial 
because of the known inter-annual and inter-decadal variability 
in the upper oc"".~ • 
. ~ ",,' 
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Seasonal variation in circulation 
The reader is reminded that in this paper seasonal variation 
embraces not only the "mean" seasonal cycle derived from a multi-
year data set, but also the attendant inter-annual variability. 
The requirement can be conveniently divided into two components: 
1. global information of seasonal variabil i ty in ocean 
circulation and statistics of mesoscale variability 
2. Studies in regions of special inter~st: 
e.g. (1) the tropics, where Ekman forcing is strong and 
baroelinic waves travel fast, 
(2) straits and sills crucial to the general 
circulation, including: 
the Drake passage 
the Florida straits 
the Straits of Gibraltar 
the Greenland-Iceland-Faroe-Scotland sill 
Global monitoring will be effected by satellites and drift-
.,rs. Satellite altimetry and Argoss drifters will provide the 
seasonal variation in surface geostrophic flow needed for model-
ling th= boundary layer. It will be important to develop a 
statistical description of seasonal variation in the core of 
major currents (e.g. at the polar fronts separating subtropical 
anticyclonic and subpolar cyclonic gyres) the displ ace"'e n t 0 f 
which may be the main cause of Observed interannual (Eulerian) 
variations of surface temperature and salinity. Care will be 
needed to define the mean core of the current in the presence of 
intense meandering with shallow geostophic j'et streaks. The 
seasonal variation of mesoscale eddying presents a challenge for 
WOCE in its own right. Having been detected at a few moorings, 
the challenge is now to use altimeter and drifter data to monitor 
the seasonal variation globally. Deep (acoustically-tracked 
drifters will help to establish the vertical distribution of 
seasonally-varying mesoscale eddy kinetic energy. Interpretation 
o~ the data will require a supporting programme to measure: 
1. upper ocean heat content (steric change in sea level) 
2. moored current meters (baroclinic structure of eddy KE) 
3. ship of opportunity current profile programme 
Global measurements of seasonal variation in Ekman tran~port and 
pumping will be derived from satellite s'cil.tterometry. 
Seasonal 
ac!opted here) 
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variation of circulation (in the 
is the quintessence of the TOGA 
broad defInition 
programme. The 
equatorial region is less important when viewed from the global 
and decadal perspective of WOCE. However, the annual flow of 
heat from the summer to the winter hemisphere, ident1fied by Oort 
& Vonder Haar (1976) and modelled by Bryan (1982) is an important 
feature of the global circulation and requires careful monitoring 
of the Ekman heat flux in the tropics. The monitoring of season-
al variation of mass transport and heat flow at straits and sills 
is also an important target for WOCE, and require intense local 
sub-programmes incorporating techniques that are not appropriate 
for global deployment, e.g. moored current meters, tomographic 
arrays, and repeated surveys by research ships. 
Seasonal variation in the boundary layer 
Calculation of water mass formation requires a detailed 
description of seasonal variation in the boundary layer, includ-
ing its depth, temperature, salinity, vertical motion (Ekman 
pumping), advection (Ekman and geostrophic flow). These vari-
~bles are needed globally to calculate the wide variety of water 
properties· being subducted annually. (It is not clear that the 
traditional simplification in terms of classical water types 
named 1n WUst 1935, and Sverdrup, Johnson & Fleming 1942 is 
appropriate for decadal climate prediction.) But it has proved 
troublesome to achieve an adequate empirical description of 
seasonal variation even at easy sites like OWS "P" (Tully & 
Giovando 1964). More general descriptions of regional variation 
include widely different estimates of such crucial properties as 
mixed la,'er depth in winter. Special efforts are needed to 
resolve these difficulties by careful in situ measurments at a 
small number of locations chosen as being speCIally ~elevant to 
WCRP rather than oceanographically tame. It is recommended that 
some such subsidiary programme be undertaken in support of WOCE. 
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The WOCE requirement for glob!!l cov·erage cannot be met 
economically by such in situ campaigns. Yet the global measure-
ments planned for WOCE do not provide the information needed 
directly to describe seasonal variation in the boundary layer. 
Woods (1983a) proposed that that gap be bridged by using a model 
of the boundary layer. satellite data (scatterometer, radio-
meters operating in the IR, visible & microwave) can be used to 
estimate monthly mean surface fluxes of solar energy, sensibl e 
and latent energy, precipitation, and Ekman tramsport & pumping. 
Geostrophic mean flow and mixing can be estimated from satellite 
altimetry and oceanic circulation models. Turbulent kinetic 
energy supply to the mixed layer can be determined from the wind 
stress and surface buoyancy flux. The probl~m with this approach. 
at present is that the surface fluxes are likely to have quite 
large errors, which produce corresponding errors in boundary 
layer structure, according to sensitivity studies with boundary 
layer models. Furthermore, the latter do not yet achieve accur-
ate simulation of the observed mean seasonal cycle from observed 
mean surface weather. For example, fig. shows a comparison of 
Robinson data and model prediction based on Bunker data. The 
present state-of-the-art is not too encouraging, but no other 
approach is on offer, so every effort should be made to collect 
the global observations needed, and to undertake pre-WOcE stud~es 
aimed at improving the performance of boundary layer models. It 
would also be worth investigating the potential of instrumenting 
a large number of Argoss-type buoys with thermistor/conductivity 
chains. Ship-of-opportunity campaigns should look beyond XBTs to 
surface thermo-salinographs, xcnTs and Doppler sonar current 
profilers in order to accumulate data that will test new boundary 
layer models. 
Water mass conversion in the boundary layer 
The seasonal variation in the boundary layer provides the 
key to calculating the annual rate of water mass formation region 
by region. Particular attention must be paid to the following 
variables. 
1. The annual vertical displacement by Ekman pumping/suction, 
2. The annual maximum depth D of the mixed layer. 
1--- --- -~---- ----
I 
I 
i 
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The horizontal qradient and interannual variability of Dare 
particularly important for calculatinq sub-polar water mass 
formation rates. D cannot be derived from exist inq boundary 
layer models (because of the, as y.t unknown, interaction between 
advection and buoyant convection). but it can be measured in 
winter with hiqh quality hydrographic stations, and in summer 
with oxgen profiles and hydroqraphic sections. 
Sea ice 
The seasonal variability of sea ice cover is important for 
the polar salinity balance and bottom water formation. It should 
be monitored throughout WOCE by satellite microwave radiometer. 
Independent programmes such as MIZEX designed to improve our 
understandinq of the role of sea ice in water mass conversion 
should be encouraged as supporting the objectives of WOCE. 
water mass conversion below the boundary layer 
Recent investigations relate diapycnic mixing- due to wave-
induced shear instability to the mean Brunt-V~is~l~ frequency N. 
and double diffusive adjustment of the T-S relationship to the 
density parameter R. 
develop these ideas. 
Further research is needed to test -and 
It would be appropriate to invite SCOR WG69 ("Ocean turbulence") to help coordinate a pre-WOCE programme of 
microstructure case studies with that aim. It seems inappro-
priate to specify additional measurements for WOCE to estimate 
the rates of water mass conversion in deep water. If the above 
conjectures prove riqht. the necessary lnformation will be found 
in the WOCE hydrographic section d~ta. 
. '" 
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Mixinq at large scale fronts 
The leakage of scalars across large-scale oceanic fronts is 
one of the more important processes governing their global dis-
tribution. Also, the vertical circulation occuring in the meso-
scale jet streaks imbedded in large-scale fronts provides an 
important pathway between the mixe~ layer and quasi-adiabatic 
interior of the ocean for nutrients and other scalars. The polar 
fronts separating the subtropical anticyclonic gyres from the 
sub-polar cyclonic gyres are particularly important examples. 
The role of seasonal variation in scalar transport through these 
fronts is not known. Some attention should be given to monitor-
ing them in the WOCE. 
Other projects 
In planning the WCRP it is necessary to take account of 
other projects planned within the WCRP or otherwise. The WCRP is 
divided into three parts, called streams and concerned respect-
ively with climate prediction on time scales on weeks, years and 
decades. The oceanographic programmes for each stream are des-
igned to be downstream compatible. Thus measurements to support 
stream one are also used in streams two and three; those in 
stream two are also needed for stream three. WOCE is part of 
stream three and benefits from oceanographic measurements in 
streams one and two. 
WCRP stream one 
The main oceanographic concern in stream one is with· the 
measurement of the global patterns of surface fluxes of energy 
and water for use as boundary conditions in atmospheric climate 
models. An initial global monitoring programme for 'sea surface 
temperature, sea ice and possibly a few other surface variables 
will be needed to establish the mean cycle and statistics of 
interannual anomalies, including their average rates of decay . 
'---
---------
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·WCRP stream two: TOGA 
The main activity in stream two is the TOGA (Tropical Ocean 
and Global Atmosphere) project. TOGA will cover all aspects of 
seasonal variability and water mass conversion relevant to WOCE 
in the tropics. It is recommended that WOCE should not seek to 
. 
duplicate measurements planned for TOGA. The two programmes 
should be integrated in the tropics, which cover nearly half the 
World Ocean. As a general policy, the WOCE scientific steering 
group should identify measurements required in the tropics and 
seek to have them included in the TOGA programme. I t seems 
unlikely that that policy would lead to any unwelcome extras for 
TOGA with respect to seasonal variability and water mass convers-
ion. 
The WCRP Cage project 
Originally planned as a separate programme to improve meas-
urements of the surface energy flux on the scale of an ocean 
basin, the WCRP Cage project has now been subsumed within WOCE. 
Estimates of mean surface fluxes will be derived from transocean 
heat flux measurements, and from the external budget method 
pioneered by Oort & Vonder Haar. A ship-of-opportunity XBT 
programme is needed to determine changes in the upper ocean heat 
content in support of those aspects of the Cage programme. An 
attempt will be made to increase the accuracy of energy flux 
estimates from the bulk method by using syste,natic satellite data 
(scatterometer & IR radi.ometer). WCRP radiation experiments 
(ERBE & ISCCP) are significant contributors to these cage activ-
ities. The question of whether all components of Cage need to be 
made simultaneously with WO.CE is open for discussion. 
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4. PROPOSED ACTIONS 
We now make a first attempt to see how the WOCE requirements with regard to seasonal variation and water mass conversion can be achieved, taking ~nto account measuring systems tentatively identified as being a'la11able for WOCE and associated activities. It is convenient to introduce a classification of activities. 
class 1 
Class 2 
class 3 
Class 4 
Class 5 
class 6 
Class 7 
Class 8 
Class 9 
systematic global monitoring by satellite Random global monitoring by drifter 
Ship of opportunity campaigns 
coast-coast sections by research ships Monitoring at critical sites (straits, sills, fronts) by moored instruments, tomography, etc Pre-WaCE studies (a) modelling 
(b) local field experiments WaCE monitorin~ of longer term variability Other WCRP experiments 
(e.g. TOGA, Cage, SECTIONS, PATHS, MIZEX, etc) Other non-WCRP activities (e.g. WWW, ECMWF) 
The proposed actions are presented under five headings: 
1. Seasonal variation of surface forcing 2. Seasonal variation of circulation 
3. Seasonal· variation in the boundary layer 4. Water mass conversion in the boundary layer 5. Water mass conversion below the boundary layer. 
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Seasonal variation of surface forcing 
(see also WOCE position paper by Crease) 
1. Wind stress 
Class 1 Scatterometer 
Class 6b Calibration of scatterometer 
Class 8 TOGA fo~ tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically ac"tive zones 
Class 9 WWW synoptic ship observations 
2. Heat flux 
3. 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class J 
Class 6a 
Class 6b 
Class 8 
Class 9 
Evaporation 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 6a 
Class 6b 
Class 8 
Class 9 
Scatteromet'.r for wind in bulk formulae 
IR radiometer for surface temperature 
In situ measurements of surface temperature 
Dual IR radiometer for surface heat flux 
Atmospheric boundary layer models 
Development of the dual radiometer 
Cage 
TOGA in the tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically active zones 
Global weather analysis by ECMWF 
OWS and merchant ship reports 
Scatterometer for wind in bulk formulae 
IR radiometer for surface temperature 
In situ measurements of surface temperature 
Atmospheric boundary layer models 
HEXOS for parameterization at high winds 
TOGA in the tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically active zOhes 
HEXOS 
.-! 
--- -_.-._-., 
4. 
s. 
Precipitation 
Class 1 
Class 5 
Class 6b 
Class 9 
Class 9 
Solar energy 
Class 1 
Class 6 
Class 8 
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Microwave 
Island rain gauges 
Calibration of satellite measurements 
TOGA in the tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically active zones 
Global weather analysis by ECMWF 
Visible radiometer 
Further development of parameterizat10ns 
ISSCP 
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Seasonal v'.Iriation in circulation 
1. Gyre-scale circulation, basin modes, etc 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 5 
Altimeter 
Surface drifters tracked by satellite 
Deep drifters tracked acoustically 
Deep drifters that pop up for satellite fixes 
Monitoring the Florida current 
(in progress 1983) 
Monitor~ng the Drake passage 
Monitoring the Greenland-Iceland-scotland gap 
Class 6b Florida current (see 5 above) 
2. Fronts between gyres 
Class 5 Polar fronts by tomography 
Class 6b North Atlantic polar front now being explored 
by research ships 
3. Mesoscale variability 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Altimeter 
Surface drifters tracked by satellite 
Deep drifters tracked acoustically 
Deep drifters that pop up for satellite fixes 
Class 6b Analysis of long term mooring data 
(e.g. NEADS) 
4. Seasonal planetary waves 
Class 1 
Class 3 
Class 5 
class 7 
Class 8 
Altimeter 
XBT campaign 
(as used in analysis by Magaard, Mysak) 
Monitoring Eastern boundary source regions 
Annual cycle is only part of broader spectrum 
TOGA on the equator and tropics (El Nino) 
---- ---- ---
\ 
I 
I 
I 
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Seasonal variation in the boundary layer 
1. Heat content 
Class l' Altimeter (steric component) 
Class 2 
class 3 
Class 5 
Class 7 
Class 8 
Surface drifters with thermistor chalns XBT campaign 
Along the equator (see TOGA below) 
Special study in north Atlantic for Cage Decadal monitoring by tomography to detect 
secular tren~ due to C~ pollution 
TOGA in the tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically active zones 
2. Freshwater content 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 5 
Surf. drifters with temp./conductivity chains XCDT campaign 
Along the equator (see TOGA below) 
Special study in north Atlantic for Cage Class 6b Batfish sections in north Atlantic Class 7 Decadal variability is Virtually unknown Class 8 TOGA in the tropics 
SECTIONS in energetically active zones 
3. Mixed layer temperature (N.B. WCRP stream one activity) 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 5 
Class 6 
Class 7 
Class 8 
Class 9 
IR radiometer; microwave radiometer 
Surface drifters 
Ship engine intake (N.B. needs calibration) In the tropics (see TOGA below) 
Establish relationship between different 
methods of measurement 
Part of WCRP stream one 
WCRP stream one activity globally 
WCRP stream two (TOGA) activity in tropics World Weather Watch ship observations 
-1t 
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8. Vert~cal motion (from Ekman transport, 7 aDove) 
9. Sea ice (N.B. WCRP stream one act~vityJ 
class 1 Microwave radiometer 
Class 2 Satellite tracked drifters on sea ice 
Class 5 Arctic and Antarctic sites to be chosen 
Class 7 Important to establish secular change 
e.g. due to C~ pollution 
class 8 WCRP sea ice programme now being discussed 
MIZEX 
water mass conversion in the boundary layer 
1- Solar heating 
Class 1 
Class 4 
Class 6a 
class 6b 
Class 8 
Visible radiometer (see "solar energy" above) 
Seawater turbidity from ocean colour monitor 
Solar irradiance profiles 
Develop parameterization based on satellite 
data 
Field work to support 6a 
TOGA in the. tropics 
2. Annual range on Ekman pumping/suction 
(from "vertical motion" above) 
3. Annual maximum depth of mixed layer 
(See also "mixed layer depth" above) 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 4 
Class 5 
Class 6 
Class 8 
Surface drifters with thermistor chains 
XBT campaign 
Oxygen profile for Reid's method 
Thermoclinicity for Woods'S method 
Winter profiles, if there are any 
Annual sections across sites of central water 
formation to use Reid/Woods methods 
Develop the above methods of determinin.g the 
depth of winter mixing from summer data 
TOGA in the tropics 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
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Mixed layer salinity 
Class 1 Passive microwave ( ?) 
Class 2 Surface aritters w1th conauctiv1ty 
Class 3 Thermosalinograph; bottle sample calibration 
Class 5 Tropics by TOGA (see below) 
Class 7 At selected stations (OWS ? ) 
Class 8 TOGA in tropics 
Mixed layer depth 
Class 2 Surface drifters with thermistor chains 
Class 3 XBT campaign 
Class 5 Ocean Weather Stations 
Class 6a Develop boundary layer models that can-
predict mixed layer depth 
Class 6b Support 6a wi th .field experiments 
Class 7 Investigate space-time statistics of the 
annual maximum depth·of the mixed layer. 
(see below "water mass conversion in the BL") 
Class 8 TOGA in the tropics 
Geostrophic transport 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 4 
Class 5 
Class 8 
Ekman transport 
Class 1 
Class 5 
Class 6a 
Class 6b 
Class 8 
Class 9 
Altimeter 
Surface drifters tracked by satellite 
Doppler acoustic current profiler 
Doppler acoustic current profiler 
aiagnostic modelling of WOCE data set 
Polar fronts 
(tomography ?) 
TOGA in the tropics 
Scatterometer 
I n the tropics: see TOGA below 
Explore consequences of aliasing weather 
Field work to support 6a 
TOGA in the tropics 
Global analysis of surface wind stress by 
ECMWF and other global meteorological centres 
;,. 
.,.' 
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Water mass conversion below the boundary layer 
1. Billow turbulence due to internal waves 
Class 4 
Class 6 
Profile of Brunt-Vaisala frequency if K=K(N) 
Invite SCOR WG69 to organise a programme of 
Inicrostructure and finestructure case studies 
to establish parameterizations 
2. Billow turbulence due to geostrophic shear 
Class 5 
Class 8 
Equatorial undercurrent 
TOGA 
3. Double diffusive convection 
Class 4 
Class 5 
class 6 
Density ratio (as used by Schmitt) 
Sections along subduction trajectories in the 
Warm water sphere (central water) 
Further experimental studies to establish 
parameter~zation of diabatic fl·~"es associat 
ed with double diffusive convection 
(SCOR WG69 ?) 
4. Double diffusive intrusions at fronts 
5. 
6 • 
class 5 
Class 6 
Baroclinicity & thermoclinicity at maJor 
oceaniC fronts 
(see also "fronts between gyres ll above) 
Experimental studies to develop par4meteriz-
ations of the transport effected by double 
diffusive intrusions in terms of frontal 
baroclinity and thermoclinicity 
(SCOR WG69) 
BenthiC boundary layer (NO activity within WOCE) 
Continental shelf processes (NO activity within WOCE) 
I 
l 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This paper has briefly reviewed the state-of-the-art in two 
themes relevant to the World Ocean Circulation 
seasonal variation and water mass conversion. 
with respect to both those themes have been 
Experiment. namely 
WOCE requirements 
identified. and 
proposals have been made about how to satisfy those requirements, 
taking account of existing ideas for a WOCE observing scheme, and 
other related experiments. 
Seasonal variation has been taken to include both the mean 
cycle (comprising the annual wave and its harmonics) determined 
from a multi-year data set, plus the attendant inter-annual 
variability. Seasonal variat~on in circulation (iticluding meso-
scale mixing and planetary waves) and in thermohaline and chemi-
cal constituents of seawater both represent significant factors 
in planning the WOCE. So does seasonal variation in the surface 
fluxes, both because they force such changes, and also because 
they will be needed to test coupled ocean-atmosphere models of 
the planetary climate system. Many aspects of these seasonal 
variations can be monitored directly by observing systems propos-
ed for WOCE, but pre-WOCE research is 'needed to i".prove method-
ology. The following cases present the most difficult problems 
and deserve special attention: 
Surface fluxes 1. evaporation and sensible heat flux 
2. precipitation 
3. total heat flux (from dual IR radiometer 
on ships-of-opportunity) 
~q,1ndary layer 1. freshwater content from ships-of-opport. 
2. surface salinity from satellite microwave 
3. mixed layer depth, especially in winter 
Water mass conversion is one of the central themes of WOCE. 
The strategy is to collect large-scale siJnaturcs 6f water mass 
conversion, appropriate for future use in diagnostic models of 
the general circulation and in prognostic models of climate 
change. 
posldble 
atures. 
Advances made during the past two decades makes it 
to identify prime candidates for such large-scale sign-
The following have. been di,cussed in this paper: 
'~ . 
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In the seasonal boundary layer of the ocean 
1. the vertical profile of solar heating 
2. the annual vertical displ~cement by Ekman pumping 3. the annual maximum depth of the mixed layer 
selow the boundary layer 
1. the vertical profile of Srunt-Vaisala frequency 2. the density ratio (as in the T-S diagram) 3. frontal baroclinicity and thermoclinicity 
Further research is needed to establish useful parameteriz-ations based on these large-scale signatures. It is recommended that SCOR WG69 ("ocean turbulence") be invited to help by organ-izing a series of case studies involving microstructure and finestructure measurements at sites where the WOCE large-scale signatures are being monitored. Highest priority should be given to processes that effect water mass co,wersion in the seasonal boundary layer of the ocean, second p=i~city to those in the warm water sphere and third to those in the cold water sphere, because that is the order of their impact on climate prediction for WCRP stream three. 
There is considerable overlap between the requirements of WOCE and TOGA in the tropics with respect to seasonal variati,on (including inter-annual variability as defined above) and water mass conversion, especially in the boundary layer and equatorial undercurrent. It is recommended that the TOGA project take over all these activities in the tropics, leav1ng :~OCE to concentr'ate on higher latitudes. A joint WOCE-TOGA panel should be estab-lished to ensure that all WOCE requirements are met in the trop-ies. 
A similar arrangement might be appropriate for seasonal variation and water mass conversion in polar waters, Where sea ice is important. Consideration should be given to establishing appropriate links with MIZEX (for the Arctic) and the forthcoming WCRP Antarctic sea ice project. 
-'i 
"'. 
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CAPTIONS 
Seasonal variation of sea surface temperature. 
Sensitivity to seasonal variation in weather. 
Model calculation using Bunker monthly mean data. 
Meridional variation of the maximum penetrations of: 
(1) solar heating (10 MJ/m~y ~ 100 'MJ/m'y) 
(2) the mixed layer in winter 
The seasonal variation of processes in the boundary 
layer shown schematically. 
The spring accumulation of fresh water in the upper 
ocean measured at one kilometre intervals along a 
2.$ Mm batfish section between the Azores and Greenland 
Note the transition from excess of evaporation over 
precipitation in the south to the opposite in the North 
also the effects of advection at the polar front. 
The seasonal variation of mixed layer depth. Diurnal 
maximum and minimum for constant weather at a site 
where the net annual surface energy flux is zero. 
A typical temperature profile showin~ in which D the 
annual maximum depth of the mixed layer is marked by an 
elbow. 
Reid's (1982) map of D (ehe annual maximum depth of the 
mixed layer) based on oxygen measurements. 
Maps of D from various authors. 
a. Zubov 1978 
b. Robinson, Bauer & Schroeder 1979 
c. Levitus 1982 (based on a temperature criterion) 
d. Levitus 1982 (based on a density criterion) 
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The meridional variation of D shown by the haloclinic-ity elbow in a summer hydrographic section. 
The individual profiles from which this section was constructed show no clear elbow marking D. 
Variation in the annual mean mixed layer temperature at OWS "C" (Rodewald 1983, unpublished) 
Seasonal mean and interannual variation in mixed layer salinity at North Atlantic OWS (Taylor & Stephens 1980) 
The relationship between mixed layer temperature and upper ocean heat content (Gill & Turner 1976). 
Seasonal variation of sea ice around Antarctica. 
Estimates of turbulent mixi~g in the equatorial under-current based on microstructure measurements (Gibson 1983) 
The dependence of salt eddy diffusivity on the density ratio R, and the apparent diffusivity of R. (Schmitt 1981) 
Schematic illustration of cross-frontal intrusions due to thermoclinic sloping convect (Garrett 1982) 
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The seasonal variation of mixed layer depth. Diurnal 
maximum and minimum f o r constant weather at a site 
where the net annual surface energy flux is zero. 
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Reid's (1982 ) map of 0 (the annual maximum de9th of the mixed layer) based on oxygen measurements. 
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The relationship between mixed layer temperature and 
upper ocean heat content (Gill & Turner 1976). 
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Appendix 
Deep-Sea RCMal"Cb, 1973, Vol. ZO, pp. 1-4. tc 177. Perp.moo Pfc:u. Printed. i.a. Orcal Britaia. 
The theory of the seasonal variability in the ocean 
A. E. GILL' and P. P. NULERt 
(Received 31 May 1972: in relliud form 30 August 1972; Qccf!pted 5 September 19i2) 
Abstract-The theory of Iara-e-scale !icasonal variations of temperarurc, salinity, sea-Ie\'cJ, velocity. etc. in the ocean is considered herein. Regions near the boundaries and witb.in 15° of the equator are excluded. It is found that, for the scales consid~red . the beat iDput is mainly stored locally and hori-zontal advection by the mean flow is nol p:uticu1arly important. Effects of venical advection and of seasonal changes of harizoQw advection in tho Ekman lay.,. are calculated for S' squares in the North Aclantic and North Pacific and also fCllDd to be relatively minor. Observational evidence is diso,,,ed 
Contributions to sea-level chanr-s are calculated for each SC4SOn for S° squar:s in the North: Adanuc and Nonh Pacific. First, there i3 a response to cbanges in atmospheric pressure which is par-ticularly important (a few em) at high latitudes. This response is, however, dyn.amjca1ly uninterestins: aJ temperature, velocicy. etc. arc hardly changed. Second, there is the barotropic response to changes in the wind stras. This produces small ch3Jlge.s (a few mm) in sea-level on the scales considered, and corresponding che.Dgc:s of bottom pressure. Velocity amplitudes inc:re:lSC (0 about 3 mm scc-1 in the west, corresponding to horizontal displacements of 15 km. Although these values seem small. the associated t:ra.o5ports, spre:ld over 20° of Iatit)J..d.e, are considerable (30 x 10· ml sec-I). However. since topogr.lphjc effectS are so important for barotropic motions, t.'l.e lar~ t:ra.nsports are confined (0 deep water reaions and would not, for inst3Jlte, be expected to contribute 4"uch to seasonal ch3Jlge5 of transport through the Florida. Straits. Because the ch3Jlge5 in bottom pre&!ure are small, the sc:a-level changes are approximately isostatic, a" concluded from observational srudies. On the other band, there is reason to believe that large barotropic changes will be found in reg:ons of closed con-
'OUD of H co«c ., where H i5 the depth and • the Iaritude. Thirdly, there :ue steric ~ges in sea-level. The major change (a few an) is produced by c.~pansioQ and contraction of the water colw:ni::t above the seasonal thermocline due to changing tiwtes of heat and water aaoss the surface. Currents of a few mm. sec _1 are produced above the se:lSonal thermo-cline by the changes in density field, but the transpon over 20° latitude is U!!.d:r 106 m~ ~C(; _l . There are other, less importan~, stenc changes (usually less than 10rJ due to movements induced by the ch:mgiol wind stre:s.s, and these effects have been e:rplicitJy calculated by sc:lSOn for the North Atlantic aud North Pacific~ The changes involve (1) r.hanges in the mixed layer due to convergences ofh.~t and salt produced by Ekman ~.w< .. , and (2) changes produced by Ekman pumping which di5piaco .he main thermocline up or down by a few metres. The lauer change represents the baroclinic respl1nse which inc:reascs in strength towards the equator, although even at ISO (wbere the analysis breaks down). C1J.1TeD,~ are only about 1 mm. sec - l • Tb: baroclinic. response dominates the barotropic re-sponse at low latitudes, while the reverse is ttue at rush latitudes. The two responses are compar.~ble at 30'. Fourthly, there is • tidal compollcn~ Sa (DooDSON, 1921; WUNSCH, 1967) with a period of 1 year and an amplitude of a few mm whicn will oot be discussed herein. . ta.rge.scale anoma/iu in the surface temperature of the ocean are discussed qualitatively, nlthough these are not seasonal chanaes. lt is suggoted. that the main changes are simply due to change5 in the heat flux tbrouah the surface, and changes in the converc-:nce of heat in the E1cma.n layer, the latter bccomina: sianificant at low latitudes. Simple ways of modelling the chanJC:S can be employed for ~a:ions not too close to the equator. 
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A World Ocean Circulation Experiment 
Prepared for the "Workshop on Global Observatio!l and 
Understanding of the General Circulation of the Oceans" 
National Academy of Sciences 
Woods Hole Study Center 
Woods Hole, ~1assachusetts 
August 3-12, 1983 
Carl I. Wunsch 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Following is a very .rough, and obviously incomplete, draft of 
a descJ:'iption of a possible global ocean circulation experi-
ment. I have combined elements of the Tokyo report, with 
Appendix III of the ccca Meeting Report Number 4, along with 
purely personal ideas, in an attempt to show the scope of such 
a program. If we are to proceed with something like WOCE, then 
a much improved, complete version of a document such as this 
will b-ave to be prepared. . 
For the present time, I emphasize the rough draft nature of 
what follows, and the fact that it has no official standing 
whatsoever. 
Carl I. Wunsch 
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PRELIMINfllY DRAFT 16 JUNE 1983 
A World Ocean Circulation Experi.ent 
1. Introductory Summary 
The past decades have seen great progr28s made toward understanding of 
the ocean circulation. Much of this progress haa occurred under the impact of 
technological innovation. In the decades following World War II the 
oceanographic community has developed a good zero order picture of the major 
physical and dynamical elements of the fluid flow. Geophysical fluid dynaaics has provided a theoretical framework into which one could place observations 
obtained from a long list of novel instrumentation made available under the 
electronics revolution. The computer has made possible both the bandltng of 
the large data quantities generated by the new instruments, and t.he creation 
of numerical models of entire ocean basins. 
As a result of these major advances, it is proposed that we are noW ready 
to tackle what see~" to be the fundamental issues of understanding the oceanic general circulation. As recently as 10 years ago, too little was known and 
instruments were too crude to even contemplate the program described here. 
Dut as a result of several parallel developments, we argue that the time has 
come to mount a truly global experiment to observe and understand the ocean. 
We mention only three: 1) The regional programs of the past decade, which 
took advantage of the newly developed instrumentation for time series of 
observations almost ev~rywhere in the ocean, have made clear 'the proble. of 
sampling the ocean. Programs such as MOng-I, CUEA, ISOS, INDEX, ••• show.c·, 
that the ocean is time variable on all measured temporal scales and is 
energetically dominated by comparatively small spatial mcales. The reDult-ia 
an underetanding of the magnitude of the problem of adequately observing the 
ocean, along with considerable knowledge of the sampling requ1rellll!nts that 
must be "",t. 
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2) The continued aevelopment of new technologies for observing the ocean. 
Here we would emphasize newly emergent techniques (described at greater length 
below) which make it possible to observe the ocean on the global acale, while 
at the a8me time meeting the sampling requirements newly raised in the recent 
past. 
3) A general understanding that because the ocean is a global fluid, it must 
ba observed on global scales and that aocietal concerns about the ocean, some 
of which hava become u~gent, can only be addressed globally. (We refer to the 
report by the National Academy of Sciences, 1966, providing the rationale for 
what became of the Global Weather Experiment as an analogous situation in 
meteorology). 
The idea of a World Ocean Circulation Experiment thus represents a 
confluence of these three trends: the recognition, 'as a result of vast 
scientific and technical progress of 40+ yeats of the great difficulty of 
observi~g the ocean; that this same progress has brought to hand the 
possibility for a solution to the observational problem; and a renewed sense 
that understanding of the ocean is of considerable practical importance. 
What follows is an outline of a World Ocean Circulation Experiment 
(WOCE). A number of goals of varying degree of difficulty of achievement are 
listed. Some approaches to these goals are described, as are a number of 
potential elements of the program. The general theme of the program is that 
present understanding of the ocean circulation is predominantly limited today 
by a lack of observations. Much of WOCE (or strictly speaking, the problem of 
designing WOCE) is directed at remedying the paucity of observations. But the 
observational program is constructed around detailed theoretical knowledge of 
how the ocean circulation probably works. Deployment and ultimate uSe of the 
WOCE observation systems and data ia dependent upon theoretical and modeling 
efforts; observational and theoretical elements are inseparably linked. 
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2. Primary Goals: 
The ovei'all goal of WOCE is to greatly improve unders tanding of. the 
general cir~ulation of the world oceans. ~thin this general goal 
::.-
are a large number of more specific.goals among which we identify: 
1) Quantitative determination of the long-term average oceanic fluxes of heat, 
fresh water, of bio-chemical tracers, and of man-induced tracers such as 
fluorocarbons and tritium. 
2) Determination of the annual and interannual fluctuatuions in these and 
other fluxes. 
3) Determination of the primary fields of air-sea coupling, including 
wind-stress, air-sea neat and moisture fluxes, their multi-year means and 
their annual and interannual variability. 
4) Understanding of the oceanic responses to imposed changes in air-sea 
forcing functions. 
5) Determination of the oceanic rate of uptake of atmospheric gases (C02, 
fluorocarbons) • 
6) Determi~ation of the space and time scales, and energy levels of oceanic 
mesoscale variability. 
7) Determination of the nature and importance of oceanic variability on Diddle 
(large than mesoscale) and basin scales. 
8) Improved understanding of the nature and rates of oceanic mixing including 
convective overturning (water mass ~onversion rates). 
9) The production of quantitative tests of the validity of ideas concerning 
the primary dynamical balances governing large scale oceanic motions. 
10) Design of an effective and economical system for measuring and monitoring 
the ocean on climatological scales in the period following WOCE. 
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These goals simultaneously served a number of important concern.: 
(1) One of the major goals of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) 
is to understand the role of the ocean in determining our present global 
climate, its role in fluctuations of the climate state, the rate at Which the 
ocean will absorb the current C02 transient, and the way in which the ocean 
will respond to changes in atmospheric circulation under the C02 induced 
warming. 
(2) The general problems of the physical oceanographer in trying to 
understand what the general circulation of the ocean is and what are its 
dominant physical mechanisms. 
(3) The need to understand the general circulation of the Ocean in 
adequate detail to predict the fate of wastes in the ocean over very long 
time-scales with particular concern for potential high level radioactive 
wastes. 
(4) Important issues concerning the biological cycles in the ocean are 
probably unaddressable until there is vastly greater understanding of the 
physical and chemical environment in which these cycles occur. 
The design of WOCE is based upon the belief that these and other 
important problems are all best addressed through a comprehensive. multi-year, 
program to observe the global ocean circulation and its changes. Such a 
program is proposed for the late 1980's to early 1990's because of the 
confluence of several factors: 
1) Much increased understanding, from research of the past several 
a.ecad"", of the nature of the ocean circulation, and reasonably complete 
understanding of the temporal and apatial sampling issues. 
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2) The development at many different institutions in many countries af 
instrumentation capable of long time series measurements at arbitrary depths 
in the world oceans. 
3) The continuing development of numerical models of basin and global 
scale ocean circulation with resolution adequate for all energetic scales of 
motion. 
4) Progress in the development of methods for rapid and cheap 
determination of chemical tracers. 
5) Developments in satellite technology providing for the first time, the 
possibility of global scale observations of both the ocean (altimetry) and of 
the primary forcing function (scatterometers). 
6) The realization that most of the important problems mentioned above 
are unanswerable without such a program. 
3. Observational Foci: 
1) The fields of surface forcing as determined by 
a) Satellite scatterometers (anticipated spacecraft are the European 
Space Agency's ERS-I and the U.S. Navy's NROSS) for wind stress. 
b) Conventional meteorological analyses for wind stress and heat and 
moisture fluxes based upon improved atmospheric modelling efforts and an 
upgraded surface observational system using drifters in otherwise uncovered 
regions. 
2) The field of oceanic surface topography (the oceanic surface pressure 
boundary condition) determined by 
a) Satellite altimeters (anticipated spacecraft are ERS-l and the U.s. 
NASA Topex Mission) 
b) Tide gauge network on coasts and oceanic islands 
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3) Global hydrography from ships usng both highest quality CTD observations 
plus developing free fall instruments from "rese·arch ships of opportuni ty" to 
provide both a climatological T-S data base plus cont~.nent to continent, 
top-to-bottom section for use with ~ynamic method and ancillary observations 
and models. 
4) Global measurements from ships (probably combined with hydrographic 
measurements) of "light" 1.10. small sample, chemical tracers, including 
tritium, fluorocarbons, oxygen, nutrients... These observations, along with 
the hydrography provide the primaTY observables representing the integrated 
(i.e. time-average) behavior of the ocean circulation. 
5) Global, but sparse observations of "heavy", i.e. large water sample, 
chemical tracers such as carbon-14 as part of the determination of 
time-integrated oceanic behavior. 
6) Global, but sparse, determination of the dominant source-sink terms of the 
bio-geochemical tracers involving transfers to and from the seafloor and 
continental margins by sediment traps etc. for purposes of using the tracers. 
7) Direct observations of the flow fields over large areas for long time 
periods by "clouds" of IIe,.trally buoyant floats and surface drifters, both 
communicating directly with satellites. 
8) Measurements of large areal averages for long times, of heat content, 
velocity and vorticity and potential vorticity through moored acoustic 
tomography arrays. 
9) Ship of opportunity programs involving near-surface velocity measurements 
through acoustic backscatter and of direct near surface density field through 
xbt's. 
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10) A fe~, special, regional foci involving ships, conventional moored current 
meters, floats, temperature recorders, tide gauges and other in situ 
instrumentation. These regional foci would be chosen as those places where 
local knowledge had direct and immediate impact upon knowledge of the larger 
circulation scales. Candidate regions are the overflows of the northern North 
Atlantic, convecting regions of the North Atlantic, the flux through the 
Florida Straits, or the flux of the Kuroshio and other western boundary 
currents, the Drake Passage flux, etc. 
4. Modelling Foci 
Several different types of modelling effort will be important to WOCE. 
By the time of the major field effort we expect to have available eddy 
resolving basin scale general circulation models with good parameterization of 
non-adiabatic processes. He already have global scale general circulation 
models with thermodynamic components. Both types of models, and anticipated 
hybrids, would be used with the WOCE global forcing functions (winds and 
surface pressure boundary conditions) and with the interior observations of 
velocity, temperature, vorticity etc. "assimilated" into the models for 
analysis. 
A special sub-set of these models will be those used to study chemical 
tracers. As already noted, the tracer observations are directed at the 
near-zero frequency behavior of the ocean. As with the other observables, but 
with different emphases and techniques, the observations will be used with 
models in various modes and methods ("assimilation", "optimal estimation", 
"inversion", etc.) to make inferences about oceanic physics. 
We expect that analytical and semi-analytical modelling will become very 
much more active than in the past, under the impa~t of both the observations 
themselves and from inferences from the numerical models used in 
conjunction with the observations. 
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For reasons (technical) discussed below, WOCE will include major 
numerical tide and gravity field modelling efforts. 
5. Timetable 
The major field effort in WaCE will be timed to coincide with the flight 
of at least one a1timetric and one scatterometer mission. At present, the 
period envisioned is 5 years beginning in early 1989. A 5-year period for 
intensive observations has been chosen for a number of reasons. It is a 
period of sufficient duration to yield good estimates of the time average 
circulation, several realizations of the annual cycle, and of the interannual 
..-r ke . variability. It is also consistent wit~ maximum expected lifetime of 
spacecraft missions (e.g. five years for Topex) and is of adequate duration to 
permit global surveys by ship without overburdening the research institutions 
in any given year. 
A number of waCE efforts must however take place prior to the intensive 
field phase. Much of the technology described above is still in the 
development phase; it must be tested and made sufficiently reliable in the 
years between now and 1989. waCE will need numerical models of types that do 
not noW exist, but which are under deve1opment--developments that need to be 
accelerated. Many other programs (e.g. the U.S. Transient Tracer Experiment) 
are already occurring and will provide "reconnaissance data" for the detailed 
planning of the intensive field phase. 
6. Scope 
The emphasis within waCE is on the global scale. As with any fluid 
system, complete understanding can only come when all energy dominant 
components are measured and the system is not energetically open. The global 
scale is beyond the reach of existing consortia of oceanographers and access 
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to it is the only justification for creating a large international scientific 
program. Existing organizations are fully capable of mounting ~egional 
studies. The global scale requires a higher level of collaboration, and the 
use of resources, such as satellites, which involve governmental bodies at 
high levels. WOCE is envisioned as supplementing, not r.eplacing, existing 
arrangements and programs. InevitablY, there will have to be some redirection 
of effort during the main field program of WOCE (financial and human resources 
are both limited), but regional and process oriented oceanography will remain 
important elements of the science. 
7. Elaboration on Observational Foci 
7.1 Surface Forcing--Winds 
To the extent that the ocean circulation is taken as decoupled from the 
atmosphere (i.e. ignoring the feedbacks of the ocean on the atmosphere) the 
circulation is forced by winds and by air sea transfers of heat and 
freshwater. Over most of the ocean it is "not the wind stress itself but 
rather its curl that is the dynamically crucial quantity; the tropical 
regions are an exception. At the present time, in order to determine the 
forcing by wind, oceanographers are forced to rely primarily upon crude 
shipboard observations. These observations are mostly confined to major 
shipping lanes, are of uncertain quality and are subject to a bias because 
ships tend to avoid regions of high winds. Thus extant estimates of the wind 
field over the sea are crude climatological averages taken over long times and 
over large distances. It is impossible to make valid estimates of what the 
stress is in any particular month of any particular year - a situation that 
becomes intolerable when one seeks to understand the state of the ocean 
circulation at a specific time. 
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The situation for estimating thermodynamic forces is even worse. 
Evaporation and the transfers of latent and sensible heat between the ocean 
and atmosphere are normally based upon so-called bulk aerodynamic formulas 
which involve empirical drag coefficients, the wind speed to some high power, 
and often such ill-determined quantities such as air-sea temperature 
differences. Some critical quantities involve estimating cloud 
cover--notoriously difficult to observe (Charnock et al., 1982 discuss some of 
the problems). But improvements in the wind field estimates would go far to 
reduce the uncertainties in many of the most important transfer proceases. 
Thus obtaining estimates of the wind stress over the sea so that the mean 
and variability of the major forces acting upon the ocean may be determined 
must be a major goal of any global circulation experiment. The stress must be 
determined to a fractional precision better than other elements in the system 
to minimize uncertainties in any comparison of model performance with 
observations. The need is for seasonal evolution of time averaged stress for 
a few typical years; the spatial resolution should be appropria.te to the 
structure of this time averaged stress in specific regions and is typically in 
the range of a few hundred to one thousand kilometers. The strategy for 
meeting this requirement involves a satellite-based scatterometer in 
conjunction with a programme for systems in situ (both wind speed and surface 
pressure distributions). Given an instrument relatively free of directional 
ambiguities, and excepting unsuspected sources of systematic error which may 
become apparent as the physics of the relationship between backscatter cross 
section and surface wind become better understood, the residual uncer.tainty 
after averaging large numbers of observations should be less than ±10t or 
0.5 mls in the vector wind, whichever is larger. Such overall system accuracy 
would yield a major improvement over current knowledge. Important next steps 
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are the definition of the observing system's inter-comparison programme, and 
analysis of the potential impact of biases introduced in the resolution of 
directional ambiguities and by undetected rainfall. 
7.2 Surface Forcing--Heat Flux 
The sea surface temperature is a significant variable in the context of 
modelling ocean/atmosphere interactions only if accompanied by knowledge of 
the net surface heat flux and its sensitivity to sea surface temperature 
changes on various scales. The field of net heat flux coupled With this 
sensitivity constitutes another fundamental forcing for thE, general 
circulation of the ocean. This forcing is poorly known, yet it is central to 
the overall understanding of ocean atmosphere interactions. 
Some of the components of the heat flux can be determined better than 
others. A particular problem concerns the evaporation rate, one of the 
largest components. Even under favorable observational circumstances, there 
are Significant uncertainties in current methods of determining this on a 
large scale and the prospects for significant improvement in present knowledge 
of the evaporation rate over the globe by present techniques are poor. It is 
a high priority matter to develop observational techniques in order to make 
better estimation of net evaporation possible. 
7.3 Surface Forcing--Moisture ~ 
Because it cumulatively affects the salinities of the upper layers, and 
hence preconditions water masses for convective overturning, net moisture 
flux (evaporation minus precipitation) is also a fundamental forcing and the 
evaporation rate is a major uncertainty in -"e net surface heat flux. 
Unfortunately, over oceanic- areas the cumulative precipitation is probably I 
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even less well known than the evaporation and the net difference is uncertain 
to perhaps a factor of two over wide areas. 
2 The designation of ±lO W/m as the desired accuracy for surface heat flux 
(see the Cage Report, WCP-22) if applied to the component associated with 
atmospheric moisture divergence alone, implies a net moisture flux of 
±15 em/yo If attainable, this would be a very useful measurement. The 
prospects for dramatic improvement by traditional approaches are poor and a 
spectrum of radical new strategies needs to be explored. The need is great. 
One possibility is to infer the net surface coisture flux directly from 
the atmospheric moisture flux divergence over large areas, using an 
atmospheric assimilation model strengthened by direct observations of 
vertically integrated precipitable water (which have been obtained on a pilot 
basis from a satellite-based microwave radiometer), coupled with the maximum 
available information about the low-level wind field (e.g., from cloud winds). 
This approach could be tried using existing data archives but does not appear 
to have been given major attention. 
7.4 The Field of Surface Topography 
In seeking critical observables for understanding the ocean on a global 
scale, one is faced with many important physical constraints. The size of the 
ocean means that the physical variable must be observed globally; whatever one 
chooses to observe must have some directly computable relationship to flow 
dynamics; finally the variable should not be overly sensitive to unobservable 
local physics. The global scope necessarily drives one toward satellite 
techniques, but the ocean is opaque to electromagnetic radiation, and whatever 
one could hope to measure will be a surface variable. The sea surface has 
many measureable physical properties-:oughness, color, dielectric constant, 
temperature, elevation. Roughness can be measured in a variety of ways 
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(synthetic aperture radars, scatterometers, altimeters). Suitably 
interpreted, roughness provides a measure of the stress acting on the ocean by 
the atmosphere and is the basis for the use of scatterometers for inferring 
the wind stress. Thus (apart from isolated problems like internal wave 
modulation of the surface) roughness is primarily a measure of how the ocean is being forced, not how it is responding. 
Infrared temperatures (IR) of the sea surface have been measured longer 
than any other space observable. With suitable accuracies these are very 
valuable measurements both for providing boundary conditions upon atmospheric 
models where the ocean temperature is a boundary condition, and for showing 
the enormous complexity of near-surface physics. But as a tool for 
understanding the ocean, IR (and the more recent microwave measurements) do 
not have great promise for fulfilling the need of those examining the 
circulation, although the measurements are important--on large scales--for 
understanding air/sea heat transfers. The reasons are several: a) the 
temperature measured is that of the upper fraction of a millimeter of the sea, b) this temperature seems to be not easily related to the circulation even a 
few meters below, because much microscale physics operates at the sea surface 
not easily related to the larger scale, deep flows. 
Ocean color is measured down to an optical depth of several meters and is 
a reflection not only of the large scale circulation but also of surface 
temperature, biological productivity and sediment transport. It contains all 
the complexity of the surface temperature measurement as well as the· added 
complications of biology. 
Surface elevation emerges as a uniquely useful variable in this context; 
it is described at some length by the Topex SCienc.e Working Group, 1981. 
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There are a number of reasonS for this: a) Surface elevation is a dynamical 
variable and can be treated directly as a boundary condition on the large 
scale flow (along with the wind stress or windstress curl). b) Near surface 
flow processes, often of great complexity, do not show up to first order as 
pressure, i.e. surface elevation changes--surface elevations primarily reflect 
the largest scale (quasi-geostrophic) flows below ~he top 50 to 100 m of the 
ocean. c) Altimeters are not limited by the presence of clouds, d) (related 
to (b» the slopes of the sea surface topography immediately provide the 
geostrophic velocity which is directly related to solving the oceanographer's 
infamous level of no motion problem. 
Experience with altimetric satellites (and with existing arrays of island 
tide gauges) support the idea that altImetry is capable of providing a global 
determination of variability on all time and space scales, and of providing 
the time average sea surface topography (the pressure boundary condition) on 
large spatial scales. 
7.5 Chemical Tracers 
Chemical tracers are extremely diverse; they come in most combinations of 
stable/unstable, transient/steady-state, conserved/non-conserved, dynamically 
active/passive. Tne use of salt and temperature as dynamically active, 
stable, steady, sometimes conservative, tracers goes back for more than 150 
years. At the opposite extreme fluorocarbons are of very r.ecent use and 
represent a transient, conserved, stable, dynamically passive tracer. 
Much of what is taken as conventional wisdom about the long-term time I 
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Broecker and Peng (1982) summarize what is known about most tracers that have 
been found useful in studying the ocean circulation. 
behavior of the OC2an circulation is based upon the descriptive properties of 
chemical tracers. The writings of Wuat are typical of the sort of argument 
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that is taken for granted by most oceanographers; they are based upon the 
assertion that the gross distributions of mappable properties permit robust 
inferences about the overall movement of water in the ocean. 
If we assume the WaCE operates a major field program for 3 to 5 years, 
than with the exception of the chemical tracers, all other observations 
available can at best describe the ocean during that 3 to 5 year period. 
Current meter or float or wind observ.ations will yield instantaneous flow o. 
forcing values and annual and interannual mean: But we are also interested in A making deductions about the ocean circulatuion and its behavior over decades 
to centuries and longer. Chemical tracers, if we have the wit to use them 
properly, represent the time integral, that is time average!behavior of the 
ocean over very long periods of time. Much current activity is directed at 
making sense of what is often a very complex weighted, in space and time, 
average. Nonetheless, despite the difficulties, the intense efforts devoted 
to using tracers in models ranging from simple box balances to elaborate 
general circulation calculations suggest that the primary limitation at the 
present time is the paucity of adequate data over much of the ocean. 
A useful tracer hss several characteristics. It should be easy to 
measure with adequate accuracy so that it can be mapped in three dimensions (and in time if it is not in steady-state); its chemistry should be simple so 
that uncertai~ties in its involvement with global biogeochemical cycles are 
not overwhelming (tracers such as tritium and fluorocarbons are nearly perfect from this point of view), its sources and sinks should be sufficiently 
different from other useful tracers that it provides independent information. 
Probably no single tracer is absolutely ide~l; it is the possibility of 
observing a large number of them that is the major hope for their use in 
tightly constraining the large scale time average ocean circulation. A major 
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-I' component of WOCE is to obtain observations on a global scale of the 
dis·tribution of enough tracers to infer through appropriate models the long 
term behavior of the ocean circulation. 
7.6 Global Hydrography 
Ocean basin scale surveys such as those carried out by the Meteor in 
1925-26, and in the North and South Atlantic during the IGY have been the 
heart of the data base for discussions of the ocean circulation. Such 
sections serve two purposes--they provide the basic information about water 
mass distributions and properties, while at the same time giving (through the 
dynamic method) indications of the flux rates of water masses and, indirectly, 
their conversion rates. 
At the present time, only the Atlantic has been covered by such deep, 
coast-to-coast surveys and dissatisfaction with the coverage even in the North Atlantic has led to a recent program of augmentation there. 
WOCE would include an IGY scale survey of the global ocean, including 
those regions (South Pacific, Indian Ocean) historically poor in data. Such a 
survey (which would involve a total of about 10 research ship years spread 
over the duration of WOCE) simultaneously serves several purposes. 1) It 
provides the basic ~limatological distribution of water masses and dynamic 
topography for the use in circulation models (of very disparate types). Z) In 
the presence of an altimeter and scatterometer satellites, it provides for the first time a determination of the absolute water flux rates at one moment, 
3) Temperature, salinity, and the other chemical properties observed on the 
lines are the basic observables for making deductions about the nature of the 
circulation on a time scales greatly exceeding the WOCE lifetime, 4) We 
provide a baseline for the study, over future decades, for climatological 
fluctuations in the ocean. 5) Repeated lines provide the essential 
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information concerning the temporal fluctuations in deep ocean baroclinicity. 
Of special importance to WOGE are 8-8 distributions where isopycnal 
surfaces intersect regions of water mass formation by deep convection or 
wintertime cooling and mixing or where water masses are added by overflows in 
polar regions. Particular problems exist in defiing an "average" 8-8 
distribution in regions of sporadic wintertime vertical exchanges. This is of 
particular concern in the definition of large-scale mixing processes in terms 
of source water types. 
The accuracy and detail to which the interior e-8 fields need to be known 
depends on whethar the primary purpose is model verification or whether it is 
the estimation of derived quantities such as potential vorticity. An 
evaluation of the existing e-8 data base for meeting the basic objectives of 
WOGE is needed. 
It is envisioned that the hydrographic program could be conducted on 
several levels. The research vessels of the primary oceanographic research 
institutions would provide a standard baseline of the highest possible levels 
of data quality. In order to cover the world ocean, it is expected that 
somewhat lower quality data, but more easily and cheaply obtained, would be 
provided by "secondary" research vessels. Intercalibration between both the 
primary and secondary data types would have to be very carefully considered. 
8. Elaboration ~ Modelling Foci 
Effective treatment of ocean atmosphere interactions in discussions of 
climate system sensitivity requires quantitative models which are demonstrably 
realistic enough to be credible for the purposes at hand. Quantitative models 
of the ocean circulation fall into three broad classes, each with a crucial 
role in WOGE. 
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(i) Simple and highly idealized conceptual models with incomplete 
physics, which have nonetheless captured the essence of some aspect 
of ocean dynamics or thermodynamics, have made possible major 
advances in understanding the circulation of the ocean. The 
complexity of the climate system demands that this approach be 
pursued on a broad basis, particularly to guide thinking towards 
critical tests or developments of more elaborate models. 
(ii) General circulation models, on the other hand, simulate as many as 
possible of the relevant competing processes and form the pinnacle 
of comprehensive descriptions of the system. Because of practical 
limitations, there are at present two kinds of models: ocean 
general circulation models (without eddies), and eddy-resolving 
general circulation models. The first kind are designed to study 
\ 
the global structure of the circulation and the three-dimensional 
density structure. They ,include processes of water mass conversion 
and deep water production; \their major deficiency is that they must \ parameterize crudely a range 'of physical processes (mesoscale 
eddies, high-latitude convection, vertical mixing) "hich may be 
vital to the climate application. The second kind of model 
explicitly include mesoscale eddies (through very Irlgh horizontal 
resolution) and has had considerable success in accounting for the 
geographic structure of eddy variability and lateral mixing. Thus 
far, however, active water mass formation processes and 
thermodynamic interaction with the atmosphere have not been 
included. A marriage of these two kinds of models represents one of 
the major tasks of the next five years. This will, however, require 
computing capabilities substantially enhanced beyond those currently 
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being used. The.foci of the observational programme are designed to 
provide key information necessary for the development and verification 
of such a complete general circulation mode!. 
(iii) Data assimilation models comprise the third class. With the latest 
generation of observing systems it is no longer appropriate to analyze 
data on each observed variable in isolation. Instead, assimilation 
procedures are required which incorporate, to the extent possible, known 
kinematic or dynamic constraints between variables. In this process, 
due regard must be given to the uncertainties and statistical 
interrelationships of all the observations to produce an integrated 
picture of the state of the ocean, including inferences of variables 
which are not directly measurable (such as large-scale vertical 
veiocity). There are a variety of such techniques available at present, 
known as objective analysis, diagnostic models, and inverse methods. 
During the coming decade they will become increasingly sophisticated, 
involving more dynamics and will be the interface in WaCE between the 
observational systems, on the one hand, and the conceptual and general 
circulation models, on the other. They provide a vehicle for rational 
evaluation of data sampling and accuracy, and of the utility of their 
products as inputs to the models and in model testing and validation. 
Carefully fostered periodic intercomparisons between different 
assimilation models would do much to provide timely feedbacks on data quality 
control and observing system design issues, and to provide standardized 
products to focus attention on similarities and differences in model 
performances. 
In addition to the major streams of deve!opment discussed above, 
particular and mare specialized modelling needs have been identified for WOCE. 
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They include (i) development of a highly simplified atmospheric model (or 
models) suitable for coupling economically to a variety of global ocean 
models, (ii) assimilation models for geochemical tracers, (iii) isopycnal 
outcrop models, (iv) other process or regional models with high resolution 
tailored to represent in detail the physics of particular regions and, (v) mixed-layer models capable of relating to observable signatures of 
processes such as late-winter convective overturning. In addition, the role 
of sea ice on the circulation near the ice boundary needs further. 
elucidation. 
As general circulation models become increasingly realistic.. they will be 
used in observing systems simulation experiments. For example, ~mereas 
critical decisions on the deSign of satellite-borne scatterometers in orbit in 
the late 1980s may have to be taken in the absence of simulation experiments, 
studies of the sensitivity of global models to inaccuracies in the supposed 
surface wind stress could help in selecting regions for exr.ensive 
intercomparisons with data from instruments in situ and in developing 
strategies for coping with directional ambiguities or suspected bias in 
subsets of the data. Key considerations in such experiments are their 
relevance to real issues in systems design and the timeliness and credibility 
of the results. Early involvement by all gppropriate parties is essential for 
a successful outcome. 
Developments are also needed in atmospheric assimilation modelling 
procedures, for the purpose of permitting inferences of surface heat and 
moisture fluxes over the oceans in places where reliable direct observations 
are inadequate or unavailable. All relevant information (such as the location 
of cumulonimbus convection in the tropics, or the field of vertically 
integrated precipitable water) must be brought to bear. 
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9. Commentary Upon Some of the Goals 
9.1 Oceanic ventilation time and rates of water mass conversion 
---- --- - --- ---
Ventilation time and water mass conversion are, in part, complementary 
concepts, which become identical only where advection into the interior of 
water modified by convection processes is clearly dominant over tracer mixing 
effects. Moreover, if the net water mass conversion is viewed with respect to 
a cross section such as the much studied one at 24°N in the Atlantic, it is 
clear that the "interior" domain may contain subregions of significant water 
recirculation, with associated mass conversions and related interior 
(self-balancing) heat flux convergences and divergences. 
Nevertheless, it appears that these concepts, used with appropriate 
caution and with careful definition, provide a useful perspective from which 
to examine processes related to climate. Two approaches have been identified 
in WOCE. 
First, the introduction of certain anthropogenic materials at the ocean 
surface provides useful tracers of ocean processes. The observed rates of 
conversion into the ocean interior, usually primarily along isopycnal 
surfaces, provide direct estimates of the ventilation in the interior. These 
estimates depend on adequate information on the evolution of tracer 
distribution in the ocean interior and tracer concentrations in several 
regions. At present, these vary greatly in various regions of the World 
Ocean. Detailed analyses are needed to ascertain what futura measurements of 
tracers will be most useful to meet the basic objective of WQCE. Somewhat 
similar considerations concerning a and S are discussed above and Eh~ general 
usefulness of tracers is discussed in Section 4.1 of the Tokyo (1982) Report. 
Second, the question of water mass conversion may also be addressed using 
the indirect physical approach. The best example. of this approach is the use 
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of hydrographic data from the 24 DN section in the north Atlantic combined with 
estimates of the Florida Current transport in estimating the heat flux across 
that section. This use of section data combined with intormation on surface 
topography and direct current measurements in selected regions provides a 
powerful tool for estimating the transport of various water masses across 
zonal sections and the estimation of water maSS conversion between sections. 
Detailed examinations of the best location of such hydrographic sections, the 
proper mix of other direct measurements, the accuracy of the required data 
sets and other related questiono need to be further carried out in the context 
of the general objectives of WQCE, especially for those regions not now being 
extensively examined. 
9.2 Large-scale signatures ~ ~ ~ conversion 
Water mass temperature-salinity properties are changed by absorption of 
solar energy and by molecular diffusion. Significant solar heating is limited 
roughly to the top 100 meters of the ocean, though there is considerable 
variation with latitude, season, cloud cover, and turbidity of the water. 
Molecular diffusion occurs everywhere, but has a neglibible effect unless 
accelerated by small-scale shears associated with three-dimensional 
turbulence, which locally increases the temperature and salinity gradients. 
Most models of the general circulation include the assumption that 
three-dimensional turbulence is uniformly distributed below an energetically 
turbulent surface mixed layer which varies seasonally. On the other hand, 
models and observations of the turbulent kinetic energy distribution (which 
are admittedly limited both in number and global applicability) indicate that 
the distribution of turbulence·is inhomogeneous and intermittent, with the 
majority of the ocean being in laminar flow at any instant. It is not yet 
clear how sensitive the general circulation models designed to predict water 
------;--
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mal,s properties are to this inhomogeneity and intermittency in turbulence. 
Modals designed to predict sea surface temperature and those concerned with 
the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity in the oceanic 
thermocline and along the Equator, however, are sensitive to the 
representation of variations of turbulence. 
The design of WOCE should include the collection of information from 
which to derive key indicators defining large-scale inhomogeneities that 
affect water mass properties. The choice of such indicators will depend all 
the detailed models of the processes involved, including solar heating, 
turbulent mixing in the upper boundary layer, and turbulent mixing in the 
interior. But because the aim will be to make a global climatological 
description, there is no question of surveying the processes in detail. 
Models of the water mass conversion processes give some indication of how 
one might proceed to identify key indicators suitable for surveying during 
waCE. For example, it may be possible to calculate the profile of solar 
heating rate from satellite observations of clould cover (surface insolation) 
and ocean color index (diffuse attenuation index). The key indicators for the 
turbulent mixing in the upper boundary layer at high latitude may be the net 
annual Ekman pumping and the annual maximum depth of the mixed layer (in late' 
winter) and the mixed-layer temperature and salinity at that time. 
9.3 Seasonal Cycles 
The seasonal cycle of heat and stratification is the largest signal in 
the upper ocean and has considerable inter-annual variability. Its importance 
to WaCE lies in the fact that water mass conversions are highly seasonally 
dependent. Thermocline ventilation is controlled by the maximum winter depths 
of the convective mixed layer. In polar regions, convection and formation of 
_ . ,.,.,-;------ ~------- 1 
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sea ice may be strongly influenced by variations in the salinity of the mixed 
layer. The extent of deep winter convection may be affected by 
pre-conditioning of the surfac·e layers by mesoscale eddies. 
Within the context of WQCE, some regions with known strong annual air-sea 
interactions will requirE seasonal observations of the upper ocean structure 
with instruments in situ. GloballY, such regions can only be inferred from 
satellite observations through model response studies. That, in turn, 
requires a significant effort to improve upper-ocean modelling for climate 
studies. 
The seasonal variation of gyre-scale surface geostrophic circulation has 
never been adequately observed, and observations which constrain models of 
this with an accuracy of ±l cm/s (±IO em sea level/IOOO km) would provide 
important new information. 
9.4 Variability 
Little is known about the climatological spectrum of variability of the 
ocean over the WCRP time band (several weeks to several decades), and 
virtually nothing is known about the regional variation of the spectrum. It 
is assumed that the spectrum is broadband, with spectral peaks at the annual 
cycle and its harmonics, and that significant energy will still be present 
eVen at lOnger periods. rnere will, therefore, be significant variability on 
~~mesca+es both shorter than and longer than the duration of WQCE. 
1/113 longer-term variations will constitute a non-stationa.rity of the 
system sampled by WOCE as a "snapshot" (albeit with a shutter open for 5 
years) • There is a need to establish a long-term moni toring programme that 
will indicate how the WaCE snapshot relates to longer-term variability. Such 
monitoi:ing will have to extend over a pedt,d an order of magni tude longer 
th.Jn WaCE. and concentrate on a rew key variable" in a few key locations. 
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Careful study must be given to the specification of such monitoring and 
I determining its details must be a goal for WOCE. 
Variability on times cales shorter than the duration of WOCE can, in part, 
be resolved, but the remainder will contaminate the WOCE data set by aliasing 
or by non-synoptic distortion. Some observing systems, such as those based on 
satellites, will offer many global surveys of the required measurements during 
the period of WOCE; the variability will be resolved within the spectral 
window of such observations. Other observing systems, such as hydrographic 
sections that are collected only once in WOCE, alias or distort the 
variability on periods shorter than their own duration, and represent a (distorted) snapshot that samples the variability at one time within the 
duration of WOCE. Exploratory time series measurements will be needed to 
determine the degree of sampling non-representativeness of such observatiol1s, 
and the degree of error in them due to aliasing. 
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Sea Surface Topography--Toward A WOCE Strategy 
Carl Wunbch 
14 June 1983 
1. Introduction 
Much of the stimulus for discussing the possibility of conducting a 
global circulation experiment comes from the potential availability of an 
altimetric satellite of high precision and accuracy. Unlike any other 
observable. surface topography is an oceanic variable. measureable from space. 
that is dynamically related to the three dimensional ocean circulation at 
great depths. The surface elevation represents a direct boundary condition on \ 
the quaslgeostrophic interior flow fields of the ocean. This is not so for 
surface temperature. roughness. dielectric constant •••• all of which are 
determinable from space. but whose relationship to the flow field at depth is 
very obscure and in some cases extremely complex. 
The uses of a high accuracy altimetric satellite were discussed at some 
length by The Topex Science Working Group (1981) and that discussion .dll not 
be repeated. Instead. we simply point out that Seasat lasted just long enough 
to demonstrate quantitatively what could be done (it did not last long enough 
to teach us anything really new about the ocean). The Sesaat mission has thus 
given rise to a considerable literature which we will summarize below. 
But the direct measurement of sea surface topography and its use for 
making inferences about the ocean circulation has a history long aote-dating 
spacecraft. Measurements of surface elevation by tide gauges are the only 
really long direct measurements we bave of the ocean. In the lumrls of a 
number of investIgators. these observations have been extremely usefUl for 
.tudying large scale. low frequency behavior. It behooves us to be careful 
that this very effective observational tool not disappear. In fact. the 
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strategy proposed here for altimetry, is based upon the supposition that the 
existing global tide gauge network will remain in place and, indeed would be 
supplemented, in order to maximize the effectiveness of the altimetric 
measurement. 
2. What Good is Altimetry? 
A. Oceanic Variability 
Many investigtions with Seasat (and the prior Geos-3) mission have 
already been pUblished in the open literature. (Fu 1983a has written a 
review, but it is as yet not published). To give some flavor of what has been 
learned consider figure 1 from Cheney, Marsh and Beckley (1983). It shows 
an estimate of global mesoscale variability as determined by Seasat from one 
month of data. This paper (and others, e.g. Douglas and Cheney, 1981, Menard, 1983) compare the results to other such estimates (e.g. Wyrtki et al., 1976) 
from conventional means and discuss the reasons why the altimetric measurement is probably more representative (keeping in mind the extremely short SeasBt 
data base). 
Figure 2 is taken from Fu (1983b); he showed that estimates could be made 
not only of the total mesoscale variability energy but also the 
frequency/wavenumber characteristics of that variability as a function of 
position. 
Seasat demonstrated that to the extent global statistics of the mesoscale 
variability remain of scientific interest, that an appropriate future 
altimetric satellite could essentially solve the problem (I am aware in this 
statement, and others like it below, that there are no sw~eping generalities 
that are actuallY valid--one must consider separately for example, variability in the form of deep topographically trapped waves with no surface geostrophic 
pressure signature.) Many have argued, that for this reason alone, flying such a 
-SEASAT ALTIMETER 
MESOSCALE VARIABILITY 
D (}4cm o 4-6 cm _>6cm 
Fig . 1 Global mcso~calc: sea hc:illhl vuiabilil), measured by the SEASAT .. ilimClcr. September 1.5 to October 10. 1918. This m .. p ..... :a~ conll lfllClc:d (rom 110,000 a1ob;IU y 1I1 \ ln bul c tJ ... ",nubli lly v .. lu c~ dCIc:rminc:LI every 1 km il luni: II .. ! lrack !. 5huwn 10 FiGure I. A gmlJinl routlAe ... a~ then used lu obl;lIn \ ffioothc:lI yuluc: s OIl ((SlIlIn 2- mtcrvah of 1 .. lilmJc aruJ lungltulk hc&: Apr<ntJi. A). ThclIc wuc cUniourcd 10 rc:vcullal'kc-lIcuk van ability p;t.uc:rn!!o lluc 10 cum:n l ll )') IC :illi. The: Nurth Atlantic amI NOrlh 1}..4Ci lk arc domi nated by the hl8h1y cn~r&CIIC Gul( Slrc .. m i nti KuroshiO sYlIlcms thai ell iend !IocawanJ nc .. dy 4000 km. In the: lIoulhcrn hcmlllphc:rc the Aluihas Currenl bc=low Afne", <lnd the "'ltlklllondlll'''Lil Cunent cunnuc:nc:c off Sou th AmcllcOi :.ue ch:;trly apparent . fflSh vari~bi lit y due 10 Ihe AnlarCl ie Circumpolar Currc:nl exlend) In a ne~rly continuous band arount.ll he polar oceans , ..... ith l!tol~'ed rnuima coi nci"!In' wilh major 10PUl!mphie rit.l~C's .. ml plaleaus . Owinllo the predominance or valuC'S leh Ihan " em In nlld·ocean . the nonh eqll'hmal current sy)lern!t in both the Allantic and P" \: lflc can be: seen :.&) Lunal band) or hlcher variability . 
(Cheney et a1, 1983) 
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mission ~~uld be well worthwhile-circumventing the now painful, and expensive 
deployment of moorings or floats allover the world. 
Of course, the variability transcends the meso' scale. At the present 
time it is almost impossible to answer the question of what is the nature, 
magnitude and geographical distribution of oceanic variability on spatial 
sC'lles exceeding order 200 km and tim~ scales exceeding a few months 
(something is known in the tropical Pacific largely from the tide gauge 
uetwork there). In that sense, an altimetric satellite would permit for the 
first time, an ability to answer the question of whether the ocean does vary 
at all on these scales (which include the extremely important annual cycle). 
(As an example of what this would ~an. consider the note by Worthington 
(1977). Based upon a single hydrographic section across the Gulf Stream in 
1977, Worthington suggested that after the extremely cold winter of 1976-1977, 
that the Gulf Stream was carryi~g mare water than normal (Leetmaa has 
questioned this interpretation of the data, but it is the raising of the 
question that we are interested in). Suppose Worthington is right; was this 
increase in transport something that affected the entirety of the gyre? Was 
it perhaps confined to the recirculation south of New England? What does the 
normal cycle of transport look like? How did the supposed increase decay with 
time over the gyre? At the present time we could· not begin to answer these 
questions. But a properly designed altimeter mission would go a long way 
toward providing answers). 
Does the ocean have any interannual variability at all on time scales of 
a few years? Good maps of the surface elevation could tell us. The 
climatological conseq~ences of tbe anawer are very important. 
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B. What Would One Do With Variability Data? 
Some of our questions about the variability are like the ones described 
above--e.g. is there any variability on scales larger than the mesoscale--does 
the gyre "wobble" as Stommel and Arm! have suggested? The impact of a better descriptive oceanography of the variability would be very great and should not be minimized. But it is one of the major virtues of altimetry that We also 
can see how to quantitatively use the data. 
Figure 3 is one of Holland's (private communication) EGCM runs. It is 
displayed here as a representative of all such models now being developed and 
their anticipated offspring 5 to 10 years hence. As Schmitz and Holland (1982) and Brctherton (private communication) have emphasized, the ability of 
EGCM's to reproduce the basis eddy statistics (energy levels, frequency and 
frequency/wavenumber spectra) is a very stringent dynamical test of the 
models. To the extent tr.at such models get the eddy statistics correct, We 
tend to have a greater faith in their ability to compute other, perhaps more 
interesting, but unobserved phenomena (like the oceanic heat flux). 
A more direct dynamical approach was outlined by Wunsch and Gaposchkin (1980) and Monk and Wunsch (1982, Appendix D, reproduced here as Appendix A). 
It is shown that in principle one can go from an altimetric varibility 
measurement directly to inferences about the isopycnal variability and hence 
to statements about the three dimensional variability. Obviously the EGCM's 
can do this in a more sophisticated way than one can do with a simple 
analy.tical model used in the appendix, but the principal is the same. 
How accurately can all this be done? The question has been discussed by 
the Topex Science Working Group, 1981, Fu, 1983b and by Wunsch and ~lotnicki (1983, unpublished, attached here as Appendix B). When one deals with any two 
dimensional time varying f:f.eld, the answer is not reducible to a single 
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number, but is a function of frequency and wavenumber, averaging time, system 
accuracy, position, and calibration procedures. Taken altogether, and with a 
sensible calibration procedure (outlined later), we believe that all spatial 
scales from the width of the Pacific Ocean (10,000 km) down to the baroclinic 
Rossby radius of defo~ation (about 30 km) will be observable at the 
sub-centimeter level on time scales from order 20 days to 5 years. 
C. The Time Average Circulation 
Here again. the results from Seasat are probablY more convincing than any 
argument. Figure 4 is taken from Tai and Wunsch, 1983 (the paper is attached 
as Appendix C). It shows a dete~nation of the absolute dynamic topography 
of the ocean as a three month average ov.,r the lifetime of Seaaat. this 
result differs from more familiar pictures in that & spatial filter has been 
applied to remove all wavelengths from the surface that are uncertain because 
of uncdrtainties in the geoid. For comparison, Figure 5 is the recent 
Levitus I (1982) global picture from averaged hydrography run through the IHlme 
low-pass filter. The paper, Appendix C, discusses how these surfaces are 
generated, and why the Levitus and satellite pictures should be different in 
some respects .. 
At the present time. the construct ion of charts such as that shown in 
Figure 4 is confined to either the very largest scales as shown, or to 
comparatively small areas where the entirety of the Wave number content can be 
mapped. The reason is laclc of certainty about the underlying gravitational 
equipotential surface. 
Considerable thought must be applied to developing a strategy for working 
with such filtered or spatially limited data. We propose a t"",,-fold approach. 
First. the manuscript attached as Appendix D discusses the use of time 
I averaged altimetric surfaces with limit~d geoid. in the context of ocean 
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circulation models. The fundamental notion is that known dynamics permit one 
to sys,tematically constrain the ocean circulation from filtered or 
geographically limited measurements--given the property of fluids that all 
spatial scales and all geographical regions tend to be linked dynamically and 
kinematically. 
The second component of the strateg! is to work for ultimate improvement 
in the geoid. Special purpose spacecraft have been designed (e.g. GRM, nee 
Gravsat) which should move the useable shortwavelength cutoff down to about 
200 km (Breakwell, 1979) thus leaving indeterminate only those scales between 
200 km and the Rossby radius. If we can identify critical oceanic regions 
(e.g. the western boundary currents) where determination of the absolute 
geostrophic flow would produce especially important constraints, We can 
consider obtaining adequate data to produce regional geoids of high accuracy 
(e.g. Marsh and Chang, 1978). Notice furthermore that in situ determination 
of the geostrophic flow at one instant during the flight of an altimeter 
satellite, locally determines once and for all the local g~oid slope (which is 
the dyuamically important variable). It is possible that a strategy for geoid 
improvement by in situ observations of flow over comparatively short periods 
of time would be highly effective. 
D. What Should One Do With the Mean Altimetric Data? 
The manuscript attached as Appendix 0 sketches the quantitative use of 
mean altimetric measurements in conjO-!nction with models and with a great 
variety of other observations including especially wind stress measurements. 
In general such observations provide strong constraints upon circulation 
'models (although more elaborate simulations need to be performed). Figure 6 
is an example of the operation of such constraints. It was produced in the 
following way. The zonal hydrography of the North Atlantic from the IGY waa 
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Figure 6. X,Y represent the range (realistic) of meridional heat flux across 48N ill the Atlantic using hydrographic data only. Al,Bl show the reduction in range when the slope over 3000km is imposed (this is a simulation). Gl,Hl show what the pnssible range is when the slope is fixed over SOOkrn. and finally A IB" show what IUlppens when both . slope scales are fixed. 
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lised ~o "!1=fte a aedes of constraints (Wunsch, 1978) useful for determi.ning 
t~e ~~ijbWp peperepce level in the thermal wind. Using a linear programming 
~c~~tne ~Wunsc~, 1983b) the mrutimum and minimum values of the poleward flux of 
heat across 48°N were sought (the .qtiestion--what is the range of heat flux 
across this latitude?-was chosen as an example of a climatologically 
interesting problem). The range for this purely hydrographic data set is 
displayed on the left of figure 6. It was then supposed that an altimetric 
measurement was available, that provided the slope of the sea surface across 
the Atlantic at 48°N only and only on the 3000 km scale (an arbitrary slope 
value Was chosen). A new Bet of bounds wss then computed, shown next in the 
figure. It was then supposed that only the slopes on a ~ km scale were { 
available, and finally that both the joo km and 3000 ka slopes were measured. 
One sees from the figure the considerable narrowing of the range as plausible 
altimetric information is added. In the end, the range may be so small that 
the remaining uncertainty is no longer a problem. Much more exploration and 
understanding of the constraining value of sea surface slopes witn more 
sophisticated models needs to take place, but I believe the priIlciple is 
clear. 
3. An Overall Strategy 
""",.t.uI 
Figure 7 showsJthe ride gauge network displayed by Wyrtki (1979) roughly 
superimposed upon the expected 10 day coverage by Topex. I have added both 
existing and potential positions for tide gauges in other oceans. This 
network would provide the major form of calibration for Topex or ~ny other 
altimetric satellite. The calibration issue is an important one. Although 
there are many sources of error in altimetric measurements (see Wunsch and 
Gaposchkin, 1980, Topex SWG, 1981, Fu, 1983b) most of them (water vapor, 
ionospheric electron content, atmospheric load, etc.) are correctible to a 
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very high accuracy. The IDOst important remaining tj,me dependent error is due 
to orbital uncertainty and occurs principally on the longest scales (an orbit 
diameter). The Topex Precision Orbit Determination Group has estimated that 
this error can be reduced, through realistic tracking systems, to order 14 em in each ground track (it Was about 50 em in Seasat). Much of this error will 
be reduced by simple temporal averaging of successive repeating passes to 
effect a IN reduction. But the most important procedure for ultimate error 
reduction will almost sur21y be the so-called crossing arc method (e.g. Rapp, 
1983) where the long wavelengths in successive arcs are adjusted to make the 
altimetric m2asurements agree where different arcs cross each other. Wunsch 
and Zlotnicki (1983, in preparation) have studied the remaining residual 
errors. Figure 8 shows the wavenumber spectrum of the error in an altimetric 
surface, taken along one of the measurement arcs after an adjustment (effected 
in this case through an objective mapping procedure). It was assumed, 
extremely pessimistically, that the tracking error gave an uncertainty in each 
Jrbit of 1 meter, not 14 cm, and that the arcs Were 1400 km apart, not 200 km 
as they actually would be). 2 The rms error is reduced from (100 em) to 2 (24 cm) and is very small at short wavelengths. If the actual value of the 
Sea surface is fixed at One point along a track (by a tide gauge for example), 
2 
the rms error along any other arc was reduced to about (12 em). It thus 
appears that the global tide gauge network will play a crucial role in error 
reduction over the entire globe (because the resulting altimetric surface is a 
global one). In this sense, one might prefer to think of the altimeter as an inte~polator between surface measurements by tide gauge. In the next several 
months we need to quantify the global error statistics and decide where to 
argument the existing island network. 
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It io proposed therefore that WOCE should be built around a suitable 
altimetric satellite--one with adequate accuracy for improving on what we 
already know about the ocean, and one that will fly long enough to provide 
adequate statistics on the variability, to produce a long enough average for 
studying the interaction between mean and fluctuations, and long enough to 
mount shipboard measurements, serially, over the world oceen. The WOCE 
scientific groups should encourage programs for geoid improvement to be reedy 
at the time when a suitable altimetric average becomes available; maintenance 
of the global tide gauge network; a program of tidal improvement both for 
understanding the tides and reducing them as a source of altimetric error; and 
the development of models suitable for "assimilating" altimetric data. 
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ApPENOIX A. INFERENCES ABOUT THE INTERIOR OCEAN FROM 
SURFACE MEASUREMENTS BY SATELLITE 
Consider a region of the ocean where linearized theory applies well to the time-dependent 
motions. Then OVer a flat sea floor the pressure field describing the three-dimensional fluid motion 
may be written (using F' for dF/dz) 
P,(x,y, z, I) = A,F:(z) P,(x,y) e-'W". (D 1) 
The vertical wave functions F,(z) can be obtained from 
(D2) 
_ubject to the boundary conditions 
F=o on z=-D, F'-glt;'F=O on z=O, (D 3) 
where N(z) is the buoyancy frequency, thus resulting in a Sturm-Liouville problem for linear Rossby waves. P satisfies a horizontal equation 
L(P,(x,y),lt,) = 0, P,(x,y) = Y.(y) elk,z. (D4) 
Note that each mode has its own characteristic wavenumber and frequency. Ifwe can deduce 
C!Jrl kr from an altimetric measurement, we can determine Pr(:~'Y) from the differential equation (D 4), and similarly F, from (D 2) and (D 3). The pressure field is given by the mode summation 
p = J:.P, = J:. d,F,(z) Y,(y) e"·,%-,II (DS) , , 
and the perturbation density field p is found from 
-pg = a,p 
and is thus completely determined from the altimetry. More complex but similar models can be used in regions of stron£" 'nean shear or bottom topography. 
The variahl. velocity at depth can be inferred from a mode summation 
(U'J = F(z) ellk'Z_,t)(~Cq) I v, r lV(y) 
which is analogous to (D I) for pressure (density), and subject to the same considerations. In determining the time average density and velocity field, the practical approach is probably 
to use a numerical model and assimilation techniques. But an interesting analytical possibility is to relate the measurements to the thermohaline circulation models of the ocean (Welander 1971). According to Welander, there is an integral of the quasi-geostrophic equations of motion in the form 
sin (latitude) dp/dz = G(p,p +pgz) , 
where Gis an arbitrary function. Under some circumstances the satellite determination of sur face pressure and stress (and hence Ekman suction) could provide information on the three-dimen-
sional behaviour ofG and hence of p, and the three components ofvdocity. 
Although this is an interesting possibility a be explored, the existence of the mesoscale and 
other ocean varinbility raises fundamental questions. The variability induces eddy correlations 
not appearing in the models. Measurements described in this paper could finally answer the question of whether the resulting eddy fluxes are important to the time-average flows. There is probably no substitute for good eddy-resolving general circulation models until the eddy processes are better understood. 
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An Estimate of Global Absolute Dynamic Topography 
Chang-Kou Tai 1 
and 
Carl Wunsch 
Center for Meteorology and Physical Oceanography Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
ABSTRACT 
We estimate the absolute dynamic topography of the world ocean from the 
largest scales to a short wavelength cutoff of about 6700 km for the period 
July through Sep ember 1978. The data base consisted of the time "'leraged Sea 
surface topography deteoo.ned by Seasat and geoid estimates made at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. The issues are those of accuracy and resolution. 
Use of the altimetric surface as a geoid estimate beyond the short wavelength 
cutoff reduces the spectral leakage in the estimated dynamic topography from 
erroneous small-scale geoid estimates without contaminating the low 
wavenumbers. The resulting surface represents a current best estimate of the 
long wavelength components of the surface boundary conditions of the oceanic 
generaL circulation. 
1 NOw at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA 92093 
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1. Introduction 
Oceanographers have long recognized that knowledge of the absolute shape 
of the sea surface elevation, r;, relative to an equipotential aurface of the 
earth '. gravity field (the special one uaually denoted the "geoid") would 
have a profound impact upon the problem of determining the global ocean 
circulation. The slope of the surface elevation is equivalent to the 
determination of the unknown reference level velocity in the dynamic method. 
If one knew r; with adequate accuracy, the notorious level of no motion problem 
would disappear from the concerns of oceanographers. 
The advent of satellite altimetry has for the first time made it 
plausible to discuss seriously the possibility of direct determination of 1;. 
Th~ concept has been described by Mather, Rizos and Col~man (1979), Wunsch and 
Gaposchkin (1980), Roemmich and Wunsch (1982), Tai ~nd Wunsch (1983), Tai 
(1983) and others. We will not reproduce here all of the many details, but 
will briefly mention the major conceptual problems. Consider the absolute 
shape of the sea surface S(B,).) as seen from a coordinate system fixed at the 
center of the earth (B, ). are latitude and longitude). We may write it as 
S(B,A) a ,(B,A) + N(B,).) + r(B,).) 
where N(B,).) is the geoid and r contains a number of contributions (discussed 
at length by Wunsch and Gaposchkin, 1980 and Fu 1983) which we will consider 
to be noise for p~esent purposes. 
From the measurements of Seas at , highly accurate estimates,S, of Shave 
been produced (see Marsh and Martin, 1982; Rapp, 1983) averaged over the 
period July to September 1978. Coupled with an estimate, N, of N, (where 
N - NtoN) we obtain an estimste r; of r; as 
, - 5 N-,+oN+r 
(Wunsch end Zlotnicki, 1993, ~l'.<l" .~h.t 155 1« I oN I. in IIener';'l) 
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but note that crossing-arc analysis (Marsh and Martin, 1982) has 
,.. been used to reduce the orbit uncertainty error in constructing s. 
But .systematic errors cannot be reIrClved this way" Suppose the 
gravity field estimate which was used to determine the orbit 
underestimates the gravity field in a certain region. The true 
orbit is then lower over this region than the computed one" The result 
is that estimated sea levelS is higher than true sea level 
over this region. Further compounding of the problem occurs if onp. 
uses the same geoid estimate in eq (1) to take the difference. 
We should also point out that Lanbeck and Coleman, 1983, have 
challenged publiShed statements of geoid accuracy without resolving 
the issue,,) 
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To make the expression (1) of any use, one must estimate N accurately. 
At the present time unfortunately, loNI>I,I. Zlotnicki (1983) reviews the 
various procedures (note that for many geophysical purpo.as, where N is the 
quantity of direct interest, it often ~uffices to write, to the loweat order N 
• 5, or ,aO. This approximation is inadequatQ' for studying oceanic flow 
fields) • 
As with any function defined on a aphere, we may write 
m n 
N ~ E (2) 
n=O m=-n n n 
where the NM are spherical harmonic coefficients. For low degree and order n 
(small n,m) the coefficients NM have been determined by tracking earth n 
orbiting satellites over the past 25 years. Because each term in (2) (more 
precisely the related term describing the equipotentials at satellite height 
rather than at sea level) perturbs a satellite orbit somewhat differently, one 
can obtain estimates N for small n,m from such tracking data (see Kaula, 
1966). 
Because the gravity field above the surface of the earth is a solution to 
Laplace's equation, the effects on satellite orbits of terms for large n,m 
diminish rapidly, and above degree n of about 20, the effects are so 
insignificant as to render impossible the reliable estimation of ~. 
n 
These high degree and order terms muat be estimated locally from 
shipboard and continental measurements of gravity acceleration, or by indirect 
means (which we will discuss elsewhere). We have global estimates of N for 
low degree and order, but have only regional es timates for high degree and 
order. 
Spherical harmonics of low degree and order correspond to the amall 
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wavenumber components of N (the wavelengths are approximately 40,000 km/n). 
Preliminary estimates of the accuracy with which N i9 known now suggested to 
us that although we could not usefully employ (1), that a modified form might 
be extremely powerful. 
let h' = f**h represeni: the two-dimensional filtering operation, with 
filter f, designed to remove from any field hall wavenumbers above a cutoff k 
- kc ' On a sphere, the filter is designed to remove all spherical hat~onics 
from the field h above degree n - nc (the filter used is a straightforward 
spherical harmonic expansion with the expansion cut off at degree nc )' Then 
we can attempt an estimate 
" - (S-N)' (3) 
of the spatially low-",ssed ,. At the end, we will discuss the utility of 
such estimates. 
2. Procedures 
lerch et a1. (1979) produced an estimate of the geoid from orbital 
perturbations which they denote" GEM-9 (for Goddard Earth Model -9). We write 
their estimate as Nl - N-aNI where aNI is the error. Table 1 lists their 
estimate of the rms e~ror aNI as a function of degree (th~ square root of the 
power density spectrum of aNI)' Tal (1983) analyzed the energy in Wyrtki's 
(1975) estimate of the dynami"- topography of the Pacific Ocean, an estimate 
which was based solely upon hydrographic data and a 1000 decibar reference 
level. He found that of the power in Wyrtki' s surface lying between degrees 1. 
and 36 (wavelengths of about 1100 km), over 80% was contained in qegrees 1 to 
6 (about 6700 km), thus reinforcing the idea that the oceanographic signal 
might be visible at long wavelengths in the difference (3). 
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Tai and Wunsch (1983) displayed the surface (3) for the Pacific Ocean 
complete to degree and order 6 with encouraging results. We have thus been 
l.ed to make a similar attempt for the entire globe which is the purpose of 
this note. 
The reader may have noticed that although the geoid is defined globally, 
the sea surface elevation is not and that altimeter measurements are 
meaningful only over the oceans. The complications this brings into the 
problem are discussed by Tai (1983); in summary, the problem is treated as 
follows. We can define ~ to be anything we please over land and it is most 
convenient to define it as zero there. The spherical harmonic expansion of I; 
is thus defined as that of a function equal to the sea surface elevation over 
water, and Zero everywhere else. Let~o be the ocean function as defined by 
Munk and MacDonald (1960), i.e. we have 
~ 0(8) - lover ocean 
- 0 over land 
Eq. (1) multiplied byj; 0 becomes 
Let oN - oN~ and r a ~o. If We expand I; in spherical harmonics, 
zm a Zm + oNM + am, 
n n n n 
where zm, Zm, oNM and am are the coefficients of 1;, 1;, oN, and r respectively. n n n n 
The coefficients 6Ntn '" oNM; rather they are a convolution (on a sphere) of 
n " 
I 
l 
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the coefficients of oNm with those from the ocean function (tabulated by Munk n 
and MacDonald, 1960); the result is a leakage of energy from different degrees 
and orders into others. Those terms where the geoid estimate is highly 
acc:urate may be corrupted by neighboring less accurate terms. This leakage is 
an analogue of that encountered in one dimensional time series analysis where 
fi fli te data lengths cause leakag€ of energy from one frequency used in a 
Fourier transform to another, and where the finite data length prevents 
resolution of frequencies insufficiently separated. The remedies on the 
sphere are the same as those in one-dimension and are discussed by Tai (1983). 
Our chief concerns are to minimize leakage effects and to obtain an estimate 
of the resolution for coefficients of neighboring spherical harmonics. 
GEM-9 and Rapp' s (1983) estimate of S "ere used to produce our first set 
of results (FLg. I). To further reduce the leakage, the geoid model was 
modified. ~~ pointed out before, for geophysical purposes, it often suffices 
to use N - S. Lerch et al. (L982) produced just such a gravity model which 
they denoted PGS-s4. PGS-SI, is more accurate than GEM-9, because the model 
error of PGS-S4 is about the size of 1,1, whereas that in GEM-9 is several 
times the size of 1,1. However PGS-S4 cannot be used directly. because it 
contains ,. But PGS-S4 can be used to reduce the leakage from large error 
terms beyond the cutoff degree nco So a mixed model was produced for ~ur 
purposes; it is equal to GEM-9 for terms of degrees less or equal to nc ' and 
assumes PGS-S4 vaues for terms higher than degree nco We write it as 
"m "'m N2 - N-oN2. Beca\lseloN21<loNII fOl:" n)nc ' loSN2nl<loNln l, On average. 
The basic procedure was as follows. The difference between S and the 
gravity medel was taken over the oceanic region bounded by 70·N and 70·5 
latitude. The areal mean >laS removed and a 10·xlO· running average was made 
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to remove terms of degrees lugher than 36. The result was then ~xpanded in 
terms of spherical harmonics complete to degree and order 36. After SOme 
experimenting, the cutoff.degr~a was chosen to be degree p~ ~ 6, thus 
removing from the result any diract effects of having used S as 2n estimate of 
• 
N beyond the cutoff. A second estimate, ~2' based on this revised procedure 
is depicted in Fig. 2. It differs in detail from figure 1. The degree 
variances of -1 (derived from GEM-9) and ~2 (derived from the mixed medel) 
are listed in Table 1. 
3. Results 
The altimetric surface S determined by Rapp (1983) represents an estimate 
from three months of data in the summer and autumn of 1978. We would expect 
for a variety of reasons, a dYIlamic height surface based on it to differ from 
)ther estimates. Previous estimates have been made by a number of 
investig~tors (e.g. Reid and Arthur, 1975 for the Pacific Ocean, and L2vitus, 
1983 for the global ocean). All these other estimates are based upon time and 
space averages of hydrographic data. They should differ from our estimate in 
three primary ways: 1) The hydrographic estimates are averages of data 
acquIred over many years; our estimate is much closer to being a "snapshot" in 
late 1978; 2) Hydrographic estimates are computed relative to an arbitrarily 
chosen pressure 3urface; our estimate is an absolute one in the sense that the 
reference surface 18 the geoid; 3) We have removed all wavelengths shorter 
than about 6,000 km from our estimate whereas the hydrographic estimates 
contain all wavenumbers, although they are subject to gross and highly 
~eriable aliasing as a function of location. 
Regarding this third point, note that Roemmich (1983, private 
communication) has shown that the comparatively large station separation of 
the IGY Atlantic aections gGn~rates a long wavelangth alias owing to the 
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non-resolved mesoscale. The El Nino signal in the tropical Pacific can 
amount to 30 to 40 em; wi th irregular sampling, Some of this will appear in 
the large scale average. The altimetric surface is not entirely free of 
aliasing, but the sampling is globally uniform and the error is much reduced 
(see Wunsch and Zlotnicki, 1983). 
We may however isolate several features of our result to compare with 
Levitus' (1983) global chart (figure 3). All the major subtropical gyres in 
both '1 and ,2 are in the correct sense. The clearest result is achieved in 
the North Pacific where the spatial scales of flow are maximum and thus most 
likely to survive the filtering. In contrast with the result of Tai and 
Wunsch (1983), the filtered flow is more zonal and the center of the gyre is 
closer to the western boundary. But the low in the eastern North Pacific (Tai 
and Wunsch, 1983) is still present in Fig. 1. This low is largely eliminated 
in Fig. 2, implying that it is probably caused by leakage stemming from terms 
of degrees higher than 6. There are two gyres in the South Pacific, in 
contrast to Levitus' chart, but consistent wlth direct surface current 
observations (Meehl, 1982; but Ekman transports complicate direct comparison). 
The flow field of the Indian Ocean in Fig. 2 looks more conventional. However 
the low to the southeast of Africa is virtually unchanged from Fig. 1. If its 
origin is in geoid error, then these are most likely errors in degree 1-6. 
Generally speaking, the slopes of the altimetric results are steeper than 
those derived solely from hydrographic data. Although the steep slope between 
the North Pacific and the Indian Ocean could be due to orbital error (1.e., 
the fixed orbit in the crossing arc adjustment process (Rapp, 1933), one 
expects a nearly instantaneous snapshot (3 months is a very short interval 
when discussing the gener~l circulation) to have stronger highs and lows than 
a multiyear average. 
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4. Discussion 
We are aware of at leaae thrae other attempts to produce aurfaces .imila~ 
to that shown in figure 1,2. !nsel1.' (1983) 1a perhaps clo.e.t to ourl in 
methodology, but he fail. to di.cuas the rssolution problem and did not smooth 
the data to red.lce aliasing. Low-pan filters other than the spherical 
harmonic expansion were used in the other two attemptS. Douglas, Agreen and 
Sandwel (1983) confine themselves to an estimate based upon one three day 
period (the fact they succeed as well AS they do with so little data is very 
encouraging for future, higher precision, satellites than Seasat). Cheney and 
Harsh (1983, private communication), used FGS-S4 directly. Their results are 
difficult to interpret, since they have removed a portion of ~ in the 
difference (3). It is thus impossible to know which of the small scale 
features their figures display should be taken seriously. 
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For a slightly more direct comparison, We show in figure 4, the Levitus' 
ak.l'1. (1982) average dynamic topography filtered the same way as Fig. 1 and to leave 
" only the wavenumber components out to degree and order 6. The comparison with 
closure of the subtropical gyre-unlike the atl1metric results. 
best results). But the filtered version of Levitus' surface fails to show the 
our figure 2 remains quite good in the Pacific Ocean (where We anticipate the 
Differences of this sort are easi~ rationalized for all the reasons 
previously listed. 
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The reader may wunder what is the use of the dynamic topography of the 
ocean obtained only in a low-pass filtered form. The answer to this 
question is straightforwdrd. 
A8 with any phYlical phenomenon, w. may often choose to 1.ol~te the 
physics in specific wavenumber and frequency bands. Filtering in frequency ia 
a commonplace--e.g. we discuss the mesoscale frequency veriability in current 
meter records after having filtered out longer and shorter periods. We can 
ask whether our physical models are capable of describing that particular band 
of frequencies and trying to understand relative amplitude and phase 
relationships. Such band-passed records may fail to satisfy certain physical 
constra.ints (e.g. causality or conservation of total energy) but they are 
nonetheless extremely useful. Precisely the same applications can be made in 
wavenumber space: do our general circulation models reproduce the observed 
long wavelengths in sea surface elevation? . If they fail to do so, where, and 
with what time scales do they fail? Can we force general circulation models 
of the ocean With low-pass filtered sea surface elevation boundary conditions 
and have the models compute the ahorter wavelengths for us? Wunsch (1983) 
discusses the general problem of inference from filtered sea surface 
elevations. 
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, Table l. Square roots of degr •• varianc .. , in centimeters, of ~1' ~2 • and 
oNI (for GEM 9). 
• • 
o..gre. ~l ~2 oNI 
1 43.2 41.8 
2 28.7 29.4 3.9 
3 14.6 14.5 11.8 
4 21. 7 16.6 9.1 
5 19.7 22.1 19.8 
6 34.7 30.1 16.3 
7 31.5 20.8 29.4 
8 33.4 20.8 24.9 
S 30.7 20.1 37.9 
10 31.0 21.8 34.5 
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Figure Caption 
Fig. 1. Absolute dynamic topography e.timate, ~1' in meters. It is viewed 
through a low-pa •• filter corre.ponding to summing spherical harmonica 
complete to degre. and order 6. 
Fig. 2. Sam ... Fig. 1 except for ~2. 
Fig. 3. Mean annual dynamic topography, in meters, surface relative to 2000 db 
(from Levitus, 1982). 
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APPENDIX D 
On Inferences Concerning the Large Scale Ocean Circulation 
From Remote and Integrating Measurements (DRAFT 
1. Introduction 
by Carl Wunsch 
13 JUfl8 1983 
The advent of technologies for observing the ocean on the largest scales has opened up some interesting questions 
concerning methods for making inferences about the three 
dimensional ocean circulation and variability. Some of these 
technologies, e.g. satellite based, or acoustical, are 
sufficiently different in concept from more conventional 
methods (e.g. current meters) that the relationships between 
the observable and the quantities of physical interest are not 
ahlays obvious. Here we will focus on two novel 
technologies--ocean acoustic tomography and satellite 
altimetry--which present different problems of physical 
inference--and discuss procedures for using the measurements 
to make statements about the ocean. These two technologies 
were arne: ,g the ones discussed py Munk and Wunsch (1982a) as 
candidates for a system for basin and global observations o!: 
the ocean. The exclusion of other methods (e.g. Sofar floats) is not meant to imply that tomography and altimetry are 
necessarily entire, or even partial, answers to the difficult 
problem of oceanic observation. But they are specific, and unde~ active study, and they thus provide examples of various 
possibilities. 
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The process of making inferences about the ocean from 
observation is a necessary amalgam of data and knowledge 
garnered from a vast array of sources--ranging from 
independent and different observations, to dynamics, to 
"hunches". In the meteorloglcal context, much data analysis 
is done by the assimilation of observations into large 
complex, numerical models (see for example, Bengtsson, ~ al., 
1981). In the oceanographic context, studies in this mode of 
tomography and altimetry are underway, (P. Malanotte-Rizzolli, 
private communication, 1982). But the models are complicated, 
and the precise means by which one uses them for assimilation 
are not yet clear. 
Here we will take a different approach. We will 
demonstrate the joint use of reaiistically simulated altimetry 
and tomography with a dynamical model of the ocean 
circulation. We will emphasize the steady (i.e. time 
independent) circulation problem, because the linearized time 
dependent problem is much easier, and its solution was 
sketched previously by Wunsch and Gaposchkin (1980) and Munk 
and Wunsch (1982a, Appendix D). 
The model we will use (that of pedlosky, 1969) is very 
specific and has clear dynamical limitations. In what 
follows, we will attempt therefore, to do two things--to 
formulate the problem generally, to demonstrate how one would 
proceed, almost certainly numerically, with any model; we will 
also show how to proceed analytically with this particular 
model as an interesti.ng example of the possibilities in 
particular cases. 
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2. A Model 
Pedlosky (1969) analyzed the response of a linear, 
diffusive ocean to an imposed winds tress and surface 
temperature. The basic stratification was taken to be a linear 
function of the vertical coordinate, z, in order that the 
lowest order heat equation be satisfied identically. The model 
was not expected by him to be very realistic; but even this 
comparatively simple physics leads to a surprisingly intricate 
solution--as Pedlosky shows. From our point of view, the major 
virtue of the model is its completeness--one can fully 
understand the relationship between any dynamical variable and 
the requirements of all the boundary conditions--including the 
surface forcing and those on the meridional and zonal walls. 
In more complex models, e. g. the· non-linear thermocline models, 
there is no explicit relationship available that indicates the 
structure of the dynamical fields and their relationship to the 
boundary conditions. The linear model of Rattray and Welander 
(1976) is another useful candidate for an analysis such as 
ours; it has a more realistic basic state and a more active 
connection between the interior and the western boundary 
current, but a less interesting relationship between the 
interior vertical velocity and the thermocline structure. In 
any event, we have chosen the Pedlosky model for our examples. 
His model and our procedures are meant to be an analogue, or 
metaphor, for more realistic models and procedures. 
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We begin with the interior fields. In Pedlosky's 
notation. (but using a subscript I for "interior" rather than 
his T). in thG ocean of Figure 1, he finds that away from the 
oceanic sidewall boundary layer we can write 
2 • 1 aSI uI{lCo.yo.~) • r cosk~ 1K ax dk 
" 0 
( 1) 
2 - 1 aaI vI{xo.Yo.~) = 
-
r cosk~ (- 1k ay-) dk 
" 0 
(2 ) 
~ aI 2 PI{xo.Yo.l;) = - r cosk~ K dk 
" 0 
(3 ) 
2 ~ SI{xo.Yo.l;) = - r s ink I; aI{xo.Yo.k)dk Tr 
0 
( 4 ) 
k 4 f2 
= C{k)exp{-~ (l-xo)} + 
1 f2 3, 1/7. l' T 
_f 2 4 r 28 [k To{x .yo)-k{ as) owi"! K,vx{'!)lexp {2'6 k (x'-xo) }dx' Xo 
( 5) 
C{k) 1 f2 2a -1 1 1 1 f2 = [ r [l-exp{ ;a ) l"f'dy} U dy' r dx r dx' 28 3 " [k To{x .y ) 
o o o x 
. 
_{os)l/Z owleT koVx{.!/f)lexp[-k4f212a (x'-x)} 
lIZ 1 3 1 -( as) ow/oT r dx' [ T{X) (x' ,1) 
0 k4 r 4 as \ 
Ef z 
1 
1/2 
r dx' [ k
3 rex) (x' ,0) ( 6 ) +(os) owleT 1 2f(0) 0 k4 r 4 as 
Ef2 
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where e, f and all other variables are non-dimensional, E is 
an Ekman number, ET' EW are thermal and mechanical Rossby 
numbers, To and ~ are the imposed surface temperatures and 
windstress, a is the Prandtl number and 5 a Burger number. 
The system has been non-dimensionalized so that O~x<l, O<y<l 
and , is the nondimensional depth --<~<O with ,=0 being the 
sea surface. 
3. Altimetric Measurements 
3.1 Perfect Data 
We will first consider the case in which an a1timetric 
satellite measures the sea surface topography relative to the geoid. Initially we will assume that the measurement is 
perfect and only later discuss the effects of errors and 
sampling gaps. Complete discussions of altimetric systems can be found in Wunsch and Gaposchkin (1980), the TOPEX Science 
Working Group (1981), Fu (1983), Stewart (1983). 
From the model, the surface pressure field of the ocean 
is (combining 3, 5, 6) 
2 1/2 [k To(x' ,Yo)-(as) 
(7 ) 
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It is supposed that by use of the altimetry as described in 
the above papers, we can make a determination of PI(Xo' Yo' 0) 
and this is our "data". What inferences can we make about the 
full three-dimensional ocean circulation from this measurement 
alone? 
The very first step in a problem such as this is to 
decide what is to be regarded as "known" and with what 
certainty. For present purposes, we will idealize the 
situation and suppose that the model physics is complete--i.e. 
we will discard the (usually realistic) possibility that the 
model is incapable of accounting for the observations (a 
simple analogue is the case where we assert that some data is 
fittable with a straight line, discarding the possibility that 
a quadratic is really required. We can make tests ~ 
posteriori to see if a more complex structure should have been 
included). 
'rhe only potentially uncertain parameters of Pedlosky's 
model then are the physical coefficients, i.e. eddy 
coefficients (appearing in the guise of Ekman and Prandtl 
numbers), the gross stI'atification, etc., and the wind and 
thermal forcing at the surface appearing through T(xo,yo) and 
T. For illustration, we will regard the Ekman number and 
other problem parameters as given and known with total 
certainty (it is easy to extend the treatment to include these 
parameters). 
We are now faced with a linear inv'erse problem--to make 
inferences about To(xo'yo) and ~ from measurements of PI 
through the vehicle of equation (7). In a linear problem, 
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there is no necessity to work with perturbations. Howeve. 
most real problems will be non-linear and probably to be 
approached through a perturbation procedure. Therefore, 
suppose we have an a priori estimate of both To and ~ leading 
to a known a priori estimate of Pr' We thus mea~ure the 
perturba tion 
( 8 ) 
where F is the same operator appearing in eq. 7 but applied 
instead to the perturbation fields. 
Now it has been demonstrated that one can directly 
measure with scatterometers the wind stress over the sea from 
space (e.g. Chelton ~ al., 1981; Satellite Surface Stress 
Working Group, 1982). But the temperature field occurring in 
(7) is not the sea surface temperature, it is probably best 
interpreted as the temperature at the base of the mixed layer. 
There is no known way of making direct observations of this 
field from space. So we can pose the following usefuL 
question: is the measurement of the surface pressure field by 
altimetry a useful substitute for the direct determination of 
the thermal forcing? If it is, then the altimetric 
measurement would permit computation of the full three 
dimensional circulation. For illustration purposes then, let 
us assume that ~ is known (this is not a requirement for what 
follows and in practice one would almost certainly car.y both 
the thermal and wind fields as unknowns, with satellite 
determined pressure and wind and any other observations as the 
data in a joint inversion problem). 
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To be consistent with pedlosky's underlying assumptions, 
put If lITo(x' ,y' )dx'dy' ,. O. 
Under these circumstances, (8) reduces to 
f2 1 • 
1iJ I dx' lITo(X' ,Yo) I 
Xo 0 
k 2exp[- f2 4 2a k (x'-xo ) )dk 
performing the integration over k, we have 
lITo(x' ,yo)dx' 
(9 ) 
r(3/4) 
= 411 ( ' ) 3/4 (10) X -xo 
Eq. (10) is an Abel-Volterra integral equation (see 
Sneddon, 1972, p. 209) with solution 
3" 
-4sin ~ d 1 
-r-(-3-/-4-)-(-f~2/~B-)71~/~4 dxo ~o 
lIPr(t,yo'o) 
(t-x
o ) 1/4 
dt (11 ) 
Thus complete determination of the thermal perturbation is 
possible from the pressure perturbation alone; the result 
supports the idea that even in the absence of thermodynamic 
information, altimetry plus scatterometry will very highly 
constrain any plausible model of the ocean circulation. 
3.2 More realistic data 
Any real altimetric data will contain noise, have some 
finite spatial coverage, and generally be incomplete. While 
the expression (11) is a useful theoretical tool, one needs to 
understand the extent to which inversion for liTo (or for liT) 
is practical, and stable. More im?Qrtant, (11) is model 
dependent; we would prefer a formalism that is not depend~nt 
upon the accidents of a ,particular model choice. 
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In the general context of inverse theory, we have a set 
of observations 6p, unknown model function 6T)with a known 
"!-
relationship (9 or 10) between observations and model, and 
some a priori understanding ·of the noise in the observations. 
We can proceed to make inferences about 6~ in a variety of 
ways: e.g. the form (10) can be used immediately in the 
Backus and Gilbert (1967, 1968) inverse formalism (see 
especially Parker, 1977). Instead, we re-write (9) in discrete 
form 
or 
LlPr(Xi,Yi,o) " ~ aij6To (Xj,Yj) j 
6!0 = {6To(Xj'Y~)} 
,-(. } 
(12a) 
(l2b) 
(xi,Yi) being observation points and (Xj,Yj) being places 
where 6T~is sought. We could use either the singular value 
approach of Wunsch (1978) and Munk and Wunsch (1979), or the 
optimal estimation approach of Liebelt (1967), Bretherton ~ 
al. (1976), Cornuelle (1983), Zlotnicki (1983). This latter 
method is particularly useful when we are willing to make 
assertions concerning the spatial covariances of the data 
errors and of the temperature perturbations. All of these 
methods can be shown to be equivalent (see zlotnicki, 1983, 
for a review). Wunsch and Zlotnicki (1983) have provided 
estimates of the expected error covariances in the altimetric 
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measurement and with the formulas of Liebelt (1967) we can 
write down explicitly the error with which we can determine 
A'l' 
where ATo is the best (minimum variance) estimate we can make 
of ATo' CTT is the covariance of the true field ATo, and CNN 
is the covariance of the errors in the measurement of AE. 
Because (Tai and Wunsch, 1983) in practice the altimetric 
measurement will define the ocean circulation only on long 
wavelengths (" long" being defined in terms of the error 
budgets of geoid estimates), it is particularly important to 
note that spatially averaged value_ of API are invertible for 
spatially averaged values of ATo ' The model itself provides 
the "best-estimate" of the unobserved short wavelengths 
- forced to be compatible with the long wavelength 
observations and the known dynamics. 
3.3 Measuring Short Scales 
It is typical of fluid flows that widely different 
spatial scales are linked both kinematically and dynamically 
and the same is true in this particular model. Pedlosky 
shows, for example, that the structure'of the western boundary 
current can be written explicitly in terms of sI' If we have 
managed to construct a regional geoid (and these exist, e.g. 
Zlotnicki, 1983; Marsh and Chang, 1977) that includes the Gulf 
Stream system, then an altimetric measurement on the short, 
0(100 kID), scale will constrain and add information to 
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knowledge of the larger and intermediate scales. It seems 
unnecessary to display the explicit relationships as they are 
structurallY the same as those already described for the 
interior scales. 
4. Acoustic Tomography Measurements 
Munk and Wunsch (1982a,b) discuss the realistic 
possibilities for velocity tomography, the ability to 
determine areal average vorticities and to infer areal average 
vertical velocities. A large number of possibilities exist 
for using and interpreting these measurements. Here we will 
examine only a simple example. 
From the expressions (2,5,6) we have explicit 
relationships between the velocities and the for.cing fields. 
We assume following Munk and Wunsch (l982b), that we are able 
to make estimates from velocity tomography of u,v as a 
function of depth for fixed xo,Yo. The surface forcing by 
temperature and wind is still linearly related to the 
data--again setting the stage for a linear inverse problem. A linear combination of (1,2), as in a tomographic circulation (vorticity) measurement, remains a linear combination of the 
unknown fields--preserving the structure of the problem. To 
reduce the present problem to its simplest possible terms, we 
suppose once more that we have estimated ~ from a 
scatterometer in space and that our tomographic array is 
sufficiently large to average out the effects of mesoscale 
variability, but sufficiently small that we can regard the 
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measurement as applying to a single point, xo,Yo' in the 
ocean. (The great virtue of tomography is its natural 
integrating behavior). 
Consider then the measurement of the perturbation 
meridional velocity 
a~\ 
f~vI ~ 4 ayo (xo,yo'~) 
.. 1 2 fZ aT k 4fZ cosk~dk f 
, (x' -xo) }dx' = ii 26 f 4 ayo {xo yo)exp{ 6 0 Xo 
(14 ) 
This expression shows that the meridional velocity is 
determined by, and thus contains information concerning, the 
forcing fields only to the ~ of the observation point and 
is a consequence of the Sverdrupian interior in Pedlosky's 
model (a similar result applies to the altimetry). More 
complex mOdels in which the interior is determined in part by 
the western boundary currents would have a different 
information structure. 
With adequate vertical resolution from the tomography, we 
will be able to determine f~VI(xo'Yo'~) = a~o ~PI{XoYo'~) and 
to find their Fourier transforms f~v, ~ ~p{xo,yo,k). Thus 
Yo ::! 
fAVI{Xo,yo,k) = __ a_ 4PI{Xo l Yo,k) ayo 
2 fZ Z 1 _k 4 fz· 
= ii TI k f ~To(x' ,yo)exp{ 6 (x'-xo) }dx' (lS) 
Xo 
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or 
1 a f-
xo· Yo 
_k 4 f 2 • B t-T(x' ,yo)exp{ B x }dx' = 2;k 2 exp{-
k 4X of 2 
~ }bVr(xo,Yo,k) 
We thus have an expression for the Laplace transform (the transform variable is f2 k 4/ Bl of the thermal forcing 
(16) 
a ayo ATo(x,yo)h(x-xo)' (h is the Heaviside function) expressed in terms of the vertical wavenum~ar structure of the meridional velocity field. Eg. (16) can thus be easily inverted to give 
+iar.+a 
= f J 
-ica+a 
4.2 Numerical procedures 
(17) 
As with the altimetry, the inversion formula (17) is a useful analytical tool, but is model dependent and not easily adapted to understanding the effects of noise and finite resolution in the data. But we can write in general, 
fAV• (x y k) - ~ bl"J" a "T (X" y l I 0' 0' -. ayo "0 J' 0 j (18) 
and proceed exactly as described above for the altimetric inversion. 
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5. Some Concluding Remarks 
In practice, we would choose to perform a simultaneous 
inversion for wind field and thermal forcing as well as any 
other model parameters less than perfectly known--in terms of 
all available data including the' tomography, scatterometry, 
and altimetry. The principles outlined here are not model 
dependent although the detailed structure of the answers we 
obtain is. A major advantage of model dependent inversions is 
that the solutions we obtain automatically satisfy the 
appropriate model boundary conditions--which are constraints 
contributing important information to the structure of the 
solutions. 
Although it may be possible to find more elegant 
approaches, in using a numerical model the methodology 
outlined here, based upon a set of analytical relationships, 
may also be used. If a perturbation expansion is practical, 
then one can compute, numerically, the set of partial 
derivatives of, for example 
or 
aaT{x' ,y') 
aAP{x,y) 
a AT (x' ,y' ) 
aav{x,y) 
and proceed as before. A related method is to find, 
nUmerically, the appropriate Green's functions for the 
problem. 
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